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1 Introduction

‘We view transport much too narrowly. It’s not just a way to move people and freight around. It 
is basically a way to achieve the goals of society – whether the goals are growing food, commuting 
to work, expanding production and trade, building better cities, creating jobs or reducing povertyto work, expanding production and trade, building better cities, creating jobs or reducing povertyto work, expanding production and trade, building better cities, creating jobs or reducing povert ’
(Owen, ).

1.1 Urban transport, development and sustainability

Few will argue that urban areas, cities and metropolitan regions are the prime generators 
of wealth, economic growth and development in countries.  ey provide, among others, 
opportunities for specialisation, economies of scale and large markets for products and services 
and as the World Bank puts it, ‘...(cities) ... increase the catchment area of markets and return 
economic endeavour’ (Schiff eres, ; Weissbourd and Berry, ). Cities, in actual fact, exist economic endeavour’ (Schiff eres, ; Weissbourd and Berry, ). Cities, in actual fact, exist economic endeavour
because transport is expensive (measured in time and monetary cost), there are economies of 
scale in agglomeration and cities lower the transaction cost of participating in spatially dispersed transaction cost of participating in spatially dispersed transaction cost
activities (Begg et al., ; Miller, ; Owen, ; Pas, )¹.  e performance of the 
transport system (as a means to overcome space) and the structure of the land-use system 
(spatial distribution) are, therefore, primary factors that determine the quality of this interaction 
potential of cities. Whereas a good transport system widens the opportunities to satisfy 
interaction needs, a poorly connected transport system limits economic and social development 
(Ortúzar and Willumsen, ). Simply put, the transport system allows individuals to trade 
(less) time for (more) space when moving to activity and resource locations as well as moving 
the resources themselves from supply to demand locations (Miller, ; Rietveld, )².

Existing trends and observations seem to confi rm that cities (and their integrated transport and 
land-use systems) have been too successful in their growth and development role as refl ected 
in the strained relationship between the transport and land-use systems (Salomon et al., ; 
Scholl et al., ). Coupled with continuing urbanisation as well as natural population growth, 
transport systems is exerting considerable pressure on infrastructure and natural resources in 
urban regions specifi cally (Murray, ). Many cities around the world today are choked by 
daily traffi  c gridlocks; ineffi  cient and overloaded public transport; inaccessible located public 
spaces and land uses; stress from pedestrian and vehicular confl ict; urban sprawl and loss of 
valuable agricultural land: all factors that may ultimately lower interaction potential through 
longer travel times and higher costs. Furthermore, congestion and poor accessibility result in an 
increase in transaction cost and a loss of economic competitiveness, ineffi  cient use of resources 
and simply an unpleasant urban environment. Besides these and other detrimental side eff ects, 
environmental concerns, i.e. pollution, environmental degradation, space consumption and green 
house gases (in particular NO₂ and CO₂), are receiving increasing attention as the highly visible 
and detectable externalities of transport and land-use development patterns.  e International 





Energy Agency (IEA) predicts that the transport sector will overtake industry as the largest 
energy user by  (SUT Partnership, ).  ere is an increasing realisation that current 
aggregate urban development trends, as manifested in land-use patterns (sprawl, low-density, land-use patterns (sprawl, low-density, land-use patterns
suburban development) and transport systems (dominated by private, single-occupant and fossil 
fuel intensive vehicles) are simply not sustainable or desirable (Banister et al., ; United 
Nations, ).

An undeniable driving force behind these unsustainable development trends is the seemingly 
unbounded availability and popularity of the private car and the travel behaviour associated 
with car travel (Newman and Kenworthy, ). Travel behaviour refers to the trip-making 
habits of individuals and includes phenomena such as the number of daily trips, destination 
choice, mode and route choice, travel time and distance. Rising incomes and levels of wealth 
coupled with mass production have made the car an available (and indispensable) means of 
transport for all. Garret Hardin (as quoted by Wachs, , p. ) referred rather appropriately 
to the infl uence of the automobile as a ‘tragedy of the commons’. He states that,
‘... while the automobile has provided many of us individually with tremendous freedom and 
opportunity at fairly low personal cost, our massive response to and dependence upon it have provided 
us with great collective costs which we are beginning to refuse to tolerate. Congested roadways, polluted 
air, death and injuries from accidents, and depletion of natural reserves are among the common costs 
we pay collectively for the private advantages gained from auto-mobility’ (Wachs, ).
 is statement refl ects the classical dichotomy between collective costs (congestion, pollution, 
etc.) and individual costs (commuting time, maintenance cost, etc.). As such, it is not that 
people travel, but the way in which they travel – their travel behaviour – that is detrimental to 
the environment, the economy and our health (Banister, ; Department of Transport, ). 
Although the car provides individuals with tremendous individual freedom and fl exibility to 
satisfy all their travel demand requirements and supports economic growth and development, 
the aggregate phenomena resulting from mainly car mobility are unsustainable and impact on aggregate phenomena resulting from mainly car mobility are unsustainable and impact on aggregate phenomena
the quality of life in cities³. Rising concern over this seemingly inexorable growth in car use and 
the highly visible and increasingly intolerable externalities have generated particular interest 
in how transport planning policies and supportive land-use and urban form might at least 
moderate the pressures in growth in personal mobility and support the principles of sustainable 
development (Arentze et al., ; Barret, ; Hensher, ; Salomon, Bovy and Orfeuil, 
)⁴. Transport and land-use planners and decision-makers are faced with a dilemma of how dilemma of how dilemma
to balance the demand for transport with the principles of sustainable development. Public 
transport (train, bus, tram, metro or any combination and permutation of these mass passenger 
transport modes) is often considered a more sustainable transport alternative by policymakers 
and transport planners; however, public transport is seldom the transport alternative preferred 
by individuals.

1.2 Sustainable urban development: A role for public transport?

Sustainable development is a general and all-encompassing term⁵.  e concept usually refers 
to the interface between human society and the environment, specifi cally development that 
meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to 
meet their own needs. To make sustainable development a reality, attention should be paid, 





jointly and equally, to the three pillars of the concept, i.e. economic development and equity, 
preservation of natural resources and the environment and social development (United Nations, 
; Newman & Kenworthy, ). Clearly, transport plays a key role in sustainability by () 
promoting economic development; () fulfi lling a social equity role in providing people with 
basic access, but () in the process, consumes fi nite resources.  us, for public transport to 
support the principles of sustainable development, it should (i) have environmental benefi ts (i.e. 
consume fewer fi nite resources) over other forms of motorised transport and in particular the 
car, (ii) support economic growth and development, and (iii) fulfi l a social development role.

 e environmental benefi ts of public transport rest mainly in the fact that it can transport more 
passenger-kilometre per energy unit (CO₂) than cars or other forms of transport that rely on 
the internal combustion engine and fossil fuels (Feitelson, ; Hensher, ; Scholl, Schipper 
and Kiang, ). Public transport infrastructure requires less space (physical infrastructure) per 
passenger-km and also promotes concentrated land-use development around nodes. Although 
not strictly an environmental benefi t, public transport is, arguably, a safer transport mode 
resulting in fewer accidents per passenger-km.  ese environmental benefi ts notwithstanding, 
Newman and Kenworthy () suggest ‘... sustainability in cities ... is about moving away 
from dependence on the car in a way that improves the environment and the economy of cities’ 
(Newman and Kenworthy, ).  e theoretical relationship between public transport and the 
economy is well established (see footnote ). Investing in public transport leads to a decrease 
in travel time and less congestion, which in turn lead to an overall decrease in transport costs. 
Transport cost constitutes an input in the labour market and the cost of production. Lower 
costs lead to economic stimulus (Cambridge Systematics, ; Rietveld, ). Furthermore, 
the provision of public transport can also alleviate central city congestion, thus increasing the 
vitality of central business districts. Considering the social function of transport, the provision 
of public transport ensures that people without access to private transport are able to travel to 
employment opportunities. It also ensures community interaction, thus combating inequity.  e 
lower levels of pollution associated with public transport hold human health benefi ts and hence 
health expenditure benefi ts. Public transport, arguably, contributes to community liveability 
and aesthetics by limiting congestion and requiring less physical infrastructure. Arguably, these 
‘sustainability’ advantages of public transport are context-specifi c and not always clearly evident. 
 e general consensus, however, is that overall public transport is a more sustainable mode of 
transport compared to the car (Banister, Watson and Wood, ; Feitelson, ; Marshall and 
Banister, ; Newman and Kenworthy, ; Transit Cooperative Research Program, )⁶.

However, despite past attempts of trying to convince an increasingly mobile and affl  uent society 
to make greater use of public transport, the mode has not managed to stem the growth in 
personal car mobility. For example, while the share of public transport modes in all personal 
mobility in  e Netherlands has increased from . to . over the period -, car 
personal mobility has increased from  to  (personal mobility is defi ned as the number 
of trips during a specifi c period – for example one year – multiplied by the trip distance or trip 
time). However, these percentages are misleading as the absolute increase in car-based personal 
mobility for the same period is  billion kilometres compared to . billion kilometres for 
public transport (Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek, ; Salomon, Bovy and Orfeuil, ).





Simply providing public transport (from a sustainability perspective) does not necessarily imply 
that it will result in more sustainable travel behaviour patterns. In fact, Van Wee (), notes 
that the increased energy use and the detrimental air pollution as a result of increased public 
transport use may actually outweigh the decrease in energy and air pollution as a result of the 
decrease in the use of private transport (Van Wee, ).  is is a result of the fact that public 
and private transport does not necessarily serve the same markets and that relatively little 
opportunity exists for substitution. Excessive investment in public transport therefore might 
outweigh the benefi ts of limited substitution of car trips for public transport trips (Bovy et al., 
; Van Wee, ). For more sustainable travel behaviour to occur, public transport needs 
to serve the travel demand requirements of individuals and act as a substitute for other travel 
forms, notably the car.  erefore, while public transport makes sense from a sustainability 
perspective (less pollution and less space consumption), supports a base-level mobility for all 
(overcomes social exclusion), supports growth and development objectives (potentially lowering 
congestion and transport costs) and generally makes sense from an engineering perspective, the 
question remains whether public transport serves the interaction requirements of individuals. An 
understanding of the interaction requirement of individuals (and households) and of the forces 
at work on these interaction requirements will lead to a better understanding of the potential of 
public transport to support more sustainable travel patterns.  us, it is important to estimate the estimate the estimate
demand for travel with as much accuracy as possible and quantify the important causal factors 
underlying this demand. Only then will it be possible to devise transport and land-use planning 
policies which can potentially alter demand and achieve more sustainable travel behaviour 
patterns.

Two related problems occur in attempting to quantify and measure travel demand and prepare 
transport policy and planning directives. Firstly, travel is a derived demand, derived from the 
need to participate in activities. Analysing travel patterns without paying attention to activities 
therefore makes little sense. Understanding travel behaviour requires an understanding of the 
complex decision process underlying the mechanisms of activity engagement (Kitamura, ). 
Secondly, activity engagements patterns – and hence travel demand – change over time as they 
are continuously subject to external megatrends and exogenous forces. Transport demand, 
therefore, is never fi xed or constant. On the contrary, transport supply, and specifi cally public 
transport supply, is less subject to these trends. Infrastructure investments often take a long 
time to plan and build, and have a long lifespan. Such a situation often results in a ‘mismatch’ 
between travel demand and transport supply. In order to formulate appropriate new transport 
policies, it is therefore important to have a clear understanding of what travel demand 
comprises and which societal forces impact on future transport demand

1.3 The derived nature of travel demand

 e axiom states that demand for transport is derived from the demand of individuals, within 
households, to participate in spatially distributed activities (Ben-Akiva and Lerman, ; Jones 
et al., ; Pas, ). In short, travel is not an end in itself but a means to an end, i.e., activity 
engagement⁷. Understanding the mechanisms of activity engagement, i.e. what activities to 
pursue, when, where, for how long, with whom and in what sequence, and how these activity 
engagement patterns change over time, will lead to a better understanding of the demand for 





travel and subsequently of travel behaviour.  is understanding has led to the formulation of the 
activity-analysis framework.  e framework, which represents a more realistic representation of 
activity and travel behaviour, however, introduces substantial complexities in model specifi cation
and indeed in data collection (i.e. amount and detail-level of data collection). A comprehensive 
overview of the activity-analysis framework is provided in Chapter ; only the main issues will 
be highlighted in this section.

An important characteristic of the activity-analysis framework is that it recognises the 
interdependencies among activities. Considering that individuals function within households, 
both individual and household activity demand will generate the need for travel. While some 
activities might have an individual character, such as sport or leisure, others, like work, have 
a household function (i.e. the family breadwinner).  us, both household and individual 
characteristics determine activity engagement decisions.  ese needs are translated into a set of 
activities which individuals attempt to schedule in a coherent pattern over the day, week, month activities which individuals attempt to schedule in a coherent pattern over the day, week, month activities
or longer period (depending on the type of activity) ( Jones, Dix, Clarke and Heggie, ). 
A distinction can be made between mandatory and discretionary activities and in-home and 
out-of-home activities. Mandatory (or obligatory) activities (work, school, daily maintenance 
activities, etc.) are generally executed with a certain degree or regularity or routine-ness 
and often at specifi c locations such as the work or school location.  e degree to which the 
individual is committed to the spatial and the temporal fi xity of these activities very much 
determines the basic pattern of daily (or longer time horizon) activities. Discretionary activities, 
such as sport, leisure, culture, etc. are often scheduled around these mandatory activities and 
within the spatial and temporal confi nes imposed by obligatory activities and the properties of 
the transport and land-use system.

Activities are implemented and scheduled in a specifi c spatial and temporal setting, which 
determines the constraints on when and where activity engagement can occur. Considering the 
spatial setting, while some activities are available at the home location, in order to participate 
in out-of-home activities individuals have to make use of specialised facilities adapted for this 
type of activity (such as seeing a doctor at a medical centre). Ortúzar and Willumsen () 
capture these properties by noting that travel demand takes place in space. It is this spatiality of 
demand that is central to understanding the travel behaviour of individuals. In this regard the demand that is central to understanding the travel behaviour of individuals. In this regard the demand
transport system provides an enabling role in that it allows individuals to trade time and space 
(Burns, ).  e properties of the transport system (speed, network coverage, etc.) determine 
the magnitude of this trade-off  process. Considering the temporal setting, activity engagement 
for most out-of-home activities are only allowed for during specifi c time windows, for example, 
while a health club may be open from . am-. pm, the post offi  ce may only be open 
from . am-. pm.  us institutionalised time regimes (scheduled business hours) also 
determine activity engagement decisions and hence travel requirements.

Clearly, there are many trends and exogenous infl uences which impact on all the above factors 
and hence activity and travel behaviour (Borgers et al., ; Marshall and Banister, ). 
Social, cultural, economic and spatial trends and specifi c phenomenon like the growth in 
information communication technologies, all impact on activity and travel demand and give it a 
dynamic nature⁸. While these mega societal trends are (in general) very much exogenous to the 
planning, policy and decision-making process, they should be monitored and accommodated 





if planning attempts are to be successful. As stated by Deyan Sudjic in his book,  e Hundred 
Mile City (quoted in Moving Ahead: Cape Metropolitan Transport Plan, p. ):Mile City (quoted in Moving Ahead: Cape Metropolitan Transport Plan, p. ):Mile City
‘What the planner cannot do is cut across the direction of events.  e only plausible strategy is to 
harness the dynamics of developments to move things in the direction that you want. For the planner 
or the architect to ignore the currents that are shaping the city is clearly futile’ (Aberman et al., )⁹.
Given that transport supply (infrastructure, services etc.) is generally a long-term investment, 
transport supply often lags demand, which leads to a disequilibrium in matching the two 
(Ortúzar and Willumsen, ).

Collectively these societal tends, coupled with an overall increase in population growth, have 
had and continue to have a dramatic impact on activity and travel behaviour and unsustainable 
travel patterns (Blom and Sahebdien, ). As noted by Naisbitt (quoted by (Ewing, )
‘In a relatively short period of time, the unifi ed mass society has fractionalised into many diverse groups 
of people with a wide array of diff erent tastes and values, what advertisers call a market segmented, 
market-oriented decentralised society’.
 e car has responded to these changes by providing a cheap, fl exible and very individualised 
transport form enabling individuals to implement their diverse activity requirements in a 
constrained temporal and spatial environment. On the other hand, public transport technology 
has been much less responsive to accommodate these trends with a resulting mismatch 
between the demand for transport and the supply of public transport services. Not surprisingly, 
past transport policies and transport planning methodologies have been dominated by the 
requirements imposed by car mobility and travel behaviour patterns.  ese are briefl y discussed 
below before attention is paid to contemporary public transport measures.

1.4 Transport policy and planning approaches

.. Historical transport planning approaches and demand modelling methodologies
Traditionally, transport policies have tended to focus on accommodating the massive growth 
in car mobility and were articulated in large-scale infrastructure investment projects (with 
their associated long lifespan and time lag between planning, building and operation) (RDC, 
).  is infrastructure expansion policy was adopted in response to the forecasted growth in forecasted growth in forecasted
personal mobility, specifi cally in car mobility.  e estimation and forecasting of travel demand 
and behaviour, were handled by a standard methodological approach (the so-called four-step 
modelling methodology) chosen as much for its (relatively) convenient mathematical approach 
but also to support the policies of infrastructure expansion (Bowman & Ben-Akiva, ; 
Ortúzar and Willumsen, ; RDC, ; Wilson, ). However, both this infrastructure 
expansion response to increasing car ownership and the methodology for forecasting and 
predicting travel demand faced increasing criticisms during the s, which included the 
following ( Jones, Dix, Clarke and Heggie, ):
• Dissatisfaction with the environmental and social impacts of increased transport (read 

highway) investment.
• Public scrutiny of forecasting and evaluation and substantial errors in model forecasts.
• A shift in emphasis from long-term investment-based strategies to shorter-term, 

management-oriented solutions.





Generally, discrepancies between expectation and outcome of transport plans have led 
policymakers to rethink both the policy alternatives and the travel behaviour modelling 
methodology. Furthermore, concerns about the aggregate phenomena such as congestion, 
emission and land-use patterns resulting from an increase in car mobility have motivated 
governments to consider policies aimed at controlling them (Bowman & Ben-Akiva, ; 
Dijst, ). Many transport and land-use measures are being considered and include travel 
demand management and transport control measures such as congestion charging, spreading 
of peak-period travelling through relaxing working, school and shopping hours, priority lanes 
for bus systems and public transport service innovations such as improved access and increased 
public transport accessibility. Generally, the objective of these approaches is to (i) alter travel 
behaviour without necessarily embarking on large-scale infrastructure expansion projects, (ii) 
encourage better use of available transport resources, in particular public transport services 
and rail facilities, and (iii) avoid the negative consequences of continued unrestrained growth 
in private mobility. In order to accommodate these policy objectives, however, there was an 
increasing realisation of the need for improved understanding of travel behaviour, i.e. there 
should be an understanding of how people respond to changes in their transport environment. 
 is resulted in a need for travel demand models that embody a realistic representation of the 
decision-making process and are responsive to a range of variables relevant to the environment decision-making process and are responsive to a range of variables relevant to the environment decision-making process
and policy. Such an approach found expression in the activity-based modelling framework 
(the methodology is discussed in Chapter ).  e following section will review specifi c public 
transport and related measures aimed at improving the competitive position of public transport.

.. Contemporary public transport policy and land-use planning approaches
Public transport is actively promoted through national spatial and transport planning 
initiatives. Examples of such policies include the United Kingdom’s Planning Policy Guidance 
Note  (know by the acronym PPG) (Department of Environment and Transportation, 
) and ‘A New Deal for Transport’ (Department of Transport, ); in the United States, 
‘Best Development Practices’ (Ewing, ) and the comprehensive support lent to land-use 
and public transport integration (or ‘transit’ as the concept is known in the USA) through the 
Transit Cooperative Research Program (Transit Cooperative Research Program, ; Transit 
Cooperative Research Program, ; Transit Cooperative Research Program, ); and  e 
Netherlands’ (previous) ‘ABC’-location policy (Maat, ), the Fifth Note on Spatial and 
Transport Planning (Ministerie van Volkshuisvesting, ) and the National Traffi  c and 
Transport Plan (Ministerie van Verkeer en Waterstaat, ; Ministerie van Volkshuisvesting, 
). In the National Traffi  c and Transport Plan for  e Netherlands, public transport is 
seen as a means to increase the accessibility and liveability of cities while still fulfi lling the 
social objective of providing acceptable levels of mobility for all (Ministerie van Verkeer en 
Waterstaat, ).

In general, all these transport and spatial guidelines propose the integration of land-use and 
public transport in a manner that will make public transport more viable as an alternative to public transport in a manner that will make public transport more viable as an alternative to public transport
(or substitute for) the car.  is involves, among others, high-density development around 
public transport nodes (such as stations), corridor urban development with public transport 
services acting as the key transport axis and integrating public transport provisions with 
appropriate land-use (Ben-Akiva and Morikawa, ; Cervero, ; Cervero, ; Cervero 
and Kockelman, ; Dieleman et al., ; Dijst, ; Feitelson, ; Frank and Pivo, ; 





Maat, ; Pushkarev and Zupan, ).  e relationship between travel behaviour, land-use 
and urban form is a well-discussed topic in the literature and will not be addressed here.  e 
interested reader is referred to Banister, Watson and Wood (), Cervero (), Dieleman, 
Dijst and Burghouwt (), Frank and Pivo (), Maat (), Pushkarev and Zupan (), 
Transit Cooperative Research Program (), Transit Cooperative Research Program () 
and Van Wee ().

Overall, it is hoped that these public transport, land-use and urban form supportive 
developments will (i) shorten access (and egress) to public transport facilities and (ii) provide 
better accessibility with public transport services, and (iii) generally make slow and public 
transport modes more attractive alternatives compared to the car. Implied in these objectives is 
that these developments will lead to a substitution of car trips with other modes, i.e. car pooling, 
walking and cycling (where appropriate) and public transport. While some policies have been 
eff ective in certain instances (in  e Netherlands the share of car pooling and walking trips has 
increased), substituting car use with public transport has proven much more diffi  cult. Arguably, 
one reason for this is that the quality of public transport is determined not only by the quality 
of the main transport mode, but also by the before (access) and after (egress) modes.  e entire 
transport chain determines the quality of the door-to-door public transport trip.  e access 
(and egress) stages of public transport trips are frequently considered the weak links of public 
transport (Ministerie van Verkeer en Waterstaat,  p. ):
‘Access and egress are the weakest links of public transport ... and the access and egress time constitute ‘Access and egress are the weakest links of public transport ... and the access and egress time constitute ‘
approximately  of the travel time of a public transport traveller.’
Increasingly, therefore, public transport policies and plans aim to give individuals acceptable 
access to public transport (Department of Environment and Transportation, ; Department 
of Transport, ; Murray et al., ; Murray, ; Parsons Brinckerhoff  Quade & Douglas 
et al., ). Suitable access is defi ned in terms of acceptable travel time or distance to public 
transport stops, usually demarcated in terms of time/distance contours. Surprisingly little 
attention is given to whether individuals have suitable egress to their fi nal destination from the 
public transport stop. Furthermore, the relationship between access and egress and the total trip 
is not considered. Clearly, the quality of access and egress (or the disutility thereof ) will depend 
on their relative contribution in the total trip.

As discussed, the use of public transport will depend very much on whether the mode serves 
individual activity needs and interaction requirements (Dijst et al., ). Although policies 
aimed at segmenting the market on socio-demographic and urban form characteristics and 
improving the quality of the access and egress components or the accessibility of public 
transport (to locations such as the central business district) do hold potential to substitute some 
car trips with public transport trips, much of the success will depend on whether individuals 
will be able to satisfy their individual and household activity engagement requirements. As 
discussed in Section ., the demand for transport is a derived demand, derived from the need 
to participate in spatially distributed activities. As a result of intertwined societal megatrends, 
travel demand has become increasingly complex with individuals and households placing a lot 
of emphasis on transport mode fl exibility to satisfy individual lifestyle requirements. Complex 
activity chaining and engaging in more leisure activities all place unique spatial and temporal 
requirements on transport modes.  e ability of transport modes to satisfy these requirements 
for spatial and temporal fl exibility will determine their preference in choice situations. Seldom, 





if ever, do policies take such an integrative look at the potential of public transport, the 
reason being that such an approach requires complex, comprehensive activity-travel data and 
integrative conceptual and methodological frameworks (i.e. more complex model specifi cation) 
from which to analyse the relationships between activity and mode choice.

Although an emphasis is placed on increasing the use of public transport, there is an increasing 
realisation that the ‘return’ on public transport planning and strategies are to benefi t much more 
if these policies are targeted to market segments. Only in terms of these market segments (i.e. 
defi ned in terms of microlevel household, attributes, residential context and trip motives) do 
substitution possibilities exist and is there a possibility of obtaining a shift from car transport to 
public transport.  us, while investment in public transport from an environmental perspective 
is sensible, the investment should be targeted at market segments for which public transport 
is a more suitable alternative (Adviesdienst Verkeer en Vervoer, ; Van Wee, ).  e 
challenge, therefore, for urban and transport planners is to identify market segments that 
are more receptive to public transport strategies, devise eff ective strategies for dealing with 
the principal resistance to travel by public transport (i.e. the weak links in the chain) and 
understand the mechanisms underlying the interaction between activity engagement and public 
transport travel behaviour.

 e above public transport policy and planning approaches provide the context for the research 
questions addressed in this dissertation.  e overall research objective and specifi c questions are 
addressed in the following section.

1.5 Research objective and questions

A fundamental conviction underlying transport planning research and policy analysis is the 
ability to predict how individuals respond to changes in their travel environments. Being predict how individuals respond to changes in their travel environments. Being predict
able to predict individual travel and activity behavioural adjustments to changes in the travel 
environment will allow the formulation of more eff ective policies, thus saving money, tailoring 
supply to demand and avoiding undesirable impacts.  e research presented in this dissertation 
builds on this general motivation, the overall aim being to obtain insight into the activity and 
related travel behaviour of individuals. Specifi c focus is placed on public transport, given the 
advantages of its assumed sustainability and its central role in contemporary transport policy. 
Existing activity-based research, however, does not adequately capture the impact of the 
multimodal public transport make-up on activity and travel behaviour.

 e physical construct of multimodal public transport, i.e. access – line-haul – egress, imposes 
many constraints on movement and activity engagement and constitutes a dramatic change 
in the travel environment. Generally, the physical make-up of multimodal public transport 
reduces individual’s choices for activity engagement by limiting the activity locations that can choices for activity engagement by limiting the activity locations that can choices
be reached as well as the time (and eff ort and convenience) it takes to reach those required 
activity locations. At least two behavioural responses are evident: an individual’s propensity to 
use public transport will be infl uenced by whether the system is spatially available, i.e. access 
and egress, and, should these requirements be satisfi ed, whether the transport system will allow 
individuals to satisfy all their activity engagement requirements, i.e. system accessibility. Current 





policies, however, still lack a sound behavioural understanding of individual travel-activity 
behaviour response to this proposed change in individuals’ travel environment. Much stands 
to be benefi ted from insight into the activity and travel behaviour response of individuals to 
multimodal public transport.  e overall research question is formulated as follows:

‘What is the impact of multimodal public transport on individual activity and travel behaviour?’

 e behavioural adjustments of individuals to changes in the transport environment span 
diff erent time horizons, i.e. long-, medium- and short-term. Employment and residential 
locations decisions which are arguably also aff ected by the transport environment, are longer-
term decisions. Decisions as to what to include in daily activity programmes, the number of 
type of transport modes to own and the rescheduling of activities represent medium- and 
short-term decisions.  ese decisions are not addressed in this dissertation but are assumed 
to be a given.  ey are however addressed in related research (this dissertation is part of the 
comprehensive AMADEUS research programme discussed in Section ..) and in related 
dissertations (Arentze et al, ; Dugundji et al., ; Joh, ; Maat, ).  e focus 
of this dissertation is on medium-term activity and travel behaviour decisions, including the 
choice of transport mode, access and egress travel time, the interconnectivity ratio, and activity 
and travel linkage decisions on tours.  e medium-term decisions, however, have direct and 
indirect implications for both the longer and the shorter term. For example, given the properties 
of the multimodal public transport system (and specifi cally the interconnectivity ratio), the 
medium-term module can provide feedback to the long-term locational decisions (residential 
and employment preference, spatial search, etc.) and short-term scheduling decisions (activity 
selection, sequence, duration, profi le, etc.).

 e study of multimodal public transport systems, with special reference to their 
interconnectivity, is critical in this broader context as they (i) directly infl uence the time required 
to move between points in space, (ii) infl uence the accessibility conditions of locations, (iii) may 
represent opportunities for multi-functional land-use, and thus (iv) create opportunities for trip 
chaining and (v) involve a change of mode which might also impact on location and activity 
scheduling behaviour. Consequently, the characteristics of a multimodal public transport 
system, combined with the specifi c distribution of land-use, may cause individuals to face 
unique spatio-temporal constraints when conducting their activities in the sense that, given the 
properties of the multimodal transport system, particular locations cannot be reached within 
particular time slots.

 e scientifi c relevance of this research lies in the contribution it attempts to make towards scientifi c relevance of this research lies in the contribution it attempts to make towards scientifi c relevance
explaining the medium- to short-term activity of individuals and their travel behaviour response medium- to short-term activity of individuals and their travel behaviour response medium- to short-term activity of individuals
to multimodal public transport. More specifi cally, it aims to improve the specifi cation of more 
complex, integrative models of activity and travel behaviour by including multimodal public 
transport-specifi c parameters that might potentially be useful in explaining public transport 
travel behaviour, among others. Reality is complex and it is hoped that, by specifying more 
complex models, reality can be better represented (Alonso, ). However, specifying more 
complex models is arguably dependent on the availability of comprehensive and detailed 
data.  e research aims, therefore to provide insight into the level of data, data collection 
and integration of data necessary to specify such complex models. Model specifi cation and 





data complexity tend to run conversely to model errors.  at is, while more complex model 
specifi cations tend to minimise model errors (i.e. by correctly specifying the modelling 
problem), comprehensive and detailed data, however, tend to increase model errors (e.g. greater 
demands on survey respondents’ impacts on respondent burdens and ultimately on the quality 
of the data).  is research aims to address these two issues.

.. Individual research questions
 is emphasis on multimodal public transport systems has been operationalised into four 
research questions.

Research Question :  e eff ectiveness of policy and planning measures increases signifi cantly if 
targeted at specifi c market segments. While travel market segments can be defi ned in terms of 
trip characteristics (i.e. motive, time of the day and trip orientation), individual and household 
socio-demographic and urban form characteristics are often underestimated in defi ning and 
identifying traveller segments. In light of this the fi rst research question is as follows:

‘Do multimodal public transport travellers in  e Netherlands reveal distinctive microlevel socio-
demographic and land-use characteristics?’

If it is possible to isolate the main characteristics and identify the main market segments that 
share similar socio-demographic and land-use characteristics, policy and planning measures 
will undoubtedly be more eff ective as blanket-marketing strategies are never as (cost) eff ective. 
Identifying traveller market segments may also aid data collection by revealing the spatial 
characteristics of public transport travellers.

Research Question :  e emergence of activity and time-based approaches to travel demand 
modelling has opened new opportunities to comprehensively understand and ultimately predict 
individual behaviour. As argued by Kitamura (, p. ),
‘...while important theoretical contributions have been made recently in these areas, hypothesis testing 
and quantifi cation of behavioural characteristics have been lagging behind largely due to a lack of 
suitable data’ (Kitamura, ).
 ese comments are still, at least partly, valid today. As more detailed data sets become available 
that capture the interaction between activity demands and transport supply, it will become 
increasingly possible to isolate causal relationships and build realistic models of activity-causal relationships and build realistic models of activity-causal
travel behaviour (Newman and Kenworthy, ; Timmermans et al., ). Somewhat 
disappointingly, detailed activity data are still not part of mainstream travel survey collection 
exercises and while existing activity-based approaches provide valuable transport information, 
they lack the necessary detailed, disaggregated individual-level travel data required for 
multimodal public transport planning.  e second research question addresses this question:

‘What design principles should be adhered to when designing an activity-travel survey in order to 
ensure suffi  ciently detailed and comprehensive data for multimodal public transport travel and users, 
and how should these design principles be incorporated into activity-travel diaries?’

In balancing the need to collect detailed information on multimodal public transport travel and 
activity behaviour, care should be taken to avoid placing excessive demands on respondents, as 





this may result in low response and poor data quality – a problem frequently encountered with 
comprehensive activity and travel data surveys.

Research Question : As illustrated, public transport is a multimodal chain of connecting 
transport modes between origin and destination.  e access and egress stages are considered 
the weak links of the transport chain. However, these weak links are seldom, if ever, adequately weak links of the transport chain. However, these weak links are seldom, if ever, adequately weak links
qualifi ed and quantifi ed and often some average values are assumed to be valid for all 
individuals and diff erent multimodal chains. Such assumptions are highly contestable in view of 
individual travel behaviour characteristics and preferences.

Hypothetically, the access and egress times should be related to other trip times and, for 
example, longer trip times should be associated with longer access and egress times.  e validity 
of such assumptions or the validity of other assumptions such as whether access and egress 
times reveal the same distinctive properties as the line-haul time, has never been adequately 
addressed in the research.  e third research question addresses these weak links and is 
formulated as follows:

‘What socio-demographic, land-use and transport properties infl uence access and egress time and are 
these time elements positively correlated with line-haul time? Do these properties translate into a 
distinctive relative measure of multimodal public transport performance, termed the interconnectivity 
ratio and defi ned as the ratio of access and egress time to total trip time?’

Research Question : Revealed activity and travel behaviour are the outcomes of complex 
decision-making processes whereby individuals and households match their activity demands 
with the supply of facilities and the transport system.  e activity-based approach recognises 
the interlinked nature of decisions and models them as such. Nowhere are these interlinked 
decisions more evident than on the tours (i.e. round trips starting and ending at the same 
location, such as the home). Tours are characterised by mode and activity choice facets. 
Clearly, the availability and quality of transport modes will infl uence activity engagement 
while activity requirements will infl uence mode choice on tours. Traditionally the tour choice 
facets are assumed to be made either in some pre-defi ned order or simultaneously. Both these 
assumptions have inherent shortcomings.  e fourth research question considers the nature of 
interaction between mode and activity choice facets on work tours:

‘How do the spatial and temporal properties of multimodal public transport manifest themselves in 
the formation and scheduling of activities on tours and what is the nature of the causal relationship 
between mode and activity choice on tours?’

In seeking answers to these questions, the research aims to make a contribution to the 
understanding of the infl uence of multimodal public transport on activity and travel behaviour. 
 is knowledge can serve as input in land-use and transport policy initiatives aimed at 
maintaining and improving the role of public transport in serving activity and interaction needs 
of individuals.

 e above research questions only address a limited number of questions concerning the 
interaction between multimodal public transport and individual activity and travel behaviour. 





As stated in Section ., behavioural responses to changes in the travel environment, such as 
those represented by multimodal public transport, occur over diff erent time frames, i.e. long-, 
medium- and short-term.  e research presented in this dissertation represents mostly medium-
term decisions. Clearly, the long-, medium- and short-term decisions are interdependent.  is 
interdependence is addressed in the comprehensive research programme termed AMADEUS.

.. Aim of the AMADEUS research programme
 is dissertation builds on and forms part of related research into the long- and short-term 
implications of public transport for activity and travel behaviour.  ese implications are 
addressed in a comprehensive research programme called AMADEUS. A complete overview 
of the research programme, i.e. its aims, objectives, deliverables and models, is provided in 
related documentation (Arentze et al, ; Joh, ; Maat, ; Timmermans et al., ; 
Timmermans and van der Waerden, ). Only a brief overview of the project aims and 
objectives that are relevant to this dissertation and the research objectives, is provided here.

AMADEUS is an acronym that stands for ‘Assessing the time varying eff ects of Multimodal 
transport systems on Activity and DEstination choices in Urban Systems’¹⁰.  e project 
aims to examine and model activity and location choice behaviour of particular types of 
fi rms and households for varying time horizons with special concern for the eff ects of the 
interconnectivity of multimodal public transport systems.  e programme will yield insight 
into how various characteristics of multimodal transport systems (such as mode chains, 
interconnectivity of the modes, diff erent structuring elements, etc.) impact on:
• location/residential choice behaviour of particular types of fi rms and households (longer-term

eff ects),
• the formation and generation of activity programmes and the organisation of travel-activity 

(medium-term eff ects) and,
• the scheduling and execution of daily activity patterns (short-term eff ects).
In general, the proposed research programme is aimed at getting a better insight into the 
eff ects of multi-model transport systems on activity and travel behavioural choice facets.  ese 
facets include, among others: (a) how households will develop their activity programmes and 
adjust their activity scheduling behaviour in the presence of such systems, (b) whether they 
will become more heavily involved in multipurpose, multistop trips, or will make more trips of 
shorter duration and length by car, (c) whether household activity patterns will become more 
concentrated in time and space, (d) what the impact of such systems will be on the allocation 
of activities among household members.  e results will allow one to assess the impact of 
transport and land-use policies related to the interconnectivity of multimodal public transport 
systems on the location patterns of households and fi rms, and on the activity patterns of 
households.  e research programme is of direct benefi t to furthering an understanding of the 
impact of multimodal public transport on travel-activity behaviour and has direct implications 
(and application possibilities) for policy and transport planning measures and decision-makers.

 e AMADEUS programme draws heavily on the activity-based framework of travel-activity 
behaviour. Whereas existing approaches thus far have failed to take into consideration the 
specifi c spatial and temporal circumstances of multimodal public transport, this approach 
provides a much more appropriate framework from which to analyse travel-activity behaviour. 
Too often public transport is considered a substitute for car travel. However, for public transport 





this implies that (i) the mode is available and, (ii) it serves the interaction (activity engagement) 
requirements of individuals. As illustrated, the availability and quality of the service are very 
much functions of the access and egress stages, while the temporal and spatial properties of 
the system determine whether users can implement their daily activity programmes using the 
transport system. Addressing these requirements requires a detailed, disaggregated approach of 
individual data and insight into the public transport market segments.  is research aims to 
address this shortcoming by making explicit provision for multimodal public transport users in 
all facets of activity-based modelling approaches, i.e. initial market segmentation and review, 
developing data collection methodologies, deriving indicators of multimodal public transport 
system performance taking the stage-based character into consideration, and assessing activity 
and travel opportunities.  e study of the relationship between activity patterns and travel 
behaviour in time and space may ultimately lead to better theoretical explanations of travel 
behaviour and improved predictive tools for transport and land-use planners.

1.6 Chapter outline

Some of the chapters in this dissertation have been published or are in the process of being 
published (i.e. Chapters , ,  and ).  ese chapters were included in this dissertation as is 
with only the introduction and conclusions altered (where necessary).  e chapters that have 
not been published (i.e. Chapters , ,  and ) have been structured in much the same format as 
the published chapters.

 e structure of this dissertation is as follows. Chapter  provides a very brief overview of 
some historical shortcomings of traditional transport planning methodologies, as well as the 
development of activity-analysis and constraint-based modelling frameworks.  e mutually 
reinforcing infl uences of technological developments (data-handling capabilities and analytical 
power) and paradigm shifts in policy on the integrated modelling approaches are discussed.  e 
chapter is concluded with a conceptual framework, which sets out the impact of multimodal 
public transport on activity and travel behaviour.

Chapter  addresses the fi rst research question and provides an empirical assessment of the 
choice of public transport versus the use of the car, based on national travel data () collected 
in  e Netherlands. A logistic regression mode choice model is estimated with the dependent  logistic regression mode choice model is estimated with the dependent  logistic regression mode choice model
variable being the choice of multimodal public transport or not. Attention is also given to a 
possible empirical quantifi cation of the access and egress stages as reported and collected in a 
National Transport Survey.

Chapter  discusses the design and testing of an activity-travel diary and addresses the second 
research question.  is chapter considers alternative diary designs and continues to discuss the 
benefi ts of the selected alternative with reference to the specifi c design requirements implied by 
public transport.

Chapter  discusses the comprehensive data collection exercise, study area and additional 
questionnaires. Specifi c attention is given to unpacking the multimodal public transport data, 





in terms of sample selection, alternative multimodal public transport chains and travel times for 
individual stages.

Chapter  focuses on the third research question. It quantifi es the access and egress time 
elements and introduces the interconnectivity ratio in public transport multimodal trips. 
Multiple regression techniques are used to assess the infl uence of various explanatory variables on Multiple regression techniques are used to assess the infl uence of various explanatory variables on Multiple regression techniques
these quantities.

Chapter  considers the relationship between the activities on the work tour and the work tour 
mode choice and present the fi ndings for the fi nal research question. Insertion of intermediate 
activities before, in-between and/or after places time and space fl exibility requirements on 
modes.  ere is undoubtedly an intrinsic relationship between these tour formation choice 
facets.  e chapter therefore uses traditional nested logit modelling techniques together with 
a co-evolutionary modelling methodology to address the nature of the relationships between 
mode and activity choice.

Chapter  concludes the dissertation, with an assessment and interpretation of the fi ndings. 
An assessment is also made on the policy and transport planning implications of the fi ndings. 
Emphasis is placed on those possible spatial and temporal policy alternatives measures that 
might benefi t from these fi ndings. Some future directions for research are also provided.

1.7 Notes

 ‘Transaction cost’ is a rather generic term and refers, in the context of this research, to the monetary and time ‘Transaction cost’ is a rather generic term and refers, in the context of this research, to the monetary and time ‘Transaction cost’
cost of interacting. Transport cost is a prime contributor to transaction cost. Cities lower transaction cost by 
providing shorter and cheaper travel times through better and more transport facilities and more activity 
locations.

 A very good overview of the benefi ts and costs of transport and its relationship to economic (and spatial) 
development is provided in Rietveld (); Cambridge Systematics (); Schiff eres (); Weissbourd & 
Berry (). Generally the relationship between transport and spatial development is seen as a function of the 
impact of the generalised transport cost on (i) movement of freight and passengers (ii) productivity of fi rms and generalised transport cost on (i) movement of freight and passengers (ii) productivity of fi rms and generalised transport cost
households and (iii) accessibility of locations.

 For a good overview of aggregate mobility patterns in Europe, see (Salomon, Bovy and Orfeuil, ).
  e private car is the dominant form of transport in European (and indeed all) cities in the developed world 

for most trips. With an average annual growth of around  million cars for European Union citizens, private 
transport particularly, will have negative impacts on sustainable development (Haq, ).

 More elaborate defi nitions of sustainable urban development are provided in (United Nations, ). Whatever sustainable urban development are provided in (United Nations, ). Whatever sustainable urban development
defi nition is assumed, the concept has been widely accepted as a recommendable, if not obligatory planning goal concept has been widely accepted as a recommendable, if not obligatory planning goal concept has
by national governments and international urban development agencies, including the World Bank.

 Notwithstanding the general consensus about this argument, there have been surprisingly few studies that 
actually quantify – in no uncertain terms – the environmental benefi ts of public transport.

  e exception is the very small number of trips taken for the purpose of travelling as such, e.g. sightseeing 
(Mokhtarian and Salomon, ). However, even for these trips the objective is to ‘see’ or visit a location. 
Arguably, the travel experience alone is seldom the driving motivation behind the trip.





 For a comprehensive overview of societal trends impacting on travel behaviour the reader is referred to (Blom 
and Sahebdien, ), (Borgers, Hofman and Timmermans, ; Liu et al., ; Perin, ). For more 
general review of international trends see (Naisbitt, ).

 Or, as stated by Naisbitt ( p. ), ‘Trends, like horses, are easier to ride in the direction they are already going’.
  e research consists of fi ve linked research projects (undertaken by four diff erent universities, i.e. Eindhoven 

University of Technology, Delft University of Technology, University of Amsterdam and Utrecht University.
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2 Explaining and predicting travel 
behaviour: Theoretical review and 
conceptual framework

‘In the shaping of a life, chance and the ability to respond to chance are everything.’
(Quote from Eric Hoff er, Philosopher, United States, -)

2.1 Introduction

Chapter  illustrated the (potential) role of multimodal public transport in achieving some of 
the goals of sustainable development, i.e. environmental sustainability, economic stimulus and 
the prevention of social exclusion, among others. Also mentioned was that, from an engineering 
perspective, multimodal transport is a practical and feasible transport alternative¹. It is unclear, 
however, what individual and household activity and travel behavioural response would be to 
multimodal public transport policies given the unique spatial and temporal make-up of public 
transport (Arentze et al., ; Timmermans et al., ). As stated by Eric Hoff er in the quote 
above, life is ‘shaped’ by the individual’s ability to respond to chance (read change) in his or her 
environment. Changes in the public transport environment are often ‘introduced’ by altering 
the availability and/or network extensiveness of the public transport system.  ese changes 
infl uence, not only mode choice, but also infl uence people’s ability to reach and use the system 
to execute their activity demand, thus potentially impacting on travel behaviour. How people 
respond to these changes in their (public) travel environment and how this shapes their daily 
activity and travel patterns are the focus of this chapter.

Since travel is a derived demand, insight into the activity and travel behaviour responses of 
individuals is required in order to design and formulate eff ective and effi  cient policies and 
strategies if planners and policymakers are to infl uence unsustainable travel behaviour patterns. 
In addition to the complexity of public transport, planners and transport professionals, however, 
are faced with two related problems when explaining and predicting individual activity and 
travel behaviour. Firstly, current travel and activity demand and forecasting methodologies do 
not take into consideration all the complexities and interdependencies underlying activity-
travel patterns nor fully recognise all the forces at work in structuring activity and travel 
behaviour. Secondly, conventional travel demand methodologies are unable to predict individual 
responses to the new mix of policy and strategies being considered by planners and transport new mix of policy and strategies being considered by planners and transport new mix of policy and strategies
professionals (Recker et al., ). To overcome these shortcomings, the impact of multimodal 
public transport systems on activity and travel behaviour is best analysed from an activity-based 
perspective.





Disentangling the causal relationships underlying activity and mode choice is at the heart 
of the activity-based approach.  e following section briefl y explores observed activity and 
travel choice behaviour as the outcome of various interrelationships.  is is followed by a brief 
discussion of the conventional modelling approaches after which the activity-based approach, 
as the current state of research approach, is discussed. A brief review of the public transport 
systems and the interaction between supply and demand (i.e. travel behaviour) is presented 
before a framework for analysis is presented.  e chapter is concluded with a short discussion 
of the implications of the activity-based approach for the methodology and data collection.

2.2 Activity-travel choices: Literature review and conceptualisation

.. Activity-travel patterns as the outcome of complex interrelationships
Transport choice behaviour (i.e. mode choice, access and egress mode choice, travel time, trip 
chaining, number of trips, etc.) is the result of a series of complex decision-making processes 
whereby individuals and households try to achieve particular goals in the pursuit of their 
activity needs within the spatial, temporal and institutional constraints set by the environment constraints set by the environment constraints
(Arentze et al, ; Timmermans, Dijst, Maat and Kapoen, ). Figure - illustrates this 
process².

Daily (weekly, monthly and longer-term) activity-travel behaviour may be described as 
an adaptive process whereby individuals match their demand for activities with the supply adaptive process whereby individuals match their demand for activities with the supply adaptive process
of facilities in time and space, using the transport system to reach these facilities ( Jones, 
Dix, Clarke and Heggie, ; Van Wee, ).  e process of generation, organisation and 
realisation of activities takes place in the context of the household as the decision-making unit. household as the decision-making unit. household
 e whole range of socio-demographic characteristics of individuals and family units thus 
becomes important aspects in any attempt to explain travel patterns (Golledge and Stimson, 
).

Land Use

Activities

Transport SystemTransport SystemT

Observed Activity &
Transport Choice BehaviourTransport Choice BehaviourT

Facility Supply ‘Generalised' Cost

Demand Generation

Social Influences &
Household Interaction

Laws & Institutional Arrangements

Physiological  &
Physical Necessities
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Figure -: Causal elements of observed activity and transport choice behaviour





Activities are implemented in a spatial confi guration (i.e. the land-use system), which determines 
the distribution of facility locations (i.e. those locations where activity engagement is allowed). 
 e transport system facilitates activity engagement by ‘bridging’ the gap between activity needs 
and facility supply, but at a ‘generalised’ cost (time, money, etc.) to the user of the transport 
mode (Miller, b). Clearly, there are integral interactions between these three elements: 
the spatial distribution of facilities determines the travel requirements, the generalised ‘cost’ of 
transport determines the cost of reaching activity locations and individuals will trade off  time 
(and monetary costs) in deciding what activity locations, to visit and how much time to spend 
at these activity locations to satisfy their needs (Ashiru et al., ).

 is process, however, is further structured and constrained by various interrelated physical, constrained by various interrelated physical, constrained
psychological and institutional requirements and regulations, as well as various types of social 
interaction requirements which impose spatial and temporal constraints on activity interaction 
(Golledge and Stimson, ; Jones, Dix, Clarke and Heggie, ). Physiological and physical 
constraints include, for example, the need to sleep (which demands large blocks of time), eat, 
work, relax, etc.  ese constraints not only have a temporal but also a spatial dimension: dinner 
and sleeping usually occur at a fi xed home location and, normally, during fi xed time periods. 
Physical constraints include the movement constraints imposed by travel modes on reaching 
activity locations (network extensiveness, schedules, speeds, costs, etc.). Laws and institutional 
arrangements include fi xed work schedules and shop opening hours (e.g. : am-: 
pm work-day and shops closing after : pm) and public transport service schedules (only 
operating at certain times and schedules, etc.) (Arentze and Timmermans, b; Bhat and 
Koppelman, ; Golledge and Stimson, ). Social infl uences and household interaction 
concerns, for example, include the need to schedule dinners with other family members, 
accompany young children to school, and other synchronised household activities (Cullen and 
Godson, ).

Clearly, the relationships among human activity-travel behaviour patterns are extremely 
complex.  e physical manifestation of these behavioural patterns comprises aggregate, 
unplanned phenomena, i.e. congestion, fossil-fuel emission and undesirable land-use patterns, 
among others. As mentioned in Chapter , concern for these aggregate phenomena have 
encouraged governments to consider policies and strategies aimed at controlling them. 
Much of the emphasis of past policies has been on alternative land-use and transport system 
improvements, such as compact urban development, mixed-use developments and corridor 
urban development strategies. (Banister et al., ; Cervero, ; Cervero and Kockelman, 
; Dieleman et al., ; MuConsult., ; Pushkarev and Zupan, ; Van Nes, ; 
Van Wee, ). However, as shown in Figure -, the land-use and transport system represent 
but two legs of the observed activity and travel behaviour³. Activities – the missing link 
– are traditionally neglected by transport and land-use planners (Burns, ). Chapin and 
Hightower () already noted in  that should transport and land-use planners aim to 
exert an infl uence on observed patterns to induce more sustainable development patterns (more 
concentrated development, more use of public transport, less emission and less congestion, 
wasteful commuting time, etc.), the focus should be placed on the producers of these aggregate 
patterns, i.e. the individuals and their activity needs.  us, the question which should be 
addressed is why the producers of these travel patterns behave as they do (Bowman & Ben-
Akiva, ; Cullen and Godson, ).  is requires a move away from interest in spatial 





structures and transport systems and a move towards the individuals and activity processes that 
generate these trends and behavioural patterns⁴. Traditional forecasting methods, however, do 
not explicitly model these activity relationships in a theoretically sound manner as they are, in 
general, more concerned with the (mechanistic) relationships between land-use and transport 
that lead to interaction patterns.

.. Traditional travel and activity modelling approaches
 is section briefl y reviews some of the major modelling approaches preceding the activity-
based approaches⁵. A comprehensive overview of the historical prologue to the activity-based 
approach is not provided here. More comprehensive reviews are provided in (Golledge and 
Timmermans, ; Kitamura, ) among others. Rather, the emphasis will be on the principal 
modelling approaches, the changes in policy directives and the primary enabling mechanisms 
that provided the main motivation for the activity-based approach (at least according to the 
author of this dissertation). Figure - illustrates these related and parallel developments.

As revealed in Figure -, the activity-based approach was preceded by, very broadly, aggregate 
trip-based approaches and disaggregate utility approaches to modelling travel behaviour 
(Golledge and Timmermans, ; Greaves and Stopher, ; Jones, ; le Clercq and Dijst, 
). Generally, the development of activity-based approaches arose from a concern for the 
inability and inherent shortcomings of these conventional modelling frameworks to predict 
travel behavioural response to new transport and land-use planning policies, i.e. so-called travel behavioural response to new transport and land-use planning policies, i.e. so-called travel behavioural response policy 
shifts and paradigm shifts (Bhat & Koppelman, ; Jones, ; Jones, Dix, Clarke and Heggie, 
; Kitamura, ; Kitamura, ; Koppelman, ; Pas, ; Pas, ).

Traditional travel demand modelling approaches all suff er to some extent from of behavioural 
shortcomings that limit their usefulness as analytical tools. In general, they do not accurately 
represent the complex process, as shown in Figure -, are often based on aggregate data (and 
model aggregate trends), make unrealistic assumptions about the ability to infl uence travel 
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Figure -: Condensed historical prologue to activity-based research





behaviour (e.g. one of four steps), or impose an unrealistic order on decisions which do not 
refl ect true decision-making and do not take into consideration all decision interdependencies. 
As researchers also consider softer-style policy measures, such as changing shopping hours, 
congestion charging, parking restrictions, for example, these tools will become less suited for 
policy and planning.

A major shortcoming of many traditional models (specifi cally gravity and accessibility type 
models) that deserves attention is their treatment of travel time. Travel times are represented 
by zone-to-zone travel time and intra-zonal travel times (i.e. short walking and cycling 
trips including access and egress) are assumed to be equal for all individuals in the transport 
planning zone.  is can lead to drastic under- and over-estimation of travel times (Eash, ; 
RDC, ). As noted by de Donnea (, p. ),
‘... the most fundamental weakness of aggregate models is that they are ill-suited for the inclusion of 
transport system characteristics ... access, egress, wait and transfer time, line-haul-time ... (are) among 
the explicatory variables of modal split ... It is likely that intra-zonal dispersion of the value of the 
transport system characteristics will often be wider than the intra-zonal variations of socio-economic 
characteristics’ (De Donnea, ).

Assuming average values for these stages are particularly troublesome, as access and egress are 
considered the weak links of public transport trips (see Chapter , p. ). Furthermore, as these 
stages are often undertaken with slow modes, which are sensitive to the distance, this averaging 
process may lead to the serious over- or under-estimation of actual travel times and distance 
(Eash, ). As a result of this data aggregation, aggregate models may suff er from ‘ecological 
fallacies’ and few conclusions can be drawn about individual behaviour.  e theoretical basis of 
the conventional, aggregate four-step and accessibility models is very abstract (Timmermans 
and van der Waerden, ).

To address some of these shortcomings of aggregate spatial interaction models, disaggregate 
behavioural models have been developed. Unlike the four-step and accessibility methodologies 
that focus on the fl ows of individuals (people or goods) between locations along transport 
networks, disaggregate models are concerned with the movements of disaggregate models are concerned with the movements of disaggregate models individuals as they go about individuals as they go about individuals
their daily activities (Pipkin, ; Taaff e et al., ). An important feature of these models is 
that they try to capture the underlying reasons or motivation of individuals’ choice processes 
(which may include transport and/or activity choice facets) and as such are often referred to by 
the phrase disaggregated behavioural choice or behavioural choice or behavioural individual choice models ( Jones, Dix, Clarke and individual choice models ( Jones, Dix, Clarke and individual
Heggie, ). In very general terms, the individual choice theory presumes that the prediction 
of decisions are probabilistic, and according to this modelling framework,
‘the probability of individuals choosing a given option is a function of their socio-economic 
characteristics and the relative attractiveness of the option’ (Ortúzar and Willumsen, ).

Two important features underlie this choice process, i.e. the choice set and choice set and choice set utility of alternatives utility of alternatives utility
in the choice set.  e choice set represents all the alternatives available and known to the 
individual. Only alternatives in the choice set are available for consideration and, ultimately, 
for selection.  e rule by which individuals choose amongst the diff erent alternatives is 
based on the concept of utility. Utility represents the attractiveness of an alternative and is a 
convenient theoretical construct representing the ‘value’ individuals attach to an alternative in 





their choice set.  e theory of individual choice assumes a direct correlation between utility 
and choice, i.e. the alternative with the highest utility as perceived by the individual should 
have a higher probability of being selected than any other alternative in the choice set (Ben-
Akiva and Lerman, ; Horowitz et al., ). Utility, made up of an observable (measurable) 
and random (error) component, is measured based on revealed behaviour. Observable utility is Observable utility is Observable utility
usually defi ned as a linear combination of various variables (which can include public transport 
level-of-service variables such as in-vehicle time, access and egress time) and personal attributes 
and perceptions.

 e coeffi  cients of the utility function can be estimated with various techniques, of which 
the mathematical technique of maximum likelihood estimation is one of the most well known. 
Using the (estimated) utility function, the choice alternative with the highest utility is selected 
as the chosen alternative (Ben-Akiva and Lerman, ; Richards and Ben-Akiva, ; Train, 
).  e most well-known application of disaggregated choice models is the multinomial 
logit model (MNL model).  is model assumes the error terms (probabilistic component) 
is Gumbel-distributed, and other models can be obtained by assuming diff erent error term 
distributions.  e MNL model, while very valuable in predicting various choice facets, does 
suff er from the Independence from Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA)⁶.

Despite some very successful applications of disaggregate, individual choice models, some 
shortcomings do remain, specifi cally with regard to the model assumptions, i.e. IIA property, 
choices sets, rational utility theory, choice order, etc. Much research has been directed at 
these issues and signifi cant progress has been made in solving some of the problems (notably 
with the IIA property), although some remain, such as choice set ‘demarcation’ and choice 
order assumptions. Arguably, individuals do not always have ‘perfect knowledge’ of the other 
alternatives in their choice set (or even consider other alternatives) and their actual choice set 
may be very diff erent from their assumed choice set ( ill and Horowitz, ; Vause, ). 
 e assumption that individuals behave in a rational economic manner (as presupposed by the 
utility concept), is also being questioned by many researchers (Gärling et al., ; Jones, Dix, 
Clarke and Heggie, ). Finally, considering the order of decisions, hierarchical, sequential 
and simultaneous model structures have been adopted in an attempt to solve interdependencies 
between decisions. All these model structures, however, make unrealistic assumptions either 
by imposing an arbitrary hierarchy on decisions or assuming a joint choice of discreet choice 
facets.

 e activity-based approach has been developed in response to these shortcomings and to better 
understand and ultimately predict individual travel demand.  e approach recognises that 
activity engagement decisions and travel behaviour, as shown in Figure -, are the outcome of 
complex interrelationships and interplay among activity demand, facility supply, the transport 
system and various constraints.  e primary aspiration of the approach has been to replace 
the ad hoc empirical specifi cations of conventional travel demand models (trip generation, ad hoc empirical specifi cations of conventional travel demand models (trip generation, ad hoc
distribution, mode split, route choice and other spatial interaction models) with more testable 
theories of human behaviour (Kurani and Lee-Gosselin, ).  us, behavioural rather than 
statistical reasons drive model development.





 e activity-based approach rests largely on two interdependent theoretical frameworks, i.e. 
the activity-analysis and the activity-analysis and the activity-analysis space-time geographic framework. Whereas the activity-analysis space-time geographic framework. Whereas the activity-analysis space-time geographic
approach ‘profi les’ activities (in terms of when, where, duration, start and end time, sequence, 
obligatory or discretionary nature, by which household member, etc.), the space-time 
framework places the emphasis on the constraints on interaction as embodied by the transport 
system and the ‘indivisibly of the individual’ in time and space.  ese two frameworks are 
discussed in the following section.

.. Principal paradigm developments in geography and urban development
It is diffi  cult for any one discipline to claim ‘ownership’ of the activity-based framework. Rather, 
it seems that various disciplines contributed to the development of what has fi nally come to be 
known as the term activity-based modelling paradigm. Broadly speaking, these disciplines (with 
their primary contribution given in brackets) are: urban planning (human activity analysis), 
geography (time-space constraints), economics (individual utility theory), psychology (rational 
behaviour) and engineering (disaggregated choice behaviour)⁷. Urban planning and geography, 
however, are arguably the most signifi cant instigators of the activity-based approach by focusing 
on the factors that explain human activity generation, scheduling and patterns, and ultimately 
attempting to provide an integrative modelling framework for the complex interrelationships 
set out in Figure -. In this regard, three principal pieces of work provided the theoretical 
underpinnings of the activity-based approach: Chapin, who focused on the understanding of 
activity choices, Hägerstrand, who described constrains (and opportunities) for engaging in 
activities, and Cullen and Godson, who attempted to integrate and build on these developments 
by focusing on activity patterns (Timmermans, ).

Chapin noted that human activity patterns are the means by which people satisfy ‘needs and 
wants’. He distinguished between subsistence needs (sleep, food, shelter, etc.) and  subsistence needs (sleep, food, shelter, etc.) and  subsistence needs culturally, 
socially and individually defi ned needs (i.e. social and leisure activities) (Chapin and Hightower, socially and individually defi ned needs (i.e. social and leisure activities) (Chapin and Hightower, socially and individually defi ned needs
; Jones, Dix, Clarke and Heggie, ). While the work of Chapin, which focused on the 
individual’s activity choices and factors that impact on these choices, is undoubtedly important, 
more focus will be placed on the constraints imposed on activity engagement as proposed by 
Hägerstrand. Hägerstrand emphasised the infl uence of various spatial and temporal constraints 
that aff ect the planning and execution of activities in space and time. Like Chapin, Hägerstrand 
also argued that activities emerge from basic needs such as survival and self-realisation. He 
suggested that activities are defi ned in terms of duration and location; a sequence of activities 
thus create a tractable time-space path for each individual. Such a time-space path typically 
consists of prisms in a network where activities can be performed, and transport chains between prisms in a network where activities can be performed, and transport chains between prisms
the various prisms (Arentze and Timmermans, a).

 e time-space prism approach off ers the potential to better integrate the temporal and spatial 
dimensions of activity and travel-related decisions (Hägerstrand, ; Lenntorp, b; Recker 
et al., ). Within the time-space approach, space is presented on a two-dimensional axis 
with time represented on a third vertical axis. Within this three-dimensional representation of 
time and space, so-called time-space prisms defi ne the potential range of choices of what is 
accessible (Arentze and Timmermans, c; Golledge and Stimson, ; Jones, Dix, Clarke 
and Heggie, ; Lenntorp, a; Lenntorp, b; Recker et al., ). A user cannot occupy 
a location outside the prism, both spatially and temporally, and the area enclosed by the prism 





is the region accessible for activity engagement/interaction, thus representing an individual’s 
choice set (Kondo and Kitamura, ; Nishii and Kondo, ). Projection of the time-space 
prism onto a real-world coordinate plane (two-dimensional plane) results in the potential path 
area within which all movements must be confi ned (Cullen and Godson, ; Lenntorp, b; 
Miller, a)⁸. Figure - shows the formation of the time space-prisms.

 e prism geometry (volume, shape and circumference) is infl uenced by the available time
(i.e. earliest start time for a trip and latest reporting time) and, importantly, the properties of 
the transport mode (physical extensiveness of network, travel speed, modes tied to routes and the transport mode (physical extensiveness of network, travel speed, modes tied to routes and the transport mode
schedules/frequencies of services, etc.) as well as distance between origin and destination. 
Given the available time interval, the origin and destination and the properties of the transport 
system (velocity, network structure), the prism can be constructed as a parallelogram in a two-
dimensional time-space level.  ese space-time measures have been operationalised in various 
so-called constraint-based models. Examples include PESASP (Lenntorp, a), CARLA 
( Jones, Dix, Clarke and Heggie, ) and MASTIC (Dijst, ). In general terms, these 
models examine whether particular activity patterns can be realised within a specifi c time-space 
environment.  e models require activity programmes, derived from activity-travel diaries and 
characteristics about the time-space environment defi ned in terms of activity locations and their 
attributes, available transport modes and travel times between locations per transport mode. 
Typically, a combinatorial algorithm is used to assess the feasibility of the activity programme 
(Timmermans, ).  ese models are continuously refi ned through the introduction of 
additional parameters, for example the inclusion of the travel time ratio in MASTIC (travel 
time divided by travel time plus activity time) (Dijst and Vidakovic, ), the use of actual 
transport networks (Miller, ), -D visualisation of activity-travel behaviour (Kwan, ) as 
well as specifying various spatial-interaction criteria (Schöfelder, ).
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Taken together, these two perspectives provide a powerful basis for understanding activity 
patterns; i.e. ‘choice in the context of constraints’ ( Jones, Dix, Clarke and Heggie, ). Whereas 
the activity-analysis framework emphasises the role of personal characteristics and desires, the 
constraint-based approach emphasises the role of various spatial and temporal constraints on 
activity behaviour. Cullen and Godson () built on both these frameworks and to some 
extent contributed to their integration.  ey did not focus on constraints only or on activity 
choices individually, but were more interested in the formation of activity patterns.  eir 
primary fi nding states that:
‘... activities to which the individual is strongly committed and which are both space and time fi xed, 
or just time fi xed, tend to act as pegs around which the ordering of other activities is arranged and 
shuffl  ed according to their fl exibility rating ...’ (Cullen and Godson, ).

 eir approach thus contained elements of both Chapin and Hägerstrand’s perspectives as 
they maintained that an individual time-space decision process is structured by activity and
space-time constraints.  ey proposed six phenomena that characterise activity-travel patterns 
(Cullen and Godson, ):

 Behaviour is organised with activities planned and preformed with specifi c objectives in 
mind. Activity behaviour contains elements of highly organised behaviour, which add 
structure and pattern.

 Individuals operate within an action-space, which is structured by physical patterns and 
needs.

 Activities are prioritised based on the importance of the activity, the presence of other prioritised based on the importance of the activity, the presence of other prioritised
participants and their relationship to the individual, the order of planning the activities and 
the tastes and preferences of the individual.

 Externally imposed constraints further impose restrictions on activity engagement within the constraints further impose restrictions on activity engagement within the constraints
action space (including for example available money, opening hours, etc.).

 Activities are characterised by degrees of fl exibility determined by, among others, fl exibility determined by, among others, fl exibility
commitment requirements and levels of time-space fi xity.

 At least a part of an individuals’ day is scheduled in order to facilitate synchronisation of 
activities and movements.  e scheduling is very much undertaken with estimates of activity 
duration and travel time.

 e three theoretical perspectives mentioned above are very much complementary and provide 
for a comprehensive framework for understanding activity-travel behaviour.  ey provided, 
among others, three principal activity-travel behaviour axioms: () activity arises from human 
psychological and physiological needs, desires and broader environmental infl uences; () activity 
engagement is constrained by temporal and spatial constraints (refl ected in time-space prism 
formations), and () activity patterns are more or less structured, with behaviour being organised 
around daily fi xed – in time and space – activities (i.e. routine activities). It is these three axioms 
that form, largely, the basis of the activity-based approach as discussed in the following section.

.. Conceptual model of activity-travel choice
 e activity-based approach recognises that travel is derived from the demand to participate 
in activities distributed in space and time.  is truism forms the basis of the activity-based 
approach (Axhausen and Gärling, ; Damm, ; Jones, Dix, Clarke and Heggie, ). 





Arguably, the saying is not very usable in building conceptual and methodological models. 
A more usable assumption is that activities are primary and primary and primary travel is secondary ( Jones, Dix, travel is secondary ( Jones, Dix, travel
Clarke and Heggie, ). An understanding of how activity generation, commitment and 
scheduling occur in the course of a day, week or longer time horizon, will allow a more rigorous 
understanding of travel demand and travel behaviour (RDC, ).  is relationship between 
activities and travel is illustrated in Figure -.

 e aim of this conceptual model is to illustrate that travel demand and travel behaviour are a 
derivative process and the outcome of long-, medium- and short-term decisions of households 
and individuals to schedule their activities within a given period of time, within a particular 
household, within institutional and spatio-temporal constraints, to satisfy particular individual 
and household goals.  e process described below was drawn mainly from the latest conceptual 
formulations of activity-travel choice and specifi cally from the conceptualisations presented in 
(Arentze and Timmermans, ; Axhausen and Gärling, ; Bhat and Koppelman, ; 
Golob, ; Kitamura, ; Pas, ; Wen and Koppelman, ). Earlier formulations of 
the activity-travel behavioural approach are also referred to and include those by (Cullen and 
Godson, ; Jones, Dix, Clarke and Heggie, ; Pas, ; Ruiter and Ben-Akiva, ).

General principles underlying most of these approaches are their distinction between the 
various time horizons, i.e. long-, medium- and short-term, over which activity-travel behaviour 
interactions take place, as well as the establishment of some form of structural relationship
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Figure -: Activity-based travel demand modelling framework





between the diff erent choice facets and time frames⁹. Long-, medium- and short-term time 
frames are often distinguished based on the transaction cost of such decisions (for example, 
residential choice have a high transaction cost and is consequently stable over the longer term), 
while other decisions such as frequency of recreational trips have a ‘smaller’ transaction cost and 
hence a shorter time dimension. Furthermore, some decisions are (more logically) being made 
collectively by the household while others are more individual in nature. As a result of these 
time frames as well as the importance of decisions to households and individuals, it is possible 
to establish some form of structure to the process.  e supposed process is briefl y described 
below.

 e generation of human activity is motivated by physiological and psychological needs (the 
need to earn an income, socialise, obtain food, etc.) (Cullen and Godson, ; Golledge and 
Stimson, ). Individual activities are generated by taking into consideration both individual 
and household needs as individuals function within households (whether it is a one-person 
household or a traditional family) (Bhat and Koppelman, ; Wen and Koppelman, ). 
Long-term decisions such as household residential & employment location and household Long-term decisions such as household residential & employment location and household Long-term decisions
structure and lifestyle (whether or not to have children, get married, etc.) interact with the 
land-use and transport environment and impact on the formation of the household activity 
calendar.  e household activity calendar refers to those activities that need to be executed 
within a specifi c time horizon (weekly, monthly, etc.). Activities can be diff erentiated according 
to subsistence (work or work-related business, etc.), subsistence (work or work-related business, etc.), subsistence maintenance (shopping, services, etc.) and maintenance (shopping, services, etc.) and maintenance
leisure (sport, cultural, etc.) – or obligatory and discretionary activities – and further between leisure (sport, cultural, etc.) – or obligatory and discretionary activities – and further between leisure
in-home activities (IHA) and out-of-home activities (OHA). Out-of-home activities generate 
the need to travel.

Clearly some activities have an individual responsibility but the benefi t accrues at the 
household-level (such as being the primary breadwinner), while other activities are more closely 
associated with individual needs, such as leisure (Damm, ; Jones, Dix, Clarke and Heggie, 
). Importantly, however, both individual needs and household requirements inform the and household requirements inform the and
formation of the household activity calendar and diff erent household types may refl ect very 
diff erent calendars. Furthermore, interdependencies between members of the household with 
respect to travel and activity organisation make a strong case for considering the household as 
the primary decision-making unit (Arentze and Timmermans, b; Bhat and Koppelman, 
; Jones, Dix, Clarke and Heggie, ; Lu and Pas, ; Pas, ; Wen and Koppelman, 
).

 e demand for activity engagement together, with the spatial distribution of these facilities 
and longer-term residential and employment location decisions, impact on household mobility 
decisions. For example, households may decide to own one or several cars, rely on public 
transport or rely on public and private transport when considering their activity calendars. Each 
transport mode is associated with an ‘accessibility profi le’, i.e. what activities can be reached 
and the available time for engagement after travelling to the activities. Household mobility 
decisions may thus impact on the formation of activity calendars, for example, households 
may forgo certain activities should they not be reachable with the available transport modes, 
while activities reachable with the transport mode (e.g. leisure activities) may be included in the 
activity calendar.  e relationship between mobility decisions (which infl uence accessibility) and 





activity calendar formation is thus very much reciprocal in nature (Bhat and Koppelman, ; 
Golob, ). Generally, the spatial distribution of facilities (i.e. land-use) and the properties of 
the transport system seem to be very important in determining whether a given activity will be 
preformed (i.e. included in the activity programme) and indeed whether the other aspects of 
activity participation such as frequency, scheduling and chaining will be included ( Jones, Dix, 
Clarke and Heggie, ).

Daily and weekly (i.e. medium-term) activities are drawn from the household activity calendar 
and allocated to each individual household member based on the individuals’ role and allocated to each individual household member based on the individuals’ role and allocated
responsibility within the household, possible (time) constraints and, importantly, the nature 
of activities and individual transport mode availability. Given the importance of subsistence 
activities (i.e. work) and other more scheduled type of activities such as club activities, 
voluntary work and childcare, these will be ‘fi xed’ fi rst, leading to the formation of an activity 
skeleton. Activity skeletons contain those activity schedules (type of activity, location, duration, 
frequency, etc.) to which the individual is spatially and temporally committed over the longer 
term: for example the need to go to work, fi ve days a week for a minimum duration of eight 
hours between the : and : every day. Given the importance of these subsistence 
activities to the household, the transport mode allocation decisions (to satisfy these subsistence 
activities) may occur at this level; the activity skeleton thus contains the obligatory activities 
and the associated transport mode decisions.  e transport mode decisions, however, may also 
be made over longer time frames (only one driver’s licence holder in the household) or shorter 
time frames (transport mode allocated to individual as a result of unscheduled activities).

 ese activity skeletons structure daily activity and travel (as suggested by Cullen and Godson, 
). Only once the activity skeletons have been set will more fl exible activities such as 
maintenance and leisure activities (in sequential order) be allocated to individuals and days. 
 eir scheduling attributes (time, duration, location, activities, etc.) will be determined around 
the temporal and spatial constraints imposed by the fi xed activities in the activity skeleton and 
the transport mode decision.  at is, the activities in the activity skeleton, together with the 
transport mode decisions, demarcate the individual’s potential action space, i.e. the area allowed 
for activity engagement (Damm, ; Dijst, ; Dijst and Vidakovic, ; Golledge and 
Stimson, ; Miller, ). Arguably, if an activity cannot be implemented in the action space 
defi ned by the activity skeleton, it will not be allocated to the individual. Such a situation might 
result in the individual being allocated a diff erent transport mode that will allow the activity to 
be executed, or the activity being allocated to another household member. Ultimately, the result 
of this generation and allocation process is an individual (daily or weekly) activity programme
defi ned as an agenda of activities, along with the attributes of frequency, duration, destination 
and a time window for participation.

Once the activity programme is generated, each household member attempts to schedule the schedule the schedule
allocated activities in some coherent pattern of activity behaviour over one day, refl ecting 
the short-term decisions. Scheduling decisions may include, among others, choice of location, 
choice of transport mode and choice of travel linkages that connect these activities in time and 
space.  ese scheduling decisions transform an individual’s activity programme into an activity 
pattern, which is the ordered sequence of activities and related travel (observed in Figure -). 
However, an activity pattern may also contain unplanned activities, i.e. activities not contained 





in the original daily activity programme. For example, as Figure - illustrates, an individual 
might insert an additional maintenance activity (at the expense of a leisure activity) as a result 
of unplanned events or the inability to satisfy all household maintenance tasks at one location. 
 e realised activity pattern may contain both planned and unplanned activities (Arentze and 
Timmermans, b).

 is activity generation-allocation-scheduling process is further impacted on by various spatial, generation-allocation-scheduling process is further impacted on by various spatial, generation-allocation-scheduling
temporal and institutional constraints set by the environment and other harder and softer 
type (inter-) personal constraints. For example, a -hour day of which the individual sleeps 
eight hours and works eight hours, leaves a time budget of eight hours to conduct other time budget of eight hours to conduct other time budget
activities. Certain activities such as eating are usually conducted in the company of other 
household members, and thus require coordination amongst household members while some 
activities need to be scheduled in sequence, such as the need to schedule daily grocery shopping 
before returning home, dropping off  a child on the way to work or picking up children after 
school before returning home. Retail facilities only operate during specifi c time windows 
that determine when activity engagement is possible.  us, many physical, physiological and 
interpersonal constraints impact on activity scheduling and hence on revealed travel patterns.

As illustrated above, there are various interdependencies between mobility decisions and 
travel and activity behaviour covering all the time frames. As each transport mode defi nes 
the combinations of activities reachable in time and space, misrepresentation of the transport 
environment may lead to serious inaccuracies in representing the possibility for activity 
engagement and exploring the reciprocal and interdependent nature between activity and 
travel choices (Gärling et al., ). In addition, it may give rise to the unrealistic assumptions 
that transport modes are substitutes when, in fact, some public transport modes, by virtue of 
their properties, might not be available. Traditionally, the complex multimodal public transport 
environment has not been represented realistically and has been subject to some simplifying 
assumptions.  e following section considers the public transport supply environment and 
travel behaviour response to this environment.

2.3 Public transport systems: Literature review and conceptualisation

.. A construct of public transport supply
Public transport traditionally refers to the use of the train, bus, tram or metro for trips and 
journeys. Any public transport trip, however, always involves the use of more than one mode to 
complete a trip from origin to destination. Users need to access the main public transport mode access the main public transport mode access
or line-haul service (train, bus, tram or metro) which only stops at specifi c transfer locations, 
and egress to their fi nal destination from the nearest destination transfer stop.  e concept can egress to their fi nal destination from the nearest destination transfer stop.  e concept can egress
best be illustrated with reference to Figure -.

As illustrated by the fi gure, public transport trips consist of three stages: feeder – line-haul 
– distribution.  e modes on the feeder side are referred to as access modes while the modes 
on the distribution side are referred to as egress modes.  e main modes are referred to as line-
haul modes and comprise the traditional public transport modes. Transfers between modes and 
stages take place at transfer nodes, i.e. bus stops, train stations, park and ride facilities, etc.  e 





access, egress, line-haul stages and transfer locations are referred to as the structuring elements
of multimodal public transport as they structure, in time and space, the movement of the 
individual. Compared to the car, the multimodal public transport system imposes some unique 
time-space constraints on travel, and infl uences travel demand (Burns, ):
• Proximity (ability to reach the transfer locations from origin and destination locations), 

connectivity (ability to travel between diff erent transfer locations) and interconnectivity 
(ability to reach the desired destination from a specifi c origin).

•  e paths in geographical space that an individual can traverse are constrained to the coarse 
multimodal network characterised by fi xed transfer locations and a fi xed line-haul network.

•  e velocity (and thus travel time) on the diff erent stages varies with the diff erent modes: 
walking and cycling translate to very slow access/egress times, while line-haul speed is 
dependent on the density of the number of transfer locations.

• Integration between modes and paths at transfer location is not seamless and results in 
waiting time (i.e. travel time with zero velocity).

 e concepts of proximity, connectivity and interconnectivity are illustrated with reference to 
Figure -.

Connectivity and proximity refer to two requirements to undertake a multimodal public 
transport trip, i.e. the requirement to be able to reach the public transport system from the 
origin/destination, and the requirement for the public transport system to connect origin and 
destination transfer locations. Both should be satisfactorily addressed if a public transport 
trip is to be realised. Following Rietveld (), a distinction is made between connectivity
and interconnectivity. Rietveld states that the fundamental diff erence between the two is that 
where connectivity is a property of two nodes and one link (i.e. the connection between two 
stations), interconnectivity is a property of at least four nodes and three links. In the context of 
multimodal transport systems, interconnectivity is therefore a more accurate refl ection of the 
link between an origin and a destination, as a multimodal trip always involves traversing four or 
more nodes (Rietveld, ).

Interconnectivity, in the context of this research, refers to the relationship between access and 
egress and total trip time. Referring to Figure -, access and egress times include the travel 
time the user requires (sacrifi ces) to reach the transport stop from his or her origin location 
and the travel time to reach his or her fi nal destination from the transfer node. Current travel 
demand modelling approaches tend to group access and egress together with the other out-of-
vehicle time elements (i.e. waiting and transfer). All the out-of-vehicle components (absolute 
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and relative share) are used as indicator of public transport system performance. As access and 
egress times are analogous to the defi nition of the availability of the public transport system, 
however, considering access and egress separately as a share of total trip time provides an 
indication of the availability of the system as a function of total trip time.

.. Public transport demand
 e demand of individuals for public transport or stated diff erently, their ability to match 
their travel activity needs with the transport supply, is largely determined by three interrelated 
‘demand’ characteristics of the public transport system, i.e. (i) the availability of multimodal availability of multimodal availability
public transport at origins and destinations, (ii) the travel time required to reach destinations, travel time required to reach destinations, travel time
and (iii) the accessibility (fl exibility) provided by the public transport system and network.

... Availability: Access and egress
 e demand for public transport is, arguably, primarily infl uenced by whether the service is 
available. Access and egress, being the weakest links in multimodal public transport chains, 
determine to a large extent the availability of the system and whether people can actually use 
the system (Ministerie van Verkeer en Waterstaat, ; Murray et al., ; Murray, ; Van 
der Waard, ). In order to use the public transport system, users need to access the system access the system access
and egress to the fi nal destination from the boarding/alighting transfer station. As the access egress to the fi nal destination from the boarding/alighting transfer station. As the access egress
and egress stages are mostly undertaken with slow modes, they are sensitive to distance and 
other environmental infl uences such as the weather, safety, topography, vehicular-pedestrian 
confl ict, etc. (Keijer and Rietveld, ; Rietveld, a). Proximity to the transfer location Proximity to the transfer location Proximity
will thus be a major determinant of the access and egress travel times and will determine 
the absolute ‘availability’ of public transport as a transport alternative (Murray et al., ; 
Murray, ). If proximity seems easy, users are more likely to use the system. If it seems 
diffi  cult, users might forgo the trip by public transport and opt for another mode, typically 
the car. If the user is a captive public transport user, he or she might forgo the trip entirely (and 
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therefore the activity). Both these outcomes are inconsistent with the role of public transport 
as a more environmentally sensitive means of transport and as a means of ensuring social 
equity and facilitating interaction (Schoon et al., ). No matter how eff ective or good the 
line-haul system is, if the user cannot gain access to (or egress from) the transfer location (or 
fi nal destination) public transport will be perceived as providing unacceptable accessibility. 
 e access and egress catchment can therefore be a major determinant of public transport use. catchment can therefore be a major determinant of public transport use. catchment
A signifi cant amount of research has been done on the concept (Cervero, ; Keijer and 
Rietveld, ) (Loutzenheiser, ; Murray et al., ; Murray, ; Parsons Brinckerhoff  
Quade & Douglas et al., ; Rietveld, b; Tyler, ; Van den Enden and Van Lohuizen, 
; Van der Waard, ; Zhao et al., )¹⁰.  e probability of users reaching the system, 
or their fi nal destination from the public transport system has been known to fall off  roughly 
in line with a normal distribution as distance or time to/from the stop increases (White, ). 
Should the access and egress exceed an absolute threshold time (or distance) people will not use 
the system or, for public transport captive users, the trips and subsequent activity engagement 
will not be satisfi ed.

However, it is not only the absolute access and egress times or distance (i.e. the absolute 
catchment area) that inhibits public transport use; the relative contribution to total trip time 
has the same eff ect. Should the contribution of access and egress to total trip time increase 
above a certain threshold, the marginal eff ort and cost of continuing to the destination with 
the access modes are small in comparison with the eff ort of, for example, using a park-and-ride 
lot and paying to board a train (Wachs, ). It is therefore important to consider both the 
absolute and the relative contribution – or interconnectivity, as defi ned above – of access and 
egress as determinants of public transport availability.

... Travel time
Travel time has been confi rmed as the single most signifi cant factor explaining the demand for a 
transport mode and is arguably the biggest existing contributor to the public’s aversion to public 
transport (Bovy et al., ; Ortúzar and Willumsen, ; Wilson, )¹¹. As illustrated, public 
transport travel time is a construct of access, waiting, transfer, line-haul and egress time. As a 
result, travel time (and thus interaction costs) by public transport is nearly always signifi cantly 
longer than travel time by car for the same origin and destination.  e time diff erential between 
public and private transport trips is captured by the travel time ratio, defi ned as the travel time 
by public transport divided by travel by car between the same origin and destination (Goodwin, 
; Gronau, ; Harrison, ; Heggie, ; Hutchinson, ; Ortúzar and Willumsen, 
; Pas, ; Rietveld et al., ; Tipping, ; Truong and Hensher, ; Van der Waard, 
)¹².  e ratio fl uctuates from  to  for most trips and generally, the larger the ratio, the 
less competitive public transport is considered to be. Bovy, Van Den Waard, et al. () found 
for  e Netherlands that, if the ratio of total travel time between rail and the other modes 
is greater than , the probability that people will choose rail is small. Currently the national 
mean ratio for  e Netherlands is around ., implying a very uncompetitive position for public 
transport (Bovy et al, ).

People generally obtain a benefi t by trading temporal elements (time) for spatial elements 
(distance) when they travel.  e non-movement elements in public transport entail a high 
disutility as the individual derives no benefi t (or space benefi t) from waiting and transfer. 





Several researchers have also demonstrated that the waiting, transfer, access and egress time 
elements (generally referred to as the out-of-vehicle-time or OVT) are weighed more onerously weighed more onerously weighed
than the line-haul time (referred to as the in-vehicle-time or IVT). Estimates of the weight 
of OVT compared to IVT range between . and  (Bovy and Jansen, ; Jansson, ; 
Schoemaker et al., ;  e Central Transportation Planning Staff , ; Van der Waard, ). 
As the public transport trip always contains OVT elements, the disutility associated with public 
travel time will almost always outweigh the disutility of car travel time.

As with access and egress time, it is not only the absolute contribution of OVT but also the 
relative contribution to total travel time that is an important indicator of transport level-of-
service.  e ratio OVT/IVT is frequently used not only as the level-of-service indicator for OVT/IVT is frequently used not only as the level-of-service indicator for OVT/IVT
public transport trips but also to assess demand elasticity (Kurth et al., ;  e Central 
Transportation Planning Staff , ; Wardman and Tyler, ).  e larger the ratio, the less 
attractive public transport becomes as an alternative.

... Public transport accessibility
Traditionally, public transport systems were developed to converge on central business districts 
(CBD). Most railways were radial in design with few, if any, circumferal or other routes. 
Shifting economic, social and urban development patterns have resulted in many employment, 
leisure and other opportunities being dispersed to the suburbs as opposed to all amassed in the 
central business areas. As a result, modern travel patterns (and travel demand) are a complex 
web of trips that have lost their focus on the urban centre (Bovy and Michels, ; Hensher, 
; Wachs, ). Existing public transport systems have not kept pace with their changing 
land-use and economic trends and hardly ever provide for adequate proximity, connectivity 
and interconnectivity in this urban environment (Free Congress Research and Education 
Foundation, ). Using the public transport system to reach the dispersed land-uses often 
entails transferring between connecting services. As discussed, transfer not only brings about a 
time penalty, but also adds discomfort to the trip.  ese limitations of public transport are well 
captured by Peter Samuel (quoted from (Free Congress Research and Education Foundation, 
):
‘In a hydra-headed urban area, single-centre-oriented mass transit works only for a small proportion 
of journeys; there is really no alternative to the highway ... (road) ... system for most intra-urban 
journeys ... A car goes door-to-door and leaves when you want to leave, not according to a printed 
timetable produced by a transit company. A car off ers a degree of privacy and personal security that 
mass transit cannot match.’

As Figure - shows, while public transport may provide adequate accessibility to a single 
destination (for example the CBD), the time-space autonomy of individuals is very much 
restricted by the structuring elements and pre-determined service schedules.  at is, activity 
engagement is allowed for on the access and egress stages, at transfer locations and at the fi nal 
destination of the trip. Visiting any activity location not directly connected by a public transport 
network may involve a rather signifi cant time (and indeed distance) penalty.  is holds 
particular implications for policy and planning measures aimed at curtailing unsustainable 
mobility growth that often assume that diff erent transport modes are interchangeable.





... Public transport and land use/urban form
As stated, the purpose of the transport system is, primarily, to connect spatially distributed 
land-uses.  e interaction between the transport and land-use environment will infl uence the 
above interrelated demand characteristics, i.e. access and egress travel time, total travel time and 
the accessibility conditions of locations for diff erent socio-economic groups.  e relationships 
between land-use and urban form and the impact thereof on public transport travel behaviour 
has been extensively discussed in the literature, e.g. in the transit Cooperative Research 
Programme’s (TCRP) Research Results Digest, titled ‘An Evaluation of the Relationship Between 
Transit and Urban Form’ (Transit Cooperative Research Program, ) and Transit and Urban Form’ (Transit Cooperative Research Program, ) and Transit and Urban Form’ ‘Transit and Urban 
Form’ (Transit Cooperative Research Program, ), with public transport/land-use modelling Form’ (Transit Cooperative Research Program, ), with public transport/land-use modelling Form’
approaches covered in ‘Integrated Urban Models for Simulation of Transit and Land Use Policies: 
Guidelines for Implementation and Use’ (Transit Cooperative Research Program, ; Transit 
Cooperative Research Program, )¹³.

In general, the literature supports the fi ndings that: () Increasing employment and residential 
density around transport nodes is the strongest variable aff ecting public transport patronage, density around transport nodes is the strongest variable aff ecting public transport patronage, density
even after controlling for socio-economic characteristics of the residents (Cervero, ; 
Cervero, ; Frank and Pivo, ). Generally, this is because higher density is associated with 
a fi ner public transport network, resulting in improved proximity to transfer locations and hence 
shorter access and egress times. () Considering urban form, public transport is most competitive 
and attractive when aligned in (radial) transport corridors and serving the accessibility needs of 
central business districts, compact urban regions and a limited number of employment centres limited number of employment centres limited
(Feitelson, ; Meyer et al., ). Furthermore, the probability of a public transport trip 
increases signifi cantly if both the origin and the destination of the trip lies within the CBD 
(Transit Cooperative Research Program, ). Limiting and concentrating the number of 
origins and destinations arguably improve connectivity by aggregating travel demand in a 
limited number of ‘fl ows’ which allow public transport authorities to provide high-quality and 
frequency services between these origins and destinations with a favourable travel time ratio. In 
addition, Feitelson () fi nds that rail is most suitable (competitive) for longer trips and when 
the trip purposes are work and education (these land-uses are often concentrated in clusters). 
() Land-use mix and design variables, although not as strong as density and urban form, also 
infl uence public transport use. Pedestrian-friendly environments and the mixing of activities, 
in general, lead to an increase in walking and cycling trips and improve unconstrained access to 
public transport stops, thereby improving public transport. In employment areas, land-use mix 
contributes to the increasing use of public transport through the ability to link trips to the work 
trip. In residential neighbourhoods, urban design variables that support pedestrian-friendly 
environments infl uence the mode of access to public transport in favour of walking and cycling. 
Arguably, design and diversity do not infl uence travel time as much as density and urban form, 
nor do they impact on proximity and connectivity.

As noted in the literature, it is rather diffi  cult to disentangle the eff ects of land-use mix and 
design from density and indeed from urban form and ultimately level-of-public transport 
service (Cervero and Kockelman, ; Dieleman et al., ; Dieleman et al., ). In 
addition, while many studies have considered the interrelationship between land-use and urban 
form and the impact on public transport travel behaviour, they only take account of the separate 
travel behavioural implications, e.g. travel time and distance and mode choice. Furthermore, 





mapping the access and egress catchment and the geographical extent of diff erent routes 
(together with their travel time) conveys relatively little information about the possibility of an 
individual making use of public transport. As illustrated by Lenntorp (), Forer and Kivel 
() and Dijst et al. (Dijst et al., ), accessibility is not solely dependent on the access and 
egress travel time, total trip time or accessibility of the system, but also on whether individuals 
– specifi cally those constrained by transport mode availability – can implement their activity 
programmes. Defi ning more ‘feasibility’ measures, such as the interconnectivity ratio, may 
further help to improve the assessment of public transport as an available transport alternative. 
Ultimately, what is required is a more systematic eff ort to take into consideration the derived 
demand for travel and how this demand is satisfi ed by the public transport system.  is 
approach should take into explicit consideration the relationship between activity and transport 
choice facets as outlined above. Such an integrative framework is presented in the following 
section.

2.4 Activity and transport mode interdependencies: A framework for analysis

As the discussion in Section .. illustrated, mobility decisions, i.e. household mode 
ownership, mode allocation and tour mode choice, are obviously reciprocally intertwined with 
activity skeletons, individual activity programmes and activity scheduling requirements. Clearly, 
there are numerous interdependencies between activity and travel behaviour, spanning long-, 
medium- and short-term time horizons. As Cullen and Godson () suggested, however, 
many of the observed activity and travel behaviour patterns are the outcome of organised, 
routine behaviour, which helps to limit the number of potential interdependencies. In this 
regard the home location and obligatory, routine activities act as the ‘pegs’ around which more 
fl exible activities can be scheduled (Lee and McNally, ). Given that the individual has to 
return to the home location – as well as return (by) any transport modes taken from the home 
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– the home-based tour (or multi-sojourn travel), becomes an important structuring element in daily structuring element in daily structuring element
activity travel behaviour.  e combination of fi xed locations and the obligatory nature of work 
has resulted in the work-tour becoming the predominant tour around which daily activity-tour around which daily activity-tour
travel behaviour is shaped (Kondo and Kitamura, ; Nishii et al., ). Not surprisingly, 
many researchers have pointed to the secondary role of the work-tour, i.e. a tour to which other 
activities are linked (or chained). Simple work-tours refer to home-based tours on which no 
additional activity is inserted, while during complex work-tours, intermediate activities may be 
inserted before, during and after the main work activity. Figure - shows this distinction.

 e formation of complex chains is arguably a function of all the causal elements shown 
in Figure - (i.e. activity demands, land-use, urban form and transport system, and the 
interaction among these).  e urban structure and the associated public transport system 
(route structure, modes, stations, etc.) represent the fi xed spatial environment within which 
an individual operates. Given the longer-term choices of work and residential location, the 
spatial environment is assumed given. As stated in Section ..., the combined eff ect of the 
urban structure and the public transport orientation, is bound to impact on tour formation 
decisions. As shown, public transport tour trips to and from the central business district and 
between central business districts as well as trips aligned in highly urbanised corridors are more 
feasible as a result of service and network orientation and higher service frequency. In  e 
Netherlands at least, the central business districts are characterised by a very high density and 
diversity of retail and service industries, as well as a high-quality public pedestrian environment. 
Trips terminating and commencing from the central business district therefore provide more 
opportunity for trip chaining. Clearly then, work-tour formation decisions are infl uenced by 
the urban structure, the transport system and the trip orientation.

However, for public transport to be included in the work-tour mode choice set, the mode 
needs to provide, among others, adequate acceptable proximity (access and egress), connectivity 
(number of transfers) and interconnectivity (access and egress as a share of total trip time). 
While proximity and connectivity requirements are relatively well established, less attention 
has been paid to interconnectivity. Although the relative share of access and egress is important, 
surprising little research has addressed this issue; research has tended to focus on access and 
egress as part of out-of-vehicle time (OVT) considered as a relative share of IVT (Koppelman, 
; Krygsman, ; Kurth et al., ; Liu et al., ;  e Central Transportation Planning 
Staff , ; Wachs, ). Very few studies have quantifi ed access and egress times as a ratio 
to total travel time.  eoretically, the relationship holds implications for the propensity to use 
public transport. Wachs () postulated that, as access (and egress) distance increases relative 
to total trip distance, the disutility of continuing to the fi nal destination with the access mode 
decreases relatively to the need to stop, fi nd parking, wait and transfer on the main mode¹⁴. 
 is relationship not only holds for inter-urban traffi  c but also for intra-urban travel where, 
in  e Netherlands, public transport competes with bicycles (and even walking) and where 
access and egress may comprise a signifi cant contribution of total trip time. In the context 
of this relationship between tour transport mode choice and activity scheduling on the tour, 
misrepresentation of the transport environment may lead to serious inaccuracies in representing 
the possibility for activity engagement on tours and exploring the reciprocal and interdependent 
nature between activity and travel choices (Gärling et al., ).





An important question from a transport policy perspective is how the transport mode infl uences 
daily activity and travel behaviour and tour formation in particular. Various activity and public 
transport travel behavioural adjustments can be postulated: the longer time and distance 
associated with public transport reduce space-time autonomy, resulting in fewer activity 
engagement possibilities (Miller, a)¹⁵; the increased accessibility conditions of locations 
and the multifunctional land-use around, for example transfer locations, might increase activity 
engagement possibilities (Arentze et al., ); public transport travellers are faced with 
asymmetric mode availability and have to change modes, which might impact on location and 
activity-scheduling behaviour. As Lenntorp and Forer and Kivel illustrated in their time-space 
approach, there are clearly interdependent relationships between transport mode decisions 
and activity decisions (Forer and Kivell, ; Lenntorp, b). Flexible transport modes (in 
time and space) will allow more activities to be scheduled on the tour (as a result of allowing a 
larger action space) while infl exible transport modes restrict complex tour formation. Clearly, 
the short-term tour formation decisions should be analysed from an activity-based perspective, 
taking into consideration all the (given) long- and medium-term relationships.

Assuming that public transport is included in the work-tour mode choice set (i.e. it is available 
and provide acceptable interconnectivity), the relationship between transport mode choice and 

Figure -: Daily time-space path of car and public transport traveller
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activity-chaining propensity can be conceptualised with reference to Figure - (Gärling et al., 
; Jones, ).

 e fi gure traces an individual’s hypothetical daily time-space path (or trajectory) between 
home and fi nal destination (e.g. work).  e daily path consists of connected prisms – indicative 
of activity engagement possibilities – and vectors indicating travel (Forer and Kivell, ; 
Hägerstrand, ; Lenntorp, a).  e parameters of this daily activity-travel path are 
shown at the bottom of the fi gure. A typical worker using the car as primary tour mode has 
three prisms, i.e. before work, after work and in-between work, during which activities can be 
inserted on the tour (a fourth prism is one after returning home).

As discussed, public transport constrains individuals to routes and points (transfer locations), 
inhibiting their ability to use the entire volume of their theoretical prism construct. As a result, 
the time-space daily prism path shaped by public transport is, contrary to that of unimodal 
transport alternatives, a construct of smaller, connected prisms (i.e. the access, transfer, egress 
and lunch-time prism). Activity engagement is thus primarily a function of access and egress 
(and transfer) prisms and the in-between work prism.  e in-between prism, however, is 
constrained by the asymmetric mode available: public transport users do not have access to 
private modes (with the exception of the bicycle and walking). As Figure - shows, individuals 
using public transfer forfeit spatial and temporal autonomy, and as the geometry of time-space 
prisms are indicative of the possibility to insert intermediate activities, public transport users 
are at a clear disadvantage.  e choice of main tour mode will thus very much infl uence the main tour mode will thus very much infl uence the main tour mode
probability and probability and probability location of intermediate activities, i.e. before, in-between and after (Burns, ).

 is possibility to insert additional activities on the work-tour, however, is not only a function 
of transport modes but, equally important, also a function of individual and household 
characteristics (Kwan, ; Kwan, ). As illustrated by Lenntorp () and Kivel and 
Forer (), some individuals are very constrained by their activity demands and the spatial 
and temporal profi le of their activities. Individuals facing complex activity programmes will 
arguably face much time pressure and be more inclined to form complex tours to save travel 
time. Some household tasks such as child-care responsibilities coupled with work requirements 
might increase the propensity to form complex transport chains. Constraints, in the form of 
limited time, opening hours of facilities and long working hours, however, also impact on work-
tour formation decisions.  us, diff erent individuals may refl ect very diff erent accessibility 
requirements, which again impacts on the transport mode decision. As a result, in addition to 
the transport mode properties, the activity-based approach requires that the individual’s activity 
programmes (activity demands), household attributes and interdependencies, as well as any 
constraints impacting on the individual and travel and activity engagement, also be considered 
when exploring tour formation decisions.

2.5 Conclusions

 is chapter illustrated the complexities underlying activity-travel behaviour and the potential 
impact of multimodal public transport on the relationship between activity and travel behaviour 
for tour formation decisions.  e focus is placed on tours, given the importance of tours in 





structuring daily activity-travel behaviour and as the outcome of long- and medium-term 
decisions. Furthermore, the possible linking of intermediate activities to the work-tour clouds 
transport planners and policymakers understanding of the infl uence of policy and planning 
measures to entice users to shift from environmentally unsustainable transport modes, such as 
the car, to more sustainable public transport alternatives for their commute trip (Hensher and 
Reyes, ). Clearly, certain modes, such as the car, are more ‘suited’ to inserting activities on 
the work-tour by virtue of the mode’s spatial and temporal fl exibility.  e conceptual model(s) 
presented provide(s) a framework to disentangle some of the intrinsic interrelationships 
between activity and travel behaviour, taking into consideration the complexities imposed by 
public transport.  e framework holds signifi cant implications for the overall methodology 
adopted and the type and nature of data collected.

Considering the methodology, the conceptual model falls within the activity-based research 
framework which is now the dominant research theme in travel behaviour research. Key features 
of activity-based research are the recognition of the interdependencies among the various causal 
elements of observed activity and travel behaviour (as shown in Figure -) and the use of 
disaggregated individual-level data required to analyse these interdependencies.

While individual and household characteristics, and the eff ect of the land-use and transport 
environment on observed activity and travel behaviour have been given some attention, relatively 
little attention has been paid to the specifi c characteristics of multimodal public transport 
on activity-travel behaviour. Observed activity and travel behaviour involves the process of 
choosing or deciding between options.  ese decisions are made within the limits imposed 
by the transport system (i.e. available not everywhere at all times) and the discontinuous 
distribution of facilities over time and space. As discussed above, multimodal public transport 
introduces further requirements in the form of proximity, connectivity and interconnectivity. 
 rough these requirements, multimodal transport infl uences the time-space construct and 
generalised cost of transport, and hence activity and travel behaviour. Detailed time and space 
information about the transport environment and the facilities is required to make inferences 
about the choice process. With such detail information, it becomes possible to deduce outer limits 
on activity engagements possibilities and deriving the number of opportunities within time-
space prisms given the transport system. Only detail multimodal travel time information will 
allow a more realistic representation of the time-space constraints faced by public transport 
users. Exploring the relationship between multimodal transport and activity-travel behaviour 
holds much implication for the complexity of data and data collection tools.

 e activity-based approach requires a much richer specifi cation of data compared to conventional richer specifi cation of data compared to conventional richer specifi cation of data
trip-based approaches. Whereas the trip-based approach relies mainly on trip data, travel 
surveys and traffi  c counts, with the information generally reduced (aggregated) to a number of 
discreet trips, at nominal time categories, between transport planning zones and with household 
socio-demographic information related to zonal averages, the activity-based approach, on 
the contrary, requires that the individual unit remains identifi able. Capturing activity data is 
considerably more complex than trip data and requires a new look at data collection tools.  is 
requires a move away from simply trip diaries, which focus on the trip as their leading design 
element to extended activity dairies, which traces the individual time-space path. While trip 
diaries are relatively well known in transport planning environment, the use of activity diaries 





has only recently gained momentum.  e stage-based character of multimodal public transport 
further requires detail information on stages and (possible) intermediate activities. Clearly, 
adopting an activity-based approach implicitly implies undertaking an inherently complex data 
collection exercise.  e following chapter discuss the data collected for the AMADEUS project 
as well as the design of the particular activity-travel dairy required to capture the level of detail 
required.

2.6 Notes

 For a comprehensive overview of the engineering and physical requirements of multimodal public transport 
systems from a Dutch transport planning perspective, the interested reader is referred to Bhat and Koppelman 
(), Kitamura, (), Kurani and Lee-Gosselin (), RDC (), Van den Heuvel (), Van Nes 
().

 Various variations on this well-know relationship between activities, land-use and transport exist (Bhat and 
Koppelman, ; Bhat and Koppelman, ; Bowman and Ben-Akiva, ; Damm, ; Jones, ; 
Jones et al., ; Pas, ; Pas, ; Pas and Harvey, ; Timmermans, ; Van Wee, ). Figure 
-, however, is derived from the extensive literature of activity-based research and the underlying causal 
relationships of observed activity and travel behaviour.

 Furthermore, land-use is traditionally not the concern of transport planners while transport is not the concern 
of land-use planners. As a result, land-use and transport policies are often not coordinated, resulting in less 
than optimal policies.

  is requires both a conceptual, methodological shift as well as a data shift, i.e. a focus on disaggregated, 
individual data as opposed to aggregated data.

 Although all these modelling frameworks have been around for some time, they are continuously being refi ned 
and successfully applied in spatial interaction modelling.

  e Independence from Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA) property characterises the multinomial logit model. It 
is due to the choice of the Gumbel-independent distribution for the random term. It means, in simple terms, 
that the choice ratios (i.e. ratios between probabilities) do not change with the introduction or deletion of an 
option to the choice set.  e hierarchical logit model does not share this property (at least for the diff erent 
structural choices) (Bierlaire, ).

 Although this lists only the primary contribution of each study area, the developments in these fi elds are very 
much intersected and overlapping. For a more comprehensive review the reader is referred to Ettema and 
Timmermans, (), Huigen (), Kitamura, (), Lee-Gosselin and Pas (), Timmermans ().

 A number of related terms describe the resulting spatial formation imposed by these constraints, i.e. action 
space, activity space, choice space, activity area and reach (Damm, ; Dijst, ; Dijst and Vidakovic, ; 
Forer and Kivell, ; Golledge and Stimson, ; Hägerstrand, ; Lenntorp, b; Newsome et al., ).

 Arguably the distinction between long-, medium- and short-term is more subjective than objective and 
researchers may diff er in their classifi cation of such decisions.  is research, however, follows the general 
distinction adopted for the AMADEUS research programme as outlined in (Arentze and Timmermans, 
).

 Parson Brinckerhoff  et al defi nes the catchment area as ‘...a contiguous census tract that encompasses the 
origins of  of all access trips to [...] train stations ...’.  e defi nition of egress catchment is analogous to 
this defi nition (Parsons Brinckerhoff  Quade & Douglas, Cervero, and Zupan, ).





 Preference for travel by car is attributable to many factors, including comfort, convenience, safety, cleanliness 
and other subjective and attitudinal factors. Travel time, however, has been shown to be one of the most 
important factors in mode choice.

  e travel time ratio is extensively used in mode choice modelling to assess the time diff erential between car 
and public transport times between selected origins and destinations.  e ratio nearly always exceeds  with 
a mean of around ..  is ratio shows much variation with trip direction, time of day, mode used, distance 
travelled, etc. Obviously the closer to , the more comparable the travel times for the two alternative modes of 
transport are and, in terms of time, the more competitive public transport is.

 No attempt will be made to discuss all the studies or summarise the fi ndings. Rather, the emphasis is placed 
on the behavioural relationships between public transport and land-use. For a comprehensive review the reader 
is referred to (Parsons Brinckerhoff  Quade & Douglas, Cervero, and Zupan, ; Pushkarev and Zupan, ; 
Transit Cooperative Research Program, ; Transit Cooperative Research Program, ; Weyrich and Lind, 
).

 Aside from Wachs’s generic observation, there is very little reference to such ratios in the literature. Parsons 
Brinckerhoff , Quade & Douglas to the knowledge of the author, is one of the few to have quantifi ed a 
similar ratio. To correct for car driver – public transport multimodal public transport chains, they estimated 
a parameter on the ratio of drive-access time to public transport in-vehicle time. In a case study in Phoenix, 
Arizona, USA, it was found that the ratio to be correctly signed (negative), signifi cant and approximately twice 
the size of the in-vehicle time. So, as drive-access time to public transport increases in proportion to in-vehicle 
time, the mode is less likely to be chosen (Krygsman, ).

 Space-time autonomy refers to users’ freedom to participate in spatially distributed activities at times and 
locations that suit them. Obviously this freedom is very much dependent on the mode of transport.
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3 Multimodal trips in the netherlands: 
Conceptual clarifi cation, micro-level 
individual attributes and residential 
context1

3.1 Introduction

As Chapter  illustrated, multimodal public transportation has received renewed attention in 
most post-industrialised countries, specifi cally in Europe but also in the United States, as a 
sustainable and environmentally sensitive alternative to car travel, while also fulfi lling the social 
objective of providing acceptable mobility²objective of providing acceptable mobility²objective of providing acceptable mobility .  e renewed interest in the concept has led to a 
diverse range of transport and land use policy and planning guidelines supporting, promoting 
and ultimately evaluating multimodal public transport travel alternatives. Land use and 
transport policies include, amongst other, increasing densities, diversity and design of pedestrian 
and cycle friendly neighbourhoods (termed ‘pedestrianisation’), compact urban development, 
corridor aligned urban forms and strong urban core policies.  e associated transport policies 
include increased investment in public transport through fi ner networks in high density areas 
(shorten access and egress), direct high frequency connections between a limited number of 
employment centres (improving connectivity) as well as concentrating development along 
public transport corridors (see for an overview Chapter  of this dissertation as well as Cervero 
(), Dieleman, Dijst & Spit (), Murray et al. (), Transit Cooperative Research 
Program (), Transit Cooperative Research Program (), Van Wee (). In addition 
to the above, more attention has also been paid to the multimodal character of public transport. multimodal character of public transport. multimodal character
In the European Union, for example, much eff ort has gone into preparing policy and planning 
guidelines under the auspices of the European Commissions Fourth Framework: Research and 
Technological Development. Much of this research focuses on removing barriers to intermodal 
operations through improved transfers and interchanges between modes thereby promoting 
a seamless journey from origin to destination (Coccia et al., ; Directorate-General for 
Transport -DG VII/E, ; Terzis, Last & Sullivan, ). Similar trends are experienced 
in the USA where multimodal public transportation has gained recognition and momentum 
through offi  cial legislation. Two acts, the Intermodal Surface Transportation Effi  ciency Act 
(ISTEA) of  and the Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA) of  heightened the 
level of attention being paid by planners and decision-makers to intermodal connections in 
transportation (Greaves & Stopher, ; Lu & Pas, ; Shrouds, ).

 e underlying motivation of all these land use and transport initiatives is to improve the 
overall competitiveness of multimodal transportation as an alternative to mainly car travel 
and, hopefully, to achieve a more favourable public transport mode split. Notwithstanding the 





obvious theoretical benefi ts of many of these policy and planning measures, their success is 
uncertain. As discussed in Chapter , the land use and transport system represents only two legs 
of observed travel behaviour. Travel behaviour is also the outcome of individual activity demands 
(i.e. travel is a derived demand) and thus infl uenced very much by individual and household 
socio-demographic characteristics (see Figure -). Clearly, as multimodal transportation place 
unique space-time limitations on travellers such as long access and egress stages, long trip times, 
transfers and limited system accessibility, users of the system will be constrained in their activity 
engagement opportunities. Existing users of multimodal public transportation might therefore 
refl ect unique, individual level, socio-demographic characteristics or reside in specifi c urban 
forms that allow them to satisfy their activity demand given the public transport system. It is 
this understanding of individual users’ socio-demographic and land use characteristics that is 
rather limited and this chapter aims to address this by analysing national travel diary data and 
providing some insight in the multimodal travel behaviour, socio-demographic attributes and 
residential environment characteristics of public transport travellers in  e Netherlands.

In the following section, a conceptual overview of multimodal public transport is provided 
followed by a brief review of the main research themes concerning ‘multimodal’ public 
transportation.  e third section discusses the research design while the fourth section provides 
a profi le of multimodal trips based on, amongst other, the number of stages, stage and trip 
length and duration and concludes with a brief discussion of the infl uence of stage distance 
on multimodal transportation use. Section fi ve describes the multivariate analysis of the socio-
economic attributes of multimodal transportation users.

3.2 Conceptual framework and literature review

Multimodal transportation, as defi ned above, was conceptually illustrated and discussed in 
Chaper  (see Figure -) and is only briefl y reviewed here. A trip, from origin to destination, 
is motivated by the users’ requirement for a door-to-door transport service and, as such, 
considered as one product. In order to realise the trip, diff erent modes are chained together in 
a transportation chain with each mode serving a particular stage.  e mode used to travel the 
longest distance is referred to as the main mode (or line haul service) while the other modes are longest distance is referred to as the main mode (or line haul service) while the other modes are longest distance
access or egress services (on the origin and destination locations respectively). Transfers between 
modes take place at transportation nodes, i.e. bus stops, train stations, park & ride facilities etc.

As the emphasis of this chaper is on descriptive analysis no extensive overview of the literature 
regarding multimodal transportation will be presented. It is, however, important to remark 
upon two research themes of specifi c relevance to this research, i.e. research that focussed on 
level-of-services indicators and, secondly, research that focussed on the disutility of separate 
stages of a multimodal trip.

Historically, much attention has been paid to level of service indicators, defi ned as in-
vehicle-travel-time (IVTT), out-of-vehicle-travel-time (OVTT), and fare or price of a trip 
(Koppelman, ).  ese factors have formed, together with socio-economic and land-use 
variables, the main elements in travel mode choice modelling. Recently, there has been 
renewed interest in level-of-service indicators, specifi cally in the USA, brought about by the 





need for improved mode split modelling. Of particular importance in this new research is the 
development of techniques to assess intermodal transfer penalties and the impact thereof on 
transit use (Liu, Pendyala & Polzin, ;  e Central Transportation Planning Staff , ; 
Zhao, Gan & Shen, ).  e research confi rmed the accepted belief that transfer and waiting 
time are viewed especially negatively by public transportation users and have a much greater 
importance than in-vehicle travel time. Transfers, in particular, carry a heavier weight than 
previously anticipated and should be incorporated in mode split modelling.

 e second research theme focussed on the separate stages in multimodal travel and assessed 
the disutility of these stages. Increased access and egress stage distance were shown to have a 
strong negative correlation with multimodal travel (Van den Enden & Van Lohuizen, ). 
Some research concluded that egress is more important than access (Blom, ), while others 
concluded that egress distance does not hinder journeys to the extent expected (Prins & Görtz, 
). Generally, the former conclusions are based on quantitative analysis of travel diary data 
(i.e. mean access and egress distance etc.) while the later conclusions are more based on stated 
preference of passengers. What is generally accepted, though, is that due to asymmetric mode 
availability, egress distance is of special importance in public transportation chains.

Few studies thus far have quantifi ed current multimodal travel behaviour in terms of viable 
mode chain combinations, trip motives, user classifi cation, trip characteristics and segmentation 
of passenger market for multimodal transportation. It is this empirical ‘gap’ that this research 
attempts to address.

3.3 Research design

 e data used in this study comes from the  Dutch National Travel Survey (NTS).  e 
NTS is a sample household travel survey conducted annually since  by the Central Bureau 
for Statistics (CBS).  e stated objective of the NTS is,
‘... to determine the travel behavioural characteristics of the Dutch population with regard to origins 
and destinations, time of travel, modes of transport, motive of trips and the identifi cation of those 
explanatory variables for a realised travel pattern and choice of modes’ (Centraal Bureau voor de 
Statistiek, ).

A representative household sample, approximately , households, is drawn from the 
entire population (divided over the year in such a manner that all months and days are equally 
represented). As with most national travel surveys certain information (usual household 
and personal socio-demographic information) is collected telephonically, after which the 
respondents are provided with a travel diary to be completed on a specifi ed date (children under 
the age of  are included and separately identifi ed).  e travel diaries contain information on 
the number of trips, mode of travel, length of trip, arrival and departure times etc. Limited 
information is also collected on an individual stage level, i.e. transport mode and distance. 
From the  NTS data set only those trips defi ned as public transport multimodal trips were 
selected (see introduction). Key attributes of the multimodal trip data set are summarised in 
Table -.





 e , multimodal trips represent . of all trips in the NTS – an indication of the share 
of multimodal travel in all travel. Of the , trips,  (or ) are home-based trips.  is 
selected multimodal sample contains  households with  individuals representing 
respectively  and  of all households and individuals in the entire NTS.

 e NTS dataset contains inherent limitations. Firstly, it is likely that not all stages, specifi cally 
short walking stages, are registered. It is possible that some -stage combinations such as 
walking-train and bus-train are ‘missing’ a stage, as it is unlikely that people have as their fi nal 
destination the station or can access a bus stop without having to walk.  e same applies to - 
and even -stage trips. In reality it can be assumed that walking is a universal access and egress 
mode and should be included in all mode chains with the exception of those where cycling and 
the car is the access and/or egress mode.  is, however, causes another dilemma, i.e. at what 
distance does walking constitute an additional stage? For the purpose of this research, it was 
assumed that people only view walking as an additional stage if they have explicitly indicated 
it in the travel diary. Based on this interpretation no additional stages were added to the data. 
A second related problem concerns the identifi cation of stages. A chain such as train-metro-
walking is diffi  cult to classify in terms of access, main and egress mode. Although the chain walking is diffi  cult to classify in terms of access, main and egress mode. Although the chain walking
consists of a -stages it is unlikely that the train, the fi rst mode, is the access mode.  is -stage 
trip, therefore, consists of only a main mode (train) and egress mode (walking).

3.4 Variables used: multimodal travel-, socio-demographic and residential 
environment variables

 e characterization of multimodal trips and the users of multimodal transportation are based 
on three categories of variables, i.e. multimodal trip characteristics, person characteristics and 
residential context variables. Table - summarizes the variables.

 e binary outcome of the response variable (multimodal versus non-multimodal) and 
the categorical nature of the data make the (binary) logit model an applicable tool for the 
multivariate analysis.  e logit model is probably the most widely used statistical technique 
in disaggregated transportation demand models.  is technique provides a valuable tool to 
predict the (probability) division of multimodal transportation users amongst individual level 
attributes.

Table -: Summary statistics: public transport multimodal trips
Descriptive statistics Data sets*

Multimodal Trips Non-Multimodal Trips

No. of Households 5,823 46,393
No. of Persons 6,884 95,557
No. of Trips 12,972 401,166
No. of trips with 2 stages 5,138 40% –
No. of trips with 3 stages 6,116 47% –
No. of trips with 4 stages 1,718 13% –
Total number of stages 35,496

* Include only those people older than 12 and that undertook a trip on the survey day.





3.5 Multimodal trip profi le

 is section presents a multimodal trip profi le based on the NTS data set. Trip duration and 
trip lengths for multimodal trips are analysed (and compared with car trips) and the daily 
travel time and distance of multimodal users are presented.  e section also presents those 
typical mode chain combinations that occur most frequently. Based on this information the 
diagrammatic outline of a multimodal trip, introduced in Figure -, is further elaborated.  e 
section is concluded with a more in-depth discussion of the relationship between trip (and 
stage) distances and the choice for multimodal transportation.

.. Typical mode chain combinations
Table - list the access and main mode combinations while Table - cross tabulates egress and 
main mode combinations for multimodal trips originating from home. Row totals show the 
share of the mode in all access or egress stages. For example, referring to Table -, the bicycle 
(access mode) was chained to a train (main mode) in . of all multimodal trips while the 
row total show that cycling was used in . of the cases as access mode.

Table -: Variables used

Descriptor Operational variables Description

Multimodal 
travel variables

Mode chain combinations Most frequently occurring mode chain combinations.

Number of trips All the trips per day of a person involved in multimodal 
trips

Travel duration Travel time per trip as well as total daily travel time
Travel distance Distance per multimodal trip and total daily distance 

travelled for multimodal travellers
Age 1 = 0-17; 2 = 18-24; 3 = 25-40; 4 = 40-65; 5 = 65 +
Gender 1 = Male; 2 = Female
Car Availability 1 = Drivers license + car; 2 = Drivers license + family car; 

3 = Non-drivers license but family car; 4 = Drivers license 
and no car; 5 = No drivers license and no-family car.

Employment Status 1 = Full time employed (< 30 hours + students); 2 = 
Part Time employed (> 30 Hours); 3 = Unemployed; 4 = 
Pensioned

Socio-
demographic 
variables

Income 1 = No income; 2 = < fl  18 000 (+/- $ 7 500); 3 = 18 000-27 
000 (+/- $ 11 250); 4 = 27 000-34 000 (+/- $14 200); 5 = 
34 000-42 000 (+/- $ 17 500) ; 6 = 42 000-58 000 (+/- $25 
000); 7 = 58 000 <

Household Size 1 = 1 HH member; 2 = 2 HH members; 3 = 3 HH 
members; 4 = 4 HH members, 5 = 5 HH members; 6 = 6 
HH members

Age of Children in 
household

1 = Child(ren) 0-5; 2 = Child(ren) 6-11; 3 = Child(ren) 12-17; 
4 = No Children

Position within household 1 = Single; 2 = Household Head; 3 = Spouse of Head / 
Partner of Head; 4 = Live-in child; 5 = Other

Residential 
environment 
variable

Urban development 
intensity

Very strongly urbanized, Strongly urbanized, Moderately 
urbanized, Slightly urbanized, Non-urbanized





Column totals show the share of main mode given the distribution over access modes. Referring 
to Table -, the train was used in . as a main mode given the distribution of access modes. 
Due to missing access and egress modes (i.e. -stage trips in particular), column totals for Table 
- and - do not correspond.

... Access modes
Four modes are primarily used as access mode (Table -): walking, cycling, car (driver and 
passenger) and bus in descending order of frequency. Slow modes i.e. walking and cycling are 
the preferred access mode and accounts for over  of all access stages.  e car (driver and 
passenger) accounts for approximately  of all access modes while bus accounts for roughly 
. Walking is generally used to access a range of connecting, public transport main modes 
whilst the car is used mainly to access the train.  e bicycle serves mostly the train and bus. 
 is illustrates the importance of walking as a continues, fl exible access mode requiring few 
auxiliary infrastructure. Other access modes generally require storage facilities and specialised 
infrastructure.

... Egress modes
Contrary to the access trip, travellers do not have all the private modes available to them at the 
destination location. Private cars and bicycles are normally only present at the origin location. 
Looking at egress, the problem with asymmetric mode availability is evident. Cycling now only 

Table -: Mode chain combinations: home origin

Main mode (%)

Access Car (Driver) Car (Pass) Bus Tram/Metro Train Other Total

Walk 0.1 0.2 20.6 6.8 21.9 0.2 49.9
Bicycle 0.0 0.1 7.5 0.8 24.1 0.1 32.6
Car (Driver) 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.3 4.5 0.0 5.2
Car (Pass) 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.2 4.3 0.0 5.3
Bus 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.9 4.1 0.1 5.3
Motorbike 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.7
Tram/Metro 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.8 0.0 1.1
Train 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
Total 0.2 0.4 29.6 9.1 60.2 0.5 100.0

Table -: Mode chain combination: destination end

Main mode (%)

Egress Car (Driver) Car (Pass) Bus Tram/Metro Train Other Total

Walk 0.2 0.1 17.6 4.4 35.8 0.1 58.2
Bicycle 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.1 7.2 0.0 8.3
Car (Driver) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.2
Car (Pass) 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 1.9 0.0 2.3
Bus 1.0 0.7 0.9 0.8 11.6 0.3 15.2
Tram/Metro 0.8 0.7 5.1 0.0 6.7 0.2 13.6
Train 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.1 0.2 0.2 2.1
Total 2.6 2.0 25.5 5.4 63.7 0.7 100.0





accounts for  of trips while walking accounts for  of all egress trips. Public transport (bus, 
tram/metro and train combined) accounts for .

... Main modes
As mentioned above, main mode totals diff er between Tables - and - due to missing stages. 
Considering all -,- and -stage multimodal trips originating from home, the most frequent 
main mode is the train () followed by bus () and tram/metro (). It is evident that 
most multimodal trips are still oriented towards the train as main mode.

.. Trip motives, trip lengths, trip duration and number of trips
Figure - compares the motives for car trips with the -, - and -stage multimodal trips. As 
shown, an increase in the number of stages is correlated with an increase in the share of routine number of stages is correlated with an increase in the share of routine number of stages
trips, i.e. education and work. Infrequent trips such as shopping trips, decline with in increase 
in the number of stages.
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 e box plots shown in Figure  summarize the key statistics of multimodal and car trips, for 
trip duration and trip lengths, respectively. Some important conclusions can be drawn from this 
fi gure.

Both box plots confi rm a positive relationship between an increasing number of stages and 
longer trip duration and distance. In total, multimodal users spend approximately  min/day
travelling compared to  min/day for car users. min/day for car users. min/day

Considering number of trips per day, multimodal transportation users undertake fewer trips on 
average: . trips per day compared to . trips for others. It should be noted that more than 
 of all multimodal transportation users are involved in  or less multimodal trips per day, 
mostly a trip to a destination and back.  e remaining trips are most likely to be unimodal and, 
more specifi cally, cycling or walking trips originating from home.

.. Stage distance and distance decay
Figure - shows the cumulative (percentage) distribution of users per mode over increasing 
distance for access, main and egress stages respectively (for trips originating from home).  e 
total-curve shows the cumulative percentage of all users for that stage over increasing distance. 
 e dotted vertical line represents mean stage length. Mean stage distance for the main mode 
of a multimodal trip is  km (median,  km). Figure -C shows that the tram/metro is used 
over shorter distances followed by bus while the train is only really used for stages longer than 
 km’s.

In total, approximately  of people travel less than  km to the transportation node on the 
access side (mean access distance is . km and median is  km).  e diff erent modes, however, 
refl ect markedly diff erent distance profi les for the access distance. Figure -A shows that 
approximately  of users that walk, do so over distances shorter than , km while  of 
the people cycle less that  km. Considering that most people either walk or use the bicycle 
as access mode (more than ), it is clear that an increasing access distance will negatively 
infl uence multimodal transportation.

 e mean egress distance is . km (median, . km) – Figure -B – that is slightly longer than 
the mean access distance (. km). In addition,  of people travel shorter than . km to their 
fi nal destination. It is furthermore interesting to note that bus and the tram/metro have very 
similar distance decay curves on the egress side.

Access and egress distance represents, combined,  of total trip distance for all multimodal 
trips.  is diff ers slightly for diff erent trip motives (access and egress share of total trip distance 
in brackets): work (.), education (), social visits (.), sport (.) and shopping 
().

Following Keijer and Rietveld () it is believed that each mode serves a particular distance 
range. Assuming that the modes ‘complement’ each other on the access side, a problem occurs 
on the egress side. Keijer and Rietveld showed that on the access side walking trips mostly 
fall within the range -. km, cycling within -. km and public transport within - km. 
At the egress stage, those trips suited for cycling (i.e. -. km) would now either rely on 





walking or public transport (Keijer & Rietveld, ). Both of these modes imply severe 
negative time, distance and cost penalties for the user (i.e. longer travelling time through 
slower speeds, particularly walking, additional waiting/transfer times and fares associated with 
public transport). It seems plausible, therefore, to assume that egress distance is of particular 
importance for the potential use of multimodal transportation and that this importance can 
be attributed, largely, to transport mode availability (Blom, ; Van den Enden & Van 
Lohuizen, ).  is assumption is supported by fi ndings from the  Nationwide Personal 
Transportation Survey undertaken in the United States of America. Asked why people do 
not use ‘multimodal transportation’,  indicated that it is not available at work destinations 
(Polzin, Rey & Chu, ).
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Based on the above information, the schematic outline of a multimodal trip introduced in 
Figure - is further developed and shown in Figure -. Figure - shows the profi le for trips 
originating from home.  e width of the bars provide an indication of the share of the mode in 
the diff erent stages while the length provides an indication of the mean length of the stage with 
the particular mode. Also shown is the mean and th percentile access and egress distance 
ranges (dotted arches).

 e above section provided a conceptual framework of multimodal transportation (trips) and 
extended this framework with empirical fi ndings based on the  Dutch National Travel 
Survey. Conclusions were drawn regarding the use of multimodal transportation and it was 
investigated how the characteristics of the access, egress and main mode, i.e. mode choice and 
distance, infl uence the use and possibly the potential for multimodal transport.  e following 
section focuses more on personal and household characteristics of multimodal transportation 
users using the same NTS data set.

3.6 Micro-level individual attributes and residential context

.. Multivariate analysis
It is hypothesized that multimodal transportation refl ects not only unique trip and stage 
characteristics but also unique user and residential environment attributes.  e socio-
demographic and residential environment variables listed in Table - are used in multivariate 
analysis to identify the unique user characteristics of multimodal transportation. Table - shows 
the results of the multivariate analysis and is interpreted as follows:  e variable coeffi  cient (B) 
provides an indication of the use of multimodal transportation relative to non-multimodal use 
for each variable sub-category. Each explanatory variable contains a reference sub-category (the 
fi rst) to which the other sub-categories of that variable are compared. Positive values indicate 
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an increased use of multimodal transportation relative to the reference category while negative 
values show a decline in the use of multimodal transportation.  e last column, EXP (B), gives 
the odds of a person actually undertaking a multimodal trip compared to the reference category. 
Odds ratios greater than  indicates an increased chance of an event. For example, in the case 
of people in the age class -, the odds of a multimodal trip occurring are . as high as for 
people aged -.

.. Interpretation of the parameters
Considering all the variables, car availability and car availability and car availability urban intensity/development density have the urban intensity/development density have the urban intensity/development density
strongest relationship with the multimodal transportation. Car availability, and specifi cally the 
ownership of a personal car, strongly reduces the inclination to use multimodal transportation. 
 e NTS data reveal that approximately  of multimodal transportation users do not own 
a personal car, and are generally referred to as captive users. In addition,  of multimodal 
transportation users do not own a personal or personal or personal household car.household car.household

Concerning age, the relationship is less strong, the exception being pensioners who use 
substantially less multimodal transportation than other age categories. As for the remaining 
individual level attributes, the relationship is not always clear and straightforward. Table - 
show that males are slightly less inclined to make use of multimodal transportation.  e NTS males are slightly less inclined to make use of multimodal transportation.  e NTS males
survey reports that . of the survey respondents are male and . are female. Likewise, an 
analysis of the multimodal users reveal that . are male and . are female.

As the amount of weekly hours worked decreases so does the use of multimodal transportation. weekly hours worked decreases so does the use of multimodal transportation. weekly hours worked
Full-time employed people are much more likely to use multimodal transportation than other 
employment categories. Again, pensioners use much less multimodal transportation. Income 
has a moderate and variable eff ect. Lower income people are less likely to use multimodal 
transportation while there is increasing use amongst higher income earners. Arguably, higher 
income earners will also work longer hours (be classifi ed as full time employed).  is supports 
the results obtained above.  is result is also signifi cant in that, generally, income is also linked 
to car ownership. Based on these results it is theorized that there is a signifi cant proportion of 
higher income people with car ownership that use multimodal transportation.

Household size, somewhat unexpectedly, show a negative correlation with multimodal 
transportation with larger household making less use of multimodal transportation.  is might 
be explained with reference to the number of children in larger households. Children seem to 
discourage multimodal transportation use. Especially the presence of younger children seems to 
be negatively associated with multimodal transportation. Household heads also use multimodal 
transportation more than their partners do. Considering that partners are more likely to be 
primarily responsible for child rearing activities, this is in line with the above fi ndings.

Urban intensity refers to the density of home and work place addresses. Generally an increase Urban intensity refers to the density of home and work place addresses. Generally an increase Urban intensity
in intensity stimulates an increased use of multimodal transportation, with the odds of people 
living in higher density areas using multimodal transportation double compared those living in 
lower intensity areas. Arguably, high intensity urban areas have more multimodal infrastructure 
and higher service levels. Some modes, for example tram and metro services, are exclusively 
available in densely developed areas.





Table -: (Binary) Logistic regression model of mode choice

95% CI for Exp(B)

Variable B SE sig R Exp(B) Lower Upper

Age Categories 0.000 0.091
0-17 (Reference)
18-24 -0.714 0.074 0.000 -0.030 0.490 0.423 0.566
24-40 -0.657 0.077 0.000 -0.027 0.518 0.446 0.602
40-65 -0.194 0.082 0.018 -0.006 0.824 0.701 0.967
65+ -1.944 0.097 0.000 -0.063 0.143 0.118 0.173
Gender
Woman (Reference)
Man -0.306 0.039 0.000 -0.024 0.737 0.682 0.796
Car Availability 0.000 0.147
No drivers license and no car (Reference)
Drivers license and no car -0.094 0.061 0.121 -0.002 0.910 0.809 1.025
No drivers license but family car -0.534 0.062 0.000 -0.027 0.586 0.519 0.663
Drivers license and family car -0.811 0.058 0.000 -0.044 0.445 0.397 0.498
Drivers license and car -2.243 0.058 0.000 -0.122 0.106 0.095 0.119
Employment Status 0.000 0.070
Work Full time (incl. Students) (Reference)
Employed part time (less than 30 hours/week) -0.212 0.049 0.000 -0.013 0.809 0.735 0.891
Unemployed -0.791 0.106 0.000 -0.023 0.453 0.368 0.558
Pensioned -1.442 0.069 0.000 -0.066 0.237 0.207 0.271
Personal Income 0.000 0.046
No Income (Reference)
Less than 18,000 (+/- $7,500) -0.170 0.055 0.002 -0.009 0.844 0.758 0.940
18-27 (+/- $11,250) -0.559 0.067 0.000 -0.026 0.572 0.501 0.653
27-34 (+/- $14,000) -0.396 0.072 0.000 -0.017 0.673 0.584 0.775
35-42 (+/- $17,500) -0.202 0.074 0.006 -0.007 0.817 0.708 0.944
42-58 (+/- $25,000) 0.016 0.075 0.827 0.000 1.017 0.878 1.177
58+ 0.340 0.078 0.000 0.013 1.405 1.205 1.639
Household Size 0.000 0.016
1 Person hold (Reference)
2 Person household -0.247 0.058 0.000 -0.013 0.781 0.698 0.875
3 Person household -0.361 0.077 0.000 -0.014 0.697 0.599 0.811
4 Person household -0.388 0.082 0.000 -0.014 0.678 0.578 0.796
5 Person household -0.330 0.095 0.001 -0.010 0.719 0.596 0.866
6 Person household -0.174 0.115 0.130 -0.002 0.840 0.671 1.053
Presence & Age of Child 0.000 0.020
No Child (Reference)
Child (0-5 years) -0.353 0.077 0.000 -0.014 0.702 0.604 0.816
Child (6-12 years) -0.368 0.072 0.000 -0.015 0.692 0.601 0.798
Child (12-17 years) -0.035 0.057 0.543 0.000 0.966 0.865 1.080
Household Role 0.000 0.032
Single (Reference)
Head of household 0.650 0.079 0.000 0.026 1.915 1.641 2.235
Partner of Head -0.174 0.061 0.004 -0.008 0.840 0.745 0.947
Urban Intensity 0.000 0.049
Not Urban Area (Reference)
Low intensity -0.081 0.051 0.108 -0.002 0.922 0.835 1.018
Medium 0.027 0.051 0.599 0.000 1.027 0.930 1.134
High 0.191 0.048 0.000 0.012 1.210 1.102 1.330
Very high 0.627 0.052 0.000 0.038 1.873 1.691 2.074





3.7 Conclusions and interpretation

Transportation behaviour (e.g. mode choice, travel time and distance, etc.) is, as illustrated in 
Chapter , a complex process and the outcome of the interaction between the transportation 
system, the land use system and individual activity demands. Promoting multimodal 
transportation, therefore, as a viable alternative to car travel requires an understanding of 
observed travel behaviour and in specifi c those factors infl uencing mode choice. While the 
National Travel Survey () does not provide for comprehensive information on individual 
activity programs or individual level land use relationships (i.e. accessibility, diversity, design, 
etc.), it does allow the evaluation of the relationship between urban form, socio-demographic 
characteristics and travel behaviour to be explored on a more aggregate level thereby 
highlighting some aggregate trends.  is chapter provided an initial, conceptual overview of 
multimodal transportation and refi ned this conceptual model with empirical evidence obtained 
from the Dutch National Travel Survey for . Although the data does lack detailed stage-
level information, it does emphasize three fi ndings:
• Multimodal transportation is only an attractive alternative if the access and egress distance is 

not too large.
• Multimodal transportation only competes for selected trip motives, i.e. routine motives such 

education and work.
• Urban intensity, high-density mix of activities, does infl uence the demand for multimodal 

transportation but car ownership remains the most important variable infl uencing the use of 
multimodal transportation.

A fourth fi nding, not directly relevant to the objectives of this research, concerns the share of 
multimodal public transport trips in all travel as indicative of the relative importance of public 
transport.  is fi nding is particularly relevant when selecting a study area and a suffi  cient 
number of public transport travellers for a more disaggregate analysis of the travel behaviour in 
the context of multimodal public transport systems.

To use multimodal transportation, it must be available, i.e. provide acceptable proximity as 
stated in Chapter .  e analysis showed that slow modes (i.e. bicycle and walking) dominate 
the access and egress stages of multimodal trips. Slow modes, in particular walking, has a 
strong distance decay function with the result that users drop off  substantially after . kilometres 
(approximately the maximum walking distance). On the egress side, the problem of asymmetric 
mode availability is evident with more users having to rely on walking and public transport to 
reach their fi nal destinations. It is obvious that many travellers substitute the bicycle or private 
car for walking, bus or taxi.  is mode substitution, however, brings about both time and 
distance penalties. Walking is a much slower and distance constrained mode than the bicycle, 
whereas bus, tram or taxi involves additional monetary cost in the form of fares. In addition, 
these modes also involve transfer and waiting time, again adding to overall journey time. As a 
planning measure both access and egress distance should be considered in planning multimodal 
transportation, as unacceptable distances will drastically reduce the potential to use multimodal 
transportation. A chain is only as strong as its weakest link and in the case of multimodal 
transportation the weak link seems to be the access and egress stages.

Multimodal transportation is mostly used for routine trips, such as education and work 
(representing - of all multimodal public transport trips). Considering that multimodal 





trips are considerably longer (time and distance), compared to non-multimodal trips (car trips 
in specifi c), it is more likely that these trip motives have a longer duration and able to absorb 
the additional travel time associated with public transportation. However, this association 
between multimodal trips and specifi c trip motives, i.e. education and work, underline the 
affi  rmation that multimodal transport, with its coarse network structure and service schedule, 
in fact only serves the collective transportation trips. By largely serving these traditional 
travel requirements, multimodal transportation is only serving an increasingly smaller share 
of the total number of trips. Planning of multimodal transportation therefore needs to take 
into careful consideration the activity types, or trip motives, for which the system is planned. 
Providing a complex, multiple stage network to conduct shopping trips of short duration, will 
hardly yield the desired results.

Finally, the multivariate analysis showed that urban intensity does indeed contribute to 
increased multimodal transportation use.  e obvious reason is that a higher multimodal 
transportation network density and increased schedules improve overall service levels and 
hence competitiveness compared to the car. However, there is another less, well-known reason. 
Multimodal transportation will always be longer than non-multimodal trips.  is leaves 
users with less time to conduct other daily activities, such as shopping, childcare activities, 
etc. Providing these facilities in close proximity and in high density to the home location 
allows multimodal transportation users to access them in relatively short time. It was shown 
that multimodal transportation users mostly undertake two multimodal trips per day (to a 
destination and back). Given that they can access their ‘other’ daily activities in highly urbanised 
areas from home with slow modes involving short travel times, highly urbanized areas will, 
arguably, compensate users for their longer travel time on their daily long routine trips.

 e mainly descriptive fi ndings in the paper provide a good foundation for future research. 
Four possible areas for further research include; () defi ning a stage-based performance 
measure for multimodal transportation (i.e. the relationship between access and egress stages 
to the total trip time), () addressing trip chaining in the context of multimodal trips and in 
comparison with unimodal trip- and activity chains, () adopting a more integral activity-based 
approach in assessing the potential for multimodal transportation and, fi nally, () undertake 
more extensive multivariate analysis – on an disaggregate level – focusing explicitly on diff erent 
mode chain combinations and diff erent trip motives. Much of the above, however, will depend 
on the availability of comprehensive, disaggregated land use, transportation and individual-
level activity behaviour data. Such comprehensive data, however, is never collected as part of 
national travel surveys (of which the primary objective is to study aggregate trends in travel 
behaviour). Collecting detail and comprehensive activity and travel information, with a specifi c 
focus on public transport, obviously place much demands on the quality and quantity of data 
collected and ultimately respondent burden. Chapter  discusses the design of a specialised 
activity-travel diary to obtain accurate and detail activity and multimodal public transportation 
travel information. Chapter  provides an overview of the study area selection process and 
the extensive land use and transport information collected to support the more disaggregated 
analysis of activity and travel choices in the context of multimodal transport systems.





3.8 Notes

 A version of this paper was presented at the TRB,  conference, Washington DC, and published in 
Transportation Research Record: Krygsman, S. & Dijst, M. (), ‘Multimodal Trips In  e Netherlands: 
Conceptual Clarifi cation, Micro-Level Individual Attributes And Residential Context’. Transportation Research 
Record, , [Paper No. -], pp. -
ABSTRACT: Multimodal Passenger Transportation has received renewed attention in industrialised countries ABSTRACT: Multimodal Passenger Transportation has received renewed attention in industrialised countries ABSTRACT
as a more sustainable and environmentally sensitive alternative to the uncontrolled growth in car travel. As a 
result there has been a diverse range of policy and planning guidelines supporting, promoting and evaluating 
seamless multimodal travel alternatives. Few attempts, however, have been made at quantifying the space-
time implications of multimodal transportation on the travel behaviour and activity patterns of individuals. 
 is research is concerned with an analysis of multimodal trips to provide insight into the specifi c travel 
behavioural and socio-demographic characteristics of multimodal transportation users in the Netherlands.
A conceptual overview of multimodal transportation is provided followed by a brief literature review that 
discusses some relevant research themes relating to multimodal transportation.  is conceptual overview is 
quantifi ed with travel data from the Dutch National Travel Survey (). Based on the analysis conclusions 
are drawn regarding the most frequently occurring mode chain combinations, number of trips, trip duration 
and mean trip and stage distance. Attention is also paid to each mode’s unique distance decay function for 
the diff erent stages in a multimodal trip. Finally a schematic framework of the typical multimodal trip 
characteristics is provided.  e individual level attributes that infl uence multimodal transportation is explored 
with multivariate analysis.  e results indicate some very distinct person characteristics associated with 
multimodal transportation.

 As Chapter  discussed, multimodal public transportation refers to the use of two or more modes, with at least 
one of the modes being a traditional public transport mode, i.e. bus, train, metro and tram, to complete a trip 
from origin to destination.
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4 A new activity diary format: Design 
and limited empirical evidence1

4.1 Introduction

As Chapter  outlined, activity-based models off er the potential advantage of increased model 
specifi cation by taking into consideration all the interrelationships underlying observed activity 
and travel behaviour as illustrated in Figure -, Chapter .  is, ultimately, should result in 
better predictions or at least in increased policy relevance in the sense that new types of policies 
can be assessed. Increased model specifi cation, however, is very dependent on comprehensive 
and detail data and the fact that activity-based models incorporate complex relationships 
between, amongst other, the timing and location of activities and interactions within households 
implies that detailed data need to be collected to allow model estimation. Activity diary data, in 
addition to land use and transport data, are deemed necessary in this regard.  e recent interest 
in developing activity-based models of travel demand has stimulated research on the design 
and administration of activity diaries (Ettema, Timmermans & van Veghel, ; Kalfs & Van 
der Waard, ). Compared to traditional questionnaires, however activity diaries are very 
demanding. Hence, it may very well be that the potential advantage of complex activity-based 
models is partially or completely lost if the quality of the data would be an issue. A model can 
only be as good as the quality of the underlying data.

An examination of the relevant literature highlights three principle considerations that should 
guide any data collection eff ort (Axhausen, ; Stopher, ): (i) only data relevant to the 
project objectives should be collected; (ii) the quality of the data requires careful consideration 
as it will have direct bearing on the modelling outcome; and (iii) activity and travel surveys are 
increasingly faced with a lower response in a time when policy makers and researchers demand 
more data.  e implications of these considerations are discussed below.

Firstly, it is important that any data collected should be relevant to the research objectives and 
the policy questions being addressed. Too often non-relevant data is collected that have no direct policy questions being addressed. Too often non-relevant data is collected that have no direct policy questions
bearing on the project and only places an additional burden on the respondent. As discussed 
in Chapter , this dissertation concerns probing activity-travel behaviour in the context of 
multimodal public transport and from a policy perspective aims to make a contribution to 
the planning for public transport. Consequently data is required about the activities that 
people undertake, the public transport environment as well as all the facets that infl uence 
this interaction between activity and travel demand (as illustrated in Chapter , Figure -). 
 is dissertation, however, falls in the larger AMADEUS programme, which spans a more 
comprehensive activity-based travel demand-modelling framework covering long-, medium- 
and short-term time frames, the project demand signifi cantly more data than required for this 
dissertation alone. Clearly, the project places heavy demands on the data collection. In addition 





to the more standard activity-based data requirements, the stage-based character of multimodal 
transport complicates the data collection. Since multimodal public transport implies the use transport complicates the data collection. Since multimodal public transport implies the use transport
of diff erent modes and interchange between modes, accurate reporting of mode chains and 
travel times, including diff erent time elements such as waiting, transfer, etc., is imperative. 
Most existing travel diaries, with the exception of a few, focus on trips as opposed to individual 
stages.

Secondly, the increased quantity and quality of the data demanded and the general complexity 
of the activity-based approach might have a negative impact on response rates and respondent 
burden leading to erroneous reporting. Previous research (Niemi, ; Roveri, ) has also 
shown activity diaries to be prone to typical errors.  is is especially true of time-related 
information (activity begin time, travel time for various trip stages, activity and travel duration 
times, etc.). Especially overlapping start and end times are an issue because activity-based 
models rely heavily on the specifi cation of dynamic choice sets and space-time prism constraint 
formation. Any systematic bias in start and end times may cause severe errors in the prediction. 
Furthermore, rounded start and end times (or missing time information) for trips or trip stages 
imply that the space-time constraints imposed by public transport cannot be determined 
accurately (Timmermans, ). Specifi c to multimodal, public transport, over reporting (or 
indeed rounding) of wait and transfer times will cause incorrect travel time and speed estimates, 
which, importantly, will not provide a true refl ection of the availability of multimodal public 
transport or the time-space constraints imposed by the mode.

 ird, in a time when policy makers and researchers require (or rather demand) more 
information, activity and travel surveys are increasingly faced with lower response. Stopher 
() list some of the main factors to blame for this trend, which include privacy concerns, 
time pressures (and specifi cally lack of time in two-earner households which is an important 
household category), general information overload, etc. (Stopher, ). It is imperative that the 
data collection takes note of these ‘response’ trends and tries to accommodate them through an 
appropriate methodology and design principles, possible incentives or even offi  cial assistance 
(e.g. tax rebates on completed surveys, etc.).

Recognizing that the design and format of the activity diary may dramatically infl uence 
respondent burden and also their inclination to make particular kinds of mistakes, the data 
collection exercise posed a unique challenge to designing an operational diary format that 
satisfi ed the above-mentioned guiding principles. Comparative research into this issue is, 
however, still scarce (Korimilli, Pendyala & Murakami, ).

Before deciding which format to use in an extensive data collecting eff ort, the Amadeus 
research team therefore decided to design and test three alternative formats and perform some 
qualitative and small-scale quantitative analyses on these alternatives in the pre-test phase of 
the data collection. Our primary interest was in the qualitative feedback that we would get 
from respondents, but we added a few quantitative analyses.  e purpose of this chapter is to 
report the fi ndings with respect to these three formats. It should be stated from the outset that 
the number of respondents who completed the various formats is relatively small. Moreover, 
given the primary goal of the study and time pressure, no systematic attempt was made to use 
an experimental design to construct perfectly matching sub-samples. Consequently, this study 





does not meet the most rigorous methodological standards required to compare the eff ects 
of alternative diary formats. Nevertheless, we feel that our experiences are relevant to those 
currently involved in the process of designing and implementing an activity diary. Moreover, 
where useful we performed some additional statistical analysis to cancel out the possible eff ect 
of diff erences in sub-sample composition.

 e paper is organized as follows. First, the three alternative formats will be presented. Next, we 
will discuss the administration of these diaries and the design of the study.  is is followed by 
a general discussion of quantitative and qualitative indicators of data quality and a comparative 
discussion of the results. Finally, some conclusions are drawn.

4.2 Alternative diaries formats: a brief review

In general, it is possible to discern between at least two types of diaries, i.e. travel diaries and 
time use diaries (Axhausen, ; Stopher & Wilmot, ). Travel diaries have evolved from 
the transportation planning fraternity as a tool to measure (and ultimately predict) travel 
patterns of individuals.  ese diaries focus on the trip and trip related information, i.e. origin, 
destination, mode etc, with limited attention paid to activities. Time use diaries, on the other 
hand, have evolved from time use research that is more concerned with time budgets, time 
expenditure and activities of individuals.  ese diaries often treat travel as another type of 
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activity and not as a ‘connection’ between two activities. Figure - below summarizes the main 
characteristics of the two diary formats.

 ere has been increased recognition of the potential mutual benefi ts of these alternative diary 
formats (Stopher, ).  e Amadeus team therefore aimed to develop a new diary that would 
combine the potential advantages of these two diary formats.  e Combination Diary, shown in 
Figure -, aims to limit the well-known defi ciencies of the other diary formats while adhering 
to the data guiding principles mentioned in the introduction. To evaluate the performance of 
the proposed Combination Diary, it was decided to design two additional diary formats, i.e. a 
stage-based diary and day-planner diary based on respectively the travel and time use diary. All 
three formats, however, are activity-travel diaries as opposed to either activity or travel diaries.activity-travel diaries as opposed to either activity or travel diaries.activity-travel diaries

To allow for accurate comparison of the diaries, activity and travel information was 
standardized and pre-defi ned activity categories were selected. Moreover, in all diary formats, 
travel information was collected about the departure time, travel partners, modes used during 
every trip stage, features about the stops, including type, arrival time, address and other 
activities conducted at the stop. Furthermore, scheduled start- and end-time were held constant 
at  am on the infi ll day and  am the following day respectively. Respondents were instructed 
to take the diary along when travelling. As a result, the main diff erence between the three 
diaries was the organizing principle.  e three formats are discussed in more detail in Table , 
which provides an overview of the main features of the diff erent diaries.

Table -: Comparison of alternative activity-travel diary formats

Criteria Stage-diary Day-planner Combination

1. Guiding Principles Stages Time (periods) Combinations of trips 
and time

2. Size (cm) 15 x 21 15 x 21 10 x 25
3. # Pages & structure 16 – no hard covers 14 – no hard covers 22 – with hard covers
4. Defi nitions/Examples Example of trips, 

stages & activities & 
list of activities in diary

Code list of activities & 
worked out example

Code list on back and 
worked out example

5. Recording of 
information:

Checkboxes Report activities and 
trips under specifi c 
columns

Combination of check-
boxes (trips) and write-
up (activities)

5.1 Stages: Separate column for 
each additional stage

Users prompted to 
fi ll in stages under 
additional columns

Stages identifi ed by 
unique blocks

5.2 Activity: Pre-coded set Pre-coded set Pre-coded set
6. Treatment of omitted 

activities/trips
Insert at end of Trip 
or Home diary and 
indicate location

Insert at the exact 
time between other 
activities

Insert at the end of 
the diary for trips or 
in exact location for 
activities

7. Code-Sheet No Yes, separate sheet Yes, listed on back-
cover

8. Additional Information Introductory letter, 
instructions & worked-
out example included 
on fi rst pages of diary

Separate introductory 
letter; instructions on 
separate sheet with 
worked-out example 
included on fi rst pages 
of diary

Separate introductory 
letter; instructions on 
separate sheet with 
worked-out example 
included in diary





..  e separated stage – and home-stage diary format
 e fi rst format uses stages as the guiding principle (Dijst et al., ; Dijst & Vidakovic, stages as the guiding principle (Dijst et al., ; Dijst & Vidakovic, stages
). Travel information is recorded in the Stage-diary while information about out-of-home 
activities is collected as part of stops made during the day. In-home activities are collected 
separately in the Home-diary. An example of a page of the Stage-diary is provided in Figure 
-.  e Home diary is not shown. It is similar to the left side of the combined diary depicted 
in Figure -.  e only diff erence is that the respondent checks one of  predefi ned activity 
categories as opposed to writing an activity code.

Respondents start with the Home diary on the morning of the fi rst day.  e Home Diary 
contains a successive listing of activities and respondents simply check the boxes corresponding 
to their activity and note the begin time. Allowance is also made for respondents to note an 
activity if not listed.  e only other question in the Home diary relates to ‘with whom’ the 
activity was undertaken. In total, provision is made for  home activities per day.

Upon leaving the home location the respondent continues with the Stage diary. In the case 
of single mode trips with no stops between the fi nal destination and origin, a trip consists of 
only one stage and the user completes only one column. Every time the respondent leaves the 
location a new trip is undertaken and a new column should be completed. In the case of more 
than one mode being used, for example in the case of a multi-modal transportation trip, each 
individual mode will be represented by a separate stage and information such as mode used, 
travel time, waiting and transfer time will be collected for that stage.

..  e day-planner format
 e personal day-planner format has recently been suggested in transportation research 
(Stopher and Wilmot, ). It is a combination of typical activity-based and traditional 
time budget surveys techniques. It uses successive time periods to retrieve activity and travel 
information. It does, however, not make an explicit distinction between activities and trips.  e 
diary uses the calendar time as the leading principle (or successive time periods) and collects 
information on in-home and out-of-home activities on the same page for diff erent time 
periods.

An example of a page from the diary is shown in Figure -. Respondents are required to keep 
the checklist near when completing the diary, as the codes should preferably be used when 
completing the diary. Respondents can, however, also use their discretion when answering the 
diary and use their own word/descriptions. As shown in Figure -, one page covers six hours 
and is divided in an activity side (left) and trip side (right).  e respondent starts on the left 
side and indicates whether a trip or an activity is undertaken. If an activity is undertaken, the 
appropriate activity code is identifi ed on the checklist and the rest of the information (begin 
time, address etc.) is reported. If a trip is undertaken, the respondent indicates a trip as the 
activity and then continues with more detail information regarding the trip on the right side. 
When multi-modal trips are made, it is anticipated that the respondent will register all the 
necessary stops, transfer and waiting times accurately.  e last three columns in the diary relate 
specifi cally to transfer, waiting and connection between transport modes.  e completion of 
a trip masks the beginning of the following activity and the respondent continues on the left 
side.





WEDNESDAY

1. WHEN DO I LEAVE?

2. WITH WHOM DO I
    TRAVEL?

3. WHICH MODE OF
    TRANSPORT DO I USE?

4. I ARRIVE AT?

9. MY ARRIVAL TIME?

10. WHAT TYPE OF
      LOCATION IS THIS?

11. WHAT IS THE ADRESS?

12. WHAT DO I DO HERE?

5. MY TIME OF ARRIVAL?

8. WHAT DO I?
    (check more than one
    if needed)

6. WHAT TYPE OF
    LOCATION IS THIS?

7. WHAT IS THE ADRESS/
    OF THE LOCATION?

TRANSPORT LOCATION

ACTIVITY LOCATION

∏ Bus
∏ Train∏ Train∏ T

SECOND TRIP

∏ Alone ∏ Partner
∏ Child(ren) ∏ Others
How many person(s):……

∏ Walk∏ Walk∏ W ∏ Bicycle
∏ Tram∏ Tram∏ T ∏ Metro
∏ Car (Driver) ∏ Car (Passenger)
Other i.e:………………………..........…….

∏ Transport location ∏ Transport location ∏ T (to question 5)
∏ Activity location (to question 9)

∏ Bus/Tram/Metro stop∏ Bus/Tram/Metro stop∏ Bus/T
∏ Taxi location∏ Taxi location∏ T
∏ Parking lot ∏ NS Station

∏ Board/disembark/changeover
∏ Drop/pick-up persons
∏ Buy something

....hours:  ....minutes ∏ AM ∏ PM

∏ Home ∏ Medical
∏ Work address∏ Work address∏ W ∏ Sport
∏ Work related∏ Work related∏ W ∏ Recreation
∏ Child care ∏ Cultural
∏ School/Study ∏ Church
∏ Supermarket ∏ Horeca voorz.
∏ Daily shopping ∏ Friends/Family
∏ Hardware ∏ Public Park etc.
Others namely: ….……..........……………..

….………………….........................Address

….…………………............................Street

….…………………............................Name

∏ Home business (To Home Dairy)(To Home Dairy)(T
∏ Paid work
∏ Volunteer work∏ Volunteer work∏ V
∏ Drop / Pick-up persons
∏ Drop/Pick-up goods
∏ Other namely……………....…..………....

ON LEAVING THIS LOCATION
GO TO FOLLOWING TRIP

….………………….........................Address

….………………….............................Street

….…………………............................Name

....hours:  ....minutes ∏ AM ∏ PM

TO NEXT TRIP

....hours:  ....minutes ∏ AM ∏ PM
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FIRST TRIP

∏ Alone ∏ Partner
∏ Child(ren) ∏ Others
How many person(s):……

∏ Walk∏ Walk∏ W ∏ Bicycle
∏ Tram∏ Tram∏ T ∏ Metro
∏ Car (Driver) ∏ Car (Passenger)
Other i.e:………………………..........…….

∏ Transport location ∏ Transport location ∏ T (to question 5)
∏ Activity location (to question 9)

∏ Bus/Tram/Metro stop∏ Bus/Tram/Metro stop∏ Bus/T
∏ Taxi location∏ Taxi location∏ T
∏ Parking lot ∏ NS Station

∏ Board/disembark/changeover
∏ Drop/pick-up persons
∏ Buy something

....hours:  ....minutes ∏ AM ∏ PM

∏ Home ∏ Medical
∏ Work address∏ Work address∏ W ∏ Sport
∏ Work related∏ Work related∏ W ∏ Recreation
∏ Child care ∏ Cultural
∏ School/Study ∏ Church
∏ Supermarket ∏ Horeca voorz.
∏ Daily shopping ∏ Friends/Family
∏ Hardware ∏ Public Park etc.
Others namely: ….……..........……………..

….………………….........................Address

….…………………............................Street

….…………………............................Name

∏ Home business (To Home Dairy)(To Home Dairy)(T
∏ Paid work
∏ Volunteer work∏ Volunteer work∏ V
∏ Drop / Pick-up persons
∏ Drop/Pick-up goods
∏ Other namely……………....…..………....

ON LEAVING THIS LOCATION
GO TO FOLLOWING TRIP

….………………….........................Address

….………………….............................Street

….…………………............................Name

....hours:  ....minutes ∏ AM ∏ PM

TO NEXT TRIP

....hours:  ....minutes ∏ AM ∏ PM

Figure -:  e stage diary format





∏ Bus
∏ Train∏ Train∏ T

FIFTH TRIP

∏ Alone ∏ Partner
∏ Child(ren) ∏ Others
How many person(s):……

∏ Walk∏ Walk∏ W ∏ Bicycle
∏ Tram∏ Tram∏ T ∏ Metro
∏ Car (Driver) ∏ Car (Passenger)
Other i.e:………………………..........…….

∏ Transport location ∏ Transport location ∏ T (to question 5)
∏ Activity location (to question 9)

∏ Bus/Tram/Metro stop∏ Bus/Tram/Metro stop∏ Bus/T
∏ Taxi location∏ Taxi location∏ T
∏ Parking lot ∏ NS Station

∏ Board/disembark/changeover
∏ Drop/pick-up persons
∏ Buy something

....hours:  ....minutes ∏ AM ∏ PM

∏ Home ∏ Medical
∏ Work address∏ Work address∏ W ∏ Sport
∏ Work related∏ Work related∏ W ∏ Recreation
∏ Child care ∏ Cultural
∏ School/Study ∏ Church
∏ Supermarket ∏ Horeca voorz.
∏ Daily shopping ∏ Friends/Family
∏ Hardware ∏ Public Park etc.
Others namely: ….……..........……………..

….………………….........................Address

….…………………............................Street

….…………………............................Name

∏ Home business (To Home Dairy)(To Home Dairy)(T
∏ Paid work
∏ Volunteer work∏ Volunteer work∏ V
∏ Drop / Pick-up persons
∏ Drop/Pick-up goods
∏ Other namely……………....…..………....

ON LEAVING THIS LOCATION
GO TO FOLLOWING TRIP

….………………….........................Address

….………………….............................Street

….…………………............................Name

....hours:  ....minutes ∏ AM ∏ PM

TO NEXT TRIP

....hours:  ....minutes ∏ AM ∏ PM

FOURTH TRIP

∏ Alone ∏ Partner
∏ Child(ren) ∏ Others
How many person(s):……

∏ Walk∏ Walk∏ W ∏ Bicycle
∏ Tram∏ Tram∏ T ∏ Metro
∏ Car (Driver) ∏ Car (Passenger)
Other i.e:………………………..........…….

∏ Transport location ∏ Transport location ∏ T (to question 5)
∏ Activity location (to question 9)

∏ Bus/Tram/Metro stop∏ Bus/Tram/Metro stop∏ Bus/T
∏ Taxi location∏ Taxi location∏ T
∏ Parking lot ∏ NS Station

∏ Board/disembark/changeover
∏ Drop/pick-up persons
∏ Buy something

....hours:  ....minutes ∏ AM ∏ PM

∏ Home ∏ Medical
∏ Work address∏ Work address∏ W ∏ Sport
∏ Work related∏ Work related∏ W ∏ Recreation
∏ Child care ∏ Cultural
∏ School/Study ∏ Church
∏ Supermarket ∏ Horeca voorz.
∏ Daily shopping ∏ Friends/Family
∏ Hardware ∏ Public Park etc.
Others namely: ….……..........……………..

….………………….........................Address

….…………………............................Street

….…………………............................Name

∏ Home business (To Home Dairy)(To Home Dairy)(T
∏ Paid work
∏ Volunteer work∏ Volunteer work∏ V
∏ Drop / Pick-up persons
∏ Drop/Pick-up goods
∏ Other namely……………....…..………....

ON LEAVING THIS LOCATION
GO TO FOLLOWING TRIP

….………………….........................Address

….………………….............................Street

….…………………............................Name

....hours:  ....minutes ∏ AM ∏ PM

TO NEXT TRIP

....hours:  ....minutes ∏ AM ∏ PM

THIRD TRIP

∏ Alone ∏ Partner
∏ Child(ren) ∏ Others
How many person(s):……

∏ Walk∏ Walk∏ W ∏ Bicycle
∏ Tram∏ Tram∏ T ∏ Metro
∏ Car (Driver) ∏ Car (Passenger)
Other i.e:………………………..........…….

∏ Transport location ∏ Transport location ∏ T (to question 5)
∏ Activity location (to question 9)

∏ Bus/Tram/Metro stop∏ Bus/Tram/Metro stop∏ Bus/T
∏ Taxi location∏ Taxi location∏ T
∏ Parking lot ∏ NS Station

∏ Board/disembark/changeover
∏ Drop/pick-up persons
∏ Buy something

....hours:  ....minutes ∏ AM ∏ PM

∏ Home ∏ Medical
∏ Work address∏ Work address∏ W ∏ Sport
∏ Work related∏ Work related∏ W ∏ Recreation
∏ Child care ∏ Cultural
∏ School/Study ∏ Church
∏ Supermarket ∏ Horeca voorz.
∏ Daily shopping ∏ Friends/Family
∏ Hardware ∏ Public Park etc.
Others namely: ….……..........……………..

….………………….........................Address

….…………………............................Street

….…………………............................Name

∏ Home business (To Home Dairy)(To Home Dairy)(T
∏ Paid work
∏ Volunteer work∏ Volunteer work∏ V
∏ Drop / Pick-up persons
∏ Drop/Pick-up goods
∏ Other namely……………....…..………....

ON LEAVING THIS LOCATION
GO TO FOLLOWING TRIP

….………………….........................Address

….………………….............................Street

….…………………............................Name

....hours:  ....minutes ∏ AM ∏ PM

TO NEXT TRIP

....hours:  ....minutes ∏ AM ∏ PM
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Figure -:  e day-planner format





Departure

Departure time

Travel partnersTravel partnersT

I am on my way …

∏ am ∏ pm
∏ none ∏ partner ∏ children ∏ others

:

∏ car driver ∏ car passenger
∏ bus ∏ tram ∏ metro ∏ train ∏ taxi

trip

∏ walking ∏ cycling ∏ otherwise

Transfer stop

Arrival time
Location type (street + place name) or (station/stop)

∏ railway station
∏ bus/tram/metro-stop
∏ parking place
What else do I do?

∏ am ∏ pm

∏ buy something ∏ get/bring someone

∏ car driver ∏ car passenger
∏ bus ∏ tram ∏ metro ∏ train ∏ taxi

trip

∏ walking ∏ cycling ∏ otherwise

Transfer stop

Arrival time
Location type (street + place name) or (station/stop)

∏ railway station
∏ bus/tram/metro-stop
∏ parking place
What else do I do?

∏ am ∏ pm

∏ buy something ∏ get/bring someone

∏ car driver ∏ car passenger
∏ bus ∏ tram ∏ metro ∏ train ∏ taxi

trip

∏ walking ∏ cycling ∏ otherwise

Transfer stop

Arrival time
Location type (street + place name) or (station/stop)

∏ railway station
∏ bus/tram/metro-stop
∏ parking place
What else do I do?

∏ am ∏ pm

∏ buy something ∏ get/bring someone

∏ car driver ∏ car passenger
∏ bus ∏ tram ∏ metro ∏ train ∏ taxi

trip

∏ walking ∏ cycling ∏ otherwise

Transfer stop

Arrival time
Location type (street + place name) or (station/stop)

∏ railway station
∏ bus/tram/metro-stop
∏ parking place
What else do I do?

∏ am ∏ pm

∏ buy something ∏ get/bring someone

∏ car driver ∏ car passenger
∏ bus ∏ tram ∏ metro ∏ train ∏ taxi

trip

∏ walking ∏ cycling ∏ otherwise

Arrival

Arrival time ∏ am ∏ pm

If more stops needed: continue on next page!

::

:

:

:

:

Location

I am ∏ at home ∏ at my work ∏ elsewhere
If not at home: (street + place name) or
                        (location + place name)

Activities

Begin time Activity code
(see list on the back)

With whom?
(see list on the back)hour min

If more activities continue on next page!

If you leave: flip the page

I am on a location …
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Figure -: Combined format





..  e combined diary format
As mentioned above, the Combined Diary integrates features of the other two formats.  e 
design was motivated by several observations. First, the Stage-based diary does not allow 
respondents to report multiple activities conducted successively at the same location if this 
location is not the home location. In general this is a limitation because locations, such as for 
example, work location and a stay at friends/family’s home, may be used as a basis for initiating 
in-home activities belonging to diff erent categories in our scheme. Second, reporting out-of-
home and in-home activities in separate booklets does not encourage a consistent reporting 
of time sequence across out-of-home and in-home activities, which may give rise to overlaps 
or gaps in reported times of successive activities.  ird, the Day-planner, on the other hand, 
uses the same guiding principles for reporting activities and trips. Arguably, this does not 
take into account the diff erence in nature and perception between activities and trips. In 
contrast to activities, trips are best viewed as connections between activity locations and have 
specifi c features such as transport mode, stages, etc. Probably, the Stage-diary provides a more 
structured and natural format for encoding trips than the Day-planner does.

 e combined format collects detailed stage as well as information about in- and out-of-home 
activities. As with the stage-diary format, extended information about all stages and stops of 
trips are asked. It was assumed that asking ‘closed’, structured, questions was more reliable to 
obtain trip and stage information than the ‘open’ day-planner format. To synchronize trips with 
other activities, all activity-related information are retrieved in the same booklet. It was felt 
that the most effi  cient way to retrieve activity-related information was by using a day-planner 
format (see Figure -).

 e diary is organized as follows. It starts with trip and activity pages for two days, separated 
by a yellow page. Right pages are for reporting activities at a location, left pages for trips. Since 
almost every trip starts at a home (or other base) location, the fi rst right page is an activity page. 
Upon leaving the location, the respondent fl ips the page and reports the trip on the left page. 
Provision is made for four stages in separate blocks (if the actual number of transfers exceeds 
four, respondents are instructed to continue on the next left page). After arrival, the respondent 
reports the activities on the reached location on the right page.  is continues until the end 
of the schedule is reached (i.e., the end time of the current activity exceeds the pre-defi ned 
schedule end time).

.. Study design
As mentioned previously, the objective of the pilot-testing phase was to evaluate the 
performance of the Combination Diary against the two more conventional diaries.  e 
performance evaluation criteria included respondents’ understanding and experiences with the 
diff erent diary formats with regard to accuracy and ease of completion as well as more subjective 
experiences with layout and time burden.  e diaries were tested using a sample, consisting of 
students, researchers, other university employees and non-university people, living in various 
residential environments.  us, the sampling process was to ensure that suffi  cient variation 
was present in the sample regarding location and socio-demographic variables. However, 
no eff ort was made to match the sub-samples. Arguably, this might have overly represented 
higher educated respondents. In addition to a diary, each respondent was also provided with a 
questionnaire concerning respondents’ experiences with completing the diary.  e respondents 





were asked to complete the diaries on two consecutive days in April  (Wednesday and 
 ursday), and on completion of the second day, to fi ll out the questionnaire.

A total of  diaries were collected of which  could be used in the analysis.  e  diaries 
included  of the stage diary format,  of the day-planner format, and  of the combination 
format respectively. Because respondents were approached personally, response rates were nearly 
  for each format.  erefore, it was not possible to compare the performance of the formats 
in terms of response rates.

4.3 Results and analyses

Two types of analyses were carried out, i.e. limited quantitative analysis on the diary data and 
more qualitative analysis based on the questionnaire.

Due to the small pilot sample, it was decided to limit the analysis to a small set of quality 
indicators.  ese include the average number of reported trips and activities per person per day, 
mode shares for trips, rounding of times, accurate registration of activity times and missing 
information.  e results are shown in Tables - and -. Categories - represent sample ratios, 
i.e. frequency divided by the total number of cases. In contrast, statistics of category  represent 
means across person-days, tours or trips, dependent on the unit of analysis. Table - shows t-
values of diff erences in means between formats to evaluate signifi cance of the diff erence.

Considering the fi rst quality indicator, i.e. the number of activities and trips, the results suggests 
that the day-planner and stage format are, by some margin, the best performers.  e day-
planner format registered most out-of home activities while the stage-diary format showed a 
considerably higher number of trips. Unfortunately, however, we cannot rule out the possibility 
that the latter eff ect was caused by diff erential sample composition, as the sample completing 
the stage-diary format had a signifi cantly higher percentage of employed individuals and young 
children, which might have resulted on average in a larger number of commuter trips and bring/
get children to/from school trips. To test for this alternative interpretation, we ran a regression 
analysis using eff ect coding for the diary formats, employment status, civil status, student/non-
student and location.  is regression was run for both the number of trips and the number of 
stages as dependent variables.  e results indicated that after controlling for these diff erences 
in sub-sample composition, the diff erences between the diary formats regarding reported 
number of trips are no longer statistically signifi cant at the conventional  probability level. 
 e average number of stages per trip remained, however, lowest for the stage-diary format and 
highest for the day-planner format.  is may suggest that respondents using the stage-diary 
format either reported more single-staged trips or reported trips in less detail (by omitting 
stages).  e fi rst explanation is more plausible given the fact that more trips were reported in 
the stage-diary format. Although not shown, the average trip duration is shortest for the stage 
diary ( minutes), and longest for the combination format ( minutes), with the day-planner 
recording an average trip time of  minutes. It does suggest the registration of shorter trips 
for the stage-diary format. However, a hypothesized increased reporting of (short) slow-mode 
trips (walking or cycling) for the stage-diary diary is not confi rmed by the mode share fi gures 
of category . On the contrary, these fi gures suggest a lower proportion of walking trip stages 





compared to the day-planner format and a higher percentage of car trips compared to both the 
day-planner and combined format. Most of these eff ects, although consistent in sign, were no 
longer signifi cant after controlling for diff erences in sample composition.

 e missing information, shown in category , indicates some preference for the stage diary 
with only the missing trips being the worst of the three alternatives. Much of the higher scores 
are attributable to the specifi c design and format of this diary.  e user is implicitly forced to 
answer the questions before going on to the next. With the day-planner format, this primitive 
form of coercion is missing.  e large percentage missing location information associated with 
the combined diary was largely due to transfer locations (as part of trips) rather than activity 
locations. Considering the precise registration of activity time, category  shows a more 
accurate recording of activity times for the day-planner and combination diaries.  e stage-
diary has many activities that share the same begin-time. A closer look at the data revealed 
that activities following very short walking and shopping trips were often given the same begin 
time. Apparently, users often guessed time and might simply rounded to the closest minute. 
Some respondents might only complete the trip information once the activity commences and 
might use the same time for the start of the trip.

Table -: Comparison of the here activity-travel diary formats: empirical results

Stage Day Combi

Category 1: # Activities and Trips
1. Out-of-home activities (per person per day) 4.1 4.6 3.5
2. In-home activities (per person per day) 15.9 16.0 15.8
3. Trips (per person per day) 5.9 4.7 4.7
4. Trips (per tour) 3.0 2.7 2.5
5. Stages (per trip) 1.3 1.6 1.5
Category 2: Transport mode use shares
1. Walking .274 .336 .245
2. Cycling .305 .242 .405
3. Public Transport .205 .287 .201
4. Car .216 .135 .150
Category 3: Missing information (%)
1. Missing trip (per trip) 2.4 2.2 1.0
2. Missing mode (per stage) 1.9 2.0 5.0
3. Missing with-whom (per stage) 1.1 4.1 2.0
4. Missing location (per out-of-home location) 3.6 2.3 18.5
Category 4: Registration of Activity Times*
1. Two activities share begin time (per person) 0.64 0.21 0.00
2. Begin time is overlapping (per person) 0.00 0.10 0.04
3. Begin time not specifi ed (per person) 0.23 0.00 0.00
4. Missing activities (per person) 0.11 0.05 0.14
Category 5: Rounding (%)**
1. No Rounding (per occasion) 48.8 24.2 21.9
2. On 5 minutes (per occasion) 21.7 32.3 28.3
3. On 10 minutes (per occasion) 29.5 43.5 49.9

* Data is normalized for the number of respondents. Numbers of activities that share begin time divided by 

the number of respondents in that sample.

** Assuming that times ending in 0 and 5 are rounded.





 e last comparison criterion used is the rounding of reported trip and activity ‘begin-times’. 
Times ending on  and -minute intervals are considered rounded (although this obviously 
includes those cases where the activities or trips do in fact begin on either  or  minutes). 
Large diff erences are noted between the three diaries. Whereas approximately  of all trips 
recorded in the stage-diary does not end on  or  minutes, more than  of the trips in the 
other two diaries end on either  or  minutes. Signifi cantly, approximately  of all trips 
recorded with the combination diary ends on -minute intervals.

From the above analysis it is clear that performance of the three diary formats is comparable. 
Diff erences found are either not signifi cant or can be attributed to diff erences in instructions 
to respondents, minor layout features or diff erences in composition of the sample.  e stage 
diary does, however, show some overlapping of begin and end times with regard to activities. 
Overall the stage diary performs relatively well considering that the home and activity diary is 
separated.

 e day-planner and combination diaries seem somewhat comparable with both obtaining good 
results as to the accurate registration of activities.  e combination diary performs rather poorly 
on location information and rounding of time although both defi ciencies can easily be solved 
by minor changes in layout.  e day-planner appears to be the best overall for the recording 
of activities and contains no major, obvious, weaknesses. Similarly the combination diary also 
shows no major weaknesses other than the minor layout-related defi ciencies mentioned.

4.4 Qualitative results

Table - shows the results of the questionnaire concerning respondents’ experiences and 
problems with the respective formats. Respondents were asked to rate their judgements on a 
fi ve-point scale for each performance dimension.  e table considers each pair-wise comparison 
that can be made between Combined format (Combi), Day-planner format (Day) and Stage 
format (Stage). Considering the ordinal scale of the data, the Mann-Whitney statistic was 
calculated for each format within each comparison.  e information shown as U(.) in the table U(.) in the table U
concerns the mean rank order. Because these numbers are based on the untransformed, original 
fi ve-point scales, the higher this number the better the performance of the corresponding 
format.  e p-values shown indicate the signifi cance of diff erences between the formats in the 

Table -: Diff erences in the number of activities and trips between activity-diary formats

t-value of difference

Stage-Day Stage-Combi Day-Combi

1. Out-of-home activities (per person per day) -0.99 1.17 2.22*
2. In-home activities (per person per day) -0.08 0.09 0.13
3. Trips (per person per day) 2.31* 2.18* -0.06
4. Trips (per tour) 1.05 1.91 1.06
5. Stages (per trip) -3.05* -2.20* 1.06

* signifi cant at 0.05 level (two-tailed) without controlling for differences in sample composition





comparison. For example, if an alpha level of  is used, p < . indicates that the diff erence 
found is signifi cant.

Table - supports, in general, the fi ndings of the quantitative analysis discussed above in the 
sense that performance of the three diaries is comparable.  e table suggests that the stage-
diary and combined formats are more suited for the completion of trips in the sense that 
respondents fi nd trips relatively easy to complete.  e diff erences are not signifi cant though. 
Overall the stage-diary format was considered least suitable with regard to registering in-home 
activities. But, again, diff erences are not signifi cant.  e combination format was identifi ed by 
respondents as requiring the least eff ort to complete (Item).  is benefi t seems to stem from 
its physical dimensions and ease of registering activities. It is the smallest of three formats and 
fi ts into a breast pocket without folding. Still, the diff erence related to the ease of taking the 
booklet along is not signifi cant when the format is compared with the Stage format.

 e most important conclusion that can be drawn from the table is that all three formats 
perform satisfactory.  e only exception is that the stage-diary performs somewhat poorer with 
respect to ease of encoding in-home activities while the combined diary performs considerably 
better in terms of the ease of taking the booklet along. However, probably due to small sample 
size diff erences were not signifi cant in a statistical sense.

4.5 Conclusion

Small diff erences in the design of activity diaries may have substantial impacts on response rates 
and data quality. To make a better-informed decision in the context of a large data collection 
eff ort, a combined diary format was developed and evaluated against two more traditional diary 
formats.  is paper reported on the results of this small project.

Table -: Comparison of the three activity-diaries based on the questionnaire

Combi-Stage Combi-Day Stage-Day

U(c) U(s) p(cs) U(c) U(d) p(cd) U(s) U(d) p(sd)

Ease of recording:
1. Activities 17.50 16.40 0.73 18.64 16.22 0.45 16.50 15.53 0.75
2. Trips 16.17 18.00 0.56 18.67 16.19 0.45 17.87 14.25 0.24
Ease of selecting correct categories:
3. Out-of-home activities 16.47 16.53 0.98 17.00 15.93 0.74 16.23 14.77 0.62
4. In-home activities 18.06 14.73 0.29 16.82 16.13 0.82 13.93 17.07 0.31
5. Transport mode 17.11 16.87 0.90 17.64 16.23 0.50 16.07 14.93 0.59
6. With-Whom 18.39 15.33 0.33 16.94 17.07 0.97 13.93 17.07 0.30
General questions:
7. Respondents sureness with correct 

completion
17.03 16.97 0.98 19.19 18.82 0.91 17.70 17.34 0.91

8. Trouble experienced with completion 15.69 18.57 0.38 19.47 18.55 0.79 19.70 15.76 0.23
9. Ease of taking booklet along 18.09 14.70 0.27 22.62 12.38 0.00 18.70 14.56 0.20
10. Overall ease of recording 17.31 16.63 0.83 20.72 16.28 0.18 19.03 15.31 0.24





Keeping in mind the small sample size and the nature of the data collection process, the 
results of the analyses suggest some diff erences between the formats.  ese diff erences are 
essentially a function of the diff erent organizing principles adopted and design of the diary: 
stage based-approach for the trip-diary format, calendar-of-time for the day-planner format 
and a combination for the combination format. As discussed in the introduction, selection of 
the appropriate diary format and indeed organizing principle is guided by three interrelated 
considerations, i.e. the purpose of the project and subsequent data requirements, the quality of 
the desired data and model sensitivity to incorrect data and, fi nally, the respondent burden.  e 
extent to which the three formats fulfi l these considerations are discussed below.

Generally, the stage-diary format seems very useful in environments where the number of 
segmented trips is relatively high or where segmented trips are of particular importance to the 
study.  e disadvantage of this approach though is that it is likely to capture less activity-related 
information. If the focus is placed on the stage and activity information is only collected as part 
of the stop, the reporting of successive activities is lost. For example, it is not possible to capture 
successive activities at one spatial location if no trip is made between the activities or when the 
respondent is busy with more than one activity, i.e. watching TV while doing the household 
accounts.  is is a limitation because multiple activities might be conducted at other locations 
besides the home location such as the work location or home location of others (during a social 
visit).

 e advantages and disadvantages of the day-planner format are almost the opposite as those 
of the stage-diary. It has a more fl exible approach to the reporting of multiple activities at an 
out-of-home location.  e potential disadvantage though is with the non-reporting of short, 
incidental trips. For example, being at a large shopping centre and walking between shops is 
unlikely recorded with the calendar-of-time diary. Recording of such short trips will place a 
heavy burden on respondents and they may be inclined not to report trips within the same 
spatial setting (or perceived spatial setting). It is believed, and this study provided some evidence perceived spatial setting). It is believed, and this study provided some evidence perceived
for this, that such diaries implicitly suppress the reporting of with-in site trips. Arguably, the 
extent to which the stage-diary format captures these trips is very much dependent on the exact 
defi nition and respondents but a stage-based approach may be better for reporting such short 
trips. Another potential problem of the Day-planner format is respondent burden. Arguably, 
open ended questions and continuous time intervals places a higher burden on respondents. 
 is was supported by the results listed in Table -.  e combination format allows 
respondents the convenience of reporting trips on a detailed stage level while it overcomes the 
problem of reporting multiple activities at out-of-home activities that occurs in the stage diary. 
Overall, respondents valued the handy format of the booklet.

Data quality measured by, amongst other, rounding of time, missing information and 
overlapping time reporting is another important consideration in travel and activity diaries. 
Inexact reporting and rounding of time may have an important infl uence on activity duration 
estimates, schedule delay, estimates of average travel speeds, and especially the construction 
of dynamic choice sets and action spaces in activity-based models. In this regard, the stage-
diary format seems to be the least prone to rounding of times.  ere is no reason to assume, 
however, that the combination format will perform poorer in this respect provided that the 
same instructions are given to the respondent. In contrast, the reporting bias to the rounding of 





time (activities and trips) found in the case of the day-planner format might be related to this 
specifi c format. Possibly, the rounding of times might be a natural response of individuals to a 
typical diary ‘look’ of a day-planner.

With respect to the overlapping of times between successive activities a calendar-of-time 
approach is likely to give better results than the stage-diary format.  e former format seems 
less exposed to the occurrence of overlapping time reporting with begin times listed below 
each other. On the other hand, the stage-diary format involves separation of home and out-
of-home activities into diff erent booklets (or parts of a single booklet) so that one may expect 
that consistency between out-of-home and in-home activities may be a problem.  is study 
provided some evidence that the latter problem may occur.

 e fi nal consideration used in this study is overall user friendliness and burden. Travel and 
activity surveys are increasingly faced with a very low and declining response rate.  is trend is 
primarily brought about by modern society’s disinterest, increasing time pressures and privacy 
concerns. Design principles can go some way to alleviate some of these problems. Here the 
emphasis should be on designing less intimidating and complex diaries that are understandable 
by the entire population spectrum. Complex codes should be avoided and activity categories and 
other reporting options should be limited to only the necessary information. All three diaries 
generally adopted a very user-friendly design with uncomplicated questions.  eir size allows 
respondents to take the diary with them on their trips although there remains a substantial 
doubt whether peoples actually take the diaries along (most indicated in the questionnaires that 
the diaries were only completed at the end of the day).

 e fi nal thought concerns the generalizability of these results. As indicated from the start, 
the reported results relate to our sub-samples and not to a rigorously design scheme where 
respondents, formats, days and environments were held constant in some sophisticated manner. 
Hence, we cannot rule out that some of the diff erences we found are related to such mediating 
factors as opposed to inherent diff erences in diary formats. Although it is not easy to readily 
comprehend what a more rigorous research design should look like, this was not the reason 
why we did not pursue such a methodology. We were interested in testing in rather general 
terms the diff erent layouts as part of a pre-test of the newly developed diary instrument.  is is 
rarely done in transportation practice. Although it does require additional resources of time and 
money, the results did put us in a position to make a better-informed decision about the format 
to choose and to improve the chosen format. Hence, the contribution of the present paper, in 
addition to providing some experiences and limited empirical evidence about the performance 
of three alternative diary formats, is in demonstrating the potential value of comparing diff erent 
diary format in the pre-test phase of survey design. Designing alternative diaries formats can 
highlight problems with exiting formats given the specifi c data requirements. Moreover, a pre-
survey allows researchers to identify potential problems with regard to diff erent formats but 
also with the main survey with respect to users experience and potential mistakes with diff erent 
formats, supplying the correct user instructions, identifying actual respondent actions, such 
as not taking the diary along while travelling, and designing to accommodate these actions. 
Generally, a pre-test limits uncertainty.





Modelling activity-travel behaviour, however, requires signifi cantly more data than provided 
by the activity-travel diaries alone.  e land use and transport environment, which provide the 
opportunities for activity engagement and the means to reach the activity locations, together 
with all the possible causal elements (household structure, institutionalised time regimes, etc.) 
discussed in Chapter  all impact on activity-travel behaviour and impact in one way or the 
other, on activity and travel choices.  e following chapter discuss the land use and transport 
data collected as well as the study area and survey response.

4.6 Notes

  is chapter is based on a paper presented at the TRB  Annual Conference, Washington D.C., 
Committee on Travel Survey Methods,  and published in Transportation Research Record: Arentze, T., 
Dijst, M., Dugundji, E., Joh, C.-H., Kapoen, L., Krygsman, S., Maat, K., & Timmermans, H. J. P. (). ‘A 
New Activity Diary Format; Design and Limited Empirical Evidence’. Transportation Research Record, , 
pp. -.
ABSTRACT:  is article discusses the results of a project that was conducted to compare and evaluate a new 
activity diary design with two more traditional diary formats.   e project was conducted as part of a research 
program (referred to by the acronym Amadeus) involving several research groups in the Netherlands.  In 
particular, the paper reports on the design of a stage-based diary, a day-planner format and a new format 
representing a combination of the stage-based and day-planner format.  Based on a pilot survey, some small 
scale qualitative and quantitative analyses were carried out.   e three formats were evaluated on their trip 
reporting rates, rounding of time, missing activities and overlapping begin and end times.  Respondents were 
also asked about their experience with reporting their trips and activities and overall impressions with the 
formats.   e advantages and disadvantages of each alternative format are discussed and some conclusions are 
drawn with respect to design criteria.
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5 Study area selection, survey 
response, land-use and transport 
data1

5.1 Introduction

Chapter  discussed the design and limited testing of alternative activity and travel diaries. As 
mentioned, the design and format of the diary determine the quantity and quality of the activity 
and travel data.  is is specifi cally relevant in the context of multistage, multimodal public 
transport trips where a trip consists of various stages and associated time elements. In addition 
to activity and travel diary data, activity-based models require comprehensive data about the 
land-use and transport environment as well as all the causal elements (see Figure - and 
Section ..) that impact on activity travel behaviour (Timmermans, ). Obtaining these 
detailed activity and travel behaviour data places a rather heavy demand on the data collection 
eff ort.  is chapter discusses the land-use and transport data collected for the AMADEUS 
research programme.

As the preceding chapter indicated, three principles guide data collection (Axhausen, ; 
Stopher, ), i.e. the data collected should support the project objectives, consideration should 
be given to quality and quantity and, fi nally, the respondent burden should be minimised. By 
adhering to these three principles, it becomes obvious that data collection is very much a trade-
of and compromise between the diff erent elements and interests involved, all of which need 
to be accommodated in the real-time and monetary budget of the study. In addition to these 
generic guidelines, the unique requirements of AMADEUS (focus on public transport users, 
various interlinked projects covering multiple time-frames, as well as the limited number of 
public transport users and trips in all trip) hold specifi c implications for the (i) demarcation 
of the study area, (ii) selection of respondents, and (iii) data required about the land-use and 
transport environment²transport environment²transport environment .  is chapter discusses the process of study area selection and provides 
an overview of the data collected and the data sources used. It also motivates the various 
operational decisions that were made to build a coherent, integrative dataset that supported the 
research objectives.

 e outline of the chapter is as follows. In the following section the selection of the study area 
and neighbourhoods is briefl y discussed.  is is followed by a discussion of the sample selection 
process, respondents and response rate. Finally, the land-use and transport environment data are 
presented.





5.2 Study area and neighbourhood selection

In deciding upon a study area and the selection of neighbourhoods in which to undertake the 
research, several issues were considered. Primarily, the study area had to support the broad 
research objectives of the AMADEUS research programme and allow a rigorous testing of 
the specifi c research hypothesis. In this regard it should be borne in mind that the research 
programme considered all the long-, medium- and short-term implications of multimodal 
transport (and specifi cally the interconnectivity thereof ) on activity and travel behaviour. Such 
comprehensive research objectives obviously placed many demands on the study area selection. 
Furthermore, an underlying objective of AMADEUS is to assess how public transport might 
potentially substitute car trips (as public transport is considered a more environmentally 
sensitive alternative).  is focus on public transport and the car holds implications for the 
selection of respondents.

 e following principles were applied in the selection of the study area:

•  e area (or part of ) should contain an adequate public transport supply, as this will enable 
exploring the travel and activity behaviour of individuals where public transport is an 
available and suitable transport alternative. Considering the multimodal, multistage and 
inter- as well as intra-urban orientation of diff erent public transport systems, the study area 
should also diff erentiate on local, regional and national public transport networks (i.e. a 
suffi  cient mix of public transport systems should be available).

• As mentioned, the car is a main contributor to transport-related pollution, congestion, loss 
of space, and other unsustainable travel trends. To contrast car-based activity and travel 
behaviour with that of public transport, the study area (or part thereof ) should also contain 
areas primarily served by the car and less well served by public transport. Such areas should 
not only have high car accessibility but also be characterised by much car-supported facilities 
such as parking facilities and good freeway access. Generally, a distinction should be made 
between areas with good car accessibility, good public transport accessibility and good 
accessibility by all modes.

• Given the attention paid to understanding the relationship between transport and land-
use/urban form and the use of land-use policies to infl uence travel behaviour, the area should 
contain suffi  cient variation in terms of urban form characteristics, residential context, etc. to 
explore these relationships.

A review of the public transport literature (see for example (Goeverden and Van Nes, ; 
Orfeuil and Salomon, ; Salomon et al., ; Van Nes, ; White, ) shown that 
public transport generally makes up only a very small percentage of all trips.  is was supported 
by an analysis of the National Travel Survey Data (NTS, ) for  e Netherlands, which 
revealed that public transport travellers and trips make up only a small percentage of all 
travellers and trips (generally around - of trips and ± - of all travellers) in the whole 
of  e Netherlands³.  e percentage, however, is larger in the larger cities and more developed 
and urbanised areas.  is is obviously a direct eff ect of the quality of the public transport 
environment, with signifi cantly better schedules and services in urban areas.  e availability and 
quality of public transport are thus associated with an incentive to use the system.





Given the above principles and in order to obtain a suffi  cient sample size of public transport 
travellers, it was decided to select the Amsterdam-Utrecht-Almere urban region (shown in Figure 
-) as the AMADEUS study region.  e region, which comprises an area of approximately 
, km², is part of the Randstad, i.e. the polycentric region of Utrecht-Amsterdam-Den 
Haag-Rotterdam, in the western part of  e Netherlands. It is also part of the economic heart 
of the country (Dieleman et al., ; Maat, ).  e area is well connected with public and 
private transport infrastructure (inter- as well as intra-urban network connections) and contains 
suffi  cient variation in terms of land-use.

 e two main cities in the study area are Amsterdam and Utrecht. Amsterdam is the largest city 
in  e Netherlands.  e city has a lobe-shape urban form with a radial railway network and a 
combination of a radial and ring-shaped (highly congested) motorway network. Furthermore, 
there are two metro lines, a dense tramway network and a high-speed tram.  e densities in 
the inner city are the highest in  e Netherlands. Utrecht is the fourth largest Dutch city with 
a population of approximately ,. Surrounded by its suburbs and new towns, Utrecht has 
a typically concentric poly-nuclear urban form.  anks to its central location, Utrecht is the 
main node in the Dutch railway network, while the city is also connected via motorways in all 
directions.  ere is no metro network and a ‘limited’ tram network ( parallel lines) connects 
the outlying towns (Nieuwegein and IJsselstein) to the central station.  e city is well served by 
a comprehensive bus network and recently introduced dedicated bus lines to major employment 
areas and the university.  e suburbs of Houten, Maarssen and Bilthoven are connected by 
direct railway lines (Maat, ). Generally, Dutch cities are very bicycle-friendly and most 
cities have extensive cycle networks.

Neighbourhood classifi cation scheme

 Location with regard to the central urban area, where:
•  Amsterdam and Utrecht were classifi ed as ‘central city’ (coded as INSIDE in Table -),‘central city’ (coded as INSIDE in Table -),‘central city’
•   e nearby neighbourhoods were classifi ed as ‘suburbia’ (coded as EDGE in Table -),‘suburbia’ (coded as EDGE in Table -),‘suburbia’
•   e remaining neighbourhoods were classifi ed as ‘at-distance-locations’ (coded as ‘at-distance-locations’ (coded as ‘at-distance-locations’

OUTSIDE).
 Location orientation with regard to accessibility by (and to) public transport and/or 

highway access, with the focus on those locations that refl ect the accessibility/availability 
of public transport:
•  ‘Above regional’ is close to a major train station with multiple lines and connections  ‘Above regional’ is close to a major train station with multiple lines and connections  ‘Above regional’

(coded as PUBLIC TRANSPORT ORIENTATED),
•  ‘Regional’ is in close proximity to a transfer station with multiple lines and/or a metro  ‘Regional’ is in close proximity to a transfer station with multiple lines and/or a metro  ‘Regional’

(coded as both PUBLIC TRANSPORT AND CAR ORIENTATED),
•  ‘Car-dominated’ refers to interchanges where high-quality public transport is not  ‘Car-dominated’ refers to interchanges where high-quality public transport is not  ‘Car-dominated’

available (coded as CAR ORIENTATED),
•  ‘Local ’ refers to limited connections by train, metro and/or express tram (coded as  ‘Local ’ refers to limited connections by train, metro and/or express tram (coded as  ‘Local ’

OTHER).





Several medium-sized cities and larger suburbs are located in the study area and include 
Woerden, Hilversum, Almere, Hoofddorp and Purmerend (shown on Figure -). Almere is a 
new town (built from the s onwards) with large outgoing commuting fl ows to Amsterdam 
and, to a lesser extent, to other cities. It was intentionally developed to absorb growth pressures 
from Amsterdam and the Randstad in general and is designed as a true polycentric city with 
lower densities (Maat, ). Furthermore, there are some small towns and villages included in 
the study area.  e rural town Mijdrecht is not directly connected to motorways and railways.

 e neighbourhoods for the data collection were selected based on a neighbourhood classifi cation 
scheme, which allowed the comparison of the diff erent neighbourhoods on various criteria. In 
total,  neighbourhoods were included in the three rounds of data collection.  e following 
spatial characteristics were considered in setting up the neighbourhood classifi cation scheme 
and selecting the neighbourhoods.

In addition to the above characteristics, the AMADEUS team members also assessed the 
neighbourhoods in terms of density (hyper, medium and low), proximity of facilities (as 
potential indicator of mode used), transport infrastructure (for example availability of cycle 
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Figure -: AMADEUS study area





Table -: Neighbourhoods selected in the fi rst round and the second round (italics)

Code Density Public transport 
orientated

Both public 
transport and car 

orientated

Car orientated Other

Inside Hyper 1110 1120 1130 1140
A’dam Centrum
Haarlemmerbuurt

High 1210 1220 1230 1240
Utrecht-C Oost Tuindorp Wilhelminapark
Utrecht-C West
Tuinwijk

Medium 1310 1320 1330 1340
Utrecht Lunetten Oog in Al Batau-Noord

Low 1410 1420 1430 1440
Rijnsweerd
Galecop

Edge Hyper 2110 2120 2130 2140
Scheldebuurt Rijnbuurt

Buikslotermeer
High 2210 2220 2230 2240

Middenmeer
Westlandgracht

Medium 2310 2320 2330 2340
Schonenburg Buitenveldert-Oost IJsselstein
Wernaar Duivenkamp Tuindorp

Duivendrecht Nellestein
Low 2410 2420 2430 2440

Rijsbrug Maarssen De Wulven
Bilthoven-Zuid Abcoude Vianen

Vreeswijk
Hoogzandveld
IJsselveld

Outside Hyper 3110 3120 3130 3140
High 3210 3220 3230 3240
Medium 3310 3320 3330 3340

Muziekwijk Overwhere Zuid Overwhere Noord
Staatsliedenwijk Stationsbuurt/Oude 

Stad
Bloemenbuurt/
Dondersstraat

De Werven

Schilderskwartier
Weesp Plan Noord
Landgoederenbuurt
Weesp Centrum
Johannes 
Geradtswegbuurt

Low 3410 3420 3430 3440
Weesp Plan Zuid Weesp Mijdrecht
Faunabuurt Bloemendalerpolder Uithoorn
Hoofddorp Centrum-Haven

Neighbourhoods not classifi ed: Toolenburg-Oost, Breukelen, Bunnik.





routes and park-and-ride facilities) and one or more multiple centre orientation (public 
transport is generally multiple-centre orientated). Furthermore, the neighbourhoods should also 
conform to the following attributes: higher income categories (relates to choice capabilities of 
households) and acceptable representation of households with children (the combination with 
income implicitly implies two earners with children). As a result of this focus on income and 
household structure, less variation was obtained in terms of socio-demographic characteristics⁴.

 e result of applying the classifi cation scheme is shown in Table -. Not all cells contain 
neighbourhoods, as certain combinations of the above-mentioned criteria do not exists.  e 
distribution of neighbourhoods over the diff erent columns and rows were considered suffi  cient. 
Neighbourhoods shown in italic font were included in the second round (discussed below).italic font were included in the second round (discussed below).italic font

Figure - shows the distributions of the selected neighbourhoods. Note that the areas shown 
refer to the -digit postal code areas.

 e survey was conducted in three rounds over the period April-October .  ese three 
rounds are discussed in the following section.
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.. Round : April-June : Sample selection
In total, , selection questionnaires were distributed equally over the selected 
neighbourhoods in the fi rst round. Addresses were randomly selected within each 
neighbourhood. Of the distributed questionnaires, , (.) were returned. Of these , 
households, , (.) were willing to participate in the main survey (yielding a positive 
response of ).  e main questionnaire and diaries were distributed per post to these , per post to these , per post
households. Of the households receiving the survey questionnaires and diaries,  (.) 
returned the diaries and questionnaires (all the returned diaries contained at least one part 
of the questionnaire and was completed by at least one person in the household), yielding an 
eff ective, fi nal response of ..

.. Round : August-October: Sample selection
For the second round, , selection questionnaires were sent out in the neighbourhoods 
shown in italics in Table -. A diff erent protocol was adopted in the second round with 
regard to delivering and collecting of the questionnaires and diaries. Students were recruited 
(at Utrecht University) to personally deliver the questionnaires and diaries to the diff erent 
households. A process was adopted where the students telephonically contacted the households 
to schedule an appointment date. During this initial interview, the students instructed the 
respondents in the completion of the travel diaries and questionnaires. A collection date was 
also set when the students were to collect the completed diaries and questionnaires. During 
this second interview the students also completed the household and residential context 
questionnaire as well as some questions regarding the activities in the diary.  is process was an 
attempt to ensure a more accurate completion of the diaries and questionnaires and increased 
the response rate.

A total of , selection questionnaires were sent out in  neighbourhoods in the second 
round. Of these, approximately , were returned by the post offi  ce (address/street unknown, 
etc.). Up to the cut-off  date (i.e.  September ), the total number of questionnaires returned 
by respondents was ± , (. response). Of these ± , () were positive (i.e. want to 
take part in the survey), yielding an eff ective response of .. Although many questionnaires 
were received after the deadline, these have not been analysed.

As the , respondents revealed slightly diff erent socio-demographic characteristics (e.g. age 
distribution), several selection criteria were applied in order to ensure a more representative 
population as well as possibly increasing the share of public transport users.

Concerning age distribution above and below : an analysis of the returned questionnaires 
revealed that, compared to the National Travel Survey (in Dutch ‘Onderzoek 
Verplaatsingsgedrag’ or OVG) there are many more people in the AMADEUS survey over the 
age of . Whereas the OVG split is / (in ) for +/-, the AMADEUS sample split was 
/ for +/-.  is might be attributable to the fact that the AMADEUS questionnaires 
were sent out in the late summer season and that older people generally do not go on holiday as 
frequently as working people or that older people prefer to go on holiday outside of peak season. 
In general, older people are also more willing (and arguably have more time) to participate in 
surveys. In selecting the respondents for the second round, care was taken not to have an over-
representation of the above  age group, and to increase the share of public transport travellers.





 e AMADEUS research team decided to select ± , households for the second round 
survey (in order to achieve an eff ective response of roughly , respondents).  e selection 
was based on the following criteria:
•  should be from the group above  years and  from the group below  years.
• From the below  group, households were selected where at least one of the members use 

public transport.  is resulted in  household members.
• From the remaining below  group,  households were selected randomly, making up the 

total of ±  for the below  group.
• From the over  group, all those than make use of public transport were selected (i.e.  

households).  e remaining  were selected randomly resulting in ±  households where 
both members are above the age of .

After correcting for missing telephone numbers, , households remained (fi nal response of 
. of the original , questionnaires) and were subsequently selected to participate in the 
second round.

.. Survey : Additional selections
In addition to the , households selected in the second round, it was decided to select a 
further  households (so-called ‘third-round’ sample).  e purpose of this group was, fi rstly, 
to increase the sample to , respondents and, secondly, to balance the fi rst and second round 
respondents with under-representative groups.  is group was selected from the remaining 
second-round households who indicated their willingness to participate in the study.  e 
additional selection criteria applied to the third round to correct for over/under-representation 
in the fi rst and second round were:
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• Selecting mainly households younger than :  e + group were not over-represented 
compared to the national fi gure (i.e. ), but in absolute terms this group was well 
represented in rounds  and .

• Selecting more respondents from the households, couple – no workers, couple – one 
worker and single – no worker.  ese households were under-represented in rounds  and  
compared to the national fi gure.

Similar to the fi rst round, these third-round respondents received and subsequently returned 
their questionnaires and diaries by post. In addition, certain questions identifi ed during the 
fi rst round as cumbersome and contributing to the low response were omitted. Other that 
these questions, the fi nal survey does not diff er from the fi rst-round survey. Of the household 
receiving the second- and third-round survey questionnaires and diaries, , (.) returned 
them (which is comparable to the fi rst round fi nal response rate). Figure - shows the fi rst, 
second and third selections and fi nal response (i.e. , households).
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.. Complete sample & number of respondents
Figure - shows a map of the resulting spatial distributions of selected neighbourhoods and 
the number of respondents per neighbourhood (note that respondents have been aggregated to 
-digit postal codes).

Table - summarises the number of persons that completed the questionnaire/diary for each 
part.

 e focus on public transport travellers through the neighbourhood selection scheme and 
a-selected survey (for the second round) meant that public transport travellers were over-
represented in the survey.  is makes the AMADEUS survey less representative of general 
travel behaviour but does allow a more rigorous analysis of the number of public transport 
travellers.  e combination of the specifi c stage-based activity-travel diary, study area and 
respondent selection resulted in a good database with a suffi  cient number of public transport 
travellers. Appendix III describes the ‘unpacking’ of the multimodal public transport data, the 
observed multimodal public transport chains and associated travel time data.

5.3 Survey questionnaire

 e survey was conducted in three rounds over the period April-October . In the fi rst 
and second rounds, two questionnaires were distributed, i.e. (i) a selection questionnaire, and 
(ii) the main survey questionnaire. Appendices I and II show the selection and main survey 
questionnaires.  e selection questionnaire was sent out fi rst to solicit possible respondents for 
the main questionnaires and ensured that the main questionnaire was only sent out to people 
wanting to participate in the study. In total, , selection questionnaires (, in the fi rst , selection questionnaires (, in the fi rst , selection questionnaires
and , in the second round) were sent out to households in selected neighbourhoods. 

Table -: Number of persons that completed the questionnaire/diary

Number of persons

Questionnaires and Diaries Round 1 Round 2 Total

D1 1,693 1,877 3,570
D2 1,601 0 1,601
D31 1,595 1,880 3,475
D32 1,591 1,858 3,449
D33 1,587 1,864 3,451
D34 1,585 1,856 3,441
D35 1,585 0 1,585
D36 1,578 0 1,578
D4 1,562 1,214 2,776
Dag1 1,624 1,868 3,492
Dag2 1,607 1,839 3,446
HH-enq (# households) 966 1,000 1,966 (# households)

D1-D4 = Parts of the activity questionnaire; 

Dag1-Dag2 = Two days of the activity-travel diary; 

HH-enq. = Household questionnaires





Respondents who had indicated that they wanted to take part in the study were sent the main 
survey questionnaire.  e main questionnaire consists of the following components:

 A questionnaire about the household and residential situation (to be completed by one 
person in the household).

 An activity questionnaire (to be completed by each person in the household older than  
years) including the parts (Dutch in brackets):
Part : General questions (‘Algemene vragen’)
Part : Extensive activity list (‘Uitgebreide activiteiten lijst’)
Part .: Work activity (‘Werk’)
Part .: School activity (‘School’)
Part .: Daily shopping (‘Dagelijkse boodschappen’)
Part .: Non-daily shopping (‘Winkelen voor niet dagelijkse boodschappen’)
Part .: Union and sports activities (‘Club- en sport-activiteiten’)
Part .: Dropping off  and fetching children (‘Brengen en halen van kinderen’)
Part : Diary activities (‘Dagboekje activiteiten’).

 A two-day activity-travel diary (to be completed by each person in the household older than 
 years).

In the fi rst and third round the main questionnaire was delivered and returned by post, while in main questionnaire was delivered and returned by post, while in main questionnaire
the second round it was delivered and collected by students. In the second round, a shortened 
version of the original main survey questionnaire was used, with some items removed. Parts , 
. and . were removed and the household questionnaire was shortened.  e remaining parts 
as well as the instructions were kept exactly the same.  is was done in order to reduce the 
respondent burden and increase the response rate. Section .. below provides an overview of 
the response rate for round  and round  respectively. During the second round, questionnaires 
were also partly administered in a face-to-face interview (i.e. the household questionnaire and 
Part ) by the students collecting the questionnaires.

For all three rounds, respondents were instructed in an accompanying letter to complete the 
activity-travel diaries for two specifi c, consecutive days.  e days were intentionally selected to 
have an equal spread of weekdays. Weekend days were under-represented, with the frequency 
of every weekend day being  of those of weekdays⁵. For the fi rst round a letter was sent 
out two weeks after the fi nal activity-travel allocated day, urging people to still complete and 
return the activity-travel dairy should they have not done so yet.  ey were told to select the 
forthcoming two allocated days and, in the exceptional case of this not being possible, they 
were told to select any two days which suited them. For the second round, those households 
that had not responded after two weeks following the postage of the questionnaires received a 
telephonic reminder. No action was undertaken for the third round.

As an incentive to complete the diaries and questionnaires in order to increase the response, 
each household in the survey was eligible for one of three prizes, consisting of travel vouchers 
(could be used at any travel bureau) to the value of FL ,,- , FL ,,- and FL ,-. After 
the three rounds, a letter was sent to all the participating respondents, thanking them for their 
participation as well as informing them about progress.  ey were also referred to a website 
(http://nethur.geog.uu.nl/) and telephone number for further information.  is was done in 





response to many enquires from respondents regarding the outcome of the survey as well as 
whether results would be made available.

5.4 Data about the physical environment

Adopting an activity-based approach and placing a focus on public transport multimodal trips 
also holds implications for the collection of land-use and transport data, specifi cally the type of 
data and the scale at which it is collected. As all trip origins and specifi cally destinations do not 
necessarily fall within the study area, land-use and transport data were collected for the whole 
of  e Netherlands.  is placed signifi cant demands on computing facilities, data storage and 
manipulation and travel time calculations.

.. Land-use data
 e land-use system represents the opportunities where individuals (and households) can 
implement their activity demands. To assess the potential implications of the land-use system 
on travel-activity behaviour, data are needed at a detailed spatial level. As land-uses are generally 
‘mutually exclusive’ phenomena (i.e. only certain activities can be implemented at certain 
locations), are spatially distributed and only allow activity engagement during specifi c time 
windows (i.e. institutionally determined opening hours), land-use data should be accompanied 
by, for example, opening hours, travel time to (cumulative) number of opportunities as well as a 
detailed, disaggregate distinction amongst diff erent land-use types.

Land-use data were obtained from a variety of sources and at diff erent spatial levels, and pre-
processed with a Geographic Information System (GIS).  e most detailed level of data was 
obtained from the LISA Register of Businesses () and D & P Basic Register of Points-
of-Sale data sets⁶. LISA contains employment data, diff erentiated as full- and part-time, 
within -digit postal code areas (-PCA).  e D & P dataset provides retail information, i.e. 
number of outlets and are (m²), diff erentiated into various retail categories. For the purpose 
of AMADEUS these categories have been aggregated to daily and non-daily shopping.  e 
Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS) provided WBR data (neighbourhood data or ‘Wijkbuurt 
Bestand’ in Dutch) which contain population and land-use data on a neighbourhood level. 
 e National Database of Real Estate () (in Dutch ‘Locatiebestand vastgoed’) was used 
to obtain dwelling information. A neighbourhood classifi cation (refl ecting a city, town and 
central city orientation) was obtained from the Housing Needs Research Study (in Dutch 
‘Woningbehoefte Onderzoek’, WBO).  erefore, the data were generally available at two 
spatial levels, i.e. neighbourhoods and -digit postal code zones.  e relationship between the 
various spatial levels is as follows (for ): there are ±  municipalities in  e Netherlands, 
, (municipal) districts and , neighbourhoods (‘buurten’ in Dutch).  e neighbourhoods 
diff er in size from relatively large in outlying areas (± , ha) to very small in the urbanised 
areas (- ha).

Considering the postal code areas, the most detailed spatial unit on which data is collected in 
 e Netherlands is the -digit postal code area (-PCA), with the -PCA referring to a -
digit and -letter postal code area. In total there are , records in the -PCA dataset for 
 e Netherlands as a whole compared to the , neighbourhoods. Each -PCA counts ±  





persons and gives a -PCA location for a household, the location can be accurately determined 
within - metres depending on development density.  e average size of the -PCA’s in 
the study area is ± , m². However, this is an average; both CBS and PCA areas (all types) 
are generally much larger in rural areas compared to urban areas. As a rule, -PCA data were 
the chosen spatial unit with all data made to relate to this level⁷. Where data were not available 
at this level of detail (or could not be disaggregated) the more aggregate neighbourhood 
spatial level (i.e. WBR zones) was used to derive spatial indicators such as density and level of 
urbanisation⁸. Table - shows the data used in the AMADEUS project in terms of data source, 
spatial unit and type of data.

As activity engagement is generally only allowed for during specifi c time-windows (i.e. opening 
hours), this information was also collected. Opening hours for diff erent days of the week for 
culture, sports and retail facilities were appended to the -PCA dataset.  e data were collected 
by fi eldwork (students recruited at Eindhoven University) and include earliest/latest opening/
closing time by day of the week and facility type. Parking facility data play a role in determining 

Table -: Data sets used in AMADEUS

Data type Data source Spatial unit Description

Employment LISA 6-PCA # of people employed (full-time/part-
time) in 64 different employment 
categories.

Retail D&P 6-PCA # outlets/m2 of facilities (activity 
locations)

Population, 
land-use & socio-
demographic 
statistics

Central Bureau for 
Statistics

Neighbourhood 
level

Neighbourhood dataset: Various 
population, socio-demographic and land-
use data fi elds for neighbourhoods.

Land-use Ministry of 
Housing, Spatial 
Planning and 
Environment

Neighbourhood 
level

A typology of neighbourhood types 
– ‘Woonmilieus’ in Dutch (City: Centrum, 
City: Outside Centrum, City: Edge/Rural, 
Town: Centrum, Town: Edge/Rural, 
Employment Area).

Slow modes and car 
travel time

National Transport 
Network (Transport 
Research Centre)

– Transport network for entire Netherlands 
down to level of neighbourhood collector 
roads. Information on nodes and links 
and primary purpose used for calculating 
accessibility. With link speeds (expert 
assessment) and type id indicating link 
characteristics.

Public transport 
travel time

Randstad model 
(Transport Research 
Centre)

– Randstad Public Transport Network for 
the entire Netherlands: Very detailed 
in Randstad and less detailed outside 
Randstad.

Opening hours Collected Neighbourhoods Students recruited to collect data.
Parking data National 

Model System 
(Adviesdienst 
Verkeer en Vervoer)

Transport 
Planning Zone

Parking data per transport planning 
zone (not 6-PCA. Include # paid parking 
places, # free parking places, average 
hour tariff (long/short parking), # 
paring places with duration restriction, 
# free parking places without duration 
restriction.





the accessibility of locations by car were obtained from the national model system, Transport 
Research Centre (‘Adviesdienst Verkeer en Vervoer’) (see Table -) and include the number of 
parking places, occupation rate, fare and maximum parking time.  ese parking data were also 
appended to the -PCA data set.

Considering the diary data, while most -PCA locations are known for the home location (± 
) and the work location (± ), there are other areas where the exact location is not known 
( unknown ‘other’ locations). Students were recruited to correct, as much as possible, the 
missing or incomplete -PCAs through fi eldwork. Some progress was made, however not all 
-PCAs could be coded.

.. Network representation: Deriving and estimating alternative routes
Travel time data (i.e. objective travel time) were derived separately for car and slow modes 
(unimodal) and for the multimodal public transport network using diff erent transport networks. 
In general, travel times were derived for the most detailed spatial unit, i.e. from -PCA origin 
to -PCA destination. In situations were this level of detail was not know, - and -digit postal 
code areas were used respectively (associated with the obvious loss of detail).  e process is 
described below.

A specifi c programme was written to derive the unimodal and multimodal travel times 
(Arentze, ).  is was done after an assessment of commercially available packages had 
proved unsuccessful in deriving travel time matrices for the complex and comprehensive 
AMADEUS network.

... Car and slow mode (unimodal) network and travel time
Network distance and travel times for cars and slow modes were derived from the  National 
Transport Network (in DutchTransport Network (in DutchTransport Network (  ‘Nationale Basisnetwerk’) fi le used by the Ministry of Transport  ‘Nationale Basisnetwerk’) fi le used by the Ministry of Transport  ‘Nationale Basisnetwerk’
(Adviesdienst Verkeer en Vervoer, ; Arentze et al., ).  e fi le describes the nationwide 
road network down to the level of district roads (i.e. internal neighbourhood roads are not 
included but neighbourhood collector roads are). Each record describes a network link in terms 
of begin and end node, average speed (for car, bike and truck), length and type of road.  e type 
attribute is used to determine which links are accessible for car and slow modes respectively. Car 
and slow-mode travel time and distance data are derived from the transport network fi le, based 
on fastest routes and shortest distances. To calculate slow-mode travel times an average speed of 
 km/h was assumed. In the case of the car, travel times are based on link-specifi c speeds. No 
diff erentiation was made on time of day and link speeds (and travel time) were based on expert 
assessments of mean speeds at diff erent times of the day.

 e origin and destination of all trips were linked to the network via direct line (shortest 
connections). Travel times were derived for tours as well as trips. As discussed above, in some 
cases the origin and destination locations were not know.  is is particularly the case for 
complex journeys where one of the (intermediate) stops (or destinations) on the tour was not 
known.  e problem is slightly more complex in that in a journey, the probability of having a 
non-match is higher because journeys may have many intermediate activities where people do 
not always know the postal code (the postal code of a stop at a day-care centre, or shop, etc.)





 e above-mentioned objectively derived travel times over the national transport network were 
used to derive extensive land-use and accessibility indicators (shown in Table -). Accessibility 
indicators were derived for every -PCA in the study area for slow modes and the car 
respectively (both distance and time accessibility indicators were derived).

... Multimodal alternative routes
As multimodal public transport trips consist of at least three stages with transfers and waiting 
components between these stages, deriving multimodal travel time information was much more 
complex.  e public transport service data (lines, links and frequencies) were obtained from the 
‘Randstad’ model.  e model contains the links, frequencies and lines of the public transport ‘Randstad’ model.  e model contains the links, frequencies and lines of the public transport ‘Randstad’
network for the entire Netherlands, but the public transport network is signifi cantly more 
detailed for the Randstad compared to the area outside the Randstad.  us, the public transport 
for the entire Netherlands is available for non-local trips (i.e. long-distance trips) while a more non-local trips (i.e. long-distance trips) while a more non-local trips
detailed public transport network is available for local trips within the Randstad region. As the local trips within the Randstad region. As the local trips
study area falls within the Randstad region, a detailed public transport network is available.

As with car and slow-mode travel time, generating multimodal public transport travel time 
entails linking trip origins and destinations to the network (again using the AMADEUS 
network calculation programme) (Arentze, ). Optimal routes are based on origin -PCA to 

Table -: Accessibility indicators derived for AMADEUS

Accessibility indicators

Car Slow mode

Floor space of daily shopping: 5, 10 & 20 min. Floor space of daily shopping: 300, 1 250, 2 500 
& 3 750 metres (corresponding to 0, 5, 10 & 15 
minutes)

Floor space of non-daily shopping: 5, 10 & 20 min. Floor space of non-daily shopping: same as above
Floor space of service industries: 5, 10 & 20 min. Floor space of service industries: same as above
Floor space of daily, non-daily & service industries 

combined in same time categories as above
Floor space of daily, non-daily & service industries 

combined in same distance categories as above
# workers in offi ces in 10, 20, 30 & 40 min. # workers in hotel, restaurants & cafeteria in 300, 1 

250, 2 500 & 3 750 meters (corresponding to 0, 
5, 10 & 15 minutes)

# workers in hotel, restaurants & cafeteria in 10, 20, 
30 & 40 min.

# workers in cultural in …

# workers in cultural in 10, 20, 30 & 40 min. # workers in service in …
# workers in total in 10, 20, 30 & 40 min. # workers in medical in …
Distance to nearest cultural, service, medical centre 

in car time minutes (bold italics repeated below …)
Distance to nearest cultural, service, medical centre 

in slow distance minutes (italics repeated below …)
Distance to nearest and second-nearest daily & non-

daily shopping…
Distance to nearest and second-nearest daily & non-

daily shopping…
Distance to nearest and second-nearest daily & non-

daily shopping…
Distance to nearest and second-nearest daily & non-

daily shopping…
Distance to nearest & second-nearest HBO or WO 

school…
Distance to nearest & second-nearest HBO or WO 

school…
Distance to nearest railway station… Distance to nearest railway station…
Distance to nearest intercity railway station… Distance to nearest intercity railway station…
Distance to nearest transfer station… Distance to nearest transfer station…
Distance to nearest P & R facility… Distance to nearest P & R facility…





destination -PCA. All trip origins and destinations are assumed to originate from the centre 
of the -PCA areas and linked to the nearest network node (the straight-line distance is used 
between the centre of the -PCA and the network node). Although this results in aggregation 
of travel time and the simplifying assumption of all people having equal access/egress time 
within a -PCA area, this assumption is not that unrealistic in that -PCA areas are rather 
small (see discussion above).

In identifying the main mode of a trip and tour, a mode hierarchy was used.  at is, when the 
trip involved a train stage, the train was considered the main mode. If the multimodal public 
transport trip did not involve the train, the bus, tram or metro was considered to be the main 
mode (in hierarchical order) with slow modes (bicycle and walking) acting as access/egress 
modes. Furthermore, for bus trips, the car transport network was used while for train, tram and 
metro the rail network (‘Randstad model’) was used. As the car and public transport network 
are separate networks, multimodal combinations involving the car (as access and egress modes) 
and public transport (as main mode) were not possible.  is was not considered critical in the 
context of AMADEUS as descriptive results of revealed multimodal public transport trips 
showed that very few people used the car as access/egress mode.

 e public transport route is calculated based on an optimal route choice. In determining the 
optimal route choice, attention is paid to the diff erent time elements of a public transport 
multimodal trip and a ‘cost’ variable is defi ned that minimises costs over all the diff erent time 
elements.  e cost variable used in the programme is defi ned as:cost variable used in the programme is defi ned as:cost variable

C = w(i) T + P(i)

Where
w(i) is the weight specifi ed for link of type I
T is travel, waiting or transfer time (depending on link type)T is travel, waiting or transfer time (depending on link type)T
P(P(P i) is the penalty specifi ed for link of type i.

 e cost variable is thus a function of time and weights and penalties for the diff erent links 
and transfer components. Importantly, boarding, disembarking and transferring onto, from 
and between transport networks are also indicated as ‘links’ in the network and the integration 
of various unimodal networks (i.e. slow, car, rail) in a ‘super multimodal transport network’ is 
achieved through these ‘transfer’ links.

To determine the weights and penalties much guidance can be drawn from the literature.  e 
literature frequently points out that transfer imposes a penalty over and above the time the 
users are involved in transferring (Hunt, ; Jansson, ; Ortúzar and Willumsen, ). 
For this reason it was decided to, in addition to the weights, add time penalties for transfer 
components. Inter-modal transfer is weighed heavier than intra-modal transfer thus leading a 
higher time penalty (Liu et al., ). Weights and penalties for the cost function were specifi ed 
as shown in Table -.  ese specifi cations were based on a review of the literature as well as 
extensive runs of the models and testing various alternatives.  e penalties and weights shown 
in Table - were selected for the fi nal model.





Using the specifi cations, shortest routes were determined for all trips in the AMADEUS 
dataset.  e programme searches for the shortest route in the linked multimodal transport 
network. Access and egress stages (and the associated modes) are only determined afterwards, 
based on the following rule: if the train is used on the trip, it is assumed to be the main mode 
and all the modes preceding and following the train are considered access and egress modes. 
If the bus, tram and metro are present (but not the train), these modes are considered the 
main mode (in hierarchical order) and all the modes preceding/following the main mode are 
considered access/egress modes.

Considering boarding and disembarking time (initial waiting and waiting after the public 
transport trip), a mean waiting time is assumed which is calculated as a function of the 
frequency of the public transport line.  is waiting time is allocated to the access and egress 
time and is not considered to be part of the line-haul time. On the egress side, a waiting time 
is also calculated even if the egress mode is walking or the cycling.  is is to account for the 
fact that the desired arrival time might not correspond to actual arrival, representing a ‘hidden’ 
waiting time (i.e. late arrival). Finally, transfer time is a function of the frequencies of the two 
connecting lines.

... Travel time comparison
 e predicted travel time for the unimodal and public transport multimodal routes were 
compared to actual travel times with cross tabulations and correlations. Traditionally, model 
‘fi tting’ tests are undertaken by comparing actual route fl ows (i.e. traffi  c counts) with actual route fl ows (i.e. traffi  c counts) with actual route fl ows predicted 
route fl ows (Ortúzar and Willumsen, ). However, as actual fl ows were not available, route fl ows (Ortúzar and Willumsen, ). However, as actual fl ows were not available, route fl ows
alternative model fi tting criteria were considered.  ese include () correlation between predicted 
time elements and revealed time elements, () comparing means for the diff erent time elements means for the diff erent time elements means
and number of transfers, and () similar distributions of main, access and egress modes.distributions of main, access and egress modes.distributions

In general the results showed that the line-haul time is better predicted while access and 
egress times are less well estimated with waiting and transfer times the least well predicted. 
By altering the settings of the cost function above (i.e. weights and penalties) it was possible to 

Table -: Public transport multimodal trip specifi cation fi le

Specifi cation Description AMADEUS selection

Display variable
1 1 = Time, 2 = Distance, 3 = Cost Choice of output Time
Penalty Aspect
xx Transfer bus -> bus User can specify penalties on inter- 

as well as intra-modal transfer
5 minutes

xx Transfer train -> train 5 minutes
xx Transfer bus -> train 10 minutes
xx Transfer train -> bus 10 minutes
Weight aspect
1 Waiting Time Transfer User can specify weights on different 

links of the multimodal trips
5

1 Slow-mode time 1.5
1 In-vehicle time BTM 1
1 In-vehicle time train 1





achieve a signifi cantly closer match between calculated shortest routes and actual route travel 
times. A complete (or even ) match will never succeed as users base their route choice on 
many more factors that time and cost (or on a generalised cost function) albeit that such a 
function is known to be the most important in route choice (Bovy and Stern, ). At best a 
match of between - is to be expected (Ortúzar and Willumsen, ).  is percentage, 
however, is also signifi cantly infl uenced by the level of the network.  e more disaggregate the 
network (i.e. the fi ner the level of detail) the more diffi  cult it is to obtain correlation. Higher 
aggregate networks are generally easier to model.  is can also be explained in terms of simple 
probability theory principles. For lower networks there are more alternatives (and closer ones 
in terms of their time/cost attributes) and thus a smaller probability that any alternative will be 
chosen. For higher, i.e. more aggregate networks (such as the line-haul network), choice options 
are more limited and choosing the right route will be easier. For access and egress, given the 
Dutch urban environment with a high-density, high-quality walking and cycling environment, 
it becomes very diffi  cult to predict these travel time stages. Similar results were obtained by 
(Bovy and Jansen, ; Bovy and Stern, ) and (Ortúzar and Willumsen, ) which also 
indicate that estimating access/egress travel times are notoriously diffi  cult.

Furthermore, to derive access and egress times, use is made of the -digit postal codes of which 
the centre is connected to the national public transport network.  e average size of the spatial 
unit described by the -digit postal code is , m². Assuming an average walking speed of  
km per hour, making access and egress equal for all in the PCAs may lead to an over- or under-
representation of up to . minutes. In connecting these -PCAs to the network, the geographic 
centre of the PCAs is linked via a straight line (route) to the closest node (or transfer station) 
on the basis network. Nodes are either bus, tram and metro stops and/or train stations. Whereas 
train, metro and tram stops are relatively well defi ned (in terms of space and time locations) 
and indicated on the national transport network, bus stops are less well defi ned. Every node 
on the bus network (read car network) was defi ned as a bus stop. As such access and egress 
times, specifi cally where the bus is the fi rst or the last connecting node, is not that accurately 
estimated⁹.

Generally, the number of transfers was underestimated while waiting and transfer times were 
overestimated. Altering the weights and penalties did improve the waiting and transfer time 
and the number of transfers, however, at the cost of worsening the access and egress times. 
 ere is a reciprocal relationship between the number of transfers and the waiting and transfer 
times and access and egress times. As the number of transfers increases, so does the transfer 
and waiting time. As the literature frequently points out, transfers are considered more onerous 
than the actual time involved in transferring (i.e. the actual activity associated with transfers is 
considered particularly burdensome by travellers), hence travellers will attempt to minimise the 
number of transfers. Additional penalties associated with transfers were specifi ed in order to 
bring the predicted number of transfers in line with the revealed number of transfers. However, 
this also increased waiting time (which was already unacceptably high).  us, by altering the 
weight/penalty of one time element, one problem is corrected, but another one aggravated. 
Given that access and egress time is of particular importance to this research, it was decided to 
obtain the best possible fi t for access and egress while accepting lower quality on the waiting 
and transfer time and number of transfers.





5.5 Notes

  is chapter is partly based on existing internal AMADEUS publications of the study area and the survey 
selection process (Arentze and Timmermans, ; Krygsman et al., ).

 Furthermore, the multistage, multimodal character of public transport requires that special attention be paid 
to the design of the survey instruments, i.e. the combined activity and travel diaries.  e previous chapter 
provided an overview of the comprehensive activity-travel diary design process undertaken to design the 
detailed, stage-based activity-travel diary used for AMADEUS.

 In the National Travel Diary Survey (NTS) for , public transport trips account for . of all the trips.
 It was an objective of the AMADEUS respondent selection process to minimise socio-demographic variation 

and to place greater focus on the land-use and transport variation.
 Respondents were always allocated at least one weekday and never two weekend days.
 LISA (in Dutch ‘Landelijke Informatiesysteem Arbeidsplaatsen en vestingen’) is a dataset containing information 

on all facilities in  e Netherlands where paid employment (full- and part-time) is undertaken. Employment 
is distinguished on economic activity. D&P stands for ‘Dijkstra en Partners’ and collects retail information. 
Retail information is collected for every -PCA area and includes the amount of fl oor space devoted to sales, 
in various retail categories.

  e -PCAs can be aggregated to - and -PCAs with the largest aggregation referring to the -digit postal 
code area (-PCAs) of which there are approximately   in  e Netherlands.  e relationship between 
-PCAs and neighbourhoods is not one to one and they do not necessarily overlap, with -PCAs generally 
larger than neighbourhoods.

 Generally, spatial land-use indicators are relatively more freely available on -PCA levels as the individual 
cannot be identifi ed, thus satisfying privacy concerns.

 Similar problems were also identifi ed in related research dealing with access/egress times to bus stops 
(O’Sullivan et al., ). As with AMADEUS, their bus network also does not contain bus-stop locations or 
service schedules.  ey did not attempt to solve the problem.
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6 Multimodal public transport: 
An analysis of travel time elements 
and the interconnectivity ratio1

‘In contrast to competing modes, a relatively small percentage of the eff ort expended in transit (bus) 
travel actually results in physical progress toward a destination’ (Horowitz, , p. ).

6.1 Introduction

As stated in Chapter , public transport has long since received attention as a sustainable 
and environmentally sensitive transport form which, in addition to having environmental 
benefi ts, serves the travel needs of those without access to household cars, thus benefi ting 
social equity principles. However, past attempts, at convincing an increasingly mobile, affl  uent 
and demanding society to make use of public transport have failed with the mode declining 
in market shares around the world (Newman and Kenworthy, ; Stern and Tretvik, ). 
Although reasons for this trend are numerous and diverse, arguably, the construct of public 
transport supply and, hence, related travel behaviour (access/egress and long total trip time and 
limited public transport accessibility as outlined in Chapter ), are very much to blame. Much 
of the eff ort associated with public transport trips, as aptly captured by Horowitz in the above 
quote, is simply reach the system and the fi nal destination.

Access and egress stages (together with waiting and transfer times) are the weakest parts of 
a multimodal public transport chain and their contribution to the total travel disutility is 
often substantial (Bovy and Jansen, ;  e Central Transportation Planning Staff , ). 
Importantly, these stages determine the availability (or the catchment area) of public transport 
(Murray, ; Ortúzar and Willumsen, ) and an increase in access and egress (time and/or 
distance) is associated with a decrease in the use of public transport (Bovy et al., ; Cervero, 
; Murray, ; O’Sullivan and Morrall, ; Ortúzar and Willumsen, ). Should 
access and egress exceed an absolute maximum threshold, users will not use the public transport 
system. Should the access and egress trip components be acceptable, users may use the system; 
however much will depend on the convenience of the system. Arguably, if the proportion of 
trip time spent on the access and egress stages is considerable, public transport trips will be 
considered a less suitable choice as these stages involve much physical eff ort (Bovy and Jansen, 
).  e time and distance disutility associated with the access and egress stages makes 
unimodal trips more attractive.  e catchment area is thus not only a function of the absolute 
access and egress time but also of the relative share of total trip time.





Despite the importance of access and egress in the literature, these weak-links of multimodal weak-links of multimodal weak-links
public transport chains are seldom quantifi ed and often average values are assumed to be valid 
for all individuals and diff erent multimodal chains. In the context of activity-based approaches 
such assumptions are contestable in the light of the focus on individual travel behaviour 
characteristics and preferences.

An understanding of the factors that infl uence access and egress (or availability and 
convenience) holds many potential benefi ts for land-use and transport planning. Policy and 
planning measures can be devised to minimise the infl uence of these weak links in multimodal 
public transport chains (Adviesdienst Verkeer en Vervoer, ). Since access and egress 
are mostly a walking and cycling activity, it is sensitive to land-use factors, environmental 
conditions (rain, wind, etc.) and distance. Whereas environmental conditions are outside the 
domain of land-use planners and policy makers, land-use and network infrastructure are the 
conventional elements in planning the catchment of public transport. Although much attention 
has been given to traditional planning guidelines such as access route alignment, stop placing 
and maximum access/egress distance, little if any attention has been given to the access and 
egress travel time and the relationship to total trip time. It is this shortcoming that this chapter 
aims to address and the purpose is to explore four hypotheses related to access, egress and line-
haul time and the relationship among these time elements².  ese are:
  e access and egress travel time of public transport users reveal similar socio-demographic, 

transport and land-use properties and hence similar distributions;
 Higher urban development densities and diversity/specialisation lead to lower access and 

egress times;
 Access and egress are positively associated to line-haul time; and,
 Diff erent multimodal public transport trips reveal unique interconnectivity ratio properties, 

infl uenced by various socio-demographic, transport and land-use characteristics.

 e outline of the chapter is as follows:  e following section briefl y review the signifi cance 
attributed to access and egress in the literature. Section  discusses the activity diary data and 
research design while section  and  empirically quantifi es access and egress time and the 
interconnectivity ratio respectively. Section  presents some assumed relationships between the 
diff erent time elements and the interconnectivity ratio and the various variables.  e regression 
models are discussed in Section .  e paper is concluded with a discussion of the main fi ndings 
and whether the hypotheses were borne out.

6.2 Signifi cance of access/egress: Literature review

 e infl uence of access and egress on the availability and catchment area of public transport 
has received much attention in the literature. Most of the research has focused on the absolute 
access and egress distance with less being paid to the share of access and egress in total trip 
distance or time.

Generally the research supports the proposition that an increase in distance to a transfer 
location (i.e. bus stop or train station) signifi cantly reduces the propensity to use public 
transport (Keijer and Rietveld, ; Loutzenheiser, ; O’Sullivan and Morrall, ; 





Parsons Brinckerhoff  Quade & Douglas et al., ; White, ).  is distance decay is very 
much a function of the diff erent access and egress modes with certain modes being more 
sensitive to distance.  e action radius (spatially delimited interaction range) of walking is, 
for example, signifi cantly smaller than that of cycling and travelling by car. Walking (and slow 
modes in general) involves a certain amount of physical eff ort not present in other, motorised 
modes of access and egress. Since access and egress modes determine the catchment of public 
transport stops and the intensity of use within catchments, many researchers have considered 
how land-use and transport policies can be used to increase the catchment, that is, the physical 
size of the catchment or the intensity of public transport use within the catchment. Density, 
diversity, design, layout, etc. are frequently considered as spatial policy instruments to increase 
and/or intensify catchments (Loutzenheiser, ). However, fi ndings of the relationship 
between access (and egress) mode choice and land-use and individual characteristics are mixed. 
Some research has shown that the share of walking increases with increasing density, diversity 
and design (Loutzenheiser, ; Parsons Brinckerhoff  Quade & Douglas, Cervero, and 
Zupan, ) while other research has found the share of walking to be primarily a function of 
individual characteristics, with land-use characteristics being of secondary nature (Frank and 
Pivo, ). All research, however, confi rms that distance to (from) transfer locations is the 
most important factor in access (egress) mode choice and probably the ultimate disincentive in 
the use of public transport.

Using the Dutch National Travel Survey () and selecting all multimodal chains where the 
train is the main journey, Rietveld et al. calculated the mean travel distance of the train trip as  
km.  e mean access travel distance is . km (. of total trip length) while the mean egress 
travel distance is . km (. of total trip length). Together access and egress distance accounts 
for  of the total trip distance (Keijer and Rietveld, ; Rietveld, ). Rietveld et al. 
() argues that the negative eff ects of access and egress stages are less when the main stage 
distance is long and that longer multimodal trips are more attractive than shorter multimodal 
trips as the ratio of access and egress distance to the main mode distance is smaller (Keijer 
and Rietveld, ). Also, these distance eff ects are less when the travellers can make use of 
a ‘continuous’ entry or exit mode (such as cycling or walking) to the railway station (Rietveld, 
). Supporting this fi nding, Blom () found that, in general, people are willing to accept 
longer access distances with an increase in main mode distance.  e egress distance, however, 
remains the same with an increase in main mode distance (Blom, ).  ese results, however, 
are based on only one station (Arhnem) in  e Netherlands and, as such, might be biased to 
specifi c trip types. Similarly, van den Enden and Lohuizen (, pg. ) concluded that, ‘when 
the length of the journey is short, the infl uence of access distance is large’.  ey found that 
commuters whose train travel time (main mode) is relatively short tend to go by car sooner 
than commuters whose train travel time is relatively long (Van den Enden and Van Lohuizen, 
; Van den Enden & Van Lohuizen, ). Again, this highlights the potential importance of 
the relative access and egress time as a factor in mode choice.

Most studies considering the demand for public transport (specifi cally rail) as a function of 
access (to/from) do not explicitly recognise the diff erence between inter- and intra-urban trips. 
Wardman and Tyler () make a distinction between inter- and intra-urban trips and argue 
that accessibility to railway stations (distance) is not the principal deterrent that infl uences 
inter-urban demand. Rather, the demand for inter-urban journeys is mostly infl uenced by 





overall trip distance and whether the users have any previous experience with rail (Wardman 
and Tyler, ). As inter-urban trips are signifi cantly longer than intra-urban trips, this 
fi nding seems to confi rm that the overall trip distance infl uences the time/distance people are 
willing to accept on the access and egress stages.

 e research does reveal some shortcomings. Focus is nearly exclusively placed on distance 
as opposed to time. Furthermore, most studies derive access and egress time from network 
distance obtained from origin and destination location information. As a result, the calculations 
of access and egress time are always subject to shortest path and mean speed assumptions. 
Time, arguably, is the most important factor not only in mode choice modelling but also in 
activity-travel behaviour (Pas, ). It is a ‘commodity’ to be allocated to ‘tasks’ and can be a 
trade-off  between activities, including trip stages. In addition to considering access and egress 
(as opposed to access only), these components should not be treated in isolation from the total 
trip or line-haul time. Intuitively a positive relationship should exist between access and egress 
time and the other trip time elements, i.e. walking or cycling a bit longer for long duration 
trips; however nothing in the literature confi rms or suggests this. It is these shortcomings that 
this research aims to address.

6.3 Activity diary data and research design

 e data used in this study comes from the AMADEUS survey undertaken during April to 
September  in the Amsterdam–Utrecht urban region,  e Netherlands and discussed 
in Chapters  and  (Arentze et al., a; Arentze et al., b)³. In summary, total of  
households, representing  individuals completed and returned useable diaries. Information 
on ± , trips were recorded. Approximately  multimodal public transport trips, 
undertaken by  individuals, were selected for analysis. Of the multimodal trips suitable for 
analysis,  () were outbound home-based trips (i.e. leaving from the home location) and 
 trips () are return-home trips. For the home-based trips the distribution of motive is as 
follows:  (work),  (education),  (shopping),  (leisure) and  (other). Very few trips with 
the car as access and egress modes were recoded while slow modes (bicycle and walk) dominate. 
For this reason, a distinction is made between walking, cycling and ‘other’ (car driver, passenger, 
taxi, etc.) access and egress modes.  e main mode of each multimodal public transport trip has 
been defi ned as train only (n = ); train together with bus/tram/metro, i.e. train mixed (n = 
); and bus/tram/metro (B/T/M) (n = )⁴.

Initial regression models were estimated on train main mode public transport trips (i.e. n = 
). However, selecting all multimodal trips with the train as the main mode (i.e. train only) 
include, for example, trips to and from work by the same individual during the day. Access 
therefore becomes egress during the return commute trip. As the objective is to assess possible 
correlative relationships between access and egress individually and line-haul time, selecting 
home and non-home-based trips will obviously average out eff ects (i.e. coeffi  cients) as egress 
becomes access and access becomes egress for ‘return’ trips. Hence the decision was made to 
select only home-based, train only multimodal public transport trips for the regression model 
analysis (n =  cases)⁵.





 e interconnectivity ratio refers to the proportion of access- and egress time to total trip travel 
time.  e ratio always falls between  and , which makes comparison between alternatives 
relatively easy.  e ratio diff ers from other ratios in transport planning (such as the out-of-
vehicle time over in-vehicle time or public transport time over private transport time) in that 
the interconnectivity ratio is a refl ection of the ‘relative time catchment’. It represents that 
part of trip time that the user is physically occupied or willing to ‘sacrifi ce’, to reach the public 
transport system and their fi nal destination. Waiting and transfer times are, arguably, very 
important time elements in public transport trips.  ese times, however, are not considered to 
be part of access/egress is they do not involve physical exertion and are very much determined 
by the service frequency of the line-haul mode.

6.4 Access and egress travel time

Figure - shows the cumulative access and egress time distributions for the work trip associated 
with slow modes (walking and cycling) for trips to and from the train station and bus, tram and 
metro stops respectively (for the latter the cycling and walking is combined because of the 
few cases of bicycle access/egress).  e probability of users reaching the system or their fi nal 
destination from the public transport system, has been known to fall off  roughly in line with 
a normal distribution as distance to/from the stop increases (White, ). In essence these 
fi gures represent the time decay of access and egress.

Considering the train, access time by bicycle and walking run alongside. Taking into 
consideration the requirement to park and lock the bicycle at the station, access time to the 
train station is very similar for these two modes. On the egress side, the bicycle is used for 
slightly longer travel times.  e -minute dotted line shows that only  of people walk or 
cycle for longer than  minutes on the access side. On the egress side  cycle longer and 
 walk longer than  minutes to their destination. Assuming a mean access/egress speed of 
- and  km/h for walking and the cycling respectively,  of people are willing to walk ±  
meters or cycle , kilometres to the station (i.e. access).  e respective distances on the egress 
side is m and , kilometres.  e longer cycling time for both the access and egress sides 
implies that the bicycle is not simply a substitute for walking when the stage time becomes 
excessive. Rather, travellers are willing to accept longer access and egress times with a faster 
access/egress mode.

For the bus, tram and metro, access/egress times are very similar but the distributions are more 
peaked compared to the one for train only.  e similarity between access and egress is, arguably, 
due to the fact that most people walk on the access and egress side and that the bicycle is not 
really used as an access/egress mode.  e more peaked form of the graph may be a result of 
the fi ner network density of the bus, tram and metro public transport system, i.e. their fi ner 
distribution and collection network in the residential and employment/commercial areas.

Mean train access and egress times (for home-based work trips) for walking and cycling are 
respectively; .* & .* for access and .** & .** for egress (diff ers signifi cantly on the * 
. & ** . level respectively). For the bus, tram and metro, mean access and egress times 
are . minutes for walking (no signifi cant diff erences between access and egress). Walking 
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Figure -: Cumulative frequency distributions of access and egress times for train (top) and bus, tram 
and metro (bottom): home-based work trips
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Figure -: Interconnectivity ratio for diff erent multimodal chains





access and egress times to train stations exceed access and egress to bus, tram and metro stops 
by factors of . and . respectively. Planning guidelines often propose that train access distance 
is twice the bus stop access distance (O’Sullivan and Morrall, ).

Mean egress time exceeds access time for train users, i.e. the mean egress/access ratio is . for 
train users. Research comparing weights for diff erent travel times generally weigh access time 
at between .-. of egress time (Hunt, ; Van der Waard, ). Weighing access more than 
egress implies (probably) that access is more sensitive and will be shorter.  e results for train 
trips seem to support this. For bus/tram/metro users there is hardly any diff erence between 
access/egress, which might indicate that access and egress are weighed similarly for these 
modes.

6.5 Interconnectivity ratio

 e distribution of the interconnectivity ratio for diff erent mode chains (access-main-egress) 
over increasing trip time categories is presented in Figure - (all multimodal trips). A visual 
inspection of Figure - reveals that for most train multimodal trips, the interconnectivity ratio 
range is rather modest (as revealed by the one standard deviation bars). For bicycle-train-bicycle
trips, the entire range of interconnectivity ratio values falls within the .-. range and the 
spread in values for chains involving the bicycle as access/egress mode is smaller than those of 
other chains.

All train main mode trips seem to show a similar trend concerning the interconnectivity ratio. 
For bicycle-train-bicycle trips the ratio remains very stable up to - minutes when it gradually bicycle-train-bicycle trips the ratio remains very stable up to - minutes when it gradually bicycle-train-bicycle
declines. For the other train trips, i.e. walking-train-walking and the ‘mixed’ alternative, the walking-train-walking and the ‘mixed’ alternative, the walking-train-walking
decline in the ratio starts at - minutes. For the bus/tram/metro chain (walking-bus-
walking) there is a much more consistent decrease in the interconnectivity ratio throughout the walking) there is a much more consistent decrease in the interconnectivity ratio throughout the walking
entire trip time range.
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Figure - shows the cumulative number of users over increasing interconnectivity ratio values 
for diff erent multimodal public transport chains. Train as well as bus/tram/metro main mode 
users show a similar cumulative distribution while train mixed users (i.e. train combined with 
bus, tram and metro) show a much steeper gradient. Figure - shows that approximately  
of the train and bus/tram/metro users have a ratio in excess of . while virtually no mixed 
train users have a ratio of this magnitude. Considering the two chains, walking-train-walking
and bicycle-train-bicycle, the latter is initially larger and also increases at a steeper rate compared 
to walking-train-walking.  is might mean that the bicycle is used for longer access and egress 
times resulting in a larger ratio (initially) but that the use of the bicycle is also associated with 
longer line-haul stages (resulting in a smaller ratio).

6.6 Assumed travel time relationships

‘Probability’ curves such as those shown in Figure - (derived from Figure -) are frequently 
used in the planning of housing densities and the location of facilities, i.e. facilities should 
be located within the access and egress catchments in order to ‘attract’ public travellers. As 
illustrated in Figure -, these curves do show some variability for diff erent access/egress 
modes and line-haul modes. Less well known, however, is whether these probability curves 
reveal unique socio-demographic, transport, trip motive and land-use attributes. Preliminary 
descriptive results (not presented in the paper) suggested that access and egress times are less 
sensitive to land-use and socio-demographic characteristics but more sensitive to transport 
variables (i.e. modes used, travel time, transfers, etc.).  e un-dashed arrows in Figure - 
show known direction of infl uence while the dashed arrows show an unknown infl uence. Using 
Figure - as framework, the research hypotheses presented in the introduction are quantifi ed 
and presented in more detail in Table -.  e table shows various (generic) categories of 
variables and their hypothetical impact on the diff erent travel times and interconnectivity ratio 
(IR).  e +, - and/signs refer respectively to a positive, negative and unknown relationship (the 
reference categories are indicated in bold face). As the interconnectivity ratio is a function of 
access, egress and line-haul time (together with the other time elements), changes in these time 
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elements will be refl ected in the ratio and the exact magnitude (and hence +, - or /) will depend 
on the relative contribution of each time element to the ratio.

Table - show, for example, that males will accept longer access, egress and line-haul times 
compared to females.  e combined eff ect on the interconnectivity ratio, however, will be 
negative as it is expected that the increase in line-haul time will be larger than the cumulative 
eff ect of the increase in access and egress times. Similarly, access and egress are postulated to 
have a positive increase with line-haul time.  e hypothetical relationships postulated in Table 
- will be explored with the regression models, presented in the following section. Table - 
also supports the research hypotheses.  at is, access and egress show similar properties (similar 
signs); there is a positive relationship between access and egress time and line-haul time; 
increasing density leads to shorter travel time and, fi nally, the interconnectivity ratio refl ects the 
properties of the separate time elements.

6.7 Regression models

 e regression models attempts to explain the infl uences of various explanatory factors 
on the separate travel time elements (access, egress and line-haul times) and the resultant 
interconnectivity ratio. Less emphasis is placed on the predictability of travel time (and the 

Table -: Postulated relationships

Variables Access Egress Line-Haul IR

Socio-demographic control variables
Female vs Male + + + -
Car vs No Car + + - +
Age: Younger – Older - - + -
Household with no children vs
household with Children - - - /
Non-dual Income vs Dual Income - - + -
Transport variables
Off-Peak (Peak) + + - -
Transfers # + + + +
Walking vs bicycle + + + -
Line-Haul Time + + / -
Access & Egress Time / / + +
Trip motive variables
Education - - - +
Shopping - - - +
Leisure - - - +
Other / / / /
Urban form variables
Intra-urban vs Other + + / -
Origin/Destination Location in CBD vs all non-CBD + + / -
Land-use variables
Intermediate density vs
Lower density + + / +
Higher density - - / -
Speciality - - / -





ratio) and, as such, fi ndings of non-signifi cance are as important as fi ndings of signifi cance.  e 
time elements were transformed (log for access, egress and line-haul time and square root for 
the interconnectivity ratio) to obtain more normal distributions and as such, interpretation of 
the coeffi  cients should be treated with the necessary caution.

6.8 Regression models

 e regression models attempts to explain the infl uences of various explanatory factors 
on the separate travel time elements (access, egress and line-haul times) and the resultant 
interconnectivity ratio. Less emphasis is placed on the predictability of travel time (and the 
ratio) and, as such, fi ndings of non-signifi cance are as important as fi ndings of signifi cance.  e 
time elements were transformed (log for access, egress and line-haul time and square root for 
the interconnectivity ratio) to obtain more normal distributions. As such, interpretation of the 
coeffi  cients should be treated with the necessary caution.

In addition to the variables discussed, extensive sets of variables were tested for their infl uence 
on the diff erent time elements.  ese variables include socio-demographic characteristics, 
land-use and urban form attributes, trip and transport characteristics, and individual activity 
programme variables. Only variables that showed some discernible diff erences or were 
considered to be of particular relevance (based on past approaches and policy infl uence) were 
included in the models.

 e process of estimating the regression models consisted of two phases. In the fi rst phase, a 
base model, which only included the socio-economic and transportation variables – the control 
variables – were estimated. Land use models were subsequently estimated by adding the land-
use (density and speciality indices) and urban form (trip orientation) variables. For the land-
use models, hierarchical regression was used.  e order of entering of the variable blocks was 
determined by their additive power to the R²determined by their additive power to the R²determined by their additive power to the R , determined in extensive pre-analysis. Only the 
results for the fi nal land-use models are presented. Access and egress results are presented in 
Table - while Table - shows the results for the line-haul time and interconnectivity ratio. 
Only the main fi ndings are reviewed.

.. Access and egress
Generally, the explained variances for the access and egress models are rather low, i.e.  and 
 (Table -). Previous research also suggested that it is notoriously diffi  cult to estimate these 
stages of public transport trips, and travel time in general (Bovy and Jansen, ; Levinson and 
Kumar, ; Ortúzar and Willumsen, ).

Few of the socio-demographic variables were signifi cant and their infl uence was rather limited 
(i.e. less than  of the total explained variance is contributed by the socio-demographic 
variables for the access and egress time models). Males have a shorter egress time while 
travellers from households with children (< ) have a shorter access time. Individuals with 
young children will arguably choose closer transfer locations to counter the added burden of 
accompanying young children.





More signifi cant fi ndings were obtained with the transport variables. Transfers lead to shorter 
access times, which might point to the inverse relationship between access time and transfers. 
By assuming longer access time, people may be in a position to get to a more direct connection 
requiring fewer transfers.  e non-signifi cant relationship for egress and transfer might imply 
that people are less well informed about transfer locations at their destination, as they are 
generally less well informed about the destination.

 e use of the bicycle leads to respectively shorter and longer access and egress times; however, 
as also supported by Figure -, the coeffi  cient is much stronger for egress than access. Access as 
well as egress time is positively associated with line-haul time and again the coeffi  cient is much 
larger for egress than access.  is relationships holds even after controlling for trip orientation, 
i.e. intra- vs inter-urban and other trip orientations.

 e urban form and land-use variables showed diff ering infl uences on access and egress, but 
also non-linear properties.  e diff erent coeffi  cient signs for access and egress might indicate 
that access and egress respond diff erently to density and, importantly, factors associated with 
density. For example, access travel time might increase as a result of pedestrian congestion 
associated with higher densities as travellers converge on a single station. On the other hand, 
egress travel time might refl ect the shorter distances between station and the fi nal destination 
associated with higher densities and less congestion as travellers diverge from the station.

Although not all the density variables are signifi cant, the coeffi  cient signs for the access and 
egress time models are the same for both sides of the reference category (i.e. positive for the 
access time and negative for the egress time).  is might imply a non-linear relationship 
between density and access/egress travel behaviour. Frank and Pivo (), in studying the 
impacts of land-use on travel behaviour, also found a non-linear relationship with an infl ection 
point for density around  persons per acre.  is translates into roughly  persons per hectare, 
which is very similar to the intermediate density category (±  persons/ha) used in this research 
as reference category (Frank and Pivo, )⁶.

.. Line-haul and interconnectivity ratio
For the line-haul model, the explained variance is well above that obtained for access and 
egress, i.e. .  e two socio-economic variables signifi cant on the .-level are intuitively 
appealing. Males (compared to females) travel longer while persons younger than  years old 
travel shorter. It is generally supported in the literature that those younger than  work closer 
to home than the older age categories while men tend to have a longer commute. Transfers, 
as expected, lead to signifi cantly longer line-haul times while the use of ‘other’ egress modes 
(car driver, passenger or taxi) is associated with signifi cantly longer line-haul times. Longer 
access time is associated with longer line-haul time (as also shown by the access model) but the 
fi nding for egress time is not signifi cant (possibly as the result of diff erent variables in the line-
haul model). As Table - shows, all the other trip motives are associated with shorter line-haul 
times compared to the reference category.

As discussed, the interconnectivity ratio is a composite function of all the other travel time 
elements.  eoretically, all the variables that infl uence the other elements will infl uence the 
interconnectivity ratio and are, therefore, candidates for entry into the regression models. In 





Table -: Regression models: access and egress time

Access Time Egress Time

B t B t

(Constant) 1.763*** 4.762 2.262*** 5.238

Socio-Demographic
Female vs Male -0.006 -0.115 -0.150** -1.955
Car vs No CarCar vs No CarCar -0.045 -0.691 0.099 1.107
Age: 30-40: < 25 0.387** 2.122 0.030 0.121

25-30 0.010 0.104 0.166 1.274
40-50 -0.034 -0.458 0.036 0.377
50-65 0.058 0.679 0.133 1.255

Household with no child: 0 -17
HH with Child < 6 -0.135** -1.789 -0.046 -0.462
HH wit Child 6-17 -0.026 -0.356 -0.052 -0.557

Dual Income vs Non-dual Income 0.100* 1.599 -0.001 -0.009
Transport
Off-Peak (Peak) -0.052 -0.644 0.257** 2.298
Transfers # -0.134*** -2.851 -0.065 -1.031
Walking vs.Walking vs.Walking Other 0.131 1.159 -0.526** -1.786

Bicycle 0.143** 2.278 0.337*** 3.701
Line-Haul Time 0.090** 1.800 0.134** 1.926
Access/Egress Time 0.055 1.244 0.068 0.869
Trip motive variables
Education 0.017 0.087 0.380* 1.509
Shopping 0.158 0.926 -0.100 -0.522
Leisure 0.015 0.132 0.278* 1.705
Other -0.025 -0.237 0.036 0.251
Urban form variables
Intra-urban vs Inter-urban 0.044 0.531 0.016 0.149

 Other (between 
outlying areas)

0.303** 2.364 -0.084 -0.634

Origin/Destination Location CBD
vs Urban, non CBD

0.080 0.085 0.093 1.099

Town Centre -0.080 -0.616 -0.135 -0.726
Other 0.629*** 2.727 0.017 0.137
Land use variables
(3) Intermediate density:
(1) Very High 0.255** 2.183 -0.202 -1.140
(2) High 0.128 1.210 -0.371** -1.916
(4) Moderate 0.103 0.727 -0.327* -1.663
Speciality -0.001 -0.166 -0.006* -1.675
(Adjusted) R2 0.13 0.14

Reference category for dummy variables in italic

* P < 0.1; ** P < 0.05; *** P < 0.01

The land-use variables have been operationalised as follows:

•  Density (separate for origin and destination) refers to density per neighbourhood and the measure is a 

refl ection of the density of addresses (Highly urbanised: > = 2500 addresses per km2; Strong urbanised: 

1500 – < 2500; Intermediate Urbanised: 1000 – < 1500; Modestly urbanised: 500 – < 1000; Not Urbanised; 

< 500 address per km2). Classifi ed as (1) Very high, (2) High, (3) Intermediate and (4) Moderate. 

Intermediate used as reference category.

(continued on bottom of next page)





•  Diversity/Speciality index is based on the Hirshman-Herfi ndahl index (Duranton & Puga, 2000) and is given 

by: Indexi (SI) = Max
i

Max
i

Max (land use typeij)

Three types of land-uses are considered. Percentage of (1) fi rms in industry and building services, (2) 

commercial service delivery and, (3) other non-commercial businesses. The higher the value, the more 

specialised a zone is in a particular land-use. Does not give an indication of the type of specialisation.

Table -: Regression models: line haul time and interconnectivity ratio

Line Haul Time Interconnectivity ratio

B T B T

(Constant) 1.706*** 7.491 0.782*** 22.158

Socio-Demographic
Female vs Male 0.111** 1.855 -0.015 -1.247
Car vs No CarCar vs No CarCar -0.019 -0.279 0.002 0.140
Age: 30-40: < 25 -0.524*** -2.785 0.034 0.892

25-30 -0.053 -0.509 0.001 0.065
40-50 -0.053 -0.672 -0.013 -0.831
50-65 -0.046 -0.519 -0.005 -0.255

Household with no child:0-17
HH with Child < 6 -0.003 -0.033 -0.020 -1.191
HH wit Child 6-17 -0.109* -1.425 0.011 0.679

Dual Income vs. Non-dual Income 0.039 0.598 0.009 0.705
Transport
Off-Peak (Peak) 0.038 0.441 -0.008 -0.475
Transfers # 0.246*** 5.290 -0.071*** -7.579
Access: Walking vs OtherWalking vs OtherWalking 0.167* 1.355 -0.031 -1.249

Walking vs BicycleWalking vs BicycleWalking 0.139** 2.123 -0.023* -1.708
Egress: Walking vs OtherWalking vs OtherWalking 0.599*** 3.194 -0.115*** -2.961

Walking vs BicycleWalking vs BicycleWalking -0.114* -1.504 0.021* 1.406
Access Time 0.165*** 2.610
Egress Time 0.058 1.198
Trip motive variables
Education -0.365** -1.966 0.050 1.342
Shopping -0.523*** -3.295 0.019 0.673
Leisure -0.271** -2.104 0.060** 2.275
Other -0.222** -1.890 -0.018 -0.763
Urban form variables
Intra-urban vs Inter 0.636*** 8.552 -0.053*** -3.623

Other 0.414*** 3.950 -0.039* -1.685
Origin = CBD vs
Urban, Non-CBD 0.026** 1.836
Town Centre 0.028 1.180
Other -0.026* -1.426
Destination = CBD vs
Urban, non CBD 0.017 0.798
Town Centre 0.019 0.783
Other 0.009 0.255
(Adjusted) R2 0.41 0.27

Reference category for dummy variables in italic

* P < 0.1;  ** P < 0.05; *** P < 0.01





order to avoid over-fi tting and facilitate the discussion, only the land-use and urban form 
variables that showed up as signifi cant for the three travel time models are included.  e control 
variables are entered in total.

 e adjusted R² e adjusted R² e adjusted R  () for the interconnectivity ratio is higher than the one for access and egress 
but lower than the one for the line-haul time model. Generally, the results for the ratio refl ect 
the results of the separate travel time models and should be interpreted by referring to the 
separate models. Consider for example, the negative coeffi  cient of the transfer variable, which is 
positive on the line-haul time and negative on the access and egress times, leading to a smaller 
interconnectivity ratio.  e inter-urban and other trip orientations lead to a much smaller ratio 
as these variables also refl ect longer line-haul times.

6.9 Discussion and conclusion

Access and egress are the weakest links in a public transport chain, determining not only the 
availability but also the convenience of public transport. Initiatives aimed at improving the 
access and egress stages hold the potential to signifi cantly reduce public transport trip times 
and are inexpensive options compared to the expensive infrastructure and vehicle enhancement 
alternatives frequently considered.  e objective of this chapter was to investigate access and 
egress times and the proportion of access and egress time to total trip time as indicators of 
public transport availability and use.  e R²public transport availability and use.  e R²public transport availability and use.  e R  values are in line with the results obtained in 
related research concerning access and egress times.  e results seem to confi rm the belief that 
predicting travel time is notoriously hard and that it is a function of many factors not readily 
captured by travel and activity surveys (Cervero and Kockelman, ; Levinson and Kumar, 
).  e analysis revealed several useful results.

 e fi rst and second research hypotheses (i.e. similar socio-demographic, transport and 
land-use properties for access and egress travel time and decreasing access and egress time 
with increasing density) were, in part, supported. While access and egress travel times are 
of similar absolute magnitude (i.e. a mean of ± - minutes), they reveal both similar and 
dissimilar coeffi  cients.  at is, similar with regard to line-haul time and the use of the bicycle, 
and dissimilar with regard to urban development density. Overall it seems that access and 
egress are a function of transport variables (mode, transfers, line-haul time etc.), with socio-
demographic variables being of less importance in explaining travel time. Many traditional 
mode-choice socio-demographic variables, such as income, gender, age and car availability, were 
not statistically signifi cant for the travel time models. Evidently, the diff erent access and egress 
travel times do not discriminate with respect to most socio-economic categories.  is fi nding 
is also reaffi  rmed by other researchers who found relatively little explanatory power for socio-
economic and land-use variables for access and egress mode choice and total trip distances 
travelled (Cervero, ; Levinson and Kumar, ).

As suggested, the dissimilar land-use density coeffi  cients may be a function of microscopic 
land-use factors associated with density, not captured by the neighbourhood or transport zonal 
level data. Microenvironments, such as street gradient, number of streets to cross, freedom of 
movement, pedestrian and bicycle congestion, congestion at ticket sales offi  ces (for access), the 





need to show tickets at boarding, etc. all potentially infl uence the access and egress times.  e 
survey did not capture these ‘pedestrian environment’ factors. Considering the relationships 
with density, access shows a convex relationship (i.e. u-shaped), while egress shows a concave 
relationship (i.e. n-shaped). Possible expectations for these curves are as follows. As densities 
increase, access time initially decreases, up to an infl ection point (i.e. around  persons per 
hectare). A further increase in density is often associated with pedestrian/bicycle congestion 
as people converge on a single train station and, in addition, experience congestion at ticket 
offi  ces, bicycle stands, etc. On the egress side, egress travel time initially increases up to a certain 
maximum (people might only use public transport at very low densities if the location is within 
easy reach) after which higher densities may lead to signifi cantly shorter distances between 
train station and fi nal destinations explaining the concave relationship.

 e infl ection point for these non-linear relationships between access and egress time and 
density is the intermediate density category (reference category), i.e.  persons/acre or  
person/hectare.  is infl ection point corresponds to the minimum density threshold found by 
Frank & Pivo () which, as they argue, is the minimum density threshold required to bring 
about a change in travel behaviour. As this density level does in fact bring about a change in 
travel behaviour, the change, however, diff erent for access and egress (see Table -).

Intuitively a positive relationship should exist between access/egress travel time and line-haul 
time (hypothesis ).  at is, people would be willing to walk/cycle longer if their line-haul time 
(and other time elements) is longer. Support for this relationship was found with access and 
egress showing a positive relationship with increasing line-haul time.  is fi nding has some 
implications for disaggregated travel models. Out-of-vehicle time is frequently estimated as a 
parameter divided by distance, implying that, as trip distance increases, the importance of out-
of-vehicle time decreases and, as a result, out-of-vehicle time may increase as line-haul time 
increases.  e results presented in this paper support this use of out-of-vehicle time. However, 
as illustrated by the cumulative travel time distributions for the interconnectivity ratio and 
access/egress times, there is a limit to this formulation. Considering the physical nature of 
slow access and egress modes i.e. walking and cycling are associated with traveller fatigue, a 
limitless increase of access and egress as a result of longer trip distances or line-haul time seems 
unrealistic.  e cumulative interconnectivity ratio distributions, together with access and egress 
time distributions, can be used as indicators of the limit of this relationship between access and 
egress and line-haul time.

Considering the fi nal hypothesis, the interconnectivity ratio refl ects the proportion of time 
spent on access and egress as a share of total trip time. Although individual access and egress 
times shows signifi cant individual variability, the interconnectivity ratio shows less variation, 
falling mainly in the range of .-. for most multimodal public transport chains. With 
increasing trip time, the ratio shows a continuously decreasing trend.  is trend is very much a 
function of the multimodal mode chain (i.e. access-main-egress) and the overall trip time.
 e results presented here are potentially useful for estimating travel time and disaggregated 
mode choice models.  e interconnectivity ratio can be particularly useful to predict viable 
public transport trips in standard logit models. A known problem with logit models is that 
they may predict illogical access times (for example, the models will predict long access times 
and then a short line-haul time for some trips). A ratio derived for the diff erent access-main-





egress mode combinations will eliminate unrealistic mode chains.  us, the parameter estimated egress mode combinations will eliminate unrealistic mode chains.  us, the parameter estimated egress
for the ratio in logit-type models should be negative, implying that as the ratio increases, 
multimodal public transport chains should become increasingly unlikely.

Both the access and egress availability and interconnectivity ratio can be used to derive choice 
sets of available and realistic public transport trips. Should travellers face unrealistic access and 
egress times and/or an unrealistic interconnectivity ratio, public transport trips will be excluded 
as an alternative or considered an inconvenient public transport alternative, compared to 
unimodal transport alternatives.

 e regression results also have some implications for predicting trip travel time. Notably, the 
signs for variables seem to diff er between the access/egress and line-haul modes. For example, 
males generally have shorter egress times compared to females, yet longer line-haul times. 
Similarly, the number of transfers is associated with a decrease in access but an increase in 
line-haul times. As public transport trips consist of diff erent stages, estimating public transport 
travel time as a single travel time entity will lead to inconsistent results, as variables which 
increase access/egress time lead to a decrease in line-haul time and vice verse.

6.10 Notes

 Manuscript accepted for Publication: Krygsman, S., Dijst. M. & Arentze, T., ‘Multimodal Public Transport: An 
Analysis of Travel Time Elements and the Interconnectivity Ratio’, Transport Policy, .Analysis of Travel Time Elements and the Interconnectivity Ratio’, Transport Policy, .Analysis of Travel Time Elements and the Interconnectivity Ratio’
ABSTRACT: Access and egress are the weakest links in a public transport chain and determine the 
availability and convenience of public transport. Initiatives aimed at improving access and egress holds 
potential to signifi cantly reduce public transport trip time and are inexpensive options compared to expensive 
infrastructure and vehicle enhancement alternatives frequently considered. Accurate estimates of access and 
egress times, however, are often in short supply. Use is made of a comprehensive travel-activity diary to collect 
detail travel time estimates.  e results suggest that access and egress times are more a function of access and 
egress modes and trip orientation than of socio-demographic characteristics. Land use has a diff erent impact 
on access and egress and in both cases the relationship seems non-linear.
Access and egress time increase with increasing trip time, however, the increase is not as strong as line-haul 
time and as a result the interconnectivity ratio (access and egress time as proportion of total trip time) declines 
as trip time increase. For most multimodal trips, the ratio falls within a modest range of .-..  e results 
can be used, amongst other, in planning the catchment area of public transport and predicting choice sets of 
realistic multimodal trips.

 In addressing these four hypothesis, the chapter aims to answer the third research question as stated in 
Chapter , pg. .

  e research programme, for which the data were collected, is referred to by the acronym AMADEUS, 
which stands for ‘Assessing the time varying eff ects of Multimodal transportation systems on Activity and 
Destination choices in Urban Systems’.

  e following sub-sets are used in the paper: () All multimodal transport trips, N= ,; () Home-based 
work trips, N =  (n =  for train; n =  for B/T/M; n =  for train mixed); () Home-based train 
multimodal trips, N = .

 Obviously, when access and egress travel times are combined and related to line-haul time, the requirement to 
select only home based trips cease to exist.





 Intermediate density: ,-, addresses per km². With a mean household size of . this translates into ± 
 persons per km² or ±  persons per hectare.
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7 Capturing interdependencies in 
tour mode and activity choice: A 
co-evolutionary logit modelling 
approach1

‘Life is a journey – not a destination’, Author unknown

7.1 Introduction

As elaborately discussed and visually depicted in Chapter , activity-based travel demand 
models are characterised by a plethora of choice facets covering activity and travel issues. 
 ese include activity frequency, start time, duration, location and transport mode, and span 
diff erent time horizons, i.e. short-, medium- and long-term (Adler and Ben-Akiva, ; Alves 
and Axhausen, ; Arentze et al., b; Arentze and Timmermans, b; Arentze and 
Timmermans, ; Kitamura et al., ; Kondo and Kitamura, ; Nishii et al., ; Wen 
and Koppelman, ). An important feature of contemporary activity-based models is their 
recognition of the interdependent nature of these choice facets. As Figure - (and -) clearly 
illustrated, interlinked travel and activity choice facets are particularly evident on the home-
based work tour.

Home-based tours are simply defi ned as a sequence of movements that begins and ends at the 
home location (Alves & Axhausen, ; Timmermans et al., )². Given the prominence 
of work as a mandatory activity, the home-based work tour (or simply work tour) is important 
in shaping daily activity and travel behaviour with the home and work location acting as pegs 
around which daily activity and travel behaviour are organised (Cullen and Godson, ; 
Forer and Kivell, ; McGuckin and Murakami, ). Many researchers have pointed to the 
secondary role of the work tour, i.e. providing an opportunity to link activities (Nishii et al., 
).

 e possible linking of intermediate activities to the work tour clouds our understanding of 
the infl uence of policy and planning measures to entice users to shift from environmentally 
unsustainable transport modes, such as the car, to more sustainable public transport alternatives 
for their commute trip (Hensher and Reyes, ). Clearly, certain modes, such as the car, 
are more ‘suited’ to inserting activities on the work tour by virtue of the mode’s spatial and 
temporal fl exibility. Contrary to the car, Figure - shows that the activity spaces produced by 
public transport modes are much more constrained as a result of the public transport network 





coverage, speed of travel and mode fl exibility, which are all parameters of the daily time-space 
path.

While a visual presentation of the interlinked tour choice facets is valuable, the causal 
relationships, however, between additional activities on the work tour and tour mode choice 
have not yet been well clarifi ed or quantifi ed.  is results in problems when specifying 
models of decision chains such as the arbitrary choice of the sequence in which decisions are 
made. Any predefi ned order presupposes a decision structure that might not refl ect actual 
circumstances and may result in erroneous predictions.  e alternative of assuming a discrete 
choice between all combinations of choices in the tour is also theoretically inadequate.  e 
problem is aggravated in cases where intermediate activity and mode choice may be mutually 
interdependent. Identifying the decision structure underlying the insertion of intermediate 
activities (or trip chaining behaviour) may suggest a method for evaluating transport policies 
more eff ectively (Dueker et al., ; Nishii and Kondo, ).

 e main objectives of this chapter are to address the nature of the causal relationship between 
the work-tour choice facets and also to consider how the spatial and temporal properties 
of multimodal public transport infl uence complex tour formation.  e research question is 
addressed through the co-evolutionary methodology, which holds implications for both the 
estimation and prediction phases. Separate utility models are estimated for each choice facet 
with the other choice facets used as independent variables. Estimated parameters thus represent 
the infl uence of the other choice facets. Prediction involves iteratively updating predicted 
possibilities until a predefi ned convergence is reached (which solves the problem of circularity 
between linked decisions). Assuming that least uncertain decisions are made fi rst, the relative 
degree of uncertainty for a particular choice facet will determine the position of the decision 
in the choice hierarchy. Co-evolutionary modelling methodology was previously introduced 
and applied by Arentze and Timmermans () to predict linked decision rules of activity 
scheduling and profi ling decisions (Arentze and Timmermans, ).  is application diff ers in 
that logit models are used (as opposed to decision trees) and the technique is extended to also 
predict the order of decisions.

 e chapter is structured as follows:  e following section briefl y reviews the literature on 
the relationship between intermediate activities and mode choice as well as the specifi c 
methodologies applied to assess these intrinsically linked decisions.  is is followed by a 
discussion of the co-evolutionary and nested logit modelling methodology applied in this 
chapter.  e data collection and choice sets for estimation are subsequently discussed.  e 
results of the models are presented in the following section before the chapter is concluded 
with a discussion of the implications for transport policy and land-use planning.

7.2 Tour choice facets in the literature

 e importance of tours in explaining travel and activity behaviour has long been recognised 
by the transport modelling fraternity and signifi cant conceptual, methodological and empirical 
advances have been made (Daly, ).





Strathman and Dueker () used the United States Nationwide Personal Transportation 
Survey data (NTPS, ) to derive a trip chain typology, which they related to various socio-
demographic, metropolitan structure and transport characteristics (Strathman and Dueker, 
). Using cross-tabulations and binomial logit models (with the dependent variable the 
probability of a complex commute), they found that changing household composition and 
structure, higher incomes and the entrance of women into the labour market resulted in more 
complex work chains. Support for their fi ndings is provided by McGuckin and Murakami 
() who also found that women are more likely to form complex work trip travel chains 
(McGuckin and Murakami, ).  e changing social and economic role of women (especially 
their increasing participation in the labour force) over the past three decades has had equally 
signifi cant changes on travel behaviour and particularly on trip chaining.  e diff erence between 
men and women in this regard, however, seems to be amplifi ed by the household composition 
and gender roles, in particular child-care responsibilities.

In a series of articles dealing with the specifi c impacts of spatial-temporal constraints on the 
propensity to chain activities to the work tour, Nishii, et al. (), Kondo and Kitamura () 
and Nishii and Kondo () showed that the likelihood of pursuing a non-work activity in a 
separate, home-based trip chain will increase with the speed of travel, i.e. faster modes. A pre-
condition of this fi nding, however, is that the marginal benefi t of in-home activity diminishes 
(Kondo and Kitamura, ). Should the marginal benefi t not diminish, the above-mentioned 
relationship actually reverses with more activities being inserted on the tour as the speed of 
travel increases. Furthermore, the propensity to chain activities to the work tour increases as the 
commuting distance (and thus the trip duration), the travel cost or the density of opportunities 
increases.  is also applies to train users if the number of transfers increases (Kondo and 
Kitamura, ; Nishii et al., ; Nishii and Kondo, ).

Finally, Kondo and Kitamura () state that the same principles do not apply to all three 
prisms (at least for the before and the after work prisms) when it comes to intermediate activity 
engagement. Intermediate activities of short duration seems to be conveniently linked to the 
work trip in the morning prism, but the afternoon prism imposes less stringent time-space 
constraints on intermediate activities, thus allowing for activities of a longer duration.

In addressing the issue of interdependencies of tour decisions, Adler and Ben-Akiva () 
treat tour choice facets as a single joint choice of a complete travel pattern (travel pattern being 
defi ned as a set of tours – and included in tours the number of stops, mode choice etc. – made 
by an individual within a fi xed time period). Using the utility maximising framework, they 
related the optimum travel pattern (measured in terms of the number of tours travelled on a 
given day and the number of stops made on each tour) to transport expenditure.  ey found 
that disincentives on travel (e.g. increase in travel expenditure) cause an overall decrease in the 
average number of sojourns per tour.  is was found to be caused by the general reduction in 
the number of sojourns per household, which results in fewer opportunities for a household to 
link trips together in multiple-sojourns (Adler and Ben-Akiva, ).

Wen and Koppelman () address the issue of interdependencies of tour choice facets by 
adopting a linked model methodology (Wen and Koppelman, ).  ey use a two-stage 
logit modelling approach system to model short-term travel and activity decisions.  e fi rst 





stage includes (a) the generation of daily maintenance activities (stops), and (b) the allocation 
of stops/cars among household members.  e second stage includes the individuals’ choice of 
travel patterns, including the selection of the number of tours and the assignment of stops to 
the tour.  e expected utility of the second-stage models (tour formation models) is used in 
the estimation of the fi rst-stage models, while the second-stage model is conditional on the 
estimated number of stops (from the fi rst-stage model). Using a two-day travel and activity 
diary from Portland, Oregon () they found that the expected utility on the individuals’ 
tour pattern has an infl uence on the generation of maintenance stops and on the allocation of 
maintenance stops and cars among household members.

In general, most studies agree that the forces behind the formation of complex work chains are 
related to household composition, urban form and spatial-temporal constraints. Considering 
the choice process, earlier studies have adopted a simultaneous choice model, i.e. the decision 
consists of a single choice of all choice facets (e.g., Adler and Ben-Akiva, ; Strathman et 
al., ), a nested choice model, i.e. lower-level choices are nested within higher-level choices 
in some predefi ned hierarchy (e.g., Wen and Koppelman, ) or a sequential choice model, 
i.e. decisions are made sequentially in some pre-defi ned order (e.g., Borgers et al., ; Fujii et 
al., ). Notwithstanding their obviously valuable contribution, all of these approaches have 
shortcomings. Assuming a (subjectively) predefi ned order, as is done in nested and sequential 
approaches, presupposes a decision structure that might not refl ect actual circumstances in 
all cases and hence results in erroneous or biased predictions.  e alternative of assuming a 
simultaneous discrete choice between all combinations of choices in the tour is also troublesome 
as the number of choice alternatives increase tremendously with the number of choice facets 
and individuals may evaluate alternatives at the choice-facet level.

7.3 Methodological approach and disaggregated travel data

..  e choice problem
Faced with their daily activity programme (sets of activities to be included during the day) and 
available means of transport, individuals can organise their travel in individual trips and/or 
trip chains (or tours).  is research is concerned with the scheduling of out-of-home activities 
(i.e. intermediate activities) on the work tour (work is assumed to be the primary subsistence 
activity and other daily activities are assumed to be scheduled around this). Activities available 
for insertion on the work tour include, in order of importance, non-leisure activities (church, 
medical and other planned personal and household non-leisure activities), serving passengers 
or goods (pick-up/drop-off  of persons or goods), maintenance activities (shopping and 
services), leisure (social, recreational and cultural purposes) and other (i.e. remaining activities)³. 
Individuals can insert no additional activities on the work tour, in which case the work tour 
is referred to as a simple tour; or they can insert intermediate activities before, in between 
and/or after work, in which case the work-tour is referred to as a complex tour.  e before, in 
between and after intermediate activities are modelled as separate (discrete) choices, as they do 
not refer to mutually exclusive categories. In the case of multiple intermediate activities on the 
same position in the tour (before, in between, after), the choice is defi ned based on the primary 
intermediate activity.  e primary intermediate activity is selected on the basis on the hierarchy 





above, i.e. non-leisure, serving passenger/goods, maintenance and other, in order of importance. 
 e models thus refer to the primary intermediate activity on the work tour.

An important property of the co-evolutionary approach is the assumption that the other 
choice facets are known for each decision.  at is, for the mode choice decision, the observed 
intermediate activity choice is known while for the intermediate activity choice models, the 
mode choice and other intermediate activity choices are assumed to be known.  is assumption 
implies that an activity is defi ned as available for insertion on the tour if two conditions are met. 
Firstly, an activity must occur on the day, i.e. it is included in the activity programme for that 
day. Secondly, after taking into consideration the other intermediate activities of the same type 
on the tour (i.e. before, in between and after), if any, there are still activities left for insertion 
for this particular choice. As such, the intermediate activity choice models (before, in between 
and after the main activity) refer to the choice of inserting an activity only when that activity is 
available for insertion on the tour. When no activity is available, either because it is not in the 
daily activity programme and/or this type of activity has been inserted on the tour in the other 
prisms, the option is excluded from the choice set.

Considering the main transport mode of a tour, the mode has been defi ned based on a 
hierarchy of modes: train, bus/tram/metro, car driver, car passenger, bicycle, walking and other, 
in hierarchical order. For example, any tour involving a train trip for any of the tour trips is 
defi ned as a train tour⁴defi ned as a train tour⁴defi ned as a train tour . Use of public transport modes as tour main mode does not preclude 
other modes from being used on the tour, for example slow modes can be used during the 
lunch hour.  e model, however, predicts the main tour mode used.  e choice set for the 
mode choice logit model is defi ned as car driver, car passenger, train, bus/tram/metro and slow 
(the latter includes both walking and the cycling). A nested structure is adopted with private, 
public and slow defi ned as the primary nests. Secondary nodes for private are car driver and 
car passenger. For public, the train and bus/tram/metro (B/T/M = one category) are the nodes. 
Slow was selected as the reference category.  e car driver alternative was only available to 
people with a driver’s licence. No other availability criteria were specifi ed.

.. Co-evolutionary modelling methodology
 e co-evolutionary approach has implications for both the estimation and prediction phases. 
 e process is initiated by estimating separate models for mode choice and intermediate 
activity choices (before, in between and after).  ese four models are individually estimated 
using the traditional multinomial/nested logit modelling framework (Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 
; Lerman and Ben-Akiva, ; Richards and Ben-Akiva, )⁵. In each model, the choice 
outcomes of the other choice facets are included as independent variables.  e estimated 
parameters for these choice facets thus indicate interactions between these choices. During 
the prediction phase, the co-evolutionary method involves an iterative procedure. Initially, 
the choice probabilities for the four decisions (PkiPkiP t= where k = choice facet, i = alternative 
within choice facet and t = iteration) are set as equal (i.e. PkPkP  = Pk = Pk = P  for each k).  e models are 
subsequently used to predict the probability distribution PkPkP t assuming t assuming t PjPjP t- for each decision t- for each decision t- j ≠ j ≠ j
k.  e process is iterated until a convergence criterion is met, whereby convergence is measured 
as the sum of absolute diff erences between updated probabilities and probabilities of the last 
iteration. Once convergence is achieved, the choice facet with the lowest level of uncertainty is 
selected and a decision is made and fi xed in the iterative process. Uncertainty is measured as the 





entropy of the choice probability distribution. A decision involves choosing the alternative that 
has the highest choice probability. Since a decision changes the choice probability, the same 
process is repeated until all decisions have been made.

 e outcome of the above is a set of decisions for the choice of tour main mode, before 
intermediate activity, in between intermediate activity and after intermediate activity as well as 
the order of the decisions. In this procedure, the sequence of the decisions is predicted and case 
dependent rather than a-priory defi ned and constant across cases. Since the co-evolutionary 
approach assumes full information about the outcomes of related choices in the estimation 
stage, it may improve the predictive performance of the model as well.  e main reason, 

Table -: Tour mode choice and intermediate activity (IA) occurrence

1 2 3 4 5 6

Tour mode No Intermediate 
Activity (%) 
Simple tours

At least one 
IA before 
work (%)

At least one 
IA in between 

work (%)

At least one IA 
after work (%)

Complex 
tours (%)

Total

Car driver 633 (56) 196 (17) 122 (11) 285 (25) 499 (44) 1132
Car passenger 35 (65) 10 (19) 3 (5) 10 (19) 19 (35) 54
Train 346 (72) 30 (6) 33 (7) 86 (18) 133 (28) 479
Bus/Tram/Metro 121 (68) 12 (6) 8 (5) 45 (25) 58 (32) 179
Slow: Walking & cycling 529 (58) 146 (16) 110 (12) 252 (28) 384 (42) 913
Total 1,664 (60) 394 (14) 285 (10) 678 (25) 1,093 (40) 2,757

Table -: Tour mode and intermediate activity diff erentiated according to activity type

Tour mode No intermediate 
activity (IA) (%)

At least one 
non-leisure

At least one 
serve pass./

goods

At least one 
maintenance

At least
one leisure

At least 
one other

Car driver 633 (56) 31 340 82 67 14
Car passenger 35 (65) 1 13 3 2 1
Train 346 (72) 4 49 57 28 3
Bus/Tram/Metro 121 (68) 2 22 22 11 3
Slow: Walking & cycling 529 (58) 27 222 107 64 6
Total 1,664 (60) 65 646 271 172 27

Table -: Frequency distribution of choices for intermediate activity (IA) choices on work mode tours

Model Nr. 1 2 3
Intermediate activity 

before work
Intermediate activity after 

work
Intermediate activity in 

between work

Choice Categories # % # % # %

No IA 2,363 85.7 2,079 75.4 2,481 90.0
Non-leisure out 35 1.3 17 0.6 16 0.6
Drop off/Pick up 337 12.2 334 12.1 121 4.4
Maintenance 9 0.3 195 7.1 80 2.9
Leisure 6 0.2 123 4.5 46 1.7
Other 7 0.3 9 0.3 13 0.5
Total 2,757 100.0 2,757 100.0 2,757 100.0





however, for using this approach in the present study is that it allows the researcher to establish 
the nature of the interdependence between activity and (multi) tour mode choice. If the mode 
decision is made prior to the activity choice, there is evidence in the majority of cases that 
activity choice is conditional on mode choice rather than the other way round.

.. Data
 e data used in this study come from the AMADEUS dataset discussed extensively in 
Chapter  (A new activity diary format: design and limited empirical evidence) and Chapter 
 (Study area selection, survey response, land-use and transport data) (Arentze et al., a)⁶. 
To summarise, a total of , households, representing , individuals, completed and 
returned usable diaries. Information on ± , trips and , tours (i.e. an average of 
. trips per tour) were recorded. Of these, , (.) tours involved a public transport 
mode while , (.) tours involved private transport modes only.  e survey data were 
combined with extensive data on the transport and land-use systems. For each tour, objective 
travel times were derived for slow, car and public transport modes using the national road and 
public transport network of  e Netherlands (i.e. ‘basisnetwerk’-fi le and ‘Randstad Model’-fi le, 
)(Adviesdienst Verkeer en Vervoer, ). Land-use data, which included accessibility 
measures, were derived for all -digit postal code areas (the chosen spatial unit) in the study 
area (see Chapter , Table -)⁷.

Work tours were selected (n = ,) and some additional selection criteria were applied which 
included selection of ‘closed tours’ (tours that start and end at the home location on the same 
day), instances where travel times could be successfully derived (sometimes it was not possible 
to derive travel times as home and work locations where not coded correctly) and tours where 
the main mode was clearly identifi able. After all the selections, the dataset contained , 
home-based work tours. Table - shows the cross-tabulation of modes and intermediate 
activities for the dataset.  e three columns (i.e. at least one intermediate activity before, in 
between and after work) refer to tours where at least one intermediate activity (IA) occurred 
and where intermediate activities are not mutually exclusive (thus they do not add up to the 
total for complex tours as shown in column ).

 e dataset contains, seemingly, more intermediate activities compared to other studies, 
which often found only ±  of all tours to be complex (Alves & Axhausen, ; Arentze 
and Timmermans, a; Strathman et al., ; Strathman and Dueker, ). A possible 
explanation lies in the fact that for the AMADEUS dataset a relatively high percentage of 
drop off /pick up persons/goods activities (termed ‘serve passenger/goods in this study) were 
observed.  e latter might be a result of the diff erent diary format used in the study (Arentze et 
al. a). Table - shows the type of intermediate activity inserted on the tour associated with 
the diff erent transport modes.

Table - shows the frequency distribution of intermediate activity type for the three 
intermediate choice models.  ere are relatively few cases for the activity categories 
maintenance, leisure and other in the before model.  e low number of cases is probably due to 
the fact that most work tours commence in the morning and that (in the Netherlands at least) 
many shops and businesses do not open before : or :am. Similarly, for the in between 
model there are fewer intermediate activity cases overall compared to the other two alternatives. 





Too few cases hamper the estimation of coeffi  cients and it was decided to group some of the 
intermediate activity choices together.  e results are shown in Table -.

7.4 Modelling results

 e results of the four logit models are presented in Appendices -A to -D at the end of this 
chapter. In as much as the data allowed, the same independent variables have been used in 
the three models of intermediate activity choice to facilitate comparison. For the tour mode 
choice model, four categories of variables have been used, i.e. transport level-of-service, socio-
demographic, intermediate activity and urban form variables. Descriptions of the variables are 
given in the fi rst column of Appendix -A. Considering the intermediate activity choice models, 
transport level-of-service, activity programme, other intermediate choice, socio-demographic, 
land-use and urban form variables were used. Similarly, variable defi nitions are shown in the 
fi rst column of Appendix -B.

.. Mode choice model
In general, the results obtained for the mode choice models are in line with traditional mode 
choice models. Travel time, estimated as a generic coeffi  cient, is appropriately signed and 
in order of magnitude of travel-time estimates in other models. Unfortunately, estimating 
mode-specifi c travel times proved unsuccessful.  e train travel-time ratio is correctly signed 
(negative) implying that a larger diff erential between train and car travel time leads to a 
decrease in the utility of the train.

Considering the socio-demographic variables, the utility of public transport modes decreases 
with an increase in the number of cars per worker. An increasing household size leads to a 
decrease in the utility for all modes; however, the disutility is much smaller for car modes 
compared to public transport modes. For the reference category slow modes, the results imply 
that more household members will rely on slow modes when household size increases. Given 
that larger households generally contain more children, this fi nding is understandable.  e male 
dummy variables reveal that the utility of public transport modes declines while it increases for 
car driver.

Table -: Frequency distribution of grouped choices for intermediate activity choice

Model Nr. 1 2 3
Intermediate 
activity before 

work

Intermediate 
activity after work

Intermediate 
activity in between 

work

Choice categories # % Choice categories # % # %

No IA 2363 85.7 No IA 2079 75.4 2481 90.0
Drop-off/Pick up 337 12.2 Bring Get 334 12.1 121 4.4
Non-leisure out 35 1.3 Maintenance 195 7.1 80 2.9

Leisure 123 4.5 46 1.7
Other 22 0.8 Other 26 .9 29 1.1
Total 2757 100.0 Total 2757 100.0 2757 100.0





 e insertion of before and after intermediate activities on the tour leads to a decrease in 
the utility of public transport modes.  e coeffi  cients are particularly strong for the before 
intermediate activity choice, which might refl ect the especially rigid time regimes and schedules 
public transport travellers face on the trip to work in the morning time period. Fixed public 
transport schedules, fi xed work start times, as well generally limited free time in the morning 
lead to an inability to undertake intermediate activities on the morning trip. In general, public 
transport travellers are not able to terminate their trip and deviate from the fi xed public 
transport network.

On the other hand, none of the in between intermediate activity variables showed up as 
signifi cant. As the model estimates the main mode used on the tour, the use of public transport 
does not exclude individuals from using slow modes (the reference category) in between work 
activities to insert intermediate activities on the tour. Public transport users may conduct in 
between intermediate activities by switching to walking (or cycling) if activity locations are 
within easy reach given their available time.

Two urban form variables were included, i.e. an origin and destination central business district 
(CBD) dummy indicating whether a person resides or works in a CBD location respectively. 
Whereas none of the origin CBD variables are signifi cant, all the destination CBD variables 
are. Individuals working in the CBD have a preference for public transport while the utility 
of the car is lower.  e latter most likely relates to limited and/or expensive parking as well as 
congestion problems. Public transport networks are traditionally designed to converge on the 
CBD with good services running to and from the CBD.

.. Intermediate activity before main activity
Transport mode specifi c dummies were estimated for car driver and slow mode only, meaning 
that public transport and car passenger together formed the base. As there were too few cases 
for public transport and car passenger, it was not possible to estimate separate eff ects for the 
two. Use of the car (driver) increases the utility of inserting non-leisure intermediate activities. 
Neither car driver nor slow mode signifi cantly increases the utility for inserting a serve 
passenger/goods activity.

Travel-time parameters were fi rst estimated as alternative specifi c (the reference No choice). 
No signifi cant and/or interpretable results were obtained. An alternative specifi c parameter was 
subsequently estimated only for the No choice alternative, but the result was not signifi cant. 
 is is slightly counter-intuitive (and contrary to the literature), as one would expect longer trips 
and tours to be associated with a higher activity-chaining propensity. However, as this model 
refers to the ‘before main activity’ alternative, it may be that many people do not have time to 
insert an intermediate activity before the main activity commences. Furthermore, longer trips 
and tours generally begin earlier in the day when fewer businesses are open.  e relationship 
between trip duration and activity insertion may thus be a function of trip start times. A similar 
argument also holds for the car distance variable with only one distance variable (i.e. serve 
passenger/goods) being signifi cant. A longer trip distance leads to a lower propensity to insert 
a serve passenger/goods activity. Considering the peak period travel dummy, the models reveal 
that inserting a serve passenger/goods activity on the tour is positively associated with travelling 
during the peak period, while negatively associated with inserting other activities.  is might 





indicate that passenger/goods serve is a mandatory activity which cannot be scheduled during 
less congested travelling periods.

 e following two variables, i.e. number of activities in the activity programme (excluding the 
main tour activity, i.e. work) and duration of the main tour activity (i.e. work) represent the 
time pressure faced by the individual. No signifi cant coeffi  cients were found for the number of 
activities in the daily activity programme. Work activity duration was found to be signifi cant for 
the serve passenger/goods activity.  e results seem to indicate that people who face much time 
pressure do not compensate by inserting activities on the way to work.  e exception is serve 
passenger/goods, which is often a compulsory activity.  e longer the duration of the main 
activity, the more likely people are to chain this activity to the tour, as time for a separate tour 
will be limited. Short-duration work activities will allow people to undertake a separate tour for 
the activity as opposed to chaining the activity to the work tour.

 e following four variables refer to whether or not a similar activity was inserted on the tour 
(i.e. the other intermediate choice variables).  at is, After choice (Non-leisure) refers to the 
case where a non-leisure activity was inserted after the main activity, while in between refers 
to whether a similar activity was inserted in between the main activity. Very obvious is the very 
strong coeffi  cient for the After choice (serve passenger/goods) variable.  e positive coeffi  cient 
implies that when this activity is inserted after the main activity, it very strongly increases 
the propensity that the activity will be inserted before the main activity. It also points to the 
relationship between serve passenger/goods and the need to repeat that activity in the evening. 
 e positive coeffi  cient also implies that the same person assumes responsibility for serve 
passenger/goods before and after work as opposed to the activity being shared.

Of the socio-demographic variables, the gender variable is relatively strong and signifi cant for 
the serve passenger/goods, implying that males are much less likely to take responsibility for 
this activity. Higher-income people are more likely to chain serve passenger/goods activities 
to their work tours (higher income is also associated with longer work duration).  e negative 
coeffi  cient for lower income and non-leisure activities is particularly strong. It is quite possible 
that lower income people are less likely to participate in these types of activities (particularly 
cultural activities) or that, because of the correlation with activity duration, lower income people 
have more time to conduct separate tours for these activities. Dual income households and the 
presence of a young child (< years of age) signifi cantly increase the propensity to chain a serve 
passenger/goods activity to the work tour.

Of the land-use and urban form variables, the dummy indicating whether a trip originates in 
the central business district (CBD) signifi cantly increases the utility to insert non-leisure and 
other intermediate activities on the work tour. In CBDs many businesses are more likely to be 
open in the morning while activity locations are often much more favourably located (in terms 
of accessibility). Individuals living in the CBDs have much more opportunity to chain these 
activities to their work tours.





.. In-between main activity
Of the transport mode dummies, car driver and slow mode lead to an increase in the utility 
of maintenance activities in between work. Private transport modes are readily available at the 
work location and allow individuals to make full use of their free time window.

Travel time is positively associated with maintenance activities in between the main activity. 
People who travel for very long periods will more likely undertake their maintenance activities 
in between the main activity as they (probably) arrive too late or have to depart too early to 
conduct these activities at the origin or destination.

 e activity programme and work duration are mostly signifi cant and negatively associated 
with the insertion of intermediate activities in between the main activity.  e more the activities 
during the day, the less the utility for a serve passenger/goods and maintenance activity to be 
inserted in between the main activity. Similarly, the longer the work duration, the less the utility 
for inserting any of the activities in between the main activity. At fi rst this might seem counter-
intuitive. However, this might imply that the main activity gets preference and that people faced 
with many activities will rather undertake separate trips from home as opposed to inserting 
these activities on the tour. Conversely, it also implies that people with fewer activities are more 
likely to chain their activities to the main tour.  e negative relationship between work duration 
and the insertion of an intermediate activity should be treated with some caution due to the 
inherent relationship between work duration and the availability of free time, for example 
during lunch. Arguably people that insert an intermediate activity in between work activities 
will have a shorter work duration (i.e. as they are away from work during the in between main 
activity). People that do not insert an intermediate activity in between work activities are thus 
much more likely to work longer.

Considering the other choice variables, only after-choice maintenance is signifi cant and 
positive. A positive coeffi  cient for the after-choice maintenance activity leads to an increase 
in utility for the in between maintenance choice (this is then given that more than one 
maintenance activity exists on the tour).  us, people with many maintenance activities and 
who have already inserted maintenance activities on the tour will tend to continue adding 
(inserting) maintenance activities on the tour rather than undertaking new tours.

Considering the socio-demographic results, the male dummy is positive for leisure and other 
activities. It is frequently acknowledged that men are much more likely to participate in leisure 
activities (such as sporting activities) during the lunch hour. Low income leads to a lower utility 
to insert intermediate activities in between main activities.  is might be because lower-income 
people tend to work shorter hours and have more time after work to insert a serve passenger/
goods activity. If an individual comes from a dual income household, it increases the utility 
of inserting a serve passenger/goods and leisure activity in between the main activity. People 
from dual income households generally have tight time schedules. Time for leisure activities, in 
particular, is limited and the lunch break, for example, might allow these people to insert leisure 
activities.

 e urban form and land-use variables, specifi cally whether or not the work location is within 
the CBD or not, signifi cantly increase the utility of inserting an intermediate activity on the 





tour.  e CBD off ers more opportunities in close proximity and allow people to insert an 
intermediate activity, within the small free time window.

.. After main activity
Considering the transport variables, distance is positively associated with inserting a 
maintenance activity after work.  e peak time period dummy shows similar fi ndings as for the 
before choice models, with serve passenger/goods having a positive coeffi  cient while leisure is 
negatively (and very signifi cantly) associated with peak period tours.  is implies that leisure 
trips are much more likely to be chained outside the peak period or undertaken as separate 
tours, and that leisure activities might be more sensitive to congestion compared to other 
activities.

Having more activities in the daily activity programme leads to a lower utility for inserting 
leisure activities on the tour.  is is in accordance with general theory that suggests that leisure 
activities tend to fall away when people are confronted by a heavy activity task schedule.  is 
might indicate that leisure activities receive a lower priority on the tour and that other activities 
are scheduled before attention is paid to the leisure activity. A second plausible conclusion is 
that leisure activities are scheduled later in the day when other activities have been conducted 
and implemented. Activities that are scheduled later are more likely to be undertaken on 
separate tours.
As with the before results, the duration of the work activity is positively associated with the 
insertion of a serve passenger/goods activity and a leisure activity on the tour, again a plausible 
result. People are much more likely to chain leisure activities to the tour, should their work 
activity be a of long duration. Conversely, assuming that many leisure activities are pre-planned 
for the evening and/or after work, it is plausible that individuals remain at the work location 
until it is time to leave for the leisure activity.

Concerning the other choice variables, when a serve passenger/goods activity is inserted on 
the way to work (before), the utility of inserting this activity after work increases signifi cantly. 
Again, this supports the fi nding that the intermediate serve passenger/goods activity is 
scheduled for the same tour and undertaken by the same person. Somewhat surprising is the 
positive association with the before choice-maintenance.  e positive coeffi  cient implies that 
inserting this activity on the way to work increases the utility of this activity also being inserted 
after work. Given the ‘availability’ defi nition above, this result implies that diff erent episodes of 
a maintenance activity tend to be scheduled for the same tour.

Considering the socio-demographic variables, men are less likely to insert a serve passenger/
goods activity on the tour (as for the before mode choice model).  e presence of young 
children (i.e. <  years) leads to a decrease in the utility of leisure activities on the return trip 
from work. Arguably, children demand time and care after work, impacting on the ability to 
insert leisure activities on the return home leg of the tour.

Finally, concerning the land-use and urban form variables, only one variable, the destination 
CBD variable, is signifi cant and implies that the utility of inserting a maintenance activity on 
the tour after work increases if the destination (i.e. home) is within the CBD.





.. Co-evolutionary model (CEM) results
 e co-evolutionary model converged in all of the , cases. On average . iterations with 
a standard deviation of . were needed to establish a decision on all four choice facets. If the 
choice facets were fully independent, then  + n iterations would suffi  ce to reach n decisions. 
 e higher number of iterations indicates that interdependencies played a role in the process. 
Table - shows the frequency distribution of the observed tour choice facets (column ) 
and the predicted frequency distributions using the co-evolutionary model (column ). As it 
appears, predicted frequencies closely match the observed frequencies.  e only exception is 
that dominant choices are slightly over-predicted.  is is what we would expect given the used 
decision rule, which selects the highest-probability alternative in every case. For the purpose of 
the present analysis, however, the decision outcomes are less relevant than the decision order, 
provided that biases at the level of outcomes are limited. Table - shows the order of the 
decisions in the CEM.

As shown in Table -, mode choice is nearly always chosen last, while intermediate activities 
rank much higher up. Before intermediate activity choice is in  of the cases the fi rst tour 
decision made. In between intermediate activity choice is in  of the cases the fi rst tour 
choice, but in  of the cases the second tour decision. After intermediate activity choice 
features lower down in the hierarchy, but is still ahead of mode choice; it is in  of the time 
the third or higher, most important decision, while mode choice is in  of the cases the last 
tour decision to be made. At the same time, it is important to note that considerable variation 
in decision order exists between cases.  e latter fi nding supports the hypothesis that the 
assumption of a predefi ned and fi xed decision order is in confl ict with reality, at least in this 
case.

Table -: Choice set predictions

Tour choice facet Observed CEM

Mode Car driver 0.41 0.54
Car pass. 0.02 0.02
Train 0.17 0.09
BTM 0.07 0.04
Slow 0.33 0.30

Before Non-leisure 0.01 0.01
Serve passenger/goods 0.12 0.13
Other 0.01 0.01
No intermediate activity 0.85 0.85

In-between Other 0.01 0.01
Leisure 0.02 0.02
Maintenance 0.03 0.02
Serve passenger/goods 0.04 0.06
No intermediate activity 0.90 0.89

After Other 0.01 0.01
Leisure 0.05 0.04
Maintenance 0.07 0.10
Serve passenger/goods 0.12 0.14
No intermediate activity 0.75 0.71





 e estimation results of the logit models seem to support the co-evolutionary results. Firstly, 
whereas the tour mode choice (Appendix -A) is very much infl uenced by intermediate 
activities (both in terms of the number of signifi cant intermediate activity dummies and the 
strength of these dummies), the intermediate activity choice models show less relationship with 
the transport mode dummies.  is might suggest that the decision to insert an intermediate 
activity is not so much a function of the mode but that the chosen mode is determined by the 
presence of intermediate activities on the tour.

7.5 Discussion and conclusions

 is chapter addressed the issue of interaction in work tour choice facets (i.e. mode choice, 
before, in between and after intermediate activity choice) in an attempt to explore the role of 
transport mode on complex tour formation.  e co-evolutionary methodology was proposed 
to clarify the nature of these possible causal relationships. As illustrated, the methodology 
combines well with the logit-modelling framework. It involves estimating separate choice 
models using full information about the outcomes of the related choices and then deriving 
predictions simultaneously based on an iterative procedure of updating choice probabilities. 
Assuming that least uncertain decisions are made fi rst, a decision order can be derived from the 
model dependent on the utility distributions of the specifi c case.

In general, the results show that for complex transport the modes involving mode chaining 
and many transfers, such as public transport modes, the utility for insertion of intermediate 
activities on the tour decreases. Simple (i.e. single, unchained) private transport modes are 
more readily associated with intermediate activities on the tour.  is supports the general 

Table -: Tour decision hierarchy

Choice order Frequency % Cum. %

Mode First 94 3 3
Second 228 8 12
Third 250 9 21
Fourth 2,185 79 100
Total 2,757 100

Before First 1,709 62 62
Second 639 23.2 85
Third 341 12.4 98
Fourth 68 2.5 100
Total 2,757 100

In-between First 843 31 31
Second 1,473 53 84
Third 299 11 95
Fourth 142 5 100
Total 2,757 100

After First 843 4 4
Second 1473 15 19
Third 299 68 87
Fourth 142 13 100
Total 2 757 100





notion that complex transport modes lead to simple activity chains while simple transport 
chains lead to complex activity chains. However, although this relationship holds in general, 
the relationship between intermediate activities and mode choice seems to be magnifi ed or 
subdued by the location of the intermediate activity on the tour.  e results showed that before 
and after intermediate activities are particularly negatively infl uenced by public transport modes 
while private transport modes are associated with an increase in the utility when inserting 
intermediate activities before or after the main tour. Inserting intermediate activities in between 
the work activity, however, seems much less infl uenced by public transport. While factors such 
as density of opportunities and available time are obviously important, the results suggest that 
public transport users are not overly constrained by limited private mode availability (at the 
work location) and individuals may rely on slow modes for intermediate activities in between 
the main activity.

Considering the socio-demographic, land-use and urban form characteristics, the results of 
the empirical analysis reaffi  rm existing fi ndings. In general, women remain responsible for 
most of the complex tours. Specifi cally, the serve passenger/goods activity predominantly 
remains a woman (wife’s) responsibility. Furthermore, the same person assumes responsibility 
for both serve passenger/goods activities during the day (i.e. before and after the work activity) 
as opposed to sharing the activities between household members. Both these activities are 
also scheduled for the same tour as opposed to being inserted on separate tours. While these 
general fi ndings hold for the before and after work intermediate activities, the in between 
intermediate activities show some distinct diff erences. For one, men are much more likely to 
insert intermediate activities in between main activities (specifi cally leisure and maintenance 
activities). Longer trip durations (negative for before and after intermediate activities), increase 
the utility for in between intermediate activities. In between intermediate activities thus show 
some distinctly diff erent socio-demographic and transport properties compared to before and 
after intermediate activities.

 e co-evolutionary model (CEM) successfully converged over the , cases and provides 
for additional information not previously available with standard utility-based approaches. 
Furthermore, the CEM does not impose additional data needs and, as demonstrated, can be 
used successfully with the utility maximising framework.

An important benefi t of the model is the information on the hierarchy of tour choice facets.  e 
CEM showed that intermediate activity choices are made before mode choice in most cases. In 
these cases, the decision to insert an intermediate activity before work is least uncertain and 
therefore supposedly the fi rst tour choice. Mode choice, on the contrary, is most uncertain and 
assumed to be the last tour decision. In conclusion, the co-evolutionary approach may not only 
improve the predictive performance of the model, but also allows one to establish the nature of 
the interdependencies between intermediate activity and tour mode choice if one is willing to 
make the required rationality assumption.

 e order of the intermediate activity decisions also seems to correlate with the temporal and 
spatial constraints placed on individuals during the three prisms on the work tour. Clearly, 
engaging in activity participation on the way to work is subject to more temporal and spatial 
constraints than after work.  e possibility of arriving late for work and opening hours is 





arguably more severe in the morning prism than in the evening prism. Discretionary activities 
are thus much more likely to be scheduled for the evening prism while only mandatory 
activities will be inserted into the morning prism.  e presence of mandatory activities in the 
morning prism will demand much spatial and temporal fl exibility of the transport mode and, 
again, modes will be chosen based on the presence and nature of intermediate activities.

 e above fi ndings have signifi cant implications transport and land-use planning. Clearly, 
household structure and individual role within the household (both endogenous variables 
in transport and land-use policy) remain signifi cant factors infl uencing the propensity to 
insert intermediate activities on the work tour.  e increasing entry of women into the labour 
market and their continuing responsibility for traditional household tasks such as caring and 
chaperoning young children will clearly impact on their trip-chaining propensity. Furthermore, 
given that these tasks are often inserted during peak periods, its impact on congestion is 
to be expected. As household care tasks tend to be mandatory and, their demonstrated by 
the co-evolutionary methodology, the intermediate activity before work dominates the tour 
choice facets, it is likely that the transport mode will be chosen to suit the intermediate 
activity requirements of women and not the other way around. Women’s requirement to 
combine household and facility responsibilities with the work tour makes it likely that they 
will increasingly rely on the fl exibility of private transport modes to satisfy their trip-chaining 
needs. Transport policy should keep track of socio-demographic trends and target appropriate 
public transport market segments.

Furthermore, the eff ect of public transport policies aimed at decreasing public transport travel 
time between home and work will be muted if the specifi c market segments are faced with 
many intermediate activity requirements.  e improvement in public transport travel time will 
be partly off set by the additional travel time required to travel to intermediate activity locations, 
which are often inadequately served by the infl exible public transport network and service 
schedule.  us, integrating public transport and land use, for example by providing retail, service 
and even childcare facilities at public transport transfer facilities, will allow people to satisfy the 
complex mode chaining requirements in the constrained activity spaces allowed for by public 
transport, which ultimately should benefi t public transport as a substitute for car travel.

In conclusion, the results suggest that the temporal and spatial properties of the prisms on the 
work tour, the household structure and individual responsibility and the fl exibility of available 
transport modes will collectively infl uence the work tour formation. Public transport authorities 
can benefi t much by considering more appropriate market segments for which the constraints 
of public transport are less binding and the intermediate activity insertion requirement is more 
fl exible.

7.5 Notes

 Paper presented at th International Conference on Travel Behaviour Research, ‘Moving through nets: 
 e physical and social dimensions of travel’, Lucerne, -. August , Austria, , Authors: Stephan 
Krygsman,  eo Arentze and Harry Timmermans: To be submitted for publication.





ABSTRACT:  e paper aims to analyse the interdependencies in work tour choice facets, specifi cally mode 
and activity choice. Activities may be inserted before, in between and/or after the work activity resulting 
in complex work tours. Traditional modelling approaches assume that tour decisions are being made 
simultaneously or in some predefi ned order. Both these assumptions have inherent shortcomings, such as 
defi ning a discrete set of choice alternatives or wrong estimation of parameters in the case of hierarchical 
estimation. To address the questions of interdependent tour choice facets, the paper proposes the co-
evolutionary methodology.  e methodology holds implications for both the estimation and prediction phases. 
Separate utility models are estimated for each choice facet with the other choice facets used as independent 
variables. Estimated parameters thus represent the infl uence of the other choice facets. Prediction involves 
interactively updating predicted possibilities until a pre-defi ned convergence is reached (which solves 
the problem of circularity between linked decisions). Under the assumptions that individuals make least 
uncertain decisions fi rst, the methodology provides for clarifi cation on the order of decisions.  e empirical 
analysis uses detailed, disaggregate travel-activity diaries collected in the Utrecht-Almere-Amsterdam region, 
 e Netherlands in .  e results reveal that mode choice is signifi cantly infl uenced by intermediate 
activities while intermediate activities are less infl uenced by mode choice. Also, before, in between and 
after intermediate activities correlate with distinctly diff erent transport, land-use and socio-demographic 
characteristics. Considering the order of decisions, it was found that, in the majority of cases, intermediate 
activity choice ranks higher up in the decision hierarchy while transport mode ranks rather low.  e fi nding 
supports the hypothesis that intermediate activities might not be as discretionary as sometimes believed and 
that mode choice is determined, in most cases, by activity choice and not vice versa.

 In general, tours are defi ned as round trips that start and end at the same location and may include home, 
work or other activity location.

  e order of importance of activities is derived from the requirement to serve the needs of the household and 
the possibility – or not – of scheduling the activity at another time.

 Arguably, this deterministic rule favours public transport modes and discriminates against slow modes.  e 
defi nition might result in a higher number of public transport tours. In some cases private transport may be 
used in combination with public transport and the traveller might consider public transport as the secondary 
mode, with private transport being the main tour mode.  ere was, however, no other satisfactory rule to 
detect the primary tour main mode. An alternative rule considers travel time on the diff erent modes as an 
indication of main mode. A descriptive analysis of travel time revealed that the longest travel time very often 
(in fact nearly always) corresponded to the hierarchy and as a result it was decided to adopt the hierarchy as a 
decision rule.

  e HieLow modelling software was used to estimate the parameters (Bierlaire, ).
  e research programme, for which the data were collected, is referred to by the acronym AMADEUS, 

which stands for ‘Assessing the time-varying eff ects of Multimodal transportation systems on Activity and 
DEstination choices in Urban Systems’.  e research was commissioned by the Dutch government in an 
attempt to clarify multimodal travel and activity patterns (Arentze et al, b).

  e Netherlands counts a total of ± , -digit postal code areas (PCAs). Each -PCA contains ±  
persons and, given a -digit PCA location for a household, the location can be determined within - 
metres of accuracy depending on development density.
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Appendix 7-A: Work tour mode choice model

Variable defi nition Coeffi cient Estimation Std.Er T-ratio Multinomial

ASC: Ref. Slow Mode Constant-BTM -5.626 1.693 -3.324 -0.477
Constant-Train -7.018 1.723 -4.074 -1.206
Constant-Car Passenger -5.297 0.812 -6.523 -3.643
Constant-Car Driver -2.281 0.627 -3.637 -0.715

Transport variables
Train time/Car time Train TTR -0.145 0.043 -3.341 -0.038
(Access + egress)/Trip Time Interconnectivity Ratio (Train) 0.048 0.840 0.057 -0.106
Road Distance between home 

and work
Home-Work Distance (Train) 0.099 0.010 9.583 0.044

Travel Time -0.042 0.002 -19.110 -0.018
Socio-Demographic Variables
# cars in households/# of 

workers
Cars/Worker-Train -2.123 1.185 -1.792 -0.291

Cars/Worker-BTM -2.540 1.188 -2.137 -0.570
Cars/Worker-Car Driver 2.133 0.435 4.903 1.059
Cars/Worker-Car Passenger 2.295 0.548 4.187 0.992

# persons in household Household Size-BTM -2.472 0.634 -3.898 -0.198
Household Size-Train -2.473 0.633 -3.905 -0.163
Household Size-Car 

Passenger
-0.664 0.206 -3.224 -0.165

Household Size-Car Driver -0.567 0.136 -4.160 -0.196
Female reference Male Dummy-BTM -3.143 1.148 -2.737 -0.378

Male Dummy-Train -3.178 1.149 -2.766 -0.379
Male Dummy-Car Passenger -0.101 0.419 -0.241 -0.083
Male Dummy-Car Driver 0.159 0.265 0.600 0.163

Income in excess of 55 k Euro 
per year

Hi Inc-BTM -1.626 1.256 -1.295 -0.226

Hi Inc-Train -0.980 1.243 -0.788 0.093
Hi Inc-Car Passenger 0.005 0.477 0.011 0.096
Hi Inc-Car Driver -0.044 0.285 -0.153 0.102

Income lower than 35 k Euro 
per year

Li Inc-BTM -0.353 1.234 -0.286 0.237

Li Inc-Train -0.828 1.238 -0.669 -0.037
Li Inc-Car Passenger -0.101 0.495 -0.204 0.369
Li Inc-Car Driver -0.620 0.316 -1.963 -0.270

Presence of child < 6 years in 
household

YoungChild-BTM -0.483 1.470 -0.329 -0.579

YoungChild-Train -0.105 1.453 -0.073 0.120
YoungChild-Car Passenger -0.671 0.614 -1.093 -0.702
YoungChild-Car Driver -0.089 0.332 -0.268 0.039

Household with 2 income 
earners

Dual Inc-BTM 0.419 1.102 0.380 0.002

Dual Inc-Train 0.870 1.102 0.789 0.601
Dual Inc-Car Passenger 0.398 0.437 0.911 0.098
Dual Inc-Car Driver 0.388 0.273 1.424 0.314

Intermediate activity variables
IM = Intermediate activity (IA) 

before work
IM-BTM -3.522 1.667 -2.113 -0.692

IM-Train -3.198 1.646 -1.942 -0.816
IM-Car Passenger 1.606 0.553 2.903 0.748





IM-Car Driver 1.304 0.383 3.409 0.427
MI = Intermediate activity (IA) 

after work
MI-BTM -2.458 1.201 -2.046 -0.141

MI-Train -2.455 1.196 -2.053 -0.433
MI-Car Passenger -0.483 0.474 -1.019 -0.501
MI-Car Driver 0.138 0.263 0.525 0.038

MIM = Intermediate activity 
(IA) in between work

MIM-BTM -1.591 1.554 -1.024 -0.527

MIM-Train -2.125 1.560 -1.362 -0.401
MIM-Car Passenger -0.592 0.711 -0.833 -0.482
MIM-Car Driver 0.103 0.360 0.285 -0.044

Urban form variables
CBD = 1; Non-CBD = 0 Origin CBD-BTM -0.783 1.516 -0.516 0.028

Origin CBD-Train -1.025 1.523 -0.673 -0.050
Origin CBD-Car Passenger -1.107 0.749 -1.478 -0.773
Origin CBD-Car Driver -0.605 0.381 -1.589 -0.315
Destination-BTM 2.815 1.103 2.552 0.840
Destination-Train 2.865 1.104 2.595 0.909
Destination-Car Passenger -1.793 0.609 -2.943 -0.593
Destination-Car Driver -2.177 0.450 -4.838 -0.996
Theta0 0.137 0.016 -54.360
Theta1 0.499 0.068 -7.376

General results of the 
estimation

Number of coeffi cients: 58
Final log-likelihood: -2417.68
Log-likelihood of multinomial 

model:
-2691.74 Test: 548.116

Log-likelihood of model with 
zero coeffi cients:

-4387.24 Test: 3939.11

Rho squared (zero): 0.45
Rho bar squared (zero): 0.44





Appendix 7-B: Before work intermediate activity choice

Variable defi nitions Independent variables Coeffi cient Std. Error T-Ratio

Alternative Specifi c Constant: NO 
= Reference

ASC (Non-leisure out) -1.310 1.763 -0.743

ASC (Serve_Pass./Goods) -2.292 0.584 -3.923
ASC (Other) -2.420 1.239 -1.953

Transport mode
Transport mode: car driver Car_Driver (Non-leisure out) 1.871 0.911 2.054

Car_Driver (Other) 1.428 0.910 1.569
Car Driver Serve (Pass./Goods) 0.172 0.318 0.542

Transport mode: Slow Slow (Non leisure out) 0.467 0.307 1.520
Slow (Serve_Pass./Goods) -0.550 0.709 -0.776
Slow (Other) 0.188 0.636 0.295

Travel time (Specifi c to no 
intermediate activity)

Travel Time -0.003 0.003 -1.151

Car distance between home and 
work

Road Distance-Non-leisure_out -0.022 0.015 -1.435

Road Distance (Serve_Pass./
Goods)

-0.010 0.005 -2.000

Road Distance (Other) -0.005 0.011 -0.451
Tour start in peak period: 

6:30-9:00
Peak Period : Non-Leisure out 0.170 0.617 0.275

Peak Period : Serve Pass./Goods 1.084 0.218 4.977
Peak Period : Other -1.484 0.498 -2.982
Activity programme

Activity program: # of activities 
per day

AP-Non-leisure_out 0.137 0.160 0.858

AP-Serve_Pass./Goods 0.008 0.071 0.107
AP-Other 0.192 0.152 1.267

Duration of work activity Act._Duration-Non-leisure_out -0.001 0.002 -0.824
Act._Duration-Serve_Pass./Goods 0.001 0.001 1.769
Act._Duration-Other -0.001 0.002 -0.936

Other intermediate choices
Intermediate activity choice after 

the main activity
After_Choice-Non-leisure_out 1.509 1.678 0.900

After_Choice-Serve_Pass./Goods 1.157 0.228 5.064
After_Choice-Other 0.432 0.618 0.699

Intermediate activity choice in 
between the main activity

In-between_Choice-Serve_Pass./
Goods

0.434 0.392 1.108

Socio-demographic
Male mummy Gender-Non-leisure_out -0.385 0.595 -0.647

Gender-Serve_Pass./Goods -0.542 0.202 -2.676
Gender-Other 0.865 0.529 1.636

Income in excess of 55 k Euro per 
year

High_Income_Dummy-Non-
leisure_out

0.034 0.689 0.049

High_Income_Dummy-Serve_
Pass./Goods

0.523 0.218 2.395

High_Income_Dummy-Other -0.586 0.613 -0.955
Income lower than 35 k Euro per 

year
Low_Income_Dummy-Non-

leisure_out
-2.201 0.804 -2.739

Low_Income_Dummy-Serve_
Pass./Goods

-0.301 0.225 -1.335





Low_Income_Dummy-Other -0.001 0.612 -0.002
Individuals from household where 

both people work
Dual_Income_Dummy-Non-

leisure_out
-0.015 0.546 -0.027

Dual_Income_Dummy-Serve_
Pass./Goods

0.545 0.195 2.799

Dual_Income_Dummy-Other -0.468 0.460 -1.017
Household with young child 

(younger < 6 years)
Young Child Dummy-Non-leisure 

out
0.055 0.635 0.086

Young Child Dummy-Serve/Pass./
Serve Goods

0.460 0.180 2.548

Young Dummy-Other -0.213 0.786 -0.271
Land use & urban form
LOG (Floor space of daily & non-

daily shopping and ‘dienst’
Origin_Access-Non-leisure_out 0.003 0.101 0.033

within 1.25 km of home travel 
distance with slow modes)

Origin_Access-Serve_Pass./Goods 0.031 0.035 0.877

Origin_Access-Other -0.060 0.084 -0.716
CBD dummy Origin_CBD-Non-leisure_out 3.043 1.013 3.005

Origin_CBD-Serve_Pass./Goods 0.184 0.277 0.662
Origin_CBD-Other 1.105 0.530 2.084

General results of the estimation
Number of coeffi cients: 47.00
Final log-likelihood: -556.58
Log-likelihood of multinomial 

model:
-556.575 Test: -0

Log-likelihood of model with zero 
coeffi cients:

-1125.87 Test: 1138.58

Rho squared (zero) : 0.51
Rho bar squared (zero) : 0.46





Appendix 7-C: In between work intermediate activity

Coeffi cient Estimation Std. Error T-ratio

ASC-Serve_Pass./Goods 2.379 1.099 2.165
ASC-Maintenance -2.668 1.321 -2.020
ASC-Leisure -2.323 1.222 -1.901
ASC-Other -1.595 2.393 -0.667
Transportation variables
Car_Driver-Serve_Pass./Goods 0.320 0.707 0.452
Car_Driver-Maintenance 1.995 0.667 2.989
Car_Driver-Leisure 0.062 0.661 0.094
Car_Driver-Other -0.792 0.824 -0.960
Slow_Mode-Serve_Pass./Goods 0.322 0.719 0.449
Slow_Mode-Maintenance 1.895 0.651 2.912
Slow_Mode-Leisure 0.405 0.627 0.646
Slow_Mode-Other -0.738 0.891 -0.829
Train-Serve_Pass./Goods 0.651 0.783 0.832
Travel_Time-Serve_Pass./Goods 0.001 0.005 0.221
Travel_Time-Maintenance 0.012 0.005 2.347
Travel_Time-Leisure 0.006 0.004 1.378
Travel_Time-Other -0.010 0.008 -1.196
Activity variables
Activity_Program-Serve_Pass./Goods -0.369 0.115 -3.203
Activity_Program-Maintenance -0.340 0.126 -2.687
Activity_Program-Leisure -0.184 0.145 -1.271
Activity_Program-Other -0.150 0.168 -0.893
Work_Duration-Serve_Pass./Goods -0.006 0.001 -6.584
Work_Duration-Maintenance -0.006 0.001 -5.695
Work_Duration-Leisure -0.007 0.001 -5.997
Work_Duration-Other -0.008 0.002 -4.107
Other choice variables
Before_Choice-Serve_Pass./Goods 0.371 0.358 1.038
After_Choice-Serve_Pass./Goods 0.137 0.343 0.400
After_Choice-Maintenance 1.058 0.470 2.252
Socio-demographic variables
Gender-Maintenance 0.491 0.324 1.512
Gender-Leisure 1.495 0.462 3.234
Gender-Other 2.874 0.884 3.252
Gender-Serve_Pass./Goods 0.405 0.288 1.408
High_Income_Dummy-Serve_Pass./Goods 0.121 0.287 0.419
High_Income_Dummy-Maintenance -0.165 0.359 -0.459
High_Income_Dummy-Leisure 0.071 0.450 0.158
High_Income_Dummy-Other -0.102 0.695 -0.147
Low_Income_Dummy-Leisure 0.443 0.489 0.907
Low_Income_Dummy-Other 0.206 0.841 0.244
Low_Income_Dummy-Serve_Pass./Goods -0.838 0.325 -2.582
Low_Income_Dummy-Maintenance -0.387 0.355 -1.091
Dual_Income_Dummy-Serve_Pass./Goods 0.575 0.273 2.109
Dual_Income_Dummy-Maintenance -0.101 0.296 -0.340
Dual_Income_Dummy-Leisure 1.392 0.412 3.378
Dual_Income_Dummy-Other -0.740 0.501 -1.479
Young_Child_Dummy-Serve_Pass./Goods -0.504 0.321 -1.571
Young_Child_Dummy-Maintenance -0.425 0.429 -0.990





Young_Child_Dummy-Leisure 0.209 0.551 0.380
Age1-Maintenance 1.409 0.883 1.596
Age2-Serve_Pass./Goods -0.920 0.517 -1.780
Age2-Maintenance 0.987 0.861 1.146
Age2-Leisure 0.423 0.590 0.717
Age2-Other -0.741 0.767 -0.966
Age3-Serve_Pass./Goods -1.078 0.474 -2.272
Age3-Maintenance 0.418 0.822 0.509
Age3-Leisure 0.068 0.507 0.134
Age3-Other -1.823 0.625 -2.915
Age4-Serve_Pass./Goods 0.696 0.650 1.070
Urban form & transportation variables
Des. CBD-Serve pass./goods 0.638 0.296 2.159
Des. CBD-Maintenance 0.888 0.329 2.697
Des. CBD-Leisure 1.369 0.383 3.578
Des. CBD-Other -0.086 0.696 -0.123
Des Acessibility-Serve Pass./Goods -0.146 0.060 -2.451
Des. Accessibility-Maintenance 0.068 0.085 0.803
Des. Accessibility-Leisure -0.094 0.080 -1.169
Des. Accessibility-Other 0.275 0.213 1.287
General results of the estimation
Number of coeffi cients: 65
Final log-likelihood: -581.937
Log-likelihood of multinomial model: -581.937 Test: -0
Log-likelihood of model with zero coeffi cients: -1141.45 Test: 1119.02
Rho squared (zero): 0.49
Rho bar squared (zero): 0.43





Appendix 7-D: After work intermediate activity

Coeffi cient Estimation Std. Error T-ratio

ASC-Serve_Pass./Goods -0.559 0.758 -0.738
ASC-Maintenance -0.878 0.925 -0.950
ASC-Leisure 0.104 1.328 0.078
ASC-Other -0.419 1.296 -0.323
Transportation variables
Car_Driver-Serve_Pass./Goods 0.320 0.647 0.495
Car_Driver-Maintenance 0.378 0.854 0.442
Car_Driver-Leisure 0.163 1.244 0.131
Car_Driver-Other 0.074 0.663 0.112
Slow_Mode-Serve_Pass./Goods 0.619 0.661 0.937
Slow_Mode-Maintenance 0.519 0.858 0.605
Slow_Mode-Leisure 0.344 1.243 0.277
Slow_Mode-Other 0.119 0.726 0.164
Bus-Serve_Pass./Goods 0.943 0.811 1.163
Bus-Maintenance 1.178 0.910 1.294
Bus-Leisure 1.314 1.300 1.011
Train-Serve_Pass./Goods -1.049 0.744 -1.409
Train-Maintenance 1.202 0.884 1.359
Train-Leisure 0.530 1.278 0.415
Car_Distance-Serve_Pass./Goods 0.009 0.005 1.685
Car_Distance-Maintenance 0.011 0.006 1.907
Car_Distance-Leisure 0.008 0.006 1.233
Car_Distance-Other 0.004 0.011 0.318
Travel_Time_(NO) 0.002 0.002 0.638
Peak Period Serve. Pass./Goods 0.395 0.184 2.147
Peak Period Maintenance 0.266 0.209 1.278
Peak Period Leisure -2.978 0.304 -9.787
Peak Period Other -0.675 0.497 -1.358
Activity variables
Activity_Program-Serve_Pass./Goods -0.050 0.071 -0.704
Activity_Program-Maintenance -0.125 0.090 -1.378
Activity_Program-Leisure -0.458 0.131 -3.497
Activity_Program-Other -0.095 0.163 -0.581
Work_Duration-Serve_Pass./Goods 0.002 0.001 3.471
Work_Duration-Maintenance 0.001 0.001 1.116
Work_Duration-Leisure 0.002 0.001 2.164
Work_Duration-Other -0.001 0.002 -0.575
Other choice variables
Before_Choice-Serve_Pass./Goods 1.219 0.228 5.352
Before_Choice-Maintenance 2.223 1.247 1.782
In-between_Choice-Serve_Pass./Goods 0.652 0.419 1.556
In-between_Choice-Maintenance 0.646 0.474 1.364
Socio-demographic
Gender-Serve_Pass./Goods -1.077 0.203 -5.301
Gender-Maintenance -0.163 0.225 -0.726
Gender-Leisure 0.071 0.262 0.272
Gender-Other 0.067 0.582 0.114
High_Income_Dummy-Serve_Pass./Goods 0.223 0.233 0.959
High_Income_Dummy-Maintenance -0.138 0.258 -0.533
High_Income_Dummy-Leisure 0.030 0.285 0.105





High_Income_Dummy-Other 0.241 0.616 0.391
Low_Income_Dummy-Serve_Pass./Goods -0.142 0.224 -0.634
Low_Income_Dummy-Maintenance 0.077 0.253 0.304
Low_Income_Dummy-Leisure -0.199 0.314 -0.633
Low_Income_Dummy-Other 0.121 0.631 0.191
Dual_Income_Dummy-Serve_Pass./Goods 0.142 0.191 0.744
Dual_Income_Dummy-Maintenance -0.188 0.200 -0.939
Dual_Income_Dummy-Leisure -0.366 0.239 -1.532
Dual_Income_Dummy-Other 0.637 0.548 1.162
Young_Child_Dummy-Serve_Pass./Goods 0.044 0.229 0.193
Young_Child_Dummy-Maintenance -0.164 0.315 -0.519
Young_Child_Dummy-Leisure -0.447 0.462 -0.969
Young_Child_Dummy-Other 0.428 0.603 0.711
Age2-Serve_Pass./Goods -0.566 0.306 -1.851
Age2-Maintenance -0.476 0.292 -1.631
Age2-Leisure -0.385 0.336 -1.145
Age2-Other -1.218 0.677 -1.798
Age3-Serve_Pass./Goods -0.458 0.272 -1.683
Age3-Maintenance -0.489 0.244 -2.002
Age3-Leisure -0.433 0.285 -1.522
Age3-Other -1.787 0.576 -3.104
Urban form & land use
Destination_CBD-Serve_Pass./Goods -0.027 0.241 -0.113
Destination_CBD-Maintenance 0.417 0.238 1.751
Destination_CBD-Leisure 0.152 0.289 0.527
Destination_CBD-Other -0.509 0.693 -0.735
General results of the estimation
Number of coeffi cients: 71
Final log-likelihood: -1015.83
Log-likelihood of multinomial model: -1015.83 Test: -0
Log-likelihood of model with zero coeffi cients: -1365.76 Test: 699.87
Rho squared (zero) : 0.26
Rho bar squared (zero) : 0.20









8 Conclusions and discussion

‘Too many everyday needs of people ... are tied to the ability to overcome space (as safely, cheaply, and 
as rapidly as possible), and the economies of all nations are too dependent on the effi  cient movement 
of raw materials and fi nished goods, for us to allow any feelings of negativism to prevent us from 
pursuing our goal of achieving a better understanding of traveller behaviour’ (Pas, , p. ).pursuing our goal of achieving a better understanding of traveller behaviour’ (Pas, , p. ).pursuing our goal of achieving a better understanding of traveller behaviour

8.1 Introduction

Modern-day travel behaviour in developed countries is characterised by a complex web of trips 
that has lost its focus on the central business district and is dominated by private car mobility. 
Aggregate phenomena increasingly observed include, among others, cities choked by daily 
traffi  c gridlocks, ineffi  cient and overloaded public transport systems, inaccessible public spaces 
and communities isolated from highways and railway lines and health concerns as a results of 
CO₂ emissions. In addition to these mainly environmental problems many communities not 
able to aff ord private cars are faced with an often inaccessible and unconnected public transport 
system that provides limited spatial and temporal accessibility and which may ultimately lead to 
occurrences of social exclusion.

 ese problems have generated interest in how transport and supportive land-use and urban and supportive land-use and urban and
form policies might at least moderate the pressure for growth in personal mobility and at the and at the and
same time support more sustainable transport choices. In this context, much attention has been 
paid to public transport as a sustainable transport alternative (Adviesdienst Verkeer en Vervoer, public transport as a sustainable transport alternative (Adviesdienst Verkeer en Vervoer, public transport
; Cervero, ; Cervero, )¹. Despite signifi cant investments in public transport, 
however, the mode has not managed to signifi cantly stem the growth in car mobility and has 
actually declined in absolute share of all travel. Potential reasons for this include, among others, 
the inability of transport planners and policymakers to gain insight into the demand for travel 
(which is derived from the demand for activity participation), propose alternative and/or more 
appropriate public transport policy measures and ultimately predict the outcome of multimodal 
public transport policies on activity and travel patterns (Timmermans et al., ). In short, it 
seems that multimodal public transport and land-use policies are not attuned to the demand 
for travel. Arguably, much of this is as a result of the complex process underlying derived travel derived travel derived
demand, as discussed in Chapter  and illustrated in Figure -, and a limited understanding of 
the factors that infl uence the use of public transport.

Conventional modelling approaches have been unable to accurately represent this complex 
process due to the inadequate specifi cation of the problem at hand and data limitations. 
Consequently policies have not always had the desired eff ect or have been less eff ective. Largely 
as a result of technological and data advances, as well as policy and paradigm shifts, activity-
based models have emerged as the start-of-research approach to examine activity and travel 





choices. Much eff ort and resources are currently being allocated to improve, refi ne and validate 
activity-based models, Specifi cally two areas are receiving much attention, i.e. (i) specifying more specifying more specifying
complex models and (ii) using more detailed, disaggregate and comprehensive data of activity-data of activity-data
travel behaviour.  is dissertation is one attempt to improve our understanding of travel 
behaviour by disentangling some of the intrinsic causal interrelationships underlying activity-intrinsic causal interrelationships underlying activity-intrinsic causal interrelationships
travel behaviour (presented in Figure -) while relying on comprehensive and rather unique 
stage-based activity-travel data of multimodal public transport. By disentangling these causal 
relationships, it becomes possible to specify more complex models of multimodal public transport
travel behaviour. In this context, the primary objective of this research is to assess the impact 
of multimodal public transport on activity and travel behaviour.  e general research question 
underlying the dissertation is, therefore:

‘What is the impact of multimodal public transport on individual activity and travel behaviour?’ ²

While in the past much attention has been paid to the relationship between transport mode 
and activity behaviour, the relationship between multimodal public transport and activity 
behaviour has not received much attention.  is is surprising, given the attention paid to public 
transport in transport policy and planning measures and as a means to achieve some of the 
principles of sustainable development (i.e. less congestion, more concentrated development, 
less pressure on infrastructure and overcoming social exclusion) (Department of Environment 
and Transportation, ; Department of Transport, ; Hine and Scott, ; Ministerie 
van Verkeer en Waterstaat, ; Ministerie van Volkshuisvesting, ; Transit Cooperative 
Research Program, ; Transit Cooperative Research Program, ). Whilst it is generally 
accepted that public transport is a more sustainable transport alternative, it is not really 
evident what eff ects the properties of a multimodal transport system, and in specifi c the 
interconnectivity of the system, will have on activity and travel behaviour.

 e general research question has been operationalised into four research questions.  ese 
research questions are addressed in the next four consecutive sections. Suggestions for 
future research are then presented before the chapter is concluded with some theoretical 
considerations for public transport policy and activity-based research in general.

8.2 Research fi ndings

 e individual research questions have been extensively addressed in the preceding chapters. 
 e results discussed below summarise only the main fi ndings and provide a more ‘conceptual’ 
view of the primary fi ndings. In addition, each section provides a theoretical overview of some 
shortcomings in the research and proposals for future research.

.. Multimodal public transport users in the Netherlands
Activity-based models frequently lay claim to the fact that they capture individual and 
household activity/travel decision-making in particular spatial, transport and institutional 
contexts (Arentze et al., ). AMADEUS focused exclusively on the Randstad region (see 
Section .) which, while containing some variation in terms of spatial, transport and socio-
demographic characteristics, is part of the economic heart of  e Netherlands. As a result 





the area will also contain many similarities among these elements. To establish whether there 
are more aggregate relationships between these elements, a much broader view is sometimes 
relevant. Chapter  provided a national comparison of the relationship between public transport 
use, land-use and individual level characteristics³.  e research question addressed in Chapter  
is:

‘Do multimodal public transport travellers in  e Netherlands reveal distinctive micro-level socio-
demographic and land-use characteristics?’

 e importance of the research question stems from the literature reviewed in Chapter , which 
illustrated that observed activity and travel behaviour are the outcome of interaction between 
the land-use, transport and activity demand. Historically, much attention has been paid to land-
use policies to obtain more sustainable travel behaviour, i.e. a more favourable public transport 
mode split. Such policies include, for example, compact and corridor urban development and, 
high-density, diversity and design principles. Two questions are generally raised in terms of the 
impact of such policies. Firstly, does land-use indeed have any impact on public transport travel 
behaviour (i.e. more public transport use) and secondly, based on these fi ndings, what potential 
market segments are more prone to the use of public transport?

Considering the fi ndings, the unequivocal answer to the research question is ‘yes’.  at is, 
based on national travel survey (NTS) data, Dutch multimodal public transport users do reveal 
distinctive socio-demographic and land-use characteristics on a national level.  e results 
also support other fi ndings for  e Netherlands based on NTS data (Dieleman et al., ; 
Schwanen, ).  ese results, however, should be treated with some caution. While many 
variables are signifi cant, this is to be expected in light of the large dataset used in the analysis. 
More interesting is the sign and strength of the various variables.

Overall, the analysis revealed that urban intensity (i.e. high-density) does infl uence the demand urban intensity (i.e. high-density) does infl uence the demand urban intensity
for multimodal public transport (positive), but car availability remains the most important car availability remains the most important car availability
variable infl uencing the use of multimodal public transport (negative). Considering car 
availability, while most public transport travellers do not have an individual car or driver’s 
license (i.e. ), a signifi cant number of those that use public transport do have a household 
car (± ). Many public transport travellers thus give up the car to other household members, 
and use public transport. Considering other fi ndings, employment (the fewer the number of 
hours employed, the less multimodal transport use), men (compared to women) and household 
size (the larger, the less multimodal public transport use) have a negative relationship with 
multimodal public transport use, while personal income and head of the household (relative 
to single person or partner of head) showed a positive relationship with multimodal public 
transport use.

In addition to the above fi ndings it was generally found that multimodal public transport is 
only an attractive alternative if the access and egress distance is not too large (i.e. mean access and access and egress distance is not too large (i.e. mean access and access and egress distance is not too large
egress is . and . km respectively). Public transport generally only serves the longer trips well 
and multimodal public transport only competes for selected trip motives, i.e. routine motives such 
as education and work (these motives account for - of all trip motives). As discussed in 
Chapter , this is partly due to the fact that over longer distances the disutility of the access, 





egress, waiting and transfer time elements are eroded while over short distances the travel-time 
ratio (car time divided by public transport time) is signifi cantly in favour of the car (Bovy et al., 
; Bovy and Jansen, ; Bovy and Stern, ).

National travel data, while having many benefi ts, however proved unsuitable to analyse some 
of the intrinsic interrelationships underlying activity and travel behaviour as outlined in 
Chapter .  e activity-travel diary only contains one-day travel information, the main trip 
motive, no information on what activities were actually conducted at the location, very little 
tour information (tours are defi ned as a set of round trips) and limited socio-demographic 
information. Importantly, location and land-use information is only available at the aggregate 
level of municipalities and as a result it is not possible to associate detailed land-use and 
transport characteristics with individuals. Undoubtedly, for both land-use and transport data, 
variation within municipal boundaries can be signifi cant.

A key factor infl uencing travel behaviour, and in specifi c mode choice, is travel-time.  e NTS 
does not provide any information on access to transport services and it is not possible to derive 
level-of-service indicators (such as alternative travel-times).  e relationship between travel 
behaviour, transport and land-use as analysed with the national travel survey therefore do make 
some crude assumptions about the quality of the public transport service.

A bigger concern, however, is one that is more conceptual with regard to conventional travel 
datasets. As stated by Jones et al. (, p. ) the danger exists that, 
‘... much current research is ... (overwhelmed) ... by the readily availability of well-developed 
analytical tools.  is has moved the emphasis in research away from original theorising towards the 
analytical exploration of postulated axioms, or the analysis of a large dataset using standard routines.’ 
( Jones et al., ).

 ey continue and state that the ‘acquisition of empirical data (is) a secondary activity’ and 
argues that some transport research work has become nothing more than ‘an elaborate curve-
fi tting exercise’ using ‘pre-determined’ using ‘pre-determined’ using ‘ ’ datasets ( Jones, Dix, Clarke and Heggie, ) p. ).  us, pre-determined’ datasets ( Jones, Dix, Clarke and Heggie, ) p. ).  us, pre-determined
while technological and data developments have no doubt advanced the ‘feasibility’ of the 
activity-based framework, there is a danger that much existing research is caught up in the 
technology and data, mathematical and statistical wave without signifi cant attention being 
paid to developing new theoretical and conceptual approaches. Adopting an activity-based 
approach implicitly implies undertaking an inherently complex data collection exercise, as only 
comprehensive data allow specifying more complex models.  is in turn, allows researchers to 
specify more complex models of travel behaviour, which ultimately allows us to address the 
complexity underlying derived travel demand and behaviour. Data collection therefore became 
a key task of this dissertation.

.. Alternative activity-travel diary designs and format testing
In the past decade, many theoretical, conceptual and methodological advances have been made 
with regard to activity-based models. Hypothesis testing and quantifi cation, however, have 
lagged behind largely due to a lack of suitable data (Kitamura, ). As noted, activity-based 
models place signifi cant demands on data quality, quantity and overall comprehensiveness. 
In order to obtain these data, much eff ort has gone into data and specifi cally activity-travel 





diaries.  e second research question addressed the issue of alternative diary formats to ensure 
acceptable standards and data quality (see Section Chapter ):

‘What design principles should be adhered to when designing an activity-travel survey in order to 
ensure suffi  ciently detailed and comprehensive data for multimodal public transport travel and users, 
and how should these design principles be incorporated in activity-travel diaries?’

 e desired quality and quantity of data were obtained by designing, testing and ultimately 
selecting the most appropriate activity-travel diary in a small-scale pilot study.  ree alternative activity-travel diary in a small-scale pilot study.  ree alternative activity-travel diary
diaries were designed, i.e. a trip diary, a day-planner and a combination format.  ese three 
formats diff er, fi rstly, in terms of their leading organising principle (separate stages for the 
trip diary format, calendar-of-time for the day-planner format and a combination of stages/
trips and calendar of time for the combination format). Secondly, the design and layout 
were diff erent (see Chapter  for the design and layout of the diaries). Keeping in mind the 
small sample size and the nature of the data collection process, the results of the analyses did 
suggest some diff erences between the formats.  e main diff erences relate to, as expected, the 
registration of stages, accurate recording and rounding of time and activity registering.

 e main benefi t of the trip diary was the detailed recording of public transport trips in terms 
of stages, location information as well as the accurate recording of travel-time (beginning and 
end time).  e main problems, however, relate to the limited activity sequencing at locations 
with only the main activity registered at a trip destination. It was also felt that the separation 
between in-home and out-of-home activity diaries were not that eff ective and might result in a 
loss of information, or that consistency between out-of-home and in-home activities may be a 
problem.

 e advantages and disadvantages of the day-planner format are almost the opposite to those 
of the trip diary, i.e. multiple activities could be recorded at a single location and continuity 
was retained between in-home and out-of-home activities by using one booklet for activities 
and trips.  e potential disadvantages were the non-reporting of short, incidental trips and 
respondent burden, specifi cally noting public transport stages (the diary provided little leading 
information in terms of registering the separate stages of a public transport trip).

Overall, the combination format allowed respondents the convenience of reporting trips on 
a detailed stage-level while it also overcame the problem of reporting multiple out-of-home 
activities at a single destination (which occurred in the trip diary). It was also felt that the 
travel and activities required separate leading organising principles, hence the split for the 
combination diary, i.e. for activities a day-planner format was preferred while for travel a stage-
based format was preferred. Overall, respondents valued the handy format of the booklet.

Finally, considering some general conclusions, it was found that complex codes should 
be avoided and activity categories and other reporting options should be limited to only 
the necessary information. All three diaries generally adopted a user-friendly design with 
uncomplicated questions.  eir size allowed respondents the possibility of taking the diary with 
them on trips although there remain doubts whether people actually did do so (most indicated 
in the questionnaires that the diaries were only completed at the end of the day).





Considering the benefi ts of a pilot study, designing alternative diary formats can highlight 
problems with existing formats given the specifi c data requirements. Moreover, a pre-survey 
allows researchers to identify potential problems with regard to diff erent formats but also with 
the main survey with respect to users’ experience and potential mistakes with diff erent formats, 
supplying the correct user instructions, identifying actual respondent actions (such as not 
taking the diary along while travelling) and ultimately designing to accommodate these actions. 
Generally a pre-test limits uncertainty.

.. Land-use and transport data
In addition to activity-travel diary information, activity-based models place heavy demands on 
physical data, i.e. land-use and transport data and data about the contextual environment (i.e. 
opening hours, parking spaces, etc.). While this data is mainly obtained from secondary sources, 
integration of the data is often a time-consuming and intensive task involving many operational 
decisions, such as those concerning the spatial unit, the level of transport network to be used, 
deriving alternative travel-time and specifying travel-time weights. Chapter  provided an 
overview of the study area selection process and survey response as well as the land-use and 
transport data obtained.

 e problem of few public transport users were overcome by selecting a study area in the 
Randstad region of  e Netherlands, a highly urbanised area characterised by an extensive 
public transport network. Diff erentiating neighbourhoods in the study area on transport (and 
other spatial) characteristics and pre-selecting public transport users contributed to ensuring an 
above-average share of public transport users. In the fi nal instance, the share of public transport 
users was ±  compared to ±  for  e Netherlands as a whole (based on national travel 
survey estimates).

 e purposefully designed activity-travel survey allowed comprehensive and detailed data to be 
collected for these public transport users. In total ±  diff erent multimodal public transport 
chains involving up to seven diff erent modes and  stages were reported and the fi nal dataset 
contained around , variables! Finally, using the smallest spatial unit available for land-
use data (i.e. the -digit postal code information) ensured that all land-use characteristics 
were captured as well as allowing for accurate travel-time calculations (within the constraints 
imposed by the available transport networks). Ultimately, a comprehensive dataset of land-use, 
transport, accessibility and contextual data allowed activity-travel behaviour to be accurately 
modelled based on authentic circumstances.

While the diary design and land-use and transport data collection involved much time and 
eff ort, an often-neglected task (or rather underestimated) when undertaking activity-based 
projects relates to the ‘operationalising’ or integration of the data set. Data integration refers to 
integrating the various land-use, transport, socio-demographic and activity-travel information 
in a usable data set. In fact, it must be recognised that the data demands of activity-based 
approaches (data quality and quantity, individual level data and detail, disaggregate land-
use and travel-time), impose many demands on (i) data integration between various spatial 
levels and data integration platforms (e.g. Geographic Information Systems might play an 
increasingly important role), (ii) transport network software and computing facilities for 
deriving comprehensive travel-time(s) (or matrices) and, fi nally, (iii) meta-database standards 





to share, transfer and ultimately retain the value of the expensive data collection eff ort.  ese 
issues will undoubtedly receive much attention in future activity-travel data collection exercises.

In ‘building’ the AMADEUS dataset, various obstacles were overcome and some pointers can 
be provided to take into consideration for future research.  ese relate specifi cally to response 
rate, type of data and travel-time data calculations. Considering the former, the AMADEUS 
response was rather low (positive response between -). Initially it was felt that much of 
this was attributable to the absolute number of questions in the diary and associated household 
and activity questionnaire rather than the comprehensibleness of the diary. In order to increase 
response rate during the second and third rounds, some questions were omitted. Due to the 
specifi c selection process applied during the second and third rounds (see Figure -) it was not 
possible to identify whether any signifi cant improvement in response had occurred. However, 
based on a general review of the results, it would seem that the deletion of some questions 
did not signifi cantly improve response. Arguably, many people receiving the questionnaire had 
already decided to participate in the survey (i.e. self-selection). Increasing the response should 
thus be targeted not by deleting questions/shortening the questionnaire but rather by providing 
more incentives to take part (e.g. increasing the prize(s) for participating), making respondents more incentives to take part (e.g. increasing the prize(s) for participating), making respondents more incentives
more aware of the benefi ts of the study or adopting a more personalised approach (visiting 
all the respondents individually or operating through a survey agency). A more personalised 
approach, however, should be weighed up against the additional cost (time and money) of 
such an approach as well as reaching a potentially smaller number of respondents, which holds 
implications for a large study area and a large survey. While AMADEUS did suff er from 
respondent burden and low response, this was partly dealt with by drawing a large sample and 
sending out , selection questionnaires.

All the data collected were revealed preference (RP) type data. While the data provided for all 
requirements to estimate activity-travel models, they lack traveller preference information (i.e. 
stated preference – SP data). SP data, for example, on the value of the diff erent time elements 
and stages in multimodal public transport seems a logical extension when attempting to 
estimate traveller response to changes in the multimodal public transport performance.  is is 
especially relevant given the fact that many researchers have illustrated the diff erent ‘weights’ 
travellers attach to the elements in multimodal public transport systems (see for example Bovy 
and Jansen, ; Garrido and Ortúzar, ; Keijer and Rietveld, ; Ortúzar et al., ; 
Schoemaker et al., ; Van den Enden and Van Lohuizen, ; Van der Waard, ). SP 
information can provide much supplemental information for traveller market segment valuation 
of the multimodal public transport elements and the estimation of traveller response to changes 
in time elements.  e collection of SP data in support of RP data is therefore advised and is 
relegated to future research (see Section .).

As mentioned above (and discussed in Chapter ), travel-time data were particular troublesome 
to derive for the AMADEUS dataset. Activity-based models (and in fact constraint-based 
models and all models relying on travel-time to derive choice sets), rely heavily on the accurate 
representation of travel-time to capture more accurately the underlying interactions between 
activities and travel. In analogy to Alonso’s () relationship between model specifi cation, 
data and model errors, Figure - illustrates the benefi t of activity-based models (Alonso, ).





 e fi gure shows the relationship between model complexity (horizontal axis) and model errors 
(vertical axis)⁴. Activity-based approaches allow a much more detailed specifi cation of the 
phenomenon at hand. Such a detailed specifi cation, however, is only possible if the data allow 
this. Considering the data, activity-travel diaries are very good at obtaining revealed individual 
activity and travel patterns. Land-use data, in recent times, are available for the detailed 
locations (-digit postal code).

Transport data, however, are obtained from secondary sources that are not always designed with 
specifi c activity-based requirements in mind. Travel-time information, for example, is derived 
with diff erent levels of transport network specifi cation (or level of network detail).  e quality of 
the network determines the quality of the travel-time. Multimodal public transport travel-times, 
specifi cally, are often subject to network specifi cation omissions, for example the identifi cation 
of bus stops on the bus network is seldom available.  us, while the line-haul time is generally 
well represented, the access and egress times are sometimes poorly represented as a result of 
the complexity of these routes (Bovy and Jansen, ). As a result, access and egress, the weak 
links of multimodal public transport, are frequently under-/overestimated. By not accurately 
representing the time-space environment of multimodal public transport (which multimodal 
activity-based models demand), activity-based models might make unrealistic assumptions with 
regard to the time-space environment and hence activity engagement requirements (Burns, 
; Forer and Kivell, ; Lenntorp, ). Compared to manually derived public transport 
paths, current state-of-the-art research into network-derived travel-times showed that the level 
of abstraction for the public transport network (with even the best network and path-building 
parameters) still often result in insensible paths, over-/underestimation of access, egress, waiting 
and transfer times and hence incorrect quantifying of ratios (interconnectivity ratio, out-of-
vehicle (OVT)/in-vehicle travel (IVT) time, etc.) ( e Central Transportation Planning Staff , 
; Zhao et al., ).
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 us, while current activity-based models lead to lower total model errors (curve TEtotal model errors (curve TEtotal model errors ₂ in Figure 
-), this can even be further improved by relying on more detailed and exact multimodal public 
transport travel-times. More exact travel-times will also allow more integral multimodal public 
transport performance/availability measures (such as the interconnectivity and OVT/IVT 
ratios) to be accurately derived.  ese parameters can thus be used to further enhance the 
model specifi cation (curve TE₃ in Figure -).

It might be valid to say that, from a travel-time data perspective, activity-based models may 
have gone beyond their best predictions. Current predictive activity-based models may be 
designed beyond the capacity of available transport networks and travel-time data ( e Central 
Transportation Planning Staff , ). For physical applications and actual representation of 
outcome of choices this means one of the weaknesses of activity-based models lies in linking 
their fi ndings to the multimodal transport network, thus failing to capture the interaction of 
activity-based travel modelling with the multimodal public transport system (Lakshmanan, 
).

.. Access and egress travel-time and the interconnectivity ratio in public transport multimodal 
trips

Probably the ultimately constraint on the use of multimodal public transport lies in the 
access to and egress from public transport, also termed the weak links of multimodal public 
transport (Ministerie van Volkshuisvesting, ;  e Central Transportation Planning Staff , 
). As argued by the conservative think-tank of Paul Weyrich and Paul Lind (Weyrich 
and Lind, ), for public transport to count as available, it must be within acceptable access. 
 is, however, is only partly true as travellers should also have acceptable egress. As Chapter 
 illustrated, the contribution of access and egress to total trip time can be signifi cant. Public 
transport travel behaviour may be infl uenced by not only the absolute access and egress, but 
also by the relative share of access and egress to total trip time.  e third research question 
of the dissertation addressed the distribution of access and egress time and quantifi ed the 
interconnectivity ratio (IR), defi ned as the ratio of access and egress time to total trip time, as a 
potential indicator of public transport system performance.  e research question states:

‘What socio-demographic, land-use and transport properties infl uence access and egress time and are 
these time elements positively correlated with line-haul time? Do these properties translate into a 
distinctive relative measure of multimodal public transport performance, termed the interconnectivity 
ratio and defi ned as the ratio of access and egress time to total trip time?’

Considering the relationship between the diff erent time elements, it was found that access, 
egress and line-haul times are not necessarily infl uenced by the same variables. More 
specifi cally, access and egress were positively associated with females but negatively associated 
with transfers while the opposite was true for line-haul time, i.e. line-haul time increases with 
the number of transfers and females (relative to men) travelling shorter on the line-haul mode. 
 is holds implications for the prediction of total public transport travel-time as a single entity, 
as the individual travel-time elements are infl uenced diff erently by the various variables.

Regression analysis showed that the access and egress decay curves are to a lesser extent a factor 
of land-use and socio-demographic factors than a factor of transport modes. Arguably, this 





fi nding is also a function of the specifi c land-use environment in  e Netherlands and in the 
study area specifi cally. Generally the walking/cycling environment – to and from stations and 
indeed throughout  e Netherlands – is of a very high quality, especially when compared to 
other countries.

Considering the relationship between access and egress and line-haul time, a positive 
relationship was found, that is, access and egress increase if line-haul time increases.  is 
positive relationship, however, is modest at best and there is a limit to the increase. In part, this 
can be attributed to the fact that access and egress are mostly a slow-mode activity associated 
with traveller fatigue while line-haul time is not aff ected by traveller fatigue.

While the absolute access and egress times/distances provide for valuable information in the 
planning of public transport catchments, these individual units do not take into consideration 
the disutility associated with access/egress in relationship to total trip time. Considering public 
transport accessibility as the sum of all the individual travel-time elements make some arrant 
assumptions about the proportion of these elements in relation to one another. For example, 
if the access time/distance increases above a certain threshold, the probability of continuing 
to the fi nal destination with the access mode is very small in relation the disutility of having 
to stop and transfer onto the line-haul time.  e interconnectivity ratio (IR) showed that for 
every . increase in the share of access and egress to total trip time, the decline in number 
of multimodal public transport users is ± .  e IR curve for diff erent multimodal chains, 
however, is not linear but an s-curve: the curve initially increases slowly accelerating up to a 
level of approximately . and then decreases slower. A maximum ratio of ± . is revealed for 
three-stage trips. For trips consisting of more stages (i.e. +) the ratio seldom exceeds ..

 e access and egress time distributions together with the interconnectivity ratio can potentially 
be used in various models of travel behaviour.  e cumulative distribution of the ratio can be 
used in discreet choice models of multimodal public transport choice (the parameter should 
be signifi cant and negative indicating that, as the ratio increases, so does the probability of 
the trip with the multimodal chain decrease). Importantly, however, the ratio (cumulative 
distribution) should be derived for diff erent multimodal chain combinations with multimodal diff erent multimodal chain combinations with multimodal diff erent multimodal chain combinations
chain combinations defi ned in terms of access, egress and main mode and number of transfers.

Cumulative access and egress distributions and the interconnectivity ratio can also be used 
in models of public transport accessibility and in determining the catchment area of public 
transport trips. Frequently commercially available accessibility planning packages (O’Sullivan 
et al., ; Wu and Hine, ) and public transport accessibility guidelines (Edwards and 
Mackett, ; Kerrigan and Bull, ; Kittleson & Associates, ; Klaassen and Eckmann, 
; Murray et al., ; O’Sullivan and Morrall, ) derive so-called public transport 
accessibility indicators based only on access (with egress only included in a limited number of 
circumstances) but none of them include access and egress as a ratio of total travel-time despite 
the variable’s theoretical relationship to travel behaviour ( e Central Transportation Planning 
Staff , ; Wachs, ). Knowing the access and the interconnectivity ratio distribution, it 
is relatively easy to derive accessibility contours by taking into consideration the egress time 
as well, which will provide for a more realistic representation of public transport accessibility. 
 is also implies that accessibility is calculated for each origin and destination pair as opposed 





to more general accessibility contours thus giving a more realistic representation of individual 
accessibility.

While the ratio, theoretically and empirically, provided for a potentially useful indicator of 
viable multimodal public transport trips, some concern can be raised with regard to calculating 
the ratio with the AMADEUS network travel-time. Given the level of the public transport 
network, the ratio could only be calculated for train multimodal public transport trips. Even 
so, the calculated ratio did not reveal a similar magnitude or distribution to the observed ratio 
(see discussion on travel-time in previous section). Inclusion of the ratio in logit models, while 
being signifi cant and negative in earlier, limited specifi cation models of mode choice, was not 
signifi cant in later models.  e ratio, however, should theoretically lead to better predictions of 
mode choice models by excluding unrealistic multimodal public transport choice alternatives 
and capturing the negative infl uence of longer access/egress time on multimodal public 
transport.

.. Interdependencies in tour mode and activity choice
As extensively discussed in Chapter , an important feature of activity-based models is their 
recognition of the interdependent nature of activity and travel choice facets. Considering this 
time-space interaction in activity behaviour, Bhat and Koppelman () note that relatively 
little work has been done towards developing an integrated modelling system and, in particular,
‘... relatively little work has been done to account for the links between decisions of a spatial and 
temporal nature.  is is particularly true for multipurpose, multi-stop travel and the need to model it 
as a multidimensional whole...’ (Bhat and Koppelman, ).

 e fourth and last research question of this dissertation addressed this issue:

‘How do the spatial and temporal properties of multimodal public transport manifest itself in the 
formation and scheduling of activities on tours and what is the nature of the causal relationship 
between mode and activity choice on tours?’

Complex tour formation, as so visually illustrated in Chapter  (see Figures - and -), is 
very much infl uenced by mode choice.  is relationship is a direct result of the space-time 
prism formation capabilities of diff erent modes, which, as Figure - showed, are much more 
constrained for public transport travellers. Clearly there are interdependencies between mode 
and intermediate activity choice; however, the nature of these decisions is not yet known. For 
example, does mode choice precede activity choice or are mode choice and activity choice 
made simultaneously? To answer this question, the co-evolutionary approach was adopted. 
 e methodology involves estimating separate choice models using full information about estimating separate choice models using full information about estimating
the outcomes of the related choices and then deriving predictions simultaneously based on an predictions simultaneously based on an predictions
iterative procedure of updating choice probabilities. Assuming that least uncertain decisions
are made fi rst, a decision order can be derived from the model depending on the utility 
distributions of the specifi c case. As illustrated, the methodology combines well with the 
utility-maximising modelling framework.

 e focus was placed on the work-tour for this research as the work-tour refl ects the greatest work-tour for this research as the work-tour refl ects the greatest work-tour
transport diffi  culty (problem) in terms of capacity provision for the network, contribution to 





congestion and hence signifi cant contribution to pollution (i.e. stop-start travel)(Owen, ). 
 e continuing urbanisation of the population has resulted in greater commuting distances and 
increased the pendulum movement of commuters on the home-work-home tour. Furthermore, home-work-home tour. Furthermore, home-work-home
the work-tour is very much the structuring element of daily activity/travel behaviour and 
arguably infl uences both longer- (mode ownership) and shorter-term (activity scheduling) 
requirements (Cullen and Godson, ; Nishii et al., ).

In general, the results for socio-demographics, land-use and urban form characteristics reaffi  rm 
existing fi ndings.  at is, women remain mainly responsible for complex tour formation and 
in particular chain the serve passenger/goods activity to the work tour. Furthermore, the same 
person assumes responsibility for inserting this activity before as well as after work (i.e. no 
substitution occurs between household members). One signifi cant fi nding was that men chain 
more activities in-between work compared to women (specifi cally leisure and other activities) 
and that the use of public transport does not constrain the insertion of intermediate activities 
in-between the main activity. Finally, trips originating and terminating in the central business 
district lead to more trip changing.

Considering the relationship (or rather order) among decisions, under the assumptions of 
uncertainty, the results revealed that in most cases the mode choice decision is the most 
uncertain decision and thus made last. Similarly, intermediate activity decisions, and in 
particular before and after, are in most cases made fi rst (as they are the least uncertain). In a 
sense this fi nding is not that surprising as it was argued throughout the dissertation that travel 
is derived from the demand to participate in activities.  erefore, activity engagement decisions 
are made fi rst followed by transport mode decisions. In short, people will select, in most cases, 
the mode that serves their activity requirements and lifestyle decisions best.

 ese interdependencies between transport mode and activity scheduling are of specifi c 
importance to policymakers and planners. Following the axiom that activities are primary and 
travel is secondary, it follows that activity requirements will dictate the mode choice decision 
and strongly negate any policies aimed at bringing about a mode change. Considering the 
alternatives, that is, should the tour transport mode infl uence activity scheduling (and activity 
allocation and even activity generation), policies aiming to bring about a mode shift can be 
directed directly at the transport supply, as individuals will adapt their activity scheduling 
in response to a change in the transport environment. However, should activity scheduling 
decisions demand an associated level of mobility and hence inform the transport decision (as 
implied by the derived nature of travel), the infl uence of transport policies will be less successful 
if considered independently from activity processes underlying travel demand. Understanding 
the process of activity scheduling on tours is therefore a critical condition to understanding 
changes in travel behaviour.

 is research only focused on the work-tour, but several opportunities exist to extend and refi ne 
these fi ndings. One obvious extension is to consider all the frequently occurring main trip 
motives, (work, non-leisure, maintenance, leisure) and explore whether the same relationships 
which hold for the work-tour also hold for the other trip motives. Furthermore, the 
multinomial logit model of tour-mode and intermediate activities can be refi ned by specifying 
more complex models. For example, the impact of activity location as one of the tour choice 





facets in addition to mode and intermediate activity choice may play an important role in tour 
choice facets. Activity schedules, activity location and duration can be embedded in tour utility 
measures which also take into consideration (i) the maximum amount of time an individual can 
spend at the location, (ii) the level of activity at this location, (iii) the distance/time that has to 
be travelled. Finally, the infl uence of socio-demographic and context variables (time regimes, 
parking policies, etc.) on the order and chaining of intermediate activity on tours, also merits 
further information.

8.3 Directions for future research

 e research presented in this dissertation was, in part, constrained by a comprehensive data 
collection, cleaning and integration phase (lasting  months). Adding to that the complexity 
underlying multimodal public transport patterns (see Appendix III), it resulted in much energy 
and attention being spent on data operational/integration issues and relatively less eff ort and 
attention being directed at activity-travel behavioural modelling. As a result, however, the 
AMADEUS project resulted in a very unique and comprehensive data-set from which various 
activity-based travel relationships can be explored.  e author of this dissertation, as well as 
other AMADEUS colleagues, will aim to continue with this research along several potential 
dimensions. Below is a condensed summary of some main research themes that fl ow naturally 
from this dissertation.

Two interrelated research themes are proposed: (i) a comprehensive (multimodal) travel 
behaviour model covering long-, medium- and short-term travel behaviour decisions, and (ii) 
integration of connectivity, proximity and interconnectivity in public transport accessibility 
and constraint-based models. Ultimately these themes continue along and aim to extend the 
AMADEUS framework in answering the general (AMADEUS) research question:

‘What are the long-, medium- and short-term activity and travel behaviour implications of land-use 
and transport policies on travel behaviour?’

Considering the fi rst research theme, as Figure -, ‘Activity-based travel demand modelling 
framework’ in Chapter  showed, tour mode decisions are, in a sense, preceded by household mode 
ownership (car ownership) and mode allocation (among household members) decisions. Clearly, 
whether or not to use the mode is very much infl uenced by these longer- and medium-term 
travel behaviour decisions. Having insight into all these mobility decisions will provide a much 
more complete overview of the infl uence of multimodal public transport (and supportive land-
use) policies on travel behaviour.  e question can also be raised whether short-term decisions, 
such as tour mode choice and the insertion of activities on tours, are merely ‘routine’ decisions, 
based on the outcome of ‘higher’-level decisions. Should this be the case, policy can best be 
directed at the ‘root’ of travel behaviour rather than attempting to infl uence travel demand 
that is, in a large part, already predetermined.  ese decisions have not been addressed in this 
dissertation but will be addressed in future research. For example, it is postulated that household 
lifestyle decisions impact on the generation and formation of household and individual activity 
programmes (see Chapter ), which ultimately infl uence the household mode ownership 
decisions. Similarly, while the impact of accessibility on tour mode choice is not always clear, 





it might be more signifi cant on the mode ownership and mode allocation decisions. In keeping 
with the foundation provided by this dissertation, the activity-based approach as the current 
state-of-research approach will be adopted as the methodology to address the longer- and 
medium-term travel behaviour decisions.

 e use of public transport is ultimately determined by proximity, connectivity and 
interconnectivity requirements.  e interconnectivity ratio has been quantifi ed in this 
dissertation as one measure of public transport accessibility. Future research should focus on 
quantifying all three elements as parameters of public transport accessibility. Such parameters 
can be implemented, without too much diffi  culty, in models of public transport accessibility and 
used to display (graphically in a geographic information management system) how contours 
of public transport accessibility change as a result of an improvement in any of these elements. 
While such a visual presentation of results is of much value in evaluating alternative strategies, 
specifi cally in the context of captive public transport travellers, the activity-based approach 
emphasised that demand for travel is derived from the demand to participate in spatially 
distributed activities.

A natural extension to this rather simple contour-based approach to public transport 
accessibility will be to test how individual activity programmes can be implemented, given the 
multimodal public transport environment and structuring elements (Dijst et al., ; Forer 
and Kivell, ; Lenntorp, ). Changes in the multimodal public transport environment 
will therefore be refl ected in whether various activity programmes become more or less feasible. 
While this has been done in the past, less attention has been paid to the specifi c individual 
travel-time elements of multimodal public transport trips. Activity programmes can be easily 
derived with the AMADEUS data and the national transport network can be used to test 
whether those programmes can be implemented.

In addition to the above two research themes, the relationship between land-use and 
transport merits further attention given the focus on land-use and urban form to bring 
about more sustainable travel behaviour patterns.  is relationship was also addressed by the 
AMADEUS project. While this relationship reveals certain characteristics in  e Netherlands, 
it will be interesting to consider whether similar characteristics are also present in fast growing, 
developing cities. Cape Town in South Africa has recently shown a renewed interest in the 
relationship between land-use and urban form and has initiated a corridor urban form similar to 
Currituba in Brazil and Bogotá in Colombia. A rapid bus transit system (RBT), chosen ahead 
of the tram and light rail alternatives and running on dedicated bus lines will be the backbone 
of the proposed urban form strategy.  e objective of this preferred urbanisation pattern is 
four-fold, i.e. () connect previously disadvantaged parts of the city to formal employment 
opportunities; () to concentrate development and counter urban sprawl and in particular stop 
the loss of valuable agricultural land; () to limit congestion and potential gridlock and arrest 
the rather rapidly rising travel-times due to longer travel distances and, fi nally, () promote and 
stimulate economic growth and development (Aberman et al., ).  is proposed development 
of the Cape Metropolitan Region stands in contrast to the natural development trends in the 
region, which is a polycentric suburbia development trend with a number of outlying satellite 
towns that are becoming popular residential locations. It becomes an interesting case study to 
explore the urban development strategies proposed in  e Netherlands and the Randstad in 





particular (e.g. the new town developments such as Leidsche Rijn) to that of the Cape Town 
Metropolitan Region (i.e. strong central business districts, corridor development and new town 
developments). While there are arguably many dissimilarities and diff erent policy objectives, 
the increasing transport problems faced in Cape Town (signifi cant peak hour congestion, 
increasingly long travel-times, a drop in public transport patronage, etc.) make comparison of 
these two regions interesting. Furthermore, it is relevant to consider whether corridor urban 
development and the various new towns do in fact lead to lower travel-times and to a more 
favourable public transport mode split.

 e above research themes are by no means separate from each other. For example, the travel 
behaviour models can be improved by incorporating tour-based measures of public transport 
accessibility (taking into consideration the structuring elements of public transport), which 
is very much infl uenced by the land-use and urban form structure. In this regard space-time 
measures based on the utility of tour-accessibility (as originally proposed by (Burns, ) and 
recently operationalised by (Ashiru et al., ; Miller, ) provide a welcome framework to 
integrate the above research themes.

8.4 Conclusions

In concluding this chapter and dissertation, it is in order to consider some of the modern-day 
‘realities’ that transport planners face and which will undoubtedly infl uence any attempts to 
promote public transport as a sustainable and suitable transport mode.  ese realities relate to 
those factors that infl uence the matching of individual transport demand with the supply of 
public transport.

As the dissertation aimed to illustrate, public transport is undoubtedly complex and its 
structure obviously infl uences activity-travel behaviour.  e complexity facing users of the 
system is appropriately captured by the popular Dutch saying: ‘Ze pikken je op waar je niet bent, 
en brengen je waar je niet wezen wil op een tijd die je niet past’ translated, ‘She (public transport) She (public transport) She (
picks you up where you are not, takes you where you do not want to be at a time that does not suit 
you’. In a sense, this saying captures all the decisions faced by public transport travellers and 
the spatial and temporal constraints imposed on them.  ese ‘weaknesses’ of public transport 
are exactly the ‘strengths’ of the car. In short, the car is (almost) always available and can reach 
(almost) all locations, thus presenting signifi cant spatial and temporal benefi ts to the user. As 
a result of many spatial and economic trends impacting on society, the temporal and spatial 
demand for travel has been fractionalised into many diverse, segmented and individualised 
travel needs.  e car has responded to these changes by providing a cheap, fl exible and much 
personalised transport form enabling individuals to implement their increasingly diverse activity 
requirements. Planning for the car involves providing a connected (hierarchical) road network 
and parking facilities, with most responsibility relegated to the private sector. Contrarily, public 
transport has been much less responsive to accommodate these trends and, as Dijst (, p. 
) appropriately notes, ‘how much more diffi  cult is it not to plan for public transport’ (Dijst, ). how much more diffi  cult is it not to plan for public transport’ (Dijst, ). how much more diffi  cult is it not to plan for public transport
Public transport planning involves providing a network, schedule, rolling stock, and a fare 
structure. Most of these tasks are the responsibility of a public transport authority.  e result is 
the inevitable mismatch between the demand for and supply of public transport services.





Related to the many decisions facing public travellers is the issue of reliability. It is a simple 
statistical ‘theorem’ which states that the more elements in a chain, the higher the probability of 
a ‘break’ in the chain. A public transport trip always consists of a minimum of three (movement) 
stages and, assuming the probability of completing one stage successfully is  (which is 
associated with the car), the probability of completing three public transport stages successfully 
is ! Clearly, the reliability of multimodal, multistage public transport becomes a major issue.

Faced with an increasingly time-constrained, individualised society that demands (and indeed 
is willing to pay) for good, reliable service, it becomes a question of whether multimodal, 
multistage public transport can face up to these travel demands. Public transport serves a 
collective market very well (limited origins and destinations on a limited number of routes for collective market very well (limited origins and destinations on a limited number of routes for collective market
the average traveller).  e problem, however, is that today’s market-segmented, market-oriented 
decentralised society does not demand transport, but interaction, with the transport mode being 
a secondary, lifestyle decision.  e private car is very successful in addressing these mandatory 
interaction and ultimately lifestyle requirements. In short, public transport is in the transport 
business while the car is (increasingly so) in the lifestyle business.

In an article in the Dutch daily newspaper, Algemene Dagblad, Cees Wildervanck () notes, 
rather appropriately, that travel behaviour is very much routine behaviour (routine behaviour (routine behaviour ‘vervoersgedrag is 
gewoontegedrag’) (Wildervanck, ). No individual makes daily decisions such as ‘gewoontegedrag’) (Wildervanck, ). No individual makes daily decisions such as ‘gewoontegedrag’ what mode 
should I use, what time should I leave for work, what route should I take’. All these decisions are 
habitual, made in a very distant past (actually a day before the fi rst trip was made). A typical 
morning commuter is much more likely to be making a statement like ‘... if government 
improves public transport, all these irrational commuters will take the train which will make my car 
journey much faster ...’ ( e Onion, ). If this is true (and all arguments point to this), then 
the question that should be asked is, what benefi t does it hold to change behaviour once users 
have settled into their daily routine, or even worse (from a transport planner’s perspective), if 
they have settled into their lifestyle decision? As Chapter  revealed, activity behaviour precedes 
mode choice and, as discussed, the implications for transport policy are signifi cant. Building 
new residential areas (such as the Leidsche Rijn outside Utrecht,  e Netherlands), contributes 
little to reducing unsustainable travel behaviour patterns or increasing public transport use if the 
new inhabitants are not, from the outset, provided with a high-quality public transport system 
that makes them think about those fi rst sets of travel decisions, i.e. what mode, when to leave, 
etc. Even worse, moving households to new residential developments without a high-quality 
public transport system will make one-car ownership households into double-car ownership 
households (especially if they are provided with ample residential parking)!

Somewhat ironically, young couples (with/without children) are often a group targeted by 
spatial planning policies, such as the development of the new towns.  is group, in particular, 
is also the one group who has seen a decrease in their free time which, partly, is an outcome 
of the emancipation trend and the continuing entry of women into the full- and part-time 
labour force.  ey have to combine child-caring responsibilities with employment, which puts 
a lot of pressure on their free time. Clearly this group will demand much spatial and temporal 
fl exibility from their transport mode to cope with their time-constrained lifestyle choices 
( eeuwes, ). Faced with a time-constrained lifestyle and a limited transport choice set 





(as defi ned by inadequate public transport proximity, connectivity and interconnectivity), this 
will simply increase the benefi t of the car. Not only does this infl uence the immediate travel 
behaviour patterns of the households, it also has longer-term repercussions.  at is, younger 
cohorts are growing up with this travel experience and are much more likely to obtain a driver’s 
license.  is suggests that over time an increasingly larger share of the population will own cars 
and the demand for public transport will continue to decline (Feitelson, ).

Promoting public transport as a sustainable substitute too often relies on the assumption that 
travellers make rational choices. While this may in part be true, arguably, the choice in favour of rational choices. While this may in part be true, arguably, the choice in favour of rational
using the car as a personal good has never been an entirely rational choice. In fact, this choice 
also contains irrational choice elements based on, for example, subjective feelings of control over 
the environment (listening to the radio in the car, cleanliness, when to leave, what to take along 
when travelling, etc.).  e choice of public transport is a more rational choice based on the price 
of the ticket, travel-time, access and egress and number of transfers, etc.(Wildervanck, ) If 
this is the case, much benefi t can be obtained by, in addition to focusing on revealed behaviour, 
also focusing on preference information (i.e. stated preference type data). Market researchers 
and retailers have long since recognised the need and benefi t of collecting data on preferences 
for their products and market strategies. Maybe transport planners need to follow suit as they 
consider a more market-oriented approach to public transport planning.

In the fi nal instance, mention should be made of the trend in public transport privatisation.  e 
trend towards privatisation and adopting market principles will have an impact on the supply 
of public transport services. Currently there is much pressure on the Dutch public transport 
system (and generally all public transport authorities) to cut unprofi table routes and focus on 
providing a better service for profi table routes (van Gelder, ). Arguably, if public transport 
authorities are left to their own devices, they will focus exclusively on the more profi table 
(read interurban work/education) routes, thus serving the needs of full-time employment 
professionals and (partly) the needs of semi-captive travellers. Serving the needs of captive 
users becomes less of a priority and often policies to serve the diff erent public transport users, 
e.g. captives, non-captives, profi table and non-profi table routes, are confl icting. Whether or not 
the government should play a more active role in public transport supply was not addressed 
in this dissertation. Rather, the only objective has been to state that public transport supply 
under profi t principles and managed by independent public transport operators may look 
very diff erent than the current public transport supply. Increased fees, limited route coverage, 
selective market targeting, etc. will have a signifi cant impact on activity-travel choices and the 
potential of public transport as a suitable transport mode.

As the above illustrates, there are many realities facing public transport planners and 
policymakers. In addition to searching for rational solutions, the only thing transport planners 
and policymakers can do is to improve their understanding of activity-travel behaviour and 
the factors that infl uence these choices.  is will ultimately aid them in developing improved 
transport models. Model building (including activity-based models) is very much a heuristic
process and researchers and policymakers rarely know either the fi nal form of variables and 
parameters in advance or the outcome of policy. Only afterwards is it possible to identify 
shortcomings and opportunities for improvement and evaluate the outcome.  is research has 
hopefully provided more insight into public transport travel behaviour and demonstrated how 





activity-travel models can be improved by specifying more complex models and by collecting 
more detailed and comprehensive data.

8.5 Notes

 As discussed in Chapter , a more fi tting naming convention for public transport is multimodal public 
transport, as public transport always entails a chain of modes to realise a door-to-door trip.

  e research presented in this dissertation is part of a comprehensive research project termed AMADEUS. 
AMADEUS is an acronym that stands for ‘Assessing the time varying eff ects of Multimodal transport 
systems on Activity and DEstination choices in Urban Systems’ (Arentze et al., ).

  e results reported in the chapter were based on the National Travel Survey Data,  (Centraal Bureau 
voor de Statistiek, ).

 Errors can generally occur either through an inadequate specifi cation of the problem (i.e. too few or incorrect 
variables) or by using too aggregate or too little data. Model errors are further amplifi ed when mathematical 
operations are done on them, i.e. the absolute error increases when variables are multiplied, divided, raised to a 
power, etc. (Alonso, )
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Appendix III: Travel diaries: Unpacking 
public transport multimodal trips

III.1 Multimodal trips selection process

 e stage-based activity-travel diary allowed detail collection of multimodal travel time 
information, which included, amongst other, mode used per stage, travel time, number of 
transfers and undertaking of any intermediate activities in-between stages (i.e. at transfer 
locations).  e travel dairies recorded information on ± , trips and , tours (i.e. 
average . trips per tour). Of these,  (±  of the trips) and  (. tours) involved a 
public transport mode. However, not all these public transport trips were suitable for analysis. 
For example, per defi nition, a minimum of three stages should be present and the exact travel 
time per stage and total trip time should be known. An analysis of the multimodal public 
transport trips did reveal some cases of miss- or incorrect reporting of multimodal trips.  e 
main omissions relate to missing stages, modes and travel time. Based on these omissions, the 
following selections have been made on the public transport multimodal dataset (the number of 
trips remaining after applying the criteria in brackets);

Number of stages (N = ): Only multimodal trips with at least an access, main and egress (i.e. N = ): Only multimodal trips with at least an access, main and egress (i.e. N = 
a minimum of three stages) were selected. A rather large percentage () of people registered 
their multimodal trips as consisting of only one or two stages, i.e. the stage(s) on the main 
mode and omitted either or both the access () and egress stage ().

Modes used (N = ): Only multimodal trips were selected where the access and egress 
stage were undertaken with a private mode, i.e. walk, bicycle, car driver/passenger or a taxi. 
A multimodal trip commencing with the bus or any other collective transport modes were 
therefore not included in the analysis as a distinction is made between the public transport 
system (involving all the traditional public transport modes, i.e. train, bus, tram & metro) and 
the private transport system.

Travel Time (N = ): To ensure that the results were not infl uenced by extreme data values, 
only those multimodal trips that fall within the st and th percentile for access, egress and 
total trip travel time were included in the analysis.  e approximate values are - and  minutes travel time were included in the analysis.  e approximate values are - and  minutes travel time
for access and egress and - and  minutes for the total trip time respectively.

After applying the above rules, the dataset contained  multimodal trips (consisting of  
stages) undertaken by  individuals (representing  households).  is translated into . 
multimodal trips per person per day.





III.2 Simplifying multimodal public transport trips

 e complexity of multimodal transport should not be under-estimated.  e  multimodal 
trips represent  diff erent multimodal combinations (i.e. diff erent mode chains) with some  diff erent multimodal combinations (i.e. diff erent mode chains) with some  diff erent multimodal combinations
chains involving up to  transfers!¹ Given the complexity of the observed trips, some rather 
stringent simplifying assumptions had to be made for representation and analysis purposes 
without forgoing the integrity of the dataset or losing the quality of the detail stage 
information.

Table III-: Multimodal transport trips

Number of transfers Main Mode

Access Train Only B/T/M Train Mixed Egress

2-Transfer Trips Car Driver 2 Bicycle
Car Driver 11 6 Walk
Car Passenger 10 3 Bicycle
Car Passenger 5 5 Walk
Bicycle 3 Car Driver
Bicycle 3 Car Passenger
Bicycle 101 5 Bicycle
Bicycle 97 13 Walk
Bicycle 1 Taxi
Walk 9 11 Car Driver
Walk 5 4 Car Passenger
Walk 106 12 Bicycle
Walk 145 208 Walk
Walk 2 Taxi
Taxi 2 Bicycle
Taxi 1 Taxi
Total 503 235 0

3 or more Transfer Trip Car Driver 1 Car Passenger
Car Driver 1 Bicycle
Car Driver 9 5 11 Walk
Car Driver 1 Taxi
Car Passenger 1 Car Driver
Car Passenger 2 Car Passenger
Car Passenger 5 3 Bicycle
Car Passenger 18 1 8 Walk
Car Passenger 1 Taxi
Bicycle 1 Car Passenger
Bicycle 40 6 4 Bicycle
Bicycle 74 23 75 Walk
Bicycle 3 1 Taxi
Walk 9 5 11 Car Driver
Walk 10 2 6 Car Passenger
Walk 71 18 59 Bicycle
Walk 101 144 227 Walk
Walk 1 2 Taxi
Taxi 1 Bicycle
Taxi 1 Walk
Total 349 169 385





An important guiding principle in simplifying the multimodal chains was that the access, 
egress and line haul times should be retained (and remain individually identifi able) as well 
as the interdependencies between these time elements (i.e. being able to compare, per public 
transport multimodal chain, access and egress time with the other time elements). While there 
are potentially many possible permutations and combinations of multimodal public transport 
chains, these can be abridged to consist of an access mode, line haul mode(s) and egress mode 
and further on number of stages/transfer.

 e access and egress modes and stages were easily identifi able after applying the selection 
process discussed Section III-. Considering the main mode, a distinction is made between 
train only, (for example walk-train-bicycle), train with bus, tram and or metro (walk-bus-train-
walk) and bus, tram or metro (walk-metro-walk).  ese categories are respectively referred to 
as Train Only, Train Mixed and Train Mixed and Train Mixed Bus/Tram/Metro.  is defi nition does imply that if the train is 
used on any trip, it is assumed the main mode². Further extensive descriptive results revealed 
that  of all public transport multimodal trips consist of  transfers (-stages),  consists of 
 transfers (i.e.  stages) and only  consists of  or more transfers ( or more stages). It was 
decided to make a distinction between  transfer (-stage trips) and -transfer (-stage) trips. 
Table III- shows the observed multimodal trips by main mode and associated mode of access observed multimodal trips by main mode and associated mode of access observed
and mode of egress (columns on the right of the table). As explicitly implied by the hierarchy, 
the train is the dominant main mode representing more than  of all main modes.

Referring to Table III-, the dominance of walking as access and egress modes is evident. 
Walking and cycling, collectively referred to as slow modes accounts for  of all access 
and egress mode shares.  e relative high share of bicycle in egress imply that people have 

Table III-: -Stage multimodal trips by purpose, main mode and access/egress mode

Train Main Mode

Access Mode Egress 
Mode

Commute Return 
Commute

Educat. Shop Leisure Work-
Bas.

Other Total

Car Driver Walking 9 0 0 1 1 0 0 11
Car Passenger Bicycle 0 1 0 0 0 1 8 10
Bicycle Bicycle 49 38 0 2 2 2 8 101
Bicycle Walk 55 7 11 8 7 4 5 97
Walking Bicycle 13 48 0 2 1 3 39 106
Walking Walking 50 35 2 7 6 18 27 145
Other combinations 6 7 0 0 4 3 13 33
TRAIN Total 182 136 13 20 21 31 100 503

Bus/Tram/Metro Main Mode

Access Mode Egress 
Mode

Commute Return 
Commute

Educat. Shop Leisure Work-
Bas.

Other Total

Bicycle Walking 9 0 0 0 0 1 3 13
Walking Car Driver 2 6 0 0 0 0 3 11
Walking Bicycle 0 6 0 0 0 1 5 12
Walking Walking 57 40 18 10 19 10 54 208
Other combinations 12 7 0 0 1 1 2 23
BTM Total 80 59 18 10 20 13 67 267

3-STAGE TOTAL 262 195 31 30 41 44 167 770





a (second) bike at the egress station.  e car, as driver or passenger, plays only a minor role 
in multimodal public transport trips as access or egress mode.  is is similar to other studies 
which also have very limited information on access/egress trips by car (Parsons Brinckerhoff , 
; Rietveld, ). Reasons might be the limited availability of parking and park-and-
ride/kiss-and ride facilities in the study area as well as the public transport rich environment of 
the Netherlands that allow most people to walk to the nearest public transport stop.  e latter 
conclusion will support the very high incidence of walking access to the train and bus/tram 
metro. Also interesting is that the high occurrence of bicycle access and egress which shows the 
importance of the bicycle storage facilities at stations (Keijer & Rietveld, ; Rietveld, ).

Tables III- and III- list the public transport multimodal chains for diff erent trip purposes, 
main mode and access/egress mode combination. Commute and return commute trips make up 
approximately  of all the trips.  e ‘Other’ trip purpose (the rd largest category) includes 
the return trips for example from school back to home and should therefore be treated with 

Table III-: -Stage multimodal trips by purpose, main mode and access egress mode

TRAIN + TRAIN ONLY

Access Egress Commute Return 
Commute

Educat. Shop. Leisure Work-
Bas.

Other Total

Car Passenger Walking 5 4 0 0 0 0 9 18
Bicycle Bicycle 14 18 1 1 0 0 6 40
Bicycle Walking 51 4 5 0 5 2 7 74
Walking Car Passenger 1 1 0 0 3 1 4 10
Walking Bicycle 8 38 0 0 1 6 18 71
Walking Walking 36 27 2 6 4 7 19 101
Other Combinations 6 6 1 1 3 2 17 36
TRAIN + TRAIN Total 121 98 9 8 16 18 80 350

TRAIN + BTM

Access Egress Commute Return 
Commute

Educat. Shop. Leisure Work-
Bas.

Other Total

Car Driver Walking 9 1 0 0 0 0 1 11
Bicycle Walking 53 3 3 0 6 2 8 75
Walking Car Driver 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 11
Walking Bicycle 2 39 1 2 0 8 7 59
Walking Walking 82 60 9 2 9 25 40 227
Other Combinations 6 4 1 0 3 3 7 24
TRAIN MIXED Total 152 118 14 4 18 38 63 407

BUS/TRAM/METRO

Access Egress Commute Return 
Commute

Educat. Shop. Leisure Work-
Bas.

Other Total

Bicycle Walking 8 1 8 0 2 1 3 23
Walking Bicycle 0 9 0 1 0 0 8 18
Walking Walking 40 33 10 7 14 8 32 144
Other combination 5 4 0 0 1 1 9 20
BUS/TRAM/METRO Total 53 47 18 8 17 10 52 205

4-STAGE TOTAL 326 263 41 26 51 66 195 962





some caution in the analysis.  e following section will provide some descriptive analysis 
fi ndings on the diff erent travel time elements in multimodal chains.

III.3 Data consideration and travel time formulations for different chains

Identifi cation of the diff erent time elements, allocation of the time elements to access, egress, 
wait and transfer time and line haul time and calculation of diff erent public transport level-
of-service properties proved somewhat complex and subject to many operational decisions and operational decisions and operational decisions
properties of the public transport multimodal chain, i.e. type of modes used, the number of 
stages in a multimodal chain, and ultimately, the type and quality of the data collected. Table 
III- list some observed multimodal transport chains and discuss the rules used in identifying 
the diff erent time elements and time allocation.

In addition to the above rules, the following specifi c circumstances apply.
Intervening activities and activities at transfer locations:  e activity-travel diary made provision 
for recording activities at transfer- and intermediate locations. Typically, an intermediate 
location refers to a visit to a childcare centre or newspaper stall etc. on the way to the station. 
Users were requested to note what they did at a transfer/intermediate location and could select 

Table III-: Multimodal transport chains

Multimodal Transport Chain Time Elements Calculation

1 walk-train-walk 3-STAGE TRIP: Access time includes walk time to train station and 
egress time includes walk time to fi nal destination. Waiting time at 
station is considered initial wait and not included in access time.

2 walk-train-walk 
(buy newspaper & coffee at 
train station)

3-STAGE TRIP: Same as above. The activity at the train station is carried 
out to “kill time”, i.e. the time between two connecting modes and not 
considered as separate activity time. See discussion below. This activity 
time is therefore included in the wait time and allocated to initial wait 
time.

3 car driver-train-walk 3-STAGE TRIP: Parking and walking time are all functions of the specifi c 
access mode used (i.e. car) and are therefore allocated to the access 
time. Initial wait time is a function of the main mode and should in 
principle be allocated to the line haul stage. The data collection method 
does not make a distinction between the different time elements and 
parking and walking are grouped together with waiting time. All these 
elements are subsequently assumed to be part of initial wait time.

4 bicycle-bus-walk-train-walk 5-STAGE TRIP: Wait/transfer and walk time between line haul modes, 
i.e. bus and train are considered as transfer time. Bicycle (access) and 
walk (egress) is considered access and egress time. Bus and train stage 
time is included in line haul time.

5 Bicycle _activity_ bicycle-
train-walk

4-STAGE TRIP: An activity is undertaken at an “intervening” location 
before the trip is continued. Such an intervening location can be a 
childcare centre, newspaper stall, etc. The intervening location leads 
to an additional stage. In our dataset the access time is considered as 
ONLY the bicycle trip preceding the train stage. The fi rst bicycle trip 
and activity is considered a separate trip.

6 bicycle-bus _activity_ train-
walk

4-STAGE TRIP: An activity is conducted at transfer location, i.e. 
shopping at station. See discussion below.





one of the following options; () transfer; () buy something () pick-up/drop-off  something/
someone.  ese trips should be treated separately in the analysis, as their time profi les will be 
diff erent. In the case of trips involving a stop at an intermediate location, Rule  in Table III- 
applies while in the case of a activity at a transfer location Rule  applies.

Activities at transfer location should further be divided in short duration, ‘impulse’ activities 
and long duration, ‘scheduled’ activities.  e former refers to unplanned activities that are 
conducted in spare time between transferring (see rule  and ).  e latter are planned and 
scheduled activities and may include weekly/daily grocery shopping in station malls and shops. 
If an activity at a transfer location exceeds  minutes, the trip is split in two trips, i.e. one 
to the transfer location and one from the transfer location. In this case the trip is divided in 
separate trips, i.e. one trip to the station and a second trip from the station to the next location. 
 e activity time (daily shopping) is not included in the multimodal trips.

 e treatment of waiting times deserves special attention specifi cally in the calculation of the 
public transport performance ratios, such as Out-of-vehicle time over In-vehicle time (OVT/
IVT) and access plus egress time over total trip time. Wait time can be divided in initial wait
and transfer wait time ( e Central Transportation Planning Staff , ; Transit Cooperative 
Research Program, ; Van der Waard, ). Initial wait and transfer wait is weighed 
diff erently by users (although the literature diff ers with regard to which is more burdensome 
with initial wait consider more onerous than transfer wait (Van der Waard, ) or transfer 
wait more onerous than (Van den Heuvel, ). Transfer wait time is easily identifi able. 
Allocation of initial weight deserves more attention.

Initial wait time can be divided in a part that is controlled by the user and a part that is 
controlled by the operator.  eoretically, the user schedule his arrival time at the transfer stop 
so as to have an optimal wait time (given his knowledge of the service frequency and timetables 
of the service).  is calls for the inclusion of this initial, scheduled waiting time, in access time. 
Following this approach is Tyler () who adds the initial wait time to the access time (Tyler, 
). However, should the public transport mode arrive late, the additional waiting time 
(above what the consumer planned) should not be added to the access time but added to the not be added to the access time but added to the not
line haul time. Van den Heuvel () makes the distinction between wait time and hidden wait 
time. Hidden wait time refers to the wait time between the scheduled and scheduled and scheduled actual arrival of the actual arrival of the actual
public transport mode (Van den Heuvel, ). Adopting this approach can result in the initial 
wait time being allocated to access time with hidden wait time allocated to the line haul time 
or alternatively operator wait time.  is approach requires knowledge of the headways for each 
multimodal trip. From the headways, initial wait can be calculated either as half-the-headway 
(i.e. half the waiting time) as this is often considered an optimal waiting time or using an initial 
wait time distribution. Unfortunately no headways at the transfer location where available and 
initial wait time could not be divided in initial wait and initial wait and initial wait hidden wait. An alternative approach 
would have been to select an universal acceptable initial wait time and apply these to all 
fi rst waits (. minutes has been used in the past as an acceptable initial wait ( e Central 
Transportation Planning Staff , ). Any wait time longer . min. should be added to the line wait time longer . min. should be added to the line wait time longer
haul time or operator wait time³. For the purpose of this research, however, it was decided not 
to make a distinction between initial wait and operator wait.





Table III- and III- provide descriptive statistics on the travel time elements for the most 
frequently occurring multimodal trips (for  and +-stage trips respectively).  ese selected 
multimodal trips represent  (or  trip) of the  trips. As to be expected there are 
signifi cant diff erences between - and +-Stage trips for the total travel time, line haul time and 
the transfer time.

As shown in both tables, all the travel time elements, i.e. access, egress, initial wait and transfer 
wait (or just initial wait in the case of -stage trips) are longer when the train is used compared 
to when the bus, tram or metro is used.  e shorter travel times for the bus, tram and metro 
multimodal trips can be attributable to the intra-urban role of these modes.

 ere seems to be some relationship between the access and egress modes used and the travel 
time on the line haul mode (and indeed wait time). Longer travel times on the access and egress 
stages seem to be positively correlated with longer travel time on the main mode. For example 
(Table III-) shows that the line haul time associated with the bicycle as access and egress mode 
(see chain ), are signifi cantly longer than the line haul time associated with walking as access 
and egress mode (chain ). Trips involving the bicycle either as access or egress mode (chains  
& ) are longer than trips involving only walking as access and egress.

As the number of transfers and stages in a multimodal trip increase (Table III- with -stage 
versus Table III- with +-stages), all the travel times in a trip increase with the exception of 
access and egress travel time. As discussed in the literature review, transfers are considered the 
most negative element of multimodal transport trips and users will arguably try and minimize 
the number of transfers. It is possible to hypothesize that people are willing to trade off  the 
number of transfers with an increase in access and egress travel time. By accepting slightly 
longer access and egress travel times, users might be able to get a more direct multimodal 

Table III-: -Stage trips: Multimodal time elements

Train Only Travel Time (min.)

Nr. Access Egress Stats. Access Egress In Wait Line Haul Total

1 Bicycle Bicycle Mean 11.8 12.1 7.1 29.8 63.4
N = 101 Std. Dev 6.0 4.9 5.1 12.7 15.1

2 Bicycle Walking Mean 11.0 9.2 7.2 27.5 55.6
N = 97 Std. Dev 5.7 5.6 1.5 17.0 20.8

3 Walking Bicycle Mean 9.7 11.0 6.5 25.5 55.2
N = 106 Std. Dev 6.0 5.6 2.2 15.5 18.8

4 Walking Walking Mean 9.3 9.0 5.3 21.9 46.0
N = 145 Std. Dev 5.9 5.7 2.2 16.2 21.3
Total (% of total time) Mean 10.3 (18) 10.4 (18) 6.9 (12) 27.5 (48) 56.8
N = 503 Std. Dev 6.0 6.1 2.7 18.1 23.5

Bus/Tram/Metro
Access Egress Stats. Access Egress In Wait Line Haul Total

5 Walking Walking Mean 6.3 7.5 5.7 19.8 39.5
N = 208 Std. Dev 4.5 5.3 1.4 11.2 14.9
Total (% of total time) Mean 7.0 (17) 8.6 (21) 5.8 (14) 18.8 (46) 40.9
N = 267 Std. Dev 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.7 0.9





connection between their origin and destination leading to fewer transfers. Fewer transfers 
obviously also lead to longer, uninterrupted travel time, specifi cally on the line haul mode.uninterrupted travel time, specifi cally on the line haul mode.uninterrupted

Diff erence in access and egress times between the bus, tram and metro and the train can be 
attributed to the function and the physical characteristics of the network.  e bus fulfi ls mainly 
an intra-urban role and has a very fi ne distribution and collection network in urban areas 
resulting in overall short access and egress travel times.  e train does not penetrate residential 
neighbourhoods or outlying employment areas and only have a limited number of transfer 
locations (due to the large physical infrastructure and capital outlays). In the Netherlands, the 
train is mostly used for inter-urban travel and oriented to connect central urban areas or, to a 
limited extend, connect a limited number of outlying stations to the central station.

Table III-: -Stage trips: Multimodal time elements

Train + Train Only

Access Egress Stats Access Egress In Wait Tran. 
Wait

Line 
Haul

Total

6 Bicycle Bicycle Mean 9.4 9.8 8.1 17.1 38.7 83.5
N = 40 Std. Dev 4.9 4.5 11.9 15.1 17.2 30.0

7 Bicycle Walking Mean 8.8 10.5 6.0 11.4 39.9 77.8
N = 74 Std. Dev 4.0 7.6 4.5 7.1 18.7 23.9

8 Walking Bicycle Mean 10.1 8.9 5.9 13.2 38.5 78.9
N = 71 Std. Dev 5.2 5.3 5.7 10.0 21.2 26.0

9 Walking Walking Mean 8.8 9.7 6.7 10.8 39.0 76.3
N = 101 Std. Dev 4.8 5.3 5.7 13.1 20.9 26.9
TOTAL (% of total time) Mean 9.6 (12) 9.9 (12) 6.9 (8.4) 13.1 (16) 41.1(50) 81.7
N = 350 Std. Dev 5.3 6.1 6.6 11.4 21.7 29.2

Train Mixed
Access Egress Stats Access Egress In Wait Tran. 

Wait
Line 
Haul

Total

10 Bicycle Walking Mean 10.0 5.1 7.7 11.1 40.9 75.1
N = 75 Std. Dev 5.2 2.7 5.0 12.3 17.2 25.7

11 Walking Bicycle Mean 5.5 10.6 5.4 15.7 40.5 77.1
N = 59 Std. Dev 3.2 5.0 7.7 10.6 18.3 23.0

12 Walking Walking Mean 7.0 6.9 5.7 13.4 46.7 79.6
N = 227 Std. Dev 5.1 4.7 7.6 9.8 24.5 29.8
TOTAL (% of total time) Mean 7.6 (10) 7.2(9) 6.1(8) 13.3(17) 45.1(57) 79.3
N = 407 Std. Dev 5.5 5.0 6.9 10.6 23.0 28.9

Bus/Tram/Metro
Access Egress Stats Access Egress In Wait Tran. 

Wait
Line 
Haul

Total

13 Bicycle Walking Mean 9.3 6.6 4.8 5.5 28.3 55.5
N = 23 Std. Dev 7.0 3.6 3.7 5.3 17.5 14.3

14 Walking Bicycle Mean 9.0 6.5 3.2 12.0 29.5 62.3
N = 18 Std. Dev 8.1 3.1 2.9 10.0 13.2 18.6

15 Walking Walking Mean 5.7 5.4 5.5 8.8 29.3 55.9
N = 144 Std. Dev 4.6 4.1 5.7 7.5 13.3 17.4
TOTAL (% of total time) Mean 7.7 (13) 5.6 (10) 5.3 (9) 9.1 (16) 27.9 (49) 57.2
N = 205 Std. Dev 7.9 3.9 5.6 8.9 13.9 18.9
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Figure III-: Actual occurrence for trips originating from home

Table III-: -Stage trips: Travel time ratio’s

TRAIN ONLY I-Ratio

Access Egress Stats OVTT (min.) IVTT (min.) (Ac. + Eg.)/
(OVT + IVT)

OVT/IVT

Bicycle Bicycle Mean 33.6 29.8 0.384 1.36
N = 101 Std. Err/Mean 0.9 1.3 0.01 0.07

95% CI 31.8-35.5 27.3-32.3 0.363-0.405 1.21-1.51
Bicycle Walking Mean 28.1 27.5 0.383 1.69
N = 97 Std. Err/Mean 1.1 1.7 0.015 0.156

95% CI 25.9-30.2 24.1-30.9 0.354 -0.412 1.38-
Walking Bicycle Mean 29.6 25.5 0.393 1.85
N = 106 Std. Err/Mean 1 1.5 0.015 0.154

95% CI 27.7-31.5 22.6-28.5 0.364-0.4224 1.55-2.16
Walking Walking Mean 24.1 21.9 0.420 1.64
N = 145 Std. Err/Mean 0.92 1.34 0.013 0.112

95% CI 22.3-25.9 19.2-24.5 0.400-0.450 1.42-1.86
Total Mean 29.3 27.5 0.388 1.60
N = 503 Std. Err/Mean 0.54 0.81 0.006 0.06

95% CI 28.3   30.4 25.9   29.0 0.38   0.40 1.49   1.72

BUS/TRAM/MET. I-Ratio
Access Egress Stats OVTT IVTT (Ac. + Eg.)/

(OVT + IVT)
OVT/IVT

Walking Walking Mean 19.7 19.8 0.367 1.45
N = 208 Std. Err/Mean 0.65 0.79 0.011 0.11

95% CI 18.4-21.0 18.29-21.36 0.35-0.39 1.23-1.67
Total Mean 22.1 18.8 0.390 1.90
N = 267 Std. Err/Mean 0.74 0.69 0.01 0.152

95% CI 20.6-23.5 17.45-20.18 0.37-0.41 1.60-2.20
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Figure III-: Travel time distributions





Table III-: +-Stage trips: Travel time ratios

TRAIN ONLY I-Ratio

Access Egress STATS OVTT IVTT (Ac. + Eg.)/
(OVT + IVT)

OVT/IVT

Bicycle Bicycle Mean 44.9 38.7 0.272 1.45
N = 40 Std. Dev. 19.8 17.2 0.1 1.2

95% CI 38.5- 51.2 33.2-44.1 0.236-0.309 1.07-1.83
Bicycle Walking Mean 37.9 39.9 0.280 1.24
N = 74 Std. Dev. 12.8 18.7 0.1 1.0

95% CI 34.9-40.9 35.6-44.2 0.251-0.308 1.00-1.47
Walking Bicycle Mean 40.4 38.5 0.302 1.48
N = 71 Std. Dev. 14.7 21.2 0.1 1.5

95% CI 36.9-43.8 33.5-43.6 0.270-0.333 1.14-1.83
Walking Walking Mean 37.2 39.0 0.286 1.63
N = 101 Std. Dev. 16.7 20.9 0.1 2.5

95% CI 33.9-40.5 34.9-43.2 0.260-0.311 1.14-2.13
Total Total Mean 40.6 41.1 0.281 1.41
N = 350 Std. Dev. 16.6 21.8 0.1 1.7

95% CI 38.9-42.3 38.8-43.4 0.268-0.294 1.24-1.59

TRAIN MIXED I-Ratio
Access Egress STATS OVTT IVTT (Ac. + Eg.) 

/(OVT + IVT)
OVT/IVT

Bicycle Walking Mean 34.3 40.9 0.218 0.96
N = 75 Std. Dev. 15.1 17.2 0.1 0.5

95% CI 30.8-37.7 36.9-44.8 0.198-0.239 0.85-1.70
Walking Bicycle Mean 36.6 40.5 0.230 1.17
N = 59 Std. Dev. 15.8 18.3 0.1 1.1

95% CI 32.5-40.7 35.7-45.3 0.203-0.256 0.87-1.47
Walking Walking Mean 32.9 46.7 0.196 0.90
N = 227 Std. Dev. 13.6 24.5 0.1 0.7

95% CI 31.1-34.7 43.5-49.9 0.183-0.209 0.81-0.99
Total Total Mean 34.2 45.1 0.207 0.96
N = 407 Std. Dev. 14.7 23.0 0.1 0.7

95% CI 32.8-35.7 42.8-47.3 0.197-0.217 0.89-1.03

BUS/TRAM/METRO I-Ratio
Access Egress STATS OVTT IVTT (Ac. + Eg.)/

(OVT + IVT)
OVT/IVT

Bicycle Walking Mean 27.2 28.3 0.342 2.70
N = 23 Std. Dev. 11.3 17.5 0.2 5.2

95% CI 22.3-32.1 20.7-35.9 0.259-0.424 0.44-4.97
Walking Bicycle Mean 32.8 29.5 0.307 1.82
N = 18 Std. Dev. 12.6 13.2 0.1 2.8

95% CI 26.6-39.1 22.9-36.1 0.240-0.375 0.43-3.20
Walking Walking Mean 26.6 29.3 0.221 1.30
N = 144 Std. Dev. 12.4 13.3 0.1 2.2

95% CI 24.5-28.6 27.1-31.5 0.2000-0.243 0.94-1.66
Total Total Mean 29.3 27.9 0.270 1.75
N = 205 Std. Dev. 12.4 13.3 0.130 2.18

95% CI 24.5-28.6 27.1-31.5 0.200-0.243 0.94-1.66





Figure III- summarizes the above travel time calculations and shows the actual occurrence of 
multimodal trips (in terms of travel time and mode share) for trips originating from home.

 e thickness and length of the access and egress lines indicates the share of the mode and 
mean travel time for that mode. Generally, access time is slightly shorter (collectively and 
individually) than egress time as shown by the dotted travel time contours (mean and th 
percentile). Car driver is used for the longer travel times while walking is used for the shortest 
travel times.  e mean train stage length is  minutes compared to only  minutes for the 
metro (the metro is exclusively used for short intra-urban trips).  e bicycle suff ers from 
asymmetric mode availability with only  of egress trips being undertaken with the bicycle 
compared to  on the access side.  is is also supported with results form national level data 
(Krygsman & Dijst, ; Rietveld, ).  e dominance of the commute (work) trip for 
public transport trips originating from home is evident.

Travel times for the diff erent stages are illustrated in Figure III-.  e box plots shows the 
travel time from origin to destination for the diff erent main mode(s) and for -and +-Stage 
respectively.

III.4 Public transport level-of-service indicators and travel time ratios

Tables III- and III- show the out-of vehicle travel time (OVTT) and in-vehicle travel time 
(IVTT) and the level-of-service ratios for selected multimodal trips.  e mean, standard 
deviation and  coeffi  cient interval for the mean is shown.

 e mean OVT/IVT is nearly always larger than .  is implies that people spend more time 
out-of-vehicle than in-vehicle.  is is true even for +-stage trips with a longer line haul stage. 
 e longer line haul times are partly off set by the increase in waiting and transfer time.

III.5 Notes

 Without the above selections, there were ±  diff erent multimodal combinations involving up to  transfers.
  is defi nition does favour the train as main mode. To validate this assumption, the defi nition was also 

compared with travel time per mode and found to correlate very highly, i.e. the train is almost always used for 
the longest travel time.

 Alternative to using . min as the optimal wait time, it will also be possible to use the th percentile of all the 
initial wait times.  e th percentile for initial wait is approximately  minutes.
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Samenvatting in het Nederlands

Vervoerbeplanners en -beleidmakers overwegen in toenemende mate het gebruik van 
strategieën op het gebied van openbaar vervoer en travel demand management (TDM) om de travel demand management (TDM) om de travel demand management
hedendaagse niet-duurzame ontwikkeling in reisgedrag te keren. Reisgedrag in ontwikkelde 
landen wordt bepaald door het overheersend reizen in auto’s. Openbaar vervoer betreft hier 
trein, bus, tram, metro of combinaties en afwisseling van deze massa-vervoer middelen voor 
passagiers. In het Nationale Verkeer- en Vervoersplan van Nederland word openbaar vervoer 
gezien als een middel om de toegankelijkheid en leefbaarheid van steden te verhogen, terwijl 
nog steeds de sociale doelstelling van het verschaff en van aanvaardbare niveaus van mobiliteit 
voor allen, vervuld wordt (Ministerie van Verkeer en Waterstaat, ).

Maar ondanks aanzienlijke investeringen in openbaar vervoer, heeft deze vorm van vervoer niet 
geleid tot een aanwijsbare vermindering in groei van auto-mobiliteit en is het aandeel daarvan 
in het totale vervoer in werkelijkheid verminderd. Mogelijke redenen hiervoor zijn onder andere 
het onvermogen van vervoersplanners en -beleidmakers om inzicht te krijgen in de vraag naar 
(multi-modaal openbaar) vervoer en om uiteindelijk het resultaat van multi-modaal openbaar 
vervoerbeleid op activiteits-, reis- en ruimtelijke patronen op korte, middel en lange termijn, te 
voorspellen.

Dit proefschrift is gericht op het verkrijgen van beter inzicht in het middellange termijn 
gedrag van huishoudingen en individuen die geconfronteerd worden met multi-modale vervoer 
alternatieven. Dit onderzoek vormt deel van een meer omvattend onderzoeksprogramma 
met de naam AMADEUS (Arentze et al., ; Dugundji et al., ; Dugundji et al et al., ; Joh, ; Maat, et al., ; Joh, ; Maat, et al
; Timmermans et al., ; Timmermans en van der Waerden, ). AMADEUS is een et al., ; Timmermans en van der Waerden, ). AMADEUS is een et al
afkorting van ‘Assessing the time varying eff ects of Multimodal transport systems on Activity 
and DEstination choices in Urban Systems’ (Het bepalen van tijd variërende eff ecten van 
multi-modale vervoersystemen op activiteiten en bestemmingskeuzes in stedelijke systemen).

Het project heeft ten doel om onderzoek te verrichten naar en modellen te onwikkelen 
voor activiteits- en locatie keuze-gedrag van bedrijven en huishoudens voor verschillende 
tijdsbereiken, met speciale aandacht voor de eff ecten van de onderlinge koppeling tussen 
multi-modale openbaar vervoer systemen. Het onderzoeksprogramma zal inzicht geven in 
hoe verschillende componenten van multi-modale vervoersystemen, zoals multi-modale 
vervoermiddelketens, interconnectiviteit van de vervoermiddelen en verschillende structuur 
elementen, eff ect hebben op het lange, middellange en korte termijn gedrag ten opzichte van 
locatie, vervoer en activiteit keuzen.

De onderzoeksvraag van dit proefschrift kan als volgt geformuleerd worden:

‘Wat is het eff ect van multi-modaal openbaar vervoer op individueel activiteits- en vervoersgedrag?’





Deze onderzoeksvraag is uitgewerkt in vier onderzoeksvragen die beantwoord worden in dit 
proefschrift. De bevindingen worden daaronder besproken.

. ‘Vertonen gebruikers van multi-modaal openbaar vervoer in Nederland kenmerken die onderscheiden 
kunnen worden op het niveau van socio-demografi e en grondgebruik?’

Het onbetwiste antwoord op deze onderzoeksvraag is ‘ja’. Dit houdt in dat, op grond van 
gegevens van de Onderzoek Verplaatsingsgedrag (OVG), Nederlandse gebruikers van multi-
modaal openbaar vervoer op landelijk niveau onderscheidbare kenmerken vertonen op het 
gebied van socio-demografi e en grondgebruik. Over het geheel bleek uit de analyse dat 
stedelijke dichtheid (dus hoge dichtheid) invloed heeft op de vraag naar multi-modaal openbaar stedelijke dichtheid (dus hoge dichtheid) invloed heeft op de vraag naar multi-modaal openbaar stedelijke dichtheid
vervoer (positief ), maar dat auto beschikbaarheid de belangrijkste variabele blijft die het gebruik auto beschikbaarheid de belangrijkste variabele blijft die het gebruik auto beschikbaarheid
van multi-modaal openbaar vervoer beïnvloedt (negatief ).

In aanvulling op de bovengenoemde bevindingen bleek over het algemeen dat multi-modaal 
openbaar vervoer slechts een aantrekkelijk alternatief is wanneer de voor- en natransport afstand 
niet te groot is (de gemiddelde voor- en natransport afstand is , km en , km, respectievelijk). niet te groot is (de gemiddelde voor- en natransport afstand is , km en , km, respectievelijk). niet te groot is
Verder bedient multi-modaal openbaar vervoer slechts de langere afstanden goed en concurreert 
het slechts met de vraag naar bepaalde typen reizen, namelijk routine matige verplaatsingen 
zoals voor onderwijs en werk (deze behoeften maken  tot  uit van de totale vraag naar 
vervoer). Dit is gedeeltelijk het gevolg van het feit dat over langere afstanden het ongerief in tijd 
van het voor- en natransport, wachten en overstappen vermindert, terwijl over kortere afstanden 
de reistijd verhouding (reistijd van auto gedeeld door dat van openbaar vervoer) nadrukkelijk in reistijd verhouding (reistijd van auto gedeeld door dat van openbaar vervoer) nadrukkelijk in reistijd verhouding
het voordeel van de auto is.

Deze resultaten moeten echter met enige voorzichtigheid gehanteerd worden. Terwijl 
veel variabelen signifi cant zijn, is dit te verwachten in het licht van het grote aantal cases 
(‘Onderzoek Verplaatsingsgedrag’, OVG) dat in de analyse gebruikt is. Het nationale 
bestand bleek, ondanks de vele voordelen, niet geschikt voor de analyse van sommige relaties 
die onderliggend zijn aan activiteits- and vervoergedrag (zoals verduidelijkt in Hoofdstuk 
). De OVG vervoergegevens bevatten slechts informatie over vervoer op één dag, over de 
hoofdbehoefte van het vervoer; voor het huidige doel bevat het onvoldoende informatie over 
welke activiteiten verricht werden op de bestemming van de trip, tour informatie (tours worden 
gedefi nieerd als een heen en terugreis) , socio-demografi sche informatie en grondgebruik. 
Activiteit gebaseerde modellen vragen meer detail.

De tweede onderzoeksvraag richtte zich op het ontwerp van het activiteiten en verplaatsings-
dagboek instrument om gegevens te verzamelen die voldoende informatie over verplaatsingen 
en activiteiten bevatten.

. ‘Welke uitgangspunten voor het ontwerp van een dagboek en enquete zijn van belang , om er 
verzekerd van te zijn dat voldoende gedetailleerde activiteit- en verplaatsingsgegevens verkregen 
worden t.a.v. het gebruik van multi-modaal openbaar reisvervoer, en hoe kan een ontwerp ontwikkeld 
worden dat voldoet aan deze uitgangspunten?’





De vereiste kwaliteit en kwantiteit van de gegevens werd verkregen door het ontwerpen, 
toetsen en uiteindelijk selecteren van het meest geschikte dagboek ontwerp voor activiteiten 
en verplaatsingen. De ontwerp alternatieven zijn getoetsts op basis van een pilot onderzoek 
op kleine schaal. Drie alternatieve dagboeken werden ontworpen, d.w.z. een ritgebaseerde 
dagboek, een dagplanner en een combinatie formaat. Deze drie formaten verschillen in de 
eerste plaats op grond van hun hoofduitgangspunten (aparte rittrajecten voor het formaat van 
het ritdagboek, tijdschema’s voor het formaat van de dagplanner en een combinatie van ritdelen 
en tijdschema’s voor het combinatie formaat). In de tweede plaats is er verschil in het ontwerp 
en de opmaak (zie Hoofdstuk  voor het ontwerp en de opmaak van de dagboeken). Terwijl 
de beperkte grootte van de pilot in gedachten gehouden moet worden, duiden de resultaten 
van de analyse aan dat er enige verschillen zijn tussen de gebruikte formaten. De belangrijkste 
verschillen betreff en, zoals verwacht, de registratie van de ritten, de nauwkeurigheid van 
aantekenen en de registraties van tijd en activiteiten.

Over het algemeen biedt het combinatie formaat respondenten de mogelijkheid om op een combinatie formaat respondenten de mogelijkheid om op een combinatie formaat
gemakkelijke manier gedetailleerd verslag te doen op het vlak van rittrajecten, terwijl het 
ook het probleem van verslaggeving van meerdere buitenshuis activiteiten bij een enkele 
bestemming kon hanteren (een probleem dat zich voordeed bij het ritdeel dagboek). Het gevoel 
was ook dat de reizen en activiteiten afzonderlijke hoofduitgangspunten vereisten; vandaar de 
opsplitsing in het combinatie dagboek. Dit betekent dat voor activiteiten de voorkeur werd 
gegeven aan een dagplanner formaat, terwijl voor reizen een reisdeel formaat de voorkeur 
had. In het algemeen waardeerden de respondenten het handige formaat van het combinatie 
dagboekje.

Als algemene conclusie kan verder vermeld worden dat ingewikkelde codes vermeden 
moeten worden en dat activiteitscategorieën en andere verslag opties beperkt moeten worden 
tot slechts de noodzakelijke informatie. Alle drie dagboeken hadden in het algemeen een 
gebruiksvriendelijk ontwerp met ongekunstelde vragen. Hun grootte gaf respondenten de 
gelegenheid om het dagboek tijdens het reizen mee te nemen, hoewel er twijfel blijft of mensen 
dit werkelijk deden (de meeste gaven in de vragenlijst aan dat het dagboekje steeds aan het 
einde van de dag ingevuld werd).

Als de voordelen van de proefstudie in aanmerking genomen worden, kan, gegeven de specifi eke 
gegevens vereisten, het ontwerp van alternatieve dagboek formaten problemen met bestaande 
formaten uitlichten Verder laat een pilot vooraf onderzoekers toe om potentiële problemen 
te identifi ceren met betrekking tot verschillende formaten, maar ook m.b.t. de ervaring van 
de gebruikers en potentiële fouten , het verschaff en van correcte gebruiksinstructies, het 
identifi ceren van werkelijke acties van respondenten (zoals het niet meenemen van het dagboek 
tijdens reizen) en om uiteindelijk een ontwerp te maken dat deze acties insluit.

In aanvulling op dagboek informatie over activiteiten en reizen, stellen activiteitsgebaseerde 
modellen ook hoge eisen aan fysieke gegevens, d.w.z. gegevens over grondgebruik en vervoer en 
over de omgevingsvariabelen zoals openings uren, parkeer plaatsen, etc. Terwijl deze gegevens 
hoofdzakelijk verkregen zijn van secondaire bronnen is de integratie van de gegevens een 
tijdrovende en intensieve taak, die veel operationele besluiten vergt, zoals die met betrekking tot 
de ruimtelijke eenheid, het niveau van het vervoernetwerk dat gebruikt wordt, het bepalen van 





alternatieve reistijden en het bepalen van gewichten van specifi eke reistijd componenten van 
een trip.

Om een voldoende aandeel gebruikers van openbaar vervoer in de steekproef te realiseren werd 
gekozen voor een studiegebied in de Randstad regio van Nederland, een sterk verstedelijkt 
gebied dat gekarakteriseerd wordt door een uitgebreid netwerk van openbaar vervoer. Het 
maken van onderscheid in vervoer (en andere ruimtelijke) eigenschappen in woonbuurten in 
het studiegebied en het voorselecteren van gebruikers van openbaar vervoer, droeg bij tot een 
bovengemiddeld aandeel van gebruikers van openbaar vervoer. In laatste instantie was het 
aandeel van gebruikers van openbaar vervoer ±  vergeleken met ±  voor Nederland als 
geheel (gebaseerd op schattingen van OVG enquêtes).

Een uitgebreide enquête van activiteiten en vervoer leidde tot het verzamelen van veel 
omvattende en gedetailleerde gegevens van o.a. deze gebruikers van openbaar vervoer. In totaal 
is verslag geleverd van ±  verschillende multi-modale openbare vervoerketens, inclusief zeven 
verschillende vervoermiddelen, en  reistrajecten, terwijl het uiteindelijke gegevensbestand rond 
  variabelen bevatte. Ten slotte verzekerde het gebruik van de kleinste ruimtelijke eenheid 
die beschikbaar was voor grondgebruik (d.w.z. de -positie postcode) dat alle kenmerken van 
grondgebruik geregistreerd werden, terwijl dit ook nauwkeurige berekening van reistijden 
toeliet (binnen de nauwkeurigheidsperken van het beschikbare vervoer netwerk).

Het gegevensbestand veroorloofde het maken van gedetailleerde schattingen van tijdselementen 
van multi-modaal transport, in het bijzonder de tijd van het voortransport en natransport en 
het lijnvervoer. Deze tijdelementen en hun onderlinge verhouding worden behandeld in de 
derde onderzoeksvraag.

. ‘Welke socio-demografi sche, grondgebruik en transport eigenschappen beïnvloeden de tijd van 
voor- en natransport en zijn deze tijdselementen positief gekoppeld aan lijnvervoertijd? Leiden 
deze eigenschappen tot een duidelijke maatstaf voor relatieve prestatie van multi-modaal openbaar 
vervoer? Deze prestatie maatstaf wordt de ‘interconnectiviteits’ ratio genoemd en wordt gedefi nieerd 
als de verhouding tussen de tijd van voor- en natransport en de totale reistijd.’

Waarschijnlijk ligt de uiteindelijke beperking op het gebruik van multi-modaal openbaar 
vervoer in het voortransport en het natransport, ook wel de zwakke schakels van multi-modaal 
openbaar vervoer genoemd. Zoals beargumenteerd door de conservatieve denk-tank van Paul 
Weyrich en Paul Lind (Weyrich en Lind, ) moet openbaar vervoer binnen aanvaardbare 
perken van voortransporttijd liggen, wil het als beschikbaar aangemerkt worden. Dit is echter 
slechts een deel van de waarheid, omdat reizigers ook aanvaardbare natransporttijd moeten 
hebben. De derde onderzoeksvraag van dit proefschrift is gericht op de verdeling van de tijd 
over voor- en natransport en op de kwantifi cering van de interconnectiviteits ratio, gedefi nieerd 
als de tijdsverhouding van het voor- en natransport tot de totale reisduur, als een potentiële 
indicator van de prestatie van het openbaar vervoer systeem.

Wanneer de verhouding tussen de verschillende tijdelementen in ogenschouw genomen wordt, 
blijkt dat tijden van voor- en natransport en lijnvervoer niet noodzakelijk beïnvloed worden 
door dezelfde variabelen. In het bijzonder werden voor- en natransport positief geassocieerd 





met vrouwen, maar negatief geassocieerd met overstappen. Het tegenovergestelde was waar 
voor de tijd van lijnvervoer, d.w.z. de tijd van lijnvervoer nam toe met het aantal overstappen 
en vrouwen (in vergelijking met mannen) reisden korter met het lijnvervoermiddel. Dit heeft 
implicaties voor het voorspellen van de totale reistijd met openbaar vervoer als een enkele 
eenheid, omdat de individuele reistijdelementen verschillend beïnvloed worden door de 
onderscheiden variabelen.

Regressie analyse toonde aan dat de afname van het voor- en natransport minder afhankelijk is 
van grondgebruik en socio-demografi sche factoren dan van het vervoermiddel. Het is denkbaar 
dat deze bevinding afhankelijk is van het specifi eke grondgebruik in Nederland en van het 
studiegebied in het bijzonder. In het algemeen is de wandel- en fi ets omgeving – naar en van 
stations en zelfs door heel Nederland – van bijzonder goede kwaliteit, vooral als het vergeleken 
wordt met dat van andere landen.

De vergelijking van de tijden van voortransport, natransport en lijnvervoer leverde een positieve 
verhouding op, d.w.z. de tijd van voortransport en natransport neemt toe als de tijd van 
lijnvervoer toeneemt. Deze positieve verhouding is op zijn best bescheiden en er is een grens 
aan de toename. Dit kan gedeeltelijk toegeschreven worden aan het feit dat voortransport 
en natransport doorgaans gebeurt met vervoermiddelen (fi etsen of lopen) die beïnvloed 
worden door reisvermoeidheid, terwijl de tijd van lijnvervoer niet beïnvloed word door 
reisvermoeidheid.

Terwijl de absolute waarden van de tijden/afstanden van voor- en natransport waardevolle 
informatie opleveren voor de planning van voedingsgebieden van openbaar vervoer, nemen 
deze individuele eenheden niet het ongerief in aanmerking dat gekoppeld is aan voor- en 
natransport in verhouding tot de totale reistijd. Door de toegankelijkheid van het openbaar 
vervoer te beschouwen als de som van alle tijdselementen van de individuele reis, worden 
een aantal verreikende veronderstellingen gemaakt over de grootte van deze elementen in 
verhouding tot elkaar.

De interconnectiviteits ratio (IR) toonde aan dat voor elke . toename in het aandeel van 
de voor- en natransport tijd tot de totale reistijd, de afname in het aantal gebruikers van 
multi-modaal openbaar vervoer ±  is. De IR kromme voor verschillende multi-modale 
vervoerketens is echter niet lineair maar een s-kromme: de kromme neemt aanvankelijk 
langzaam toe, versnelt daarna tot een niveau van ongeveer , and neemt daarna weer langzamer 
toe. Er blijkt een maximum ratio van ± , te zijn voor een reis met drie trajecten. Voor reizen 
die uit meer dan drie trajecten bestaan (dus +) overschrijdt de ratio zelden ,.

De tijdsverdeling over voor- en natransport, samen met de ratio, kan potentieel gebruikt 
worden als onfahankelijke variabelen in reisgedrag modellen. De cumulatieve verdeling van 
de verhouding kan gebruikt worden in discrete keuze modellen van multi-modaal openbaar 
vervoer (de parameter moet signifi cant zijn en negatief, wat aanduidt dat met een toename van 
de ratio de waarschijnlijkheid van de reis met de multi-modale vervoerketen afneemt). Het is 
echter belangrijk dat de ratio (cumulatieve verdeling) afgeleid moet worden voor combinaties 
van verschillende multi-modale vervoerketens. Combinaties van multi-modale vervoerketens 
worden gedefi nieerd in termen van voortransport, natransport en hoofdvervoermiddel en aantal 





overstappen. Verder moet in theorie de ratio leiden tot betere voorspellingen van het gekozen 
vervoermiddel door het uitsluiten van onrealistische keuzes van alternatief multi-modaal 
openbaar vervoer en het insluiten van de negatieve invloed van langer voor- en natransport tijd 
op multi-modaal openbaar vervoer.

Een belangrijk kenmerk van modellen die op activiteiten gebaseerd zijn is hun erkenning van 
de onderlinge afhankelijkheid van activiteiten en facetten van reiskeuzes. De vierde en laatste 
onderzoeksvraag van dit proefschrift betreft deze zaak.

. ‘Hoe manifesteren de ruimtelijke en tijdelijke eigenschappen van multi-modaal openbaar vervoer 
zich in de planning van activiteiten op tours en wat is het karakter van de verhouding tussen de keuze 
van vervoermiddel en intermediaire activiteiten op tours?’van vervoermiddel en intermediaire activiteiten op tours?’van vervoermiddel en intermediaire activiteiten op tours?

Complexe tourvorming, zoals geïllustreerd in Hoofdstuk  (zie Figuren - en -), wordt sterk 
beïnvloed door de keuze van het vervoermiddel. Deze verhouding is een rechtstreeks gevolg 
van de mogelijkheid om ruimte-tijd prisma’s te vormen voor verschillende vervoermiddelen 
die (zoals Figuur - in Hoofdstuk  toonde) veel meer beperkt zijn voor reizigers met 
openbaar vervoer. Er is een duidelijke afhankelijkheid tussen vervoermiddel en de keuze van 
intermediaire activiteiten . Het karakter van deze besluiten is echter nog onbekend. Gaat 
bijvoorbeeld de keuze van een vervoermiddel vooraf aan de keuze van activiteiten of worden de 
keuzes van vervoermiddel en activiteiten gelijktijdig gemaakt?

Om deze vraag te beantwoorden werd een co-evolutionaire benadering gevolgd. De 
methodologie betreft het schatten van afzonderlijke keuzemodellen, met gebruikmaking van 
de volledige informatie over de resultaten van de betreff ende keuzes, en om daarna gelijktijdig 
voorspellingen te verkrijgen gebaseerd op een iteratieve procedure van het telkens actualiseren 
van keuzewaarschijnlijkheden. Als aanvaard wordt dat de minst onzekere besluiten het eerste 
gemaakt worden, dan kan een volgorde van besluiten van het model afgeleid worden van de 
nutsverdeling in het specifi eke geval. De methodologie past goed in het nutsmaximalisatie 
raamwerk voor keuze modellering (in het Engels ‘utility maximization’)

Het focuspunt in dit onderzoek is de werk-tour. De werk-tour is het belangrijkste vervoer 
motief in termen van capaciteitsvoorziening voor het netwerk, bijdrage tot congestie en 
dientengevolge bijdrage tot luchtvervuiling (d.w.z. stop-rij verkeer) (Owen, ). De 
voortgaande verstedelijking van de bevolking heeft geresulteerd in grotere forensen afstanden 
en een toename in de slingerbeweging van forensen in het huis-werk-huis verkeer. Verder huis-werk-huis verkeer. Verder huis-werk-huis
is de werk-tour in grote mate het structurerende element van dagelijkse activiteiten- en 
reizenplanning en kan aangevoerd worden dat dit zowel de vereisten voor de langere 
(woonplaats) als kortere termijn beslissingen t.a.v. planning van activiteiten beïnvloedt.

In het algemeen bevestigen de resultaten van socio-demografi e, grondgebruik en kenmerken 
van stadsvormen eerdere bevindingen in de literatuur. D.w.z. vrouwen blijven hoofdzakelijk 
verantwoordelijk voor het vormen van samengestelde tours en koppelen in het bijzonder 
passagiers/goederen dienstactiviteiten aan de werk-tour. Verder neemt dezelfde persoon 
binnen het huishouden de verantwoordelijkheid voor deze activiteiten, zowel voor als na werk 
. Een opmerkelijke bevinding was dat mannen meer activiteiten tussen werk episoden doen 





in vergelijking met vrouwen (in het bijzonder ontspanning en andere activiteiten) en dat het 
gebruik van openbaar vervoer geen belemmering vormt op inplannen van tussenactiviteiten geen belemmering vormt op inplannen van tussenactiviteiten geen belemmering vormt
tijdens de tour.

Wanneer de volgorde van besluiten in aanmerking genomen wordt dan duiden de resultaten 
erop dat in de meeste gevallen het besluit om een vervoermiddel te kiezen het meest onzekere 
besluit is en dus volgens de aanname over het beslisproces het laatst genomen wordt. Evenzo 
worden besluiten over tussenactiviteiten, en in het bijzonder de aan het werk voorafgaande en 
de op het werk volgende, in de meeste gevallen het eerste genomen (omdat deze het minst 
onzeker zijn). Deze bevinding is in zekere zin niet zo verbazingwekkend gegeven de algemeen 
aangenomen stelling dat verplaatsingen ontstaan uit de behoefte om deel te nemen aan 
activiteiten. Daarom worden besluiten om aan activiteiten deel te nemen het eerst gemaakt, 
gevolgd door een besluit over een vervoermiddel. Kortom, mensen zullen in de meeste gevallen 
het vervoermiddel kiezen die het beste past bij hun behoeften van activiteiten en levenstijl.

Deze onderlinge afhankelijkheden tussen vervoermiddel en planning van activiteiten zijn 
van bijzonder belang voor beleidsmakers en planners. Voortvloeiend uit de veronderstelling 
dat activiteiten eerst komen en daarna vervoer, volgt dat activiteitseisen de keuze van het 
vervoermiddel zullen bepalen en dat beleid tot verandering van vervoermiddel op zichzelf 
minder eff ect zal sorteren. Zouden besluiten t.a.v. de planning van activiteiten de vervoermiddel 
keuze beïnvloeden (zoals blijkt uit het afgeleide vervoerskarakter), dan zal de invloed van het 
transportbeleid minder succesvol zijn als het onafhankelijk van overwegingen bij activiteitkeuze, 
die onderliggend aan de vervoersvraag zijn, beschouwd wordt. Het begrijpen van het proces 
van activiteitsplanning van tours is daarom een kritische voorwaarde voor het begrijpen van 
veranderingen in vervoergedrag.

Conclusies en bespreking

De bevindingen in dit proefschrift geven aan dat openbaar vervoer ingewikkeld is en dat zijn 
structuur duidelijk het gedrag van reisactiviteiten beïnvloedt. De complexiteit waarmee de 
gebruikers van het systeem geconfronteerd worden, wordt uitstekend weergegeven door het 
populaire Nederlandse gezegde: ‘Ze pikken je op waar je niet bent en brengen je waar je niet wezen 
wilt, op een tijd die je niet past’. Op een manier vat dit gezegde alle besluiten samen waarmee 
reizigers met openbaar vervoer geconfronteerd worden en de ruimtelijke en tijdsbeperkingen 
die hen opgelegd worden. Deze ‘zwakte’ van het openbaar vervoer is precies de ‘kracht’ van de 
auto. Kortweg, de auto is (bijna) altijd beschikbaar en kan (bijna) alle bestemmingen bereiken, 
en biedt dus aanzienlijke ruimtelijke en tijdsvoordelen voor de gebruiker. Als gevolg van vele 
ruimtelijke en economische ontwikkelingen, die hun weerslag hebben op de samenleving, 
zijn de tijds- en ruimtelijke reisbehoeften opgedeeld in vele diverse, gesegmenteerde en 
verindividualiseerde reisbehoeften.

De auto heeft geantwoord op deze veranderingen door een goedkope, fl exibele en sterk 
verpersoonlijkte vorm van vervoer te bieden, die individuen in staat stelt om te voldoen 
aan hun eisen van toenemend gediversifi eerde activiteiten. Planning voor de auto houdt in 
dat voorziening gemaakt word voor een verbonden (hiërarchisch) netwerk van wegen en 





parkeer gerieven, waar de meeste verantwoordelijkheid overgedragen is aan de privé sector. 
In tegenstelling hiermee is het openbaar vervoer heel wat minder tegemoetkomend om deze 
ontwikkelingen op te vangen. Planning van openbaar vervoer houdt in het verschaff en van een 
netwerk, tijdschema, rijdend materieel en een tariefstructuur. De meeste van deze taken zijn de 
verantwoordelijkheid van een openbaar vervoer autoriteit. Het resultaat is een onvermijdelijke 
ongelijkheid tussen de vraag naar en de voorziening van openbaar vervoer diensten.

Geconfronteerd met een toenemend haastige, verindividualiseerde samenleving die vraagt naar 
(en is beslist bereid om te betalen voor) goede en betrouwbare vervoersdiensten, wordt het een 
kwestie of multi-modaal, multi-traject openbaar vervoer aan deze reisbehoeften kan voldoen. 
Openbaar vervoer bedient een collectieve markt bijzonder goed (beperkte voedingsgebieden collectieve markt bijzonder goed (beperkte voedingsgebieden collectieve markt
en bestemmingen met een beperkt aantal routes voor de gemiddelde reiziger). Het probleem 
is echter dat de huidige marktgesegmenteerde, marktgeoriënteerde, gedecentraliseerde 
samenleving geen vervoer vraagt, maar vervoer vraagt, maar vervoer interactie, met het vervoermiddel als een secondair, 
levensstijl besluit. De privé auto is erg succesvol in het beantwoorden van deze vereisten van 
verplichte interactie en uiteindelijk van levensstijl.

Er zijn veel realiteiten waarmee planners en beleidmakers van openbaar vervoer 
geconfronteerd worden. In aanvulling op het zoeken naar rationele oplossingen is het enige dat 
vervoerbeplanners en -beleidmakers kunnen doen, het verbeteren van hun begrip van activiteits 
en reisgedrag en de factoren die de reiskeuzes beïnvloeden. Dit zal hen uiteindelijk helpen met 
het ontwikkelen van verbeterde vervoermodellen. Modelbouw (insluitend activiteitsgebaseerde 
modellen) is tot een grote mate een heuristisch proces en onderzoekers en beleidmakers kennen 
zelden de fi nale vorm van variabelen en parameters van te voren noch het resultaat van het 
beleid. Slechts achteraf is het mogelijk om tekortkomingen en gelegenheden voor verbetering 
te identifi ceren en om het resultaat te evalueren. Dit onderzoek heeft, naar wij hopen, meer 
inzicht verschaft in het reisgedrag van openbaar vervoer en heeft gedemonstreerd hoe modellen 
voor reisactiviteiten verbeterd kunnen worden door meer complexe modellen te gebruiken en 
door het verzamelen van meer gedetailleerde en omvattende gegevens.
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